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ABSTRACT
DELINEATION OF EVENTS IN CENTRIPETAL MIGRATION
DURING DROSOPHILA OOGENESIS
By
Travis T. Parsons
Dr. Laurel A. Raftery, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Biological Sciences
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

All multicellular organisms initially start out as a single cell. This cell must use the
genetic information encoded in its DNA to multiply in number and build itself into a complex
multicellular organism. How this process occurs is the focus of developmental biology, a field
that seeks to understand how a combination of genetic information and environmental conditions
shape a cell from its beginnings as a zygote all the way to maturity. A fundamental part of this
process is the ability of cells to work together in order to build complex tissues and organs. Cells
achieve this coordination by using signaling: The process of sending information from one cell to
another. These signals are essential in providing cells with their identity and position within the
tissue, and are not only used throughout development, but also during the maintenance of the
tissue long after it is built.
Due to the constraints involved in studying cell signaling and development in humans,
much of what we now know about these processes has been discovered from the study of model
organisms. In my dissertation I used the common fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, to
investigate how cells work together to migrate through a tissue and reorganize their shape. As
evolution has resulted in the conservation of biological mechanisms between species, by
iii

studying morphogenesis in Drosophila, we can learn more about how other organisms use
derivatives of these same processes to form their own tissues and organs. The signals that cells
use to communicate and work together are encoded in their DNA, requiring genetic techniques to
understand what information each signal conveys. As many techniques designed to manipulate
the genome of Drosophila melanogaster have been pioneered over the past decades, this model
organism has become a powerhouse for understanding how genetic regulation links to
downstream changes in cell behavior and morphology.
This dissertation focuses on Drosophila oogenesis, a developmental process during
which cells are constantly migrating, changing shape, and reorganizing to support the growth and
development of an oocyte. Chapter 1 of this dissertation reviews how follicle cells are initially
part of an epithelium which consists of a simple sheet of cells, and how this group of cells
develops over time to form a complex tissue. During this time, cells within this epithelium are
responding to environmental cues, internal genetic regulation, and external cellular signals in
order to receive information and carry out their instructed roles. As a goal of our laboratory is to
investigate how these instructive signals result in downstream changes to cell shape and
morphology, Drosophila oogenesis serves as an excellent model system for this purpose.
Previous work in our lab found that during egg chamber development, an intriguing
group of cells send and respond to signals known as Bone Morphogenetic Proteins (BMP). These
cells, known as “centripetally migrating follicle cells”, undergo a concerted migration after they
receive this signal, involving changes to their shapes, positions, and behaviors. The migration of
these cells is required to enclose the anterior portion of the oocyte with an eggshell at the end of
oogenesis, a process which protects it from a premature death by desiccation once it is fertilized
and deposited into the environment. A goal of my dissertation research was to understand if the
iv

morphological changes observed in these centripetally migrating cells could be in response to the
BMP signal they were receiving.
To determine if disruptions to BMP signaling could affect centripetal migration,
substantial technical development was necessary to mark, watch, and record these cells as they
migrated under a microscope. While previous protocols existed for the ex vivo culture of egg
chambers at different points in their development, none were adapted for the study of this
specific migration during stage 10B. Chapter 2 discusses the adaptations and optimizations that
were necessary to create a protocol to time-lapse image egg chambers undergoing centripetal
migration. This approach ultimately allowed me to culture egg chambers ex vivo for over 6 hours
while simultaneously capturing the migratory dynamics of the centripetally migrating cells.
As a prerequisite to determining what aspects of centripetal migration might be regulated
by BMP signaling, I first had to delineate how this migration normally occurred, work that is
described in Chapter 3. While centripetal migration is known to be essential to the formation of a
viable egg, to date no research has directly characterized the morphogenesis of these cells during
egg chamber development. I found that centripetal migration appears to occur in two phases that
exhibit unique characteristics compared to other cell migrations: First, leading centripetal cells
elongate inward apically, while reducing their basal surface area. Second, following cells rapidly
move inward, collectively migrating into the interior of the egg chamber to enclose the anterior
face of the oocyte. To create a timeline delineating the normal progression of events in
centripetal migration, I identified eight distinct morphological milestones that centripetal cells
undergo during this process. I then tested the utility of this framework by using it to investigate
cell-cell adhesion requirements between follicle cells and underlying germ cells during
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migration. This framework for centripetal migration facilitates the future study of this model
system to investigate the links between genetic regulation and collective cell migration.
In Chapter 4, I describe my work in investigating if BMP signaling is required
contemporaneously for the regulation of centripetal migration during late-stage oogenesis. I
showed that type II BMP receptor known as Wishful thinking was expressed in a domain of cells
that coincided with the centripetally migrating follicle cells, and that BMP signaling was also
active in a similar region. This receptor was of particular interest due to its ability to regulate
cellular dynamics in a manner that did not require changes to gene transcription, possibly serving
as a fast-acting signal to initiate the start of centripetal migration. After I found that this receptor
appeared to be largely dispensable for normal centripetal migration and a direct response to BMP
signaling, I inhibited the activity of type I BMP receptors with the use of a chemical inhibitor
known as DMH1. In doing so, I did not observe any discernable defects in centripetal migration
but found abnormalities in a subsequent process known as nurse cell dumping, potentially
revealing a role for BMP signaling in the regulation of this process. Whether or not concurrent
BMP signaling is required to regulate centripetal migration is an ongoing question.
Altogether, the data presented in this dissertation constitute the first study of centripetal
migration using live time-lapse imaging techniques and establish a framework that delineates its
normal progression. Chapter 5 summarizes the important conclusions that arose out of my work
and discusses the most pressing questions that remain on the horizon regarding the further
characterization and understanding of centripetal migration.
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CHAPTER 1
THE REPERTOIRE OF EPITHELIAL MORPHOGENESIS ON DISPLAY: PROGRESSIVE
ELABORATION OF DROSOPHILA EGG STRUCTURE

1.1 Preface
This chapter was published in Mechanisms of Development as:
Juan Carlos Duhart1, Travis T. Parsons1, Laurel A. Raftery, (2017). The repertoire of epithelial
morphogenesis on display: Progressive elaboration of Drosophila egg structure. Mechanisms of
Development. 148, 18 – 39. doi: 10.1016/j.mod.2017.04.002
1

Authors contributed equally to this work.

School of Life Sciences, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 4505 S. Maryland Parkway, Las
Vegas, NV 89154-4004, United States
Author Contributions: This review was written in collaboration with Juan C. Duhart, with whom I
share first-authorship of this publication, and Laurel A. Raftery, PhD. All authors conceived and
planned the scope and organization of the review article and contributed to the editing and review
process. I created Figure 1.2 and Table A.1. I wrote section 1.7 (Formation and Migration of the
Border Cell Cluster), portions of 1.8 (Morphogenesis of Anterior Terminal Cells to Form a
Squamous Epithelium), and 1.10 (Inward Migration of an Anterior Ring of Columnar FCs), along
with smaller contributions to other sections.

Editorial Note: The published manuscript refers to different section numbers than those used
here. These section numbers have been edited to direct the reader to the correct sections as
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referred to in this dissertation. This review covers many aspects of egg chamber development
and morphogenesis. My dissertation focues on centripetal migration, a migration event that takes
place during stage 10B. Sections that are of particular interest to my dissertation include: 1.2 –
1.4 (overview of egg chamber development and epithelial morphogenesis), 1.6 (adhesion,
maturation, and patterning of early follicle cells), 1.8 – 1.10 (morphogenesis and further
patterning of follicle cells, inward migration of centripetal follicle cells), and 1.12 – 1.13
(conclusions and perspectives).
1.2 Abstract
Epithelial structures are foundational for tissue organization in all metazoans. Sheets of
epithelial cells form lateral adhesive junctions and acquire apico-basal polarity perpendicular to
the surface of the sheet. Genetic analyses in the insect model, Drosophila melanogaster, have
greatly advanced our understanding of how epithelial organization is established, and how it is
modulated during tissue morphogenesis. Major insights into collective cell migrations have come
from analyses of morphogenetic movements within the adult follicular epithelium that
cooperates with female germ cells to build a mature egg. Epithelial follicle cells progress through
tightly choreographed phases of proliferation, patterning, reorganization and migrations, before
they differentiate to form the elaborate structures of the eggshell. Distinct structural domains are
organized by differential adhesion, within which lateral junctions are remodeled to further shape
the organized epithelia. During collective cell migrations, adhesive interactions mediate
supracellular organization of planar polarized macromolecules, and facilitate crawling over the
basement membrane or traction against adjacent cell surfaces. Comparative studies with other
insects are revealing the diversification of morphogenetic movements for elaboration of
epithelial structures. This review surveys the repertoire of follicle cell morphogenesis, to
2

highlight the coordination of epithelial plasticity with progressive differentiation of a secretory
epithelium. Technological advances will keep this tissue at the leading edge for interrogating the
precise spatiotemporal regulation of normal epithelial reorganization events, and provide a
framework for understanding pathological tissue dysplasia.
1.3 Introduction
Substantial advances have been made toward understanding the mechanisms that pattern
the body plan and generate diverse cell types, using developmental genetics of model organisms.
In parallel, cell culture studies have yielded interaction maps for the protein networks associated
with either differentiation of specific cell types or with cell migration. However, the full
integration of patterning, cell type diversification, and morphogenesis of functional architecture
remains one of the major challenges in developmental biology. With recent advances in live
imaging of whole animals or explanted tissues, we are uncovering the diversity of mechanisms
by which embryonic cells can change shape, migrate, and reorganize. The impact of this
exploration extends beyond the goal of understanding embryogenesis.
Aberrant cell migration can be associated with pathological states, either through an overt
developmental defect or from a subtler syndrome that arises because the affected cell population
does not generate the proper tissues or end up in the correct places, e.g. (Hirotsune et al., 1998),
and reviewed in (Gleeson and Walsh, 2000). Moreover, morphogenetic movements are used
throughout adulthood to maintain the functional integrity of tissues with high cell turnover rates,
or during repair and regeneration of damaged tissues (reviewed in Goichberg, 2016). The
majority of adult tissues with these characteristics are epithelial, because epithelia line tissue
surfaces with direct environmental exposure (for example, airway epithelium, reviewed in
Iosifidis et al., 2016) or repeated disruptions (for example, ovarian surface epithelium, reviewed
3

in Ng and Barker, 2015). Adult epithelia are stable structures, in which cells are interconnected
by adhesion junctions, desmosomes, and occluding junctions. Because of distinctions in
behaviors of cultured epithelial cells when they are diffusely seeded versus in a confluent
monolayer, cell biologists sometimes conflate the formation of epithelial junctions with an
inhibition of motility (a concept reviewed and critiqued by Martz and Steinberg, 1973; Stramer
and Mayor, 2016).
However, as pointed out by (Gumbiner, 1996), many epithelia are stable, but dynamic,
and normal adult epithelia retain or modify some of the morphogenetic behaviors displayed
during embryonic development. Importantly, adult epithelia must be sufficiently flexible to
permit the orderly movement of differentiating daughters away from the stem cell niche, such as
in normal cell turnover in the intestinal epithelium (as shown by Genander et al., 2009), and
(reviewed by Clevers, 2013), or recruitment of newborn keratinocytes from hair follicles in
severe skin wounding models (reviewed by Plikus et al., 2012). Understanding the mechanisms
that allow organizational flexibility of epithelia will provide new insights into pathological states
marked by the loss of tissue-appropriate epithelial organization, such as in progression to
invasive cancer (reviewed in Bobrow et al., 1994; Cheung and Ewald, 2016; Hanahan and
Weinberg, 2000; Jen et al., 1994).
The Drosophila ovary provides an enduring model for studies of morphogenesis in an
intact epithelium. During oogenesis, the developing oocyte is interconnected with 15 sister cells,
called nurse cells; forming a syncytium, or cyst. The germ cell cyst is surrounded by a somatic
epithelium, which undergoes multiple rounds of reorganization to create the shape of the egg.
The end result is an egg encased in an elaborate eggshell with features that permit fertilization of
the egg, enhance respiration and environmental stress resistance of the developing embryo, and,
4

ultimately, rupture to release the larva from its protective casing (Hinton, 1981; King, 1970;
Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980; Margaritis et al., 1980). Among the genus Drosophila, the
characteristic eggshell morphology of several species have been examined in detail and
correlated with the substrate where eggs are deposited (summarized in Hinton, 1981; King, 1970;
Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980). We will return to the underlying variation in patterning and
morphogenesis later in this review. The majority of our discussion will focus on the genetic
model species, Drosophila melanogaster.
The shape of the eggshell has provided a valuable point of entry into genetic and
morphometric analyses of the mechanisms for epithelial morphogenesis. The somatic epithelium
becomes progressively subdivided into several regional domains. Within each domain the cells
undergo stereotypical reorganizations and migrations, remodeling their lateral adhesive
interfaces to different degrees, and sometimes expressing distinct sets of cell adhesion molecules.
One such domain of migratory follicle cells, the border cells, is frequently featured in collective
cell migration reviews (e.g. in Haeger et al., 2015; Scarpa and Mayor, 2016). This migration is
only one of several striking morphogenetic events that are essential for formation of a viable
Drosophila egg. Understanding the transitions between each phase of collective migration, and
the precise orchestration of disparate cell movements within close proximity to each other, will
provide important information about the mechanisms that ensure tight control of cell behaviors
in adult tissues.
Here we highlight recent advances in understanding specific morphogenetic movements
within this compact tissue. We highlight open questions about the initiation and mechanism for
each type of movement, with emphasis on transitions between successive types of movements or
to subsequent differentiation. In Section 1.4, we start with an overview of the developmental
5

progression of Drosophila oogenesis, and the distinct morphogenetic movements that occur as
the egg is formed. In Sections 1.5 through 1.8, we discuss current thoughts on the five major
epithelium reorganizations that together define the shape of the egg and its surrounding eggshell.
Each event involves distinct patterning and morphogenetic mechanisms, yet these cells are all in
close proximity to one another and were all derived from the same simple epithelium earlier in
oogenesis. The transitions between each event reveal the fundamental roles for differential
expression of cell adhesion proteins and remodeling of adhesive interactions. Understanding the
gene regulatory networks and molecular machinery that organize the choreography of oogenesis
will provide a template for understanding morphogenesis of more complex cellular systems.
1.4 Overview of Egg Chamber Origin, Developmental Progression, and Critical
Morphogenetic Movements
The morphogenetic events of Drosophila egg formation are easily accessible to the
investigator, for each oocyte develops in concert with its surrounding somatic epithelium within
a follicle, or egg chamber, and independently from other oocytes. A female has two ovaries, each
of which contains 16–20 ovarioles, or assembly lines of maturing egg chambers (King, 1970).
Multiple developmental stages are displayed at once, due to the organization into parallel
ovarioles, which are tubes of developing follicles (Fig. 1.1A). Thus, the successive
morphogenetic events are laid out in the array of egg chambers available in a single ovary
(previously reviewed by Bastock and St Johnston, 2008; Horne-Badovinac and Bilder, 2005;
McLaughlin and Bratu, 2015). Investigation of these morphogenetic events has intensified with
the advent of methods for ex vivo culture combined with improvements in time-lapse
fluorescence imaging (reviewed by Peters and Berg, 2016b).
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Figure 1.1 Drosophila eggs are produced in the ovary within ovarioles. (A) Anterior portion
of a single ovariole. Eggs develop from egg chambers, which are assembled de novo in the
germarium. Successively formed egg chambers develop in an assembly-line manner as they make
their way toward the posterior of the ovariole, such that each egg chamber is older than its more
anterior neighbor. Egg chambers are linked in a “chain” by stalk cells (arrow). The anterior-most
region of each ovariole contains a stem cell niche for egg chamber formation. The boxed region
includes this anterior-most region at the upper left, with the terminal filament at the tip, the long,
germarium structure, and a newly formed egg chamber that has budded from the germarium
(arrowhead, lower right of box). (B) A schematic of a Drosophila germarium, which is composed
of several cell types that coordinate their behaviors to continuously produce egg chambers. Egg
chamber formation begins with the asymmetric division of germline stem cells, which are
associated with the terminal filament and cap cells of the niche in region 1. Asymmetric division
leads to the formation of a daughter germ-line stem cell that stays associated with the cap cells.
The more distant daughter, now a cystoblast, undergoes four rounds of mitotic division as it moves
through region 2a, surrounded by escort cells. Incomplete cytokinesis during cystoblast divisions
gives rise to a 16-cell syncytium interconnected via cytoplasmic bridges. The cystoblast
syncytium, or germ cell cyst, encounters prefollicle cell progeny of the follicle stem cells situated
at the boundary of region 2b. Prefollicle cells coat the posterior side of the cyst, separating it from
escort cells, and from the now completed stage 1 egg chamber that resides in region 3. Organization
of stalk cells and polar cells accompanies the budding of a stage 2 egg chamber from the
germarium. By mid-stage 2, egg chambers are fully encapsulated with a specialized basal
extracellular matrix (ECM), or basement membrane. Egg chambers begin to rotate early in their
developmental program (stage 1/2) in either a clockwise or counter clockwise direction (black
arrows under stage 2) relative to their anterior-posterior axis (gray horizontal line under stage 2).
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(C) Circumferential migration is maintained through stage 8 and arrests by stage 9. The timeline
is depicted here as a thick green bar. (D) Circumferential migration requires the planar polarization
of the follicular epithelium. Cytoskeletal structures composed of F-actin (red) and Acetylatedtubulin (Ace-tubulin, blue) are arranged in planar polarized basal bundles, oriented perpendicular
to the anterior-posterior axis. Lower left inset shows follicle cell apicobasal polarity, with the
apical surface (filled arrowhead) in contact with the nurse cells (NCs) or oocyte (Oo) and the basal
surface (unfilled arrowhead) in contact with the basement membrane (ECM; green). During this
migration, FCs secrete ECM components including Collagen, Laminin, and Perlecan. Though not
essential, migration facilitates the polarized deposition of long, ECM fibrils, oriented
perpendicular to the AP axis (dark green; lower right). Disruption of planar cell polarity and/or
circumferential migration leads to failure in egg elongation. (E) Defects in planar cell polarity are
associated with the production of round eggs. A stage 14 egg, resulting from RNA interferencemediated depletion of trc in the follicle cells (using traffic-jam-Gal4 to drive expression of a
double-stranded RNA from TRiP.JF02961), which gives a similar round egg phenotype to the
published mosaic analysis with traditional mutations (Horne-Badovinac et al., 2012). (F)
Drosophila melanogaster eggs are normally ovoid in shape, with elongated dorsal appendages. A
stage 14 egg from a parallel control experiment is shown. Anterior eggshell structures are
indicated: dorsal appendage (da), operculum (op), micropyle (mp), and ventral collar (vc). Scale
bars are 100 micrometers (μm). For detailed electron micrographs of these structures, see
Margaritis et al., 1980. In panels A, B, and D–F, anterior is left and posterior is right. In E and F,
dorsal is up and ventral is down.

Insect ovarioles have a common general organization, in which oogonia, or germline
stem cells, reside in the anterior terminal region, the germarium (Fig. 1.1B), whereas subsequent
oogenesis occurs in progressively more posterior regions, sometimes called the vitellarium
(reviewed in Simmons, 2013). Each follicle progresses through fourteen developmental stages,
as detailed in (King and Koch, 1963), some diagrammed in Figs. 1 and 2. The features used to
define the stages include the relative positioning of the egg chamber within the ovariole, the size
of the oocyte relative to the egg chamber or other germ cells, accumulation of certain organelles,
and follicle cell numbers, organization and morphology. A succinct “field guide” to egg
chambers using differential interference contrast images combined with DAPI-staining was
provided in a widely-used review (Spradling, 1993). Recently, the Deng lab developed an
automated method to stage DAPI-stained egg chambers, which uses egg chamber size, aspect
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ratio, and follicle cell numbers (Jia et al., 2016). With either method, dysregulation of
morphogenesis, oocyte growth, or follicle cell proliferation can uncouple the associations
between morphogenesis in different cell populations, making staging of mutant egg chambers
problematic.
The following sections of this review focus on each morphogenetic event in order of their
developmental progression. In this section, we provide a general summary of egg chamber
development, the origin of the follicular epithelium and formation of egg chambers in the
germarium, the subsequent stages of follicular epithelium development in the vitellarium, and
ending with a summary of the five major epithelial reorganizations that create the shape of the
egg and the eggshell. A summary of proteins or Drosophila genes mentioned in this review can
be found in Appendix A, Table A.1. A unique Flybase gene identifier is listed; interested readers
can use this number as a portal to find links to more detailed protein family information through
the Flybase database (Flybase.org; Gramates et al., 2017).
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Figure 1.2 Egg chamber diagrams from selected stages, showing morphogenesis of relevant
follicle cell populations and their contributions to the eggshell. Six stages of Drosophila
oogenesis are depicted, as well as the final mature eggshell. Key cell populations are color coded
according to their patterning and final fate. Stage 4: Prior to this stage, the polar cells are specified
and reside at both ends of the developing egg chamber. Nurse cells and their nuclei are visible, as
well as the oocyte, oocyte nucleus, and epithelial follicle cells (FCs). Stage 8: As the oocyte grows
larger, additional patterning specifies at least one posterior terminal FC domain, as well as three
anterior FC domains. Stage 9: During this stage, the border cell cluster, composed of the anterior
polar cells and neighboring terminal FCs, delaminates from the epithelium and migrates
posteriorly between the nurse cells. Concurrently, epithelial FCs reorganize into squamous and
columnar domains, starting from the anterior and posterior poles of the egg chamber, respectively.
Some evidence suggests that centripetal FCs are specified by this time (pre-patterned anterior
follicle cells in diagram). Stage 10A: The centripetal FCs are organized in rows at the anterior edge
of the columnar FCs, and the border cells reach the nurse cell/oocyte boundary and begin to
migrate dorsally. Stage 10B: Centripetal migration is underway, and the roof and floor cells that
will comprise the dorsal appendages are specified. Stage 10B inset: After initial elongation,
individual centripetal cells appear to detach from the basement membrane and move inward over
their more posterior neighbors (TTP and LAR, unpublished observations). Stage 11: Centripetal
migration nears completion as the nurse cells dump their contents into the oocyte. Squamous FCs
begin to wrap around individual nurse cells, ultimately to promote their phagocytosis. Final
Eggshell: The columnar FCs secrete the final eggshell resulting in two dorsal appendages, the
operculum, the outer portion of the mycropylar structure, and the aeropyle located at the posterior.
Border cells secrete the interior material of the micropyle, and shape a path for sperm entry. The
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approximate cell populations are color coded as indicated at the bottom of the figure. The egg
chambers are not depicted at the same scale; indicated by its individual scale bar (100 μm) just
below. Each egg chamber was hand traced from micrographs; positions of FC lateral interfaces
were estimated.

Formation of an Egg Chamber Within the Germarium
The germarium houses a stem cell niche for both somatic and germline stem cells, as
reviewed elsewhere (Chen et al., 2011; Losick et al., 2011). Within this structure, newborn germ
cells and somatic follicle cells organize to form an egg chamber. The development of the oocyte
within each egg chamber is summarized briefly, before we turn our attention to the formation
and morphogenesis of the follicular epithelium.
Germline stem cells are maintained at the anterior tip of the germarium (Fig. 1.1B). In
Drosophila, only some progeny of the germline stem cells become oocytes, while other progeny
become nurse cells that remain associated in a syncytial cyst with their oocyte sister (early work
reviewed in King, 1970; Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980; Telfer, 1975). Several germ cells
within one cyst initiate the early events of meiotic prophase I within region 2B of the germarium
(reviewed in Lake and Hawley, 2012). Subsequent meiotic progression becomes restricted to the
oocyte by the time the egg chamber leaves the germarium. The regulation of meiotic progression,
and evidence for linkage to somatic developmental progression, are reviewed by (Von Stetina
and Orr-Weaver, 2011). The fifteen nurse cells contribute their cytoplasmic contents to their
sister oocyte during stages 11–12, augmenting the accumulation of cytoplasmic mass in the
oocyte (reviewed in Mahajan-Miklos and Cooley, 1994), a process we return to in Section 1.8.
Completion of meiosis and egg activation occurs when the mature stage 14 egg moves into the
oviduct, prior to fertilization (reviewed by Krauchunas and Wolfner, 2013). The rate of egg
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production is regulated by nutritional and other inputs, some examples of these inputs can be
found in recent studies (Laws et al., 2015; Shimada et al., 2011; Sun and Spradling, 2013) and
reviews by (Belles and Piulachs, 2015; Bloch Qazi et al., 2003; Bownes, 1982).
The mid-region of the germarium houses the somatic stem cells that give rise to daughter
cells that form the follicular epithelium (Fig. 1.1B) (Margolis and Spradling, 1995). The numbers
and positions of these stem cells, called follicle cell stem cells, appears to be determined during
pupal stages (Vlachos et al., 2015). Follicle cell stem cell maintenance requires the nuclear
protein Castor, which continues to be expressed in their differentiating daughters, the precursor
follicle cells (Chang et al., 2013). In adult germaria, follicle cell stem cells are maintained via
contact with neighboring somatic cells and paracrine germarium signals (Song and Xie, 2002;
Song and Xie, 2003; Zhang and Kalderon, 2001). Laminin A expression by these stem cells is
important for maintenance, as are α-integrins PS1 and PS2, along with β-integrinPS2 (Hartman
et al., 2015; O'Reilly et al., 2008). More recent studies indicate that follicle cell stem cells require
basal polarity proteins Discs large (Dlg) and Lethal giant larvae (Lgl) to compete for niche
occupancy (Kronen et al., 2014). These stem cells appear to have extended baso-lateral domains
and adhesion junctions, but no detectable apical domains, an organization maintained by high
Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor activity (EGFR). Apical domains, identified by localization
of apical polarity proteins Bazooka (Baz) and atypical Protein Kinase C (aPKC), are not detected
until after division to produce a differentiating daughter (Castanieto et al., 2014; Tanentzapf et
al., 2000). This newborn precursor follicle cell matures its apical membrane domain as it move
inward to contact a germ cell cyst, thus acquiring initial apico-basal polarity as it forms a simple,
cuboidal epithelium (Castanieto et al., 2014), and the apical domain genes crumbs (crb) and
discs lost (dlt) are required at this time to generate a contiguous epithelium over the early egg
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chambers (Tanentzapf et al., 2000). These data seem to contradict the original view that
precursor follicle cells undergo an epithelial-mesenchymal transition (articulated in a review by
Tepass et al., 2001), a flexible process thought to underlie much of the epithelial plasticity
exhibited during epithelial morphogenesis in embryos (nicely articulated in a recent mini-review
of developmental morphogenesis for cancer researchers, Nakaya and Sheng, 2013).
Neither the follicle cell stem cells nor the precursor follicle cells appear to fit the strict
definition of epithelial cells articulated by (Nakaya and Sheng, 2013). The evidence supports an
essential role of apical cues in the emergence of apico-basal polarity (Franz and Riechmann,
2010; Goode et al., 1996; Tanentzapf et al., 2000), followed by later elaboration of a basement
membrane (Chen et al., 2016) as the stage 1/2 egg chamber emerges from the germarium (Fig.
1.1A, B, this stage reviewed in (Horne-Badovinac and Bilder, 2005)). This appears distinct from
recent discussions of de novo apical membrane polarization and lumen formation, initiated via
basal cues such as attachment to a basement membrane generated by another cell type (e.g. in
Bedzhov and Zernicka-Goetz, 2014), recently reviewed by (Roman-Fernandez and Bryant,
2016).
Inward migration of precursor follicle cells separates a 16-germ cell cyst from its older,
posterior neighbor, and reinforces the posterior position of the oocyte within the egg chamber
(reviewed by Huynh and St Johnston, 2004; Roth and Lynch, 2009). Additional precursor follicle
cells are recruited to form the somatic epithelium that encases one germ cell syncytium to form
an egg chamber, or follicle (Fig. 1.1B) (Margolis and Spradling, 1995; Tworoger et al., 1999).
As the epithelium forms over the germ cell cyst, some of the epithelial follicle cells (FCs) begin
to express Eyes absent (Eya) (Bai and Montell, 2002), which blocks the polar cell fate through
repression of Castor expression (Chang et al., 2013). The follicle cells can organize into an
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epithelial-like structure in the absence of germ cells; however, their apico-basal polarity depends
on contact with the germ cells (Goode et al., 1996; Margolis and Spradling, 1995; Tanentzapf et
al., 2000). The importance of apico-basal polarity for follicular epithelial structure, and the
gradual acquisition of epithelial characteristics in early egg chambers are discussed elsewhere
(Bastock and St Johnston, 2008; Franz and Riechmann, 2010).
A few precursor follicle cells become either epithelial FCs or pre-polar cells, which
subsequently become either the polar cells or the stalk cells (Tworoger et al., 1999), although a
recent report challenges this initial epithelial versus prepolar lineage restriction (Nystul and
Spradling, 2010). Stalk cells have a distinct organization, through which they separate individual
egg chambers throughout the ovariole (arrow in Fig. 1.1A). Polar cells are embedded in the
epithelium at the anterior and posterior poles of an egg chamber (Fig. 1.2, stage 4 and
subsequent); initially, these cells are contiguous with the stalk cells that connect to an egg
chamber (Margolis and Spradling, 1995; Tworoger et al., 1999). Even though the polar cells
remain contiguous with the follicular epithelium, they undergo a distinct developmental program
during stages 2–8 (Besse and Pret, 2003; Borensztejn et al., 2013; Grammont and Irvine, 2001;
Khammari et al., 2011; Niewiadomska et al., 1999; Ruohola-Baker et al., 1991).
Overview of Egg Chamber Development and Epithelial Morphogenesis
Once the egg chamber forms, the follicular epithelium initiates a circumferential
migration, which helps constrain the egg to an ovoid shape. The entire follicular epithelium takes
part in this migration, which we discuss in Section 1.5. Circumferential migration overlaps with
other significant events of oogenesis, including follicle cell proliferation during stages 1–6
(represented by stages 1–2 in Fig. 1.1A, and stage 4 in Fig. 1.2)(Calvi et al., 1998), and into the
beginning of vitellogenesis during stages 8–9, when the oocyte takes up vitellogenins, the major
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storage lipoprotein (all diagrammed in Fig. 1.2) (Cummings and King, 1970; Schonbaum et al.,
2000). Circumferential migration does not appear to disrupt juxtacrine interactions between FCs
and the underlying germ cells; for example, Delta ligand on germ cell membranes can activate its
receptor Notch on FC apical surfaces, for FC mitotic proliferation is maintained by high Delta
ligand expression in the germ cells (reviewed by Klusza and Deng, 2011).
As oogenesis proceeds, maturation of the oocyte is tightly coordinated with the
subdivision of FCs into distinct groups (indicated as different colors in Figs. 2, 3). Each group
will form a distinct structure of the eggshell, or else interact with the 15 nurse cells to ensure
their final elimination. When the epithelium forms, the epithelial FCs show fluctuations in gene
expression, but seem equivalent in fate (Skora and Spradling, 2010). Subdivision of the terminal
and middle, or mainbody, regions of the follicular epithelium occurs by stage 5 (Gonzalez-Reyes
and St Johnston, 1998; Grammont and Irvine, 2002; McGregor et al., 2002) Polar cells begin
expressing the gene for the Unpaired (Upd) ligand when they are specified in the posterior of
stage 1 egg chambers (McGregor et al., 2002); Upd activates the Janus kinase/STAT signaling
pathway in the FCs to induce terminal cell fate (reviewed by Denef and Schupbach, 2003).
Anterior-posterior symmetry is broken in the FCs slightly later, when Gurken (Grk) ligand from
the oocyte activates EGFR in overlying FCs. This signal blocks the later formation of anterior
eggshell structures at the posterior pole of the egg chamber (Peri and Roth, 2000; Queenan et al.,
1997). We revisit anterior-posterior patterning in Section 1.6.
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Figure 1.3 Dorsal appendage morphogenesis requires de novo tube formation. (A–B): Dorsal
appendage placodes become evident by stage 10B. By stage 10B, the dorsal appendage placode is
composed of two cell types, the floor and roof cells, which can be identified by gene expression
patterns, as discussed in the text. The dorsal appendage placodes abut the dorsal operculumforming cells that populate the “T-region” along their anterior and medial borders. (B) Dorsal
appendage morphogenesis begins with follicle cell elongation along the apicobasal axis. The boxed
region of interest in B, is depicted as a “magnified” view in B′ (early stage 10B) and B″ (late stage
10B). By late stage 10B, the follicle cells of the dorsal appendage placode have elongated
substantially along their apicobasal axis and are morphologically distinct from neighboring cells
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that do not participate in dorsal appendage morphogenesis. (C–D) Floor cells “dive” underneath
the roof cells to form a tube. The boxed region of interest in C, is depicted as a “magnified” view
in C′ (early stage 11) when the floor cells begin to dive underneath the roof cells and in C″ (late
stage 11) when the floor cell apices of the anterior and medial floor cell populations are
approaching each other underneath the roof cells, better appreciated from the dorsal view in D. (D)
Apical extension by the floor cells gives rise to the dorsal appendage tube. By stage 12, the anterior
and medial floor cells meet under the roof cells and form new lateral contacts with each other,
thereby sealing off the tube (along a ventral seam) and generating a lumen between the roof and
floor cells. (E) The dorsal appendage tube elongates during stages 12–13 and eggshell components
are sequentially secreted into the dorsal appendage lumen. Dorsal appendage elongation and
morphological maturation requires the coordination of several behaviors that include, convergent
extension, concerted cell migration, and remodeling of cell shape. As the dorsal appendage tube
elongates, it rotates such that the roof cells face outwards (or laterally), while the floor cells face
inwards (toward the nurse cell compartment). Eggshell components begin to be secreted into the
lumen during stage 11, however the bulk of secretion taking place between stages 12–14. The
mature dorsal appendage has a narrow stalk (proximal) and a wide paddle (distal; Fig. 1.1F). This
figure is adapted from figures in Dorman et al. (2004), which presents more detailed descriptions
of dorsal appendage morphogenesis; additional information for specific details are available in
references cited within the text. In all panels, anterior is left and posterior right. Panel A depicts a
dorsal surface view. Panel D, depicts a “flattened” dorsal view of floor cells only. Panels B–C″
and E depict cross-sectional views (dorsal side up). Developmental stage is indicated in each panel.

A striking diversity of morphogenetic events occurs in a near-simultaneous fashion
beginning in the vitellogenic stages (stages 8–10, Fig. 1.2), and continuing into the postvitellogenic stages, sometimes called the choriogenic stage (stages 11–14, Fig. 1.2). FC
circumferential migration has stopped by stage 9 (Chen et al., 2016). Prior to stage 7/8, all
epithelial FCs are cuboidal in shape, as discussed in Section 1.6. During stage 9, the follicular
epithelium begins to reorganize into distinct squamous or columnar domains, as discussed in
Section 1.7. At the same time, the border cells cluster together at the anterior pole of the egg
chamber, and detach to migrate between the nurse cells to the oocyte. Border cell migration has
been extensively reviewed in recent years, so we only summarize key events in Section 1.7.
Patterning of dorsal mainbody FCs occurs as they form the columnar epithelium during
stage 9, as we discuss in Section 1.9. Radial symmetry of the oocyte is broken during stage 8,
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when the oocyte nucleus migrates along the cortex to an anterior corner, defining the dorsal
midline. Localized secretion of Grk moves with the position of the nucleus, creating a Grk
morphogen gradient that spreads from anterior to posterior over the dorsal surface of the growing
oocyte. High levels of Grk accumulate over the oocyte nucleus during stage 10, further elevating
EGFR signaling to specify dorsal anterior FC fates. Diversification of dorsal anterior FCs occurs
in 2 h or less, during stages 10–11 (Figs. 2, 3).
Completion of epithelial reorganization results in abutting squamous and columnar
domains of the follicular epithelium. The junction aligns neatly over the nurse cell-oocyte
interface, and occurs at a characteristic wild-type ratio of oocyte to nurse cell volume of 1:1
(King, 1970). The border cells reach the anterior oocyte at about the same time. This distinctive
morphology defines stage 10A (Fig. 1.2), which coincides with the initial diversification of
dorsal anterior FC types. Although cell morphology appears stable, refinement of gene
expression domains presages the next rounds of morphogenesis. Onset of stage 10B is defined by
the visible inward elongation of the centripetally migrating FCs, when a ring of FCs reach
inward between the nurse cells and oocyte (Fig. 1.2) (King, 1970). Centripetal migration ensures
that the anterior oocyte will be covered by eggshell; we discuss this poorly understood migration
in Section 1.10.
The onset of bulk transfer of nurse cell cytoplasmic contents to the oocyte marks the
beginning of stage 11 (Figs. 2 and 3A, B) (Gutzeit and Koppa, 1982; King, 1970). It should be
noted that RNA binding proteins, endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi proteins are synthesized in
the nurse cells and transported to the oocyte by selective transport during stages 6–7 (not
diagrammed here), mediated by polarized microtubules in the oocyte (Shimada et al., 2011). In
contrast, the bulk cytoplasmic transfer that begins after the elongation of the centripetal FCs is
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non-selective; the nurse cells transfer maternal organelles, macromolecular machinery, RNAs
and proteins that will be needed for early embryogenesis, while retaining their nuclei (King,
1970; Mahajan-Miklos and Cooley, 1994; Spradling, 1993; Telfer, 1975). Colloquially called
“nurse cell dumping” (e.g. in Spradling, 1993), this bulk cytoplasm movement results in rapid
expansion of the oocyte, and concomitant shrinkage of the nurse cells, which retain their nuclei
due to anchoring by an actin cytoskeletal matrix assembled during stage 10B (shown in Fig. 1.2),
demonstrated by (Cooley et al., 1992), and reviewed in (Hudson and Cooley, 2002; Huelsmann
and Brown, 2014). Subsequently, squamous FCs enwrap individual shrunken nurse cells and
induce programmed cell death in a phagocytic process (Timmons et al., 2016); these events are
briefly covered in Section 1.8.
The last morphogenetic movement of FCs is the combined tubulogenesis and collective
cell migrations that form the two dorsal appendages of the eggshell (Berg, 2005; Ward and Berg,
2005). In Section 1.11, we cover recent advances in understanding morphogenesis of dorsal
appendages from the two FC domains that each reorganize to initiate tubulogenesis, and then
collectively migrate anteriorly during an elongation phase (Fig. 1.3). Eggshell proteins are
secreted into the lumen of each tube, generating the characteristic respiratory horns, or dorsal
appendages, of the D. melanogaster egg (Hinton, 1981; Hinton, 1969).
Each egg chamber synthesizes prostaglandins that coordinate the events of oogenesis
from stage 9 onward (Tootle and Spradling, 2008). Complex dynamics of this signaling system
coordinates the temporal program for expression of eggshell and vitelline membrane genes,
proper transfer of nurse cell cytoplasm to the oocyte, and oocyte maturation (Groen et al., 2012;
Spracklen et al., 2014; Tootle et al., 2011). Columnar FCs and border cells sequentially secrete
components of the eggshell, beginning with the vesicles of vitelline membrane components
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during stage 9 (Margaritis, 1985; Waring, 2000). The elaborate structure of the eggshell is
defined by the final architecture of the FCs covering the oocyte. Eggshell structures vary, even
across the Drosophilid species, and are thought to enhance embryonic survival in the speciesspecific substrate where eggs are deposited (Hinton, 1981; Kambysellis, 1974; Kambysellis,
1993).
Once an oocyte is mature, it may be held within the ovariole for a variable period of time
before it is released for egg activation and fertilization (reviewed by Bloch Qazi et al., 2003;
Spradling, 1993). Ovulation signals trigger the degradation of posterior FCs, leaving behind a
mass containing the rest of the FCs (Deady et al., 2015; Deady and Sun, 2015). The resultant
follicle rupture separates the egg and the anterior FC mass as they move into the lateral oviduct.
Now activated, the egg proceeds to the uterus for fertilization, while the FCs remain en masse in
the oviduct. Surprisingly, immunofluorescence analysis suggest that this FC mass retains nuclear
localization of Hindsight, cortical β-catenin, and mitochondrial localization of the Ecdysone
biosynthetic enzyme Shade. It has been proposed that this corpus luteum-like structure regulates
maturation of successive follicles within the same ovariole (Deady et al., 2015).
1.5 Circumferential Migration of the Follicle Cell Epithelium
Circumferential migration is a notable example of the expanded repertoire of
morphogenetic events that became accessible when a reliable protocol for prolonged, ex vivo
culture of vitellogenic stage egg chambers was developed, early examples in (Bianco et al.,
2007; Prasad et al., 2007; Zimyanin et al., 2008). Identification of this migration stemmed from
the surprising observation that previtellogenic egg chambers rotate about their anterior-posterior
axis with either left- or right-handed chirality (Haigo and Bilder, 2011). Further studies indicated
that the entire follicular epithelium migrates over an immobile basement membrane that
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encapsulates the egg chamber (Cetera et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Isabella and HorneBadovinac, 2015b; Isabella and Horne-Badovinac, 2016; Lerner et al., 2013; Lewellyn et al.,
2013); thus FCs migrate along a path that traces the circumference of the egg chamber. As we
mentioned in Section 1.4, this does not disrupt Notch-Delta signaling between FCs and germ
cells, and the egg chamber rotation seen in time-lapse imaging may be facilitated by continuing
DE-cadherin-mediated adhesive interactions between the FC apical surface and the underlying
germ cell syncytium (FC-germ cell adhesion reviewed in Muller, 2000).
Whether other epithelial tissues engage in circumferential migration or whether the
observed Drosophila FC mechanisms and functional outputs are conserved for all such
migrations, are open questions. Several recent review articles address these questions from
different perspectives. Horne-Badovinac (Horne-Badovinac, 2014) makes the case that
circumferential rotation may be conserved in egg development across distantly related insects,
citing evidence for circumferential cell organization or related features in egg chambers of other
insects (also addressed by Gates, 2012). Intriguingly, egg rotation occurs in the avian shell gland
and is essential to break radial symmetry of the blastocyst embryo (Kochav and Eyal-Giladi,
1971), but it is unknown whether the mechanism for this rotation is related to that of insects.
Taking a distinct perspective, Bilder and Haigo (Bilder and Haigo, 2012) describe a set of
criteria that may identify tissue-level rotation in other systems. These authors argue that rotation
might occur in tissues with partially closed epithelia of similar topologies to the FCs, such as
tubular and acinar structures (e.g., mammalian breast, lung, and kidney). Indeed, a recent study
reported that culture of a non-tumorigenic breast epithelial cell line in a three-dimensional matrix
can yield acinus-like structures that rotate (Squarr et al., 2016).
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Returning to the Drosophila follicular epithelium, it is now appreciated that the onset of
circumferential migration begins very early. One group detected it as soon as stage 1 follicles are
formed (Cetera et al., 2014), another traced the onset to stage 2 follicles (Chen et al., 2016); these
stages are difficult to distinguish, so this discrepancy may reflect differences in staging criteria.
The latter study correlates the initiation of circumferential migration with enclosure of the
budding egg chamber by a Collagen IVα2-GFP-positive basal extracellular matrix (Fig. 1.1B).
Formation of a basement membrane effectively separates the stalk cells from the egg chamber
FCs (Pearson et al., 2016); however, it remains unclear whether this transition is required for the
onset of migration, or is simply coincident with it.
Planar polarized organization of the cytoskeleton is the earliest evidence for
circumferential organization of FCs, and is functionally required for this migration. The
orientation of actin filaments and the biased polarity of microtubules provide early markers for
planar cell polarity (Chen et al., 2016; Frydman and Spradling, 2001; Viktorinova and Dahmann,
2013). This organization is evident in the prefollicle cells that populate germarial region 2b (Fig.
1.1B), prior to egg chamber formation; here, basal bundles of cytoskeletal elements are oriented
perpendicular to the long axis of the germarium (Fig. 1.1D). This planar polarization is
maintained throughout circumferential migration, even though computational analysis indicates
that ordered cytoskeletal organization is dynamic (Aurich and Dahmann, 2016; Cetera et al.,
2014; Chen et al., 2016). Several recent reviews discuss the effect of disrupting cell- and tissuelevel cytoskeletal organization in FCs (Bilder and Haigo, 2012; Cetera and Horne-Badovinac,
2015; Gates, 2012; Horne-Badovinac, 2014). Generally, the actin cytoskeleton is essential
throughout circumferential migration, whether disruption is accomplished by genetic or
pharmacological means (Cetera et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Squarr et al., 2016). This
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organization includes parallel F-actin bundles that are reminiscent of stress fibers. In contrast,
microtubule cytoskeletal dynamics appear essential to initiate migration (Chen et al., 2016), but
are largely dispensable after migration commences. Once initiated, this migration is
unidirectional.
Several molecular markers distinguish the leading and trailing edges of actively
migrating FCs, an asymmetry that is coordinated across the entire follicular epithelium and is
required for persistent, on-axis rotation (planar cell polarity of this tissue is reviewed by Cetera
and Horne-Badovinac, 2015). Notably, the atypical Cadherin Fat2 becomes localized to the
trailing edge (Viktorinova et al., 2009). The role of Fat2 in establishing and reinforcing FC
planar cell polarity is intriguing. Fat2 is a poorly understood member of the Fat family of
Cadherins, which engage in either heterotypic cell-cell adhesion interactions, and possibly also
homotypic adhesive interactions (Saburi et al., 2012). However, comparative studies indicate that
Fat2 may have distinct functions from the founding family member, Fat, which has a wellcharacterized function in establishing planar cell polarity of other tissues (Sharma and McNeill,
2013; Sopko and McNeill, 2009).
During FC circumferential migration, Fat2 is necessary for organized microtubule
polarity, so that the growing, plus-end of each microtubule orients toward the leading edge (Chen
et al., 2016; Viktorinova and Dahmann, 2013). Biased organization of microtubule polarity
precedes egg chamber rotation, and is predictive of the chirality for rotation. Fat2 function is
necessary to establish biased microtubule polarity. Conversely, Fat2 trafficking to the trailing
edge depends on this microtubule orientation. These observations suggest a positive feedback
loop that strengthens the organization of microtubule polarity on the one hand, and localization
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of Fat2 to the trailing edge membrane, on the other. The mechanisms that trigger this positive
feedback loop to establish planar cell polarity are currently unclear.
Stepping back from the cytoskeletal organization, the physiological function for this
migration is an outstanding question. Early studies proposed the “molecular corset” hypothesis,
in which FC planar organization is needed to generate a physical constraint to outward growth,
so that the egg chamber elongates along its anterior-posterior axis to form an ovoid structure
(Gutzeit et al., 1991). This work first identified the disrupted planar cell polarity in rounded egg
chambers from fat2 mutant females. Supracellular organization of FCs was implicated as a
determinant of egg shape, because both F-actin within FCs and Laminin fibrils of the adjacent
basement membrane were disorganized in the round egg chambers of mutant females (Gutzeit et
al., 1991). These authors posited that structural rigidity from cytoskeletal and basement
membrane organization would oppose growth along the radial axis.
In support of the molecular corset hypothesis, the normal ovoid shape of an egg chamber
is disrupted in vitro by enzymatic depletion of Collagen, or in vivo by genetic depletion of
Collagen-IV (Fig. 1.1E, F, (Haigo and Bilder, 2011)). Furthermore, each egg chamber
dynamically remodels its basement membrane as the ovoid shape becomes apparent, during
stages 5–8. Migrating FCs deposit fibrillar structures composed of Collagen IV, Laminin, and
Perlecan (Gutzeit et al., 1991; Haigo and Bilder, 2011; Isabella and Horne-Badovinac, 2015a;
Isabella and Horne-Badovinac, 2016; Lerner et al., 2013; Schneider et al., 2006). These
extracellular fibrils are planar polarized, mirroring the organization of underlying F-actin bundles
(Fig. 1.1D). Consistent with a critical role for the basement membrane in egg elongation, altered
egg aspect ratio results from experimental manipulation of fibrillar constituents of the
extracellular matrix (ECM), achieved by modulating the secretory apparatus (Isabella and Horne24

Badovinac, 2016). Thus, in wild-type egg chambers, migrating FCs lay down polarized arrays of
long ECM fibrils. Circumferential migration was disrupted in FCs that expressed only a
truncated form of Fat2, and these FCs deposited polarized ECM fibrils that were abnormally
short (Aurich and Dahmann, 2016). However, even without circumferential migration, egg
chamber elongation occurred and ovoid eggs were produced, strengthening the link between
polarized ECM fibrils and elongated egg shape.
In sum, circumferential migration appears strongly coupled with cytoskeletal
organization, basement membrane structure, and egg chamber elongation, for mutations that
abrogate migration are predominantly associated with defects in the others. However, differing
results from different mutant alleles or experimental manipulations reveal distinct temporal and
structural sensitivities in this process (e.g. compare Aurich and Dahmann, 2016; Cetera et al.,
2014; Chen et al., 2016; Viktorinova et al., 2009). Understanding the choreography and essential
functions of this full-scale migration will be important for understanding the interplay between
morphogenetic force generation and epithelial plasticity.
1.6 Roles of Lateral Adhesion in the Simple, Cuboidal FC Epithelium
Maturation and Maintenance of the Cuboidal Epithelium During Proliferative Stages
As circumferential migration is beginning, epithelial FCs become distinct from polar
cells, a process regulated by antagonism between Eyes absent (Eya), a bHLH transcriptional
repressor (Bai and Montell, 2002) and the nuclear protein Castor (Chang et al., 2013). Distinct
features of epithelial FCs include functional criteria, such as continued survival and proliferation
(Besse and Pret, 2003; Khammari et al., 2011), and morphological criteria, such as their apicobasal polarity (Franz and Riechmann, 2010), cuboidal shape, and lateral FC-FC junctions. Polar
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cells retain high levels of Fasciclin 3 (Fas3, (Ruohola-Baker et al., 1991)) and DE-cadherin
(Niewiadomska et al., 1999) throughout their plasma membranes, whereas epithelial FCs restrict
Fas3 homophilic adhesion molecules to their lateral FC-FC interfaces, and gradually downregulate its levels through stage 5 (Bai and Montell, 2002). (A comparative summary of cell
adhesion genes in the Drosophila melanogaster genome can be found in (Hynes and Zhao,
2000)). Epithelial FCs maintain lower levels of DE-cadherin at their lateral junctions, and high
levels are seen at the FC-germ cell interface, e.g. in (Niewiadomska et al., 1999).
Apico-basal polarity is a major feature of epithelial organization, and the general
relationships between epithelial polarity and morphogenesis is reviewed in (Laprise and Tepass,
2011; St Johnston and Sanson, 2011; Tepass, 2012). We mentioned some aspects of apico-basal
polarization of FCs in Sections 3 and 4, including the maturation of apical membrane domains
upon contact with the germ cells, and secretion of basement membrane components during
circumferential migration, respectively. Lateral adhesive junctions are organized with an apicobasal polarity (reviewed in Knust and Bossinger, 2002; Muller, 2000), and the formation of
adherens junctions can be a driving force in polarization of epithelial cells (articulated for
cuboidal FCs in Franz and Riechmann, 2010; Tanentzapf et al., 2000; Tanentzapf and Tepass,
2003). However, cuboidal FCs have some distinctions from the well-organized basolateral and
occluding junctions of commonly described columnar epithelia. Cuboidal FCs have an apicolateral junction, an adherens junction, and an extended basolateral junction from stages 2–7 (Fig.
1.2) (Zhao et al., 2008). The adherens junctions contain both DE-cadherin and N-Cadherin, and
both must be knocked out to disrupt the associated localization of β-catenin (Peifer et al., 1993;
Tanentzapf et al., 2000). A number of studies suggest that the basolateral junction is critical for
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FC epithelial organization and monolayer homeostasis independent of the well-recognized
circuitry that regulates apico-basal organization.
The cuboidal FC basolateral adhesive junction is mediated by Fasciclin 2 (Fas2) and
Neuroglian (Nrg). These transmembrane cell adhesion proteins co-localize with Dlg, which is
responsible for recruiting Fas2 and Nrg to the lateral junction complex (Szafranski and Goode,
2007; Wei et al., 2004). Nrg, in turn, recruits the αβ-Spectrin complex to the basolateral
membrane cytoskeleton (Szafranski and Goode, 2007; Wei et al., 2004). Fas2, Nrg, and Dlg also
have been identified as septate junction components (Genova and Fehon, 2003; Lamb et al.,
1998; Woods et al., 1996; Woods et al., 1997), and “incipient septate junctions” have been
detected as early as stage 6 in electron micrographs (Muller, 2000). These incipient junctions are
morphologically distinct from the well-described insect occluding junctions, pleated septate
junctions (reviewed by Harden et al., 2016), which are detected in the columnar FCs overlying
the oocyte during stage 10 (Muller, 2000). The maturation of pleated septate junctions is
circumstantially related to subsequent FC morphogenesis, but whether the “incipient septate
junctions” are related to continued morphogenetic plasticity of the cuboidal FC epithelium is less
clear (reviewed by Harden et al., 2016). Remodeling of adhesive junctions is central to
morphogenesis (Lecuit, 2005), and the remodeling of the elongated basolateral junctions of
cuboidal FCs is critical for subsequent morphogenesis of three populations: the border cells, the
anterior squamous FCs, and the posterior columnar FCs, as we discuss in Sections 6 and 7.
Notably, FCs retain their cuboidal shape until stage 7/8 (Fig. 1.2), when Fas2 levels and
localization are modulated (Bergstralh et al., 2015; Szafranski and Goode, 2004).
In contrast, several lines of evidence support the role of the extended basolateral
junctions and associated membrane cytoskeleton in maintenance of the epithelial monolayer
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during proliferative stages. Nrg, Fas2, Dlg, and Lgl seem to have tumor suppressor function
within the FC cuboidal epithelium; FCs that lack any one of these proteins abnormally invade
between the germ cells of an egg chamber (Goode and Perrimon, 1997; Szafranski and Goode,
2004; Szafranski and Goode, 2007; Zhao et al., 2008). In the case of Dlg, this capability seems to
be limited to terminal FCs, at the anterior and posterior of the egg chamber (Goode et al., 2005),
and can occur as early as stage 4 (Goode and Perrimon, 1997). During proliferative stages, FC
basal adhesion and apico-basal polarity regulate spindle orientation, which determines whether a
new cell is born into the epithelium, or separate from it (Bergstralh et al., 2013a; Bergstralh et
al., 2013b; Fernandez-Minan et al., 2007). When a new FC is born outside of the epithelium due
to altered spindle orientation, the monolayer is restored by Fas2 and Nrg-mediated adhesive
interactions that reintegrate the misplaced cell (Bergstralh et al., 2015). After proliferation ends,
during stages 7–9 (Fig. 1.2), Nrg is down-regulated at lateral interfaces (Bergstralh et al., 2015).
Changes to the extended basolateral junction/incipient septate junction interface of
cuboidal FCs appears to be strongly linked to the morphological plasticity of these cells. As we
highlight in Section 1.7, the distinct behaviors of the border cells, squamous FCs, and columnar
FCs are linked to remodeling of their adhesive interfaces. These changes are viewed as
increasing or ongoing morphological plasticity for the border cells and squamous FCs
respectively, as we discuss in Sections 1.7 and 1.8. For the columnar cells, the transition is
sometimes termed a maturation to pleated septate junctions and adherens junctions in the
columnar FCs (e.g. in Muller, 2000). However, as we describe in Sections 1.8 – 1.11, substantial
remodeling occurs in regions of columnar FCs, even as they begin differentiation to a secretory
epithelium.
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Anterior and Posterior Patterning Influence Organization of the Cuboidal Epithelium
Terminal and mainbody FCs initially share an equivalent cuboidal shape (Fig. 1.2). FC
anterior-posterior asymmetry is established before stage 7/8 by Grk-EGFR signaling, which
induces expression of posterior FC transcription factors (Fregoso Lomas et al., 2013). Recent
studies have confirmed the roles of opposing gradients for establishing the prepattern of
columnar FC fates, involving anterior BMP activity and posterior Grk + Upd activity (Fregoso
Lomas et al., 2016). Posterior FC fate is maintained by the combination of oocyte-stimulated
EGFR/Ras/MAP kinase signaling and polar cell-stimulated Domeless/Janus kinase/STAT
signaling. The posterior terminal FCs seem particularly vulnerable to loss of apicobasal polarity
and monolayer organization, as we briefly discuss here.
The specification of posterior terminal FCs may be linked to the maintenance of a
monolayer epithelium in this population, but the specific relationship remains unclear. Early
studies demonstrated a requirement for the cortical cytoskeleton protein, α-Spectrin, to maintain
monolayer organization in FCs over the curved posterior end of the oocyte, but not in the
mainbody FCs (Lee et al., 1997). These authors speculated that the differential sensitivity of the
posterior FCs to loss of cortical cytoskeleton components might be due differential tension
caused by the curvature at the posterior egg chamber, or alternatively, due to the signaling milieu
from interactions with the oocyte. They also noted that the hyperplasia caused by clones could
displace the posterior polar cells, and disrupt the localization of oocyte posterior determinants
(the role of FCs in oocyte polarization is reviewed by Bastock and St Johnston, 2008; Roth and
Lynch, 2009).
The interplay between apico-basal polarity, paracrine signals from the oocyte or polar
cells, and maintenance of monolayer organization is a timely topic, but progress has been
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hampered by technical issues associated with mosaic analyses. Notably, mosaic FC analyses of
the maintenance of monolayer organization were challenged by a report that damaged cells can
develop a multi-layered appearance and also lose GFP, so that they can be mistaken for
negatively-marked mutant cells in a commonly used mosaic analysis strategy (Haack et al.,
2013). In at least one instance, this report stimulated a careful statistical reanalysis to confirm
their original interpretation of mosaic analysis data (Conder et al., 2007; Conder et al., 2016).
Additional technical issues have been uncovered with regard to specific mutations or
chromosomes used in the analyses. Linkage to cryptic mutations can confound analyses of either
mosaic tissues (Horne-Badovinac et al., 2012) or whole animal mutant phenotypes (e.g. Ng et al.,
2016), and the specific nature of the mutant alleles used may provide a confounding factor (e.g.
Shahab et al., 2015). These examples emphasize the importance of using more than one allele or
method to manipulate FCs within the intact egg chamber.
Notwithstanding, multiple types of experiments indicate the importance of the Hippo
signaling pathway (Meignin et al., 2007; Polesello and Tapon, 2007) and cortical cytoskeleton
components β-Spectrin and myosin II in maintenance of apico-basal polarity of posterior
terminal FCs overlying the curved end of the oocyte (Wong et al., 2015; Yan et al., 2011).
Unlike the posterior FCs, the anterior terminal and mainbody FC organization seems
impervious to these manipulations until late stage 8/early stage 9. Returning to the patterning of
anterior fates, current evidence for graded BMP activity prior to stage 8 is indirect (Fregoso
Lomas et al., 2016); additional evidence supports this earlier BMP activity throughout the
cuboidal FCs (Chen and Schupbach, 2006). However, detectable expression of the BMP ligand
Decapentaplegic (Dpp) is seen in anterior terminal FCs by the end of stage 8 (Twombly et al.,
1996). Multiple BMP responses are detected readily in anterior terminal FCs and neighboring
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mainbody FCs during stage 9 (Deng and Bownes, 1997; Dobens and Raftery, 1998; Dobens et
al., 2000; Peri and Roth, 2000; Twombly et al., 1996). Importantly, anterior-posterior polarity of
the FC epithelium becomes visible during stage 8, as a graded transition to a more columnar
shape at the posterior (Fig. 1.2).
1.7 Formation and Migration of the Border Cell Cluster
Border cell migration provided an early and prominent example of collective cell
migration in living tissues. This group of cells becomes morphologically distinct early in stage 9
(King and Koch, 1963), when they migrate posteriorly between the nurse cells to reach the
oocyte. With the finding that slow border cells (slbo, the fly homolog of C/EBP) is essential for
determination and migration of the border cells (Montell et al., 1992; Rorth and Montell, 1992),
a critical set of transgenic tools was developed for studies of border cell migration (Dai and
Montell, 2016; Prasad et al., 2015).
Pre-patterning of border cells and neighboring anterior terminal cell types is detected by
stage 6, using enhancer trap reporters that are responsive to Upd (shown at stage 8 in Fig. 1.2, Xi
et al., 2003). The timing for onset of border cell morphogenesis is regulated by rising steroid
hormone levels (evidence summarized in Bai et al., 2000; Jang et al., 2009), in part from
temporal coordination by rising levels of Ecdysone (Buszczak et al., 1999). At the beginning of
stage 9, border cells cluster around anterior polar cells, a process induced by Upd stimulation of
the Domeless receptor (Ghiglione et al., 2002), and Jak-STAT signaling (Beccari et al., 2002;
Silver et al., 2005). Highest levels of Stat activity induce slbo expression, which is required for
border cell migration ((Monahan and Starz-Gaiano, 2013; Montell et al., 1992; Rorth and
Montell, 1992; Starz-Gaiano et al., 2008) and reviewed in (Saadin and Starz-Gaiano, 2016)), and
down-regulates Ecdysone nuclear hormone receptor signaling (Jang et al., 2009). Continued
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activation of the Jak/STAT pathway maintains slbo expression within the border cells, and is
necessary throughout their migration (Silver et al., 2005). The border cell gene regulatory
network that progressively deploys migratory gene products is reviewed by (Saadin and StarzGaiano, 2016).
Remodeling of lateral junctions plays a critical role in assembling the migrating border
cell cluster. During stages 3–5, polar cells retain high levels of the basolateral adhesion molecule
Fas3 (Bai and Montell, 2002). During stages 6–8, the polar cells appear to form a straight
adhesive interface with each other, which accumulates DE-cadherin along its length
(Niewiadomska et al., 1999). At the beginning of stage 9, nearby anterior terminal cells remodel
DE-cadherin localization to preferentially adhere with the polar cells, organizing the cluster that
delaminates from the FC epithelium. Within the migrating border cell cluster, cell surface
markers of apicobasal polarity localize to distinct cell-cell interfaces; in a recent study, apical
markers Sdt, Patj, and Crb asymmetrically localized to border cell interfaces with each other and
with polar cells, whereas lateral membrane markers Coracle and Dlg are found at the border cell
interface with polar cells (Felix et al., 2015). The distinctive border cell cluster's asymmetric
distribution of these and other apicobasal polarity and lateral adhesion proteins, as well as their
requirements are further described by (McDonald et al., 2008; Medioni and Noselli, 2005;
Niewiadomska et al., 1999; Pinheiro and Montell, 2004). E-cadherin aids the cluster in direction
sensing, while holding the cells together and polarizing each cell individually (Pinheiro and
Montell, 2004).
Border cell migration is guided by redundant signaling through two receptor tyrosine
kinases: the PDGF/VEGF receptor homolog PVR-1 (Duchek and Rorth, 2001; Duchek et al.,
2001) and EGFR (Duchek and Rorth, 2001; Duchek et al., 2001), with a minor contribution by
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the FGF receptor, Breathless (Murphy et al., 1995). At this stage, two additional EGFR ligands
act to stimulate the receptor in border cells, Spitz and Keren (McDonald et al., 2006).
Surprisingly, migration is accomplished in two distinct phases that utilize different mechanisms
and exhibit unique behavior. Migration through the first half of the nurse cells requires ELMOMbc and involves 1–2 highly polarized, fast moving leading cells that are located at the leading
edge of the cluster. The second half of migration is slower, and requires Raf/MAPK or PLC-γ.
During this latter phase, the cell that leads the migration “shuffles” with its neighbors, resulting
in a frequent change of which cell leads the cluster. The leading cell appears to be selected by
virtue of its responsiveness to guidance cues; in mosaic clusters, wild type cell are found at the
leading edge, while cells that are mutant for relevant signaling pathway genes end up in the back
of the migrating cluster (Bianco et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010). In-depth reviews of this
migration include (Montell, 2003; Montell et al., 2012; Rorth, 2009).
When the border cell cluster reaches the anterior side of the oocyte; it migrates dorsally
along this surface, guided by Grk ligand signaling through the EGFR (Bianco et al., 2007;
Duchek and Rorth, 2001). After this movement, another FC population, the centripetal FCs,
begins to invade inward between nurse cells and oocyte; we discuss this migration in Section
1.10. Later in oogenesis, centripetal FCs build anterior eggshell structures, while the border cells
build a canal inside the micropyle, which allows for sperm entry into the egg (Montell et al.,
1992; Montell et al., 1991; Zarani and Margaritis, 1985; Zarani and Margaritis, 1991).
1.8 Morphogenesis of the Cuboidal Follicular Epithelium into Columnar and Squamous
Domains
Global reorganization of the cuboidal FC epithelium occurs concurrently with border cell
migration, during a period when the germ cell volume increases several fold (King and Koch,
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1963; Kolahi et al., 2009). Specifically, anterior terminal FCs form a distinct domain of
squamous FCs, whereas the mainbody and posterior terminal FCs form an abutting domain of
columnar FCs. In each case, reorganization is initiated at the pole, and progresses along the plane
of the epithelium. In the case of anterior terminal FCs, the polar cells and border cells have left
the epithelium. In the case of posterior FCs, the polar cells remain in place, and do not change
shape. The forces and mechanisms that establish planar organization of cell shape have attracted
substantial interest from cell biologists and computational biologists (Lancaster and Baum, 2011;
Mao and Baum, 2015; Martin, 2010; McNeill, 2000). This reorganization is sometimes viewed
as the period when columnar FCs lose plasticity, even though further migrations will occur, as
we discuss in Sections 1.9 – 1.11.
Morphogenesis of Anterior Terminal Cells to Form a Squamous Epithelium
Recent studies have illuminated some of the mechanisms by which the anterior terminal
FCs transition from a simple cuboidal epithelium to a squamous epithelium (a process we refer
to as ‘flattening’). Cell flattening begins at the anterior and proceeds posteriorly at the same pace
as border cell migration, progressing in a radially symmetric fashion. In other words, the
flattening of one circumferential row leads to the flattening of the next (Brigaud et al., 2015). At
completion, a squamous epithelium overlies all of the nurse cells. We refer to the flattened FCs
as squamous FCs; sometimes they are called “stretch follicle cells”, or “nurse cell follicle cells”.
In this section, we discuss the mechanisms for this reorganization, and the later squamous FC
functions that may be enhanced by their flattened morphology.
Squamous FCs do not contribute to the final production of the eggshell (King and Koch,
1963; Parks et al., 1986). Whereas the oocyte-associated FCs lengthen their lateral interfaces,
form occluding junctions, and mature into a columnar, secretory epithelium (see next section),
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the flattening anterior FCs shorten their lateral interfaces and form an extensive interface with
one underlying nurse cell (Grammont, 2007). Notably, each squamous FC subsequently engulfs
one nurse cell, and the squamous FCs are non-autonomously required for nurse cell programmed
cell death, which is completed during stage 13 (Fig. 1.2) (Timmons et al., 2016). This work also
supplies evidence that nurse cell dumping fails to occur when squamous FCs are genetically
ablated. The mechanism by which squamous FCs enable nurse cell dumping is currently
unknown, and might be mediated by a signaling event or by a mechanical contribution such as
“squeezing” the nurse cells to promote the emptying of their contents.
The remodeling of squamous FCs' lateral junctions facilitates their flattening, and the
sterile 20-like kinase Tao has a critical role in promoting this process. When tao is mutant in the
anterior terminal cells, they retain their cuboidal shape and fail to flatten (Gomez et al., 2012).
During stages 7/8 (Fig. 1.2), Fas2 is strongly down-regulated in anterior FCs (Szafranski and
Goode, 2004). Tao promotes Fas2 endocytosis, and this process is a prerequisite for cell
flattening to occur (Gomez et al., 2012). Down regulation of N-cadherin also is required for
flattening, supporting a parallel remodeling of adherens junctions (Grammont, 2007). Altogether,
the morphogenetic transition of a cuboidal cell to a squamous cell requires a significant depletion
of lateral adhesive junctions; cells defective in this process cannot flatten due to a physical
inability to reduce their lateral surface area. Further work in this area will be needed to test
whether the down regulation or remodeling of other adhesion molecules is similarly important
for flattening.
Formation of the squamous epithelium is regulated in many aspects by BMP and Notch
signaling (Brigaud et al., 2015; Grammont, 2007). BMP signaling pathway components are
necessary for flattening of each cell, and ectopic BMP ligand expression is sufficient to induce
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formation of a few squamous FCs among posterior terminal cells (Peri and Roth, 2000); although
not in mainbody FCs (Dobens and Raftery, 2000). BMP signaling controls the dynamics, degree,
and timing of anterior cell flattening. This signal coordinates multiple systems required for
flattening, through down-regulation of N-cadherin, and modulation of actomyosin contractility
and Notch and Delta expression levels (Grammont, 2007). One report found flattening of
posterior terminal FCs with removal of basolateral regulators (Li et al., 2009). BMP and Notch
signaling might make the anterior terminal FCs more susceptible to increased planar tension
during this stage, as suggested by (Kolahi et al., 2009). This model suggests that flattening
occurs in response to mechanical forces, from growth of the underlying germ cells combined
with the inelasticity of main body FCs, due the lengthening lateral interfaces of FCs in the
columnar FC epithelium (Section 1.8). Tools are accumulating within the fly community to
critically test this model for differential responses to mechanical forces.
The sequential mode of flattening suggests a planar polarity or other juxtacrine signaling
mechanism for recruiting each successive row of flattening cells. Another unresolved question is
why the flattening stops at the nurse cell-oocyte junction. Does differential adhesion to the nurse
cells play an essential role in this process? Are mainbody FCs cells non-responsive to the
juxtacrine signal that triggers flattening? Some data suggest that anterior mainbody FCs have
distinct gene expression responses to BMP signaling, compared to squamous FCs (Deng and
Bownes, 1997; Dobens et al., 2005; Dobens and Raftery, 1998; Dobens et al., 2000; Peri and
Roth, 2000); however, when squamous FCs do not fully flatten, more rows of flattening FCs are
recruited from the presumptive mainbody FCs (Brigaud et al., 2015).
Programmed cell death of nurse cells occurs after flattening of the anterior FCs
(Buszczak and Cooley, 2000; Cummings and King, 1970; McCall, 2004); a recent study provides
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strong evidence that squamous FCs actively promote nurse cell death (Timmons et al., 2016).
During stage 11, the squamous FCs wrap around the nurse cells, completely enveloping them by
stage 12 (Tran and Berg, 2003). Programmed cell death of nurse cells is detected by several
means (Timmons et al., 2016). Nurse cells' nuclei persist for prolonged periods, and nurse cell
dumping is aberrant when squamous FCs are genetically ablated. Squamous FCs utilize
phagocytic mechanisms to induce programmed cell death; nurse cell nuclei remain intact when
the phagocytosis genes Draper/CED-1 and CED-12/ELMO are knocked down in the squamous
FCs alone.
Together, these new data indicate that the squamous FCs have a more active role in the
progression of egg development than was appreciated previously. Emerging evidence suggests
that these FCs promote the delivery of nurse cell cytoplasm to the maturing oocyte (Timmons et
al., 2016), and thus to ensure successful development of progeny. Whether anterior terminal FCs
communicate to nurse cells prior to stage 11, or whether they impact nurse cell dumping during
the process of engulfment, remains to be determined. The accessibility of developing egg
chambers and the wealth of genetic tools make the squamous FCs a useful model system for
understanding cuboidal-to-squamous epithelial transitions, how they are regulated, and the
mechanisms that drive them. In particular, these types of rearrangements require extensive
remodeling of lateral adherens junctions, in which they could serve as a key model for
mechanistic understanding of how these processes occur. Furthermore, understanding how
squamous FC's transition to phagocytic function will be important for understanding the roles of
non-professional phagocytes in tissue responses to necrosis and apoptosis.
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Formation of a Columnar Epithelium Overlying the Oocyte
In parallel with flattening of the anterior terminal FCs, the mainbody FCs progressively
become columnar as the growing oocyte expands to underlie this portion of the FC epithelium
(Kolahi et al., 2009). This process is often referred to as a posterior migration (e.g. in reviews by
Dobens and Raftery, 2000; Horne-Badovinac and Bilder, 2005; Spradling, 1993), because
formation of the FC columnar epithelium was originally thought to include migration of more
anterior mainbody FCs to cover the oocyte (King and Koch, 1963). Our understanding of the
mechanisms controlling the formation of the columnar epithelium comes in part from incidental
observations made during studies of border cell migration or flattening of the squamous FCs.
Well before the onset of dramatic changes in FC aspect ratios, a gradation in FC lateral
membrane length is observed, with the tallest cells in the posterior (noted in King and Koch,
1963; Kolahi et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2016). Although the squamous and columnar reorganizations
occur in parallel, they each begin with FCs at opposite ends of the egg chamber.
Cuboidal FCs show a graded transition in apico-basal (Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980;
Trougakos et al., 2001) “height” above the oocyte during stages 7/8 (Fig. 1.2) (Kolahi et al.,
2009). Posterior FCs acquire a distinctly columnar aspect ratio at this time, prior to the anterior
detachment of border cells, whereas the anterior-most FCs are mostly cuboidal (for clear
example see Medioni and Noselli, 2005). FC lengthening to a columnar aspect ratio begins in
posterior-most FC, which encompasses ~ 29% of FCs at this stage (Kolahi et al., 2009). During
stage 9, columnar FCs further elongate their lateral faces, and the region with cells that are
lengthening lateral faces progresses to more anterior FCs until it meets the squamous FCs (King
and Koch, 1963). By stage 10, about 95% of FCs are in the columnar epithelium (Kolahi et al.,
2009); this massive increase in numbers led to the early notion of a posterior-directed migration.
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Morphometric analysis of oocyte growth during columnar epithelium formation
challenged the posterior migration model (Kolahi et al., 2009). This study tracked the position of
individual FCs during columnar epithelium formation, and also calculated the surface area of the
oocyte and multiple metrics for FCs, including apical circumference, lateral membrane length,
and others. The data clearly indicate that anterior elongation of the underlying oocyte accounts
for the large increase in numbers of overlying columnar FCs. Furthermore, the transition to
columnar aspect ratio is not due to an apical constriction; indeed the FCs also grow in volume
during this time, with an accompanying increase in apical surface area. Instead, mainbody FCs
lengthen their lateral membrane domains, thus changing their aspect ratio (Gomez et al., 2012;
Kolahi et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2016). Mainbody FCs undergo oscillating contractions of basal
stress fibers during this period, presumably maintaining a planar counter force to outward
pressure from the growing oocyte (He et al., 2010).
Elongation of the lateral membrane interface in columnar FCs involves the transition
from an elongated basolateral junction (discussed in Section 1.6) to a shorter occluding junction
just below the adherens junction. Invertebrate occluding junctions are the pleated septate
junctions, which share components with vertebrate tight junctions (reviewed recently in Harden
et al., 2016). Consistent with this, pleated septate junctions are apparent in electron micrographs
of the columnar epithelium at stage 10 (Mahowald, 1972; Muller, 2000). These barriers are
thought to be important during the secretion and cross-linking of the insect eggshell layers
(reviewed in Harden et al., 2016; Muller, 2000; Tepass et al., 2001; Waring, 2000).
Fas3, Fas2, and Dlg become localized to a more apico-lateral region as posterior FCs
elongate, and α-Spectrin is necessary to lengthen the lateral surface of columnar FCs (Ng et al.,
2016). As discussed in Section 1.8, Tao kinase regulates endocytosis of Fas2 in anterior FCs;
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strikingly, tao mutant columnar cells exhibit slightly longer lateral interfaces than wild type FCs
(Gomez et al., 2012). This observation supports an active trafficking of septate junction
components from the basolateral region to a more apico-lateral region during lengthening of
columnar FCs. In contrast, adherens junction markers appear to have constant localization. These
data specifically implicate remodeling of septate junctions as a critical component for the
lengthening of columnar FCs, and emphasize the importance of the Spectrin membrane
cytoskeleton.
A recent computational model examined the relative roles of adhesive and contractile
forces as parameters driving three-dimensional morphogenesis of planar epithelia in theoretical
spherical or cylindrical structures (Hannezo et al., 2014). This theory suggests that cell shape
variation within an epithelium can undergo a stochastic phase transition from a continuous shape
variation to a bistable, discontinuous transition, similar to that observed for the FCs. However,
this minimal model must be directly tested for its relevance to FCs; for example, the models'
constrained parameters of apical constriction and constant tissue size are invalid in the stage 9
remodeling of the FC epithelium, even though the spherical structure approximates an ovoid egg
chamber.
Columnar FCs differentiate as secretory cells. They synthesize and secrete vesicles of
vitelline membrane components first, during stages 8–10 (Fig. 1.2) (Cavaliere et al., 2008;
Cavaliere et al., 1997; Margaritis, 1986; Margaritis et al., 1980; Waring, 2000). Long apical
microvilli appear during stage 10 (Mahowald, 1972), initially interdigitating with the oocyte's
microvilli in an organization that is dependent on the proto-cadherin, Cad99C (Schlichting et al.,
2006; Trougakos et al., 2001). This microvillar proto-cadherin is trafficked to the apical domain
via MyosinV on polarized microtubules, which are anchored to the apical cortical domain via
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βH-Spectrin/Patronin and by Shot, which appear genetically redundant (Khanal et al., 2016).
Subsequent shortening of FC microvilli is essential for proper organization of the impenetrable
vitelline membrane that forms adjacent to the oocyte plasma membrane. FCs continue to follow
a precise temporal and spatial gene expression program as they sequentially produce and secrete
proteins and other components for the eggshell layers, during a period when the oocyte enlarges
rapidly from nurse cell dumping (Cavaliere et al., 2008; Margaritis, 1985; Margaritis et al., 1980;
Tootle et al., 2011; Waring, 2000). Structural integrity of the columnar epithelium is maintained,
even as membrane domains are remodeled so that FC shape accommodates oocyte growth (e.g.
Sherrard and Fehon, 2015).
The continued remodeling of FC membrane domains challenges our concepts of
epithelial plasticity and differentiation, which may be instructive for consideration of human
pathologies, such as the epithelial dysfunction that accompanies loss of airway clearance in
chronic airway disorders such as asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disorder (Vladar et
al., 2016). The dynamic nature of the FCs during terminal differentiation phases provides a
valuable platform for further exploration.
1.9 Diversification of Dorsal Anterior Columnar FC Fates During Stages 10A-11
When the squamous and columnar epithelial domains are completed, the developing egg
chamber pauses its morphogenesis, in what appears to be a critical ‘respite’, when new patterns
of gene expression arise, and cells prepare to perform the morphogenetic movements that will
create the shape of the eggshell. This pause encompasses stage 10A, which begins when the
columnar epithelium completely overlies the oocyte and ends with the visible elongation of
centripetal migrating FCs. The border cells have just reached the nurse cell/oocyte interface and
are moving dorsally, a relatively subtle change that is easy to overlook.
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Columnar FCs are nearly indistinguishable from one another, except that dorsal FCs are
taller than ventral FCs. This distinction arises during stage 9 (Fig. 1.2), when dorsal FC fates are
specified as they pass over the dorsal-anterior Grk-secreting region of the rapidly growing oocyte
(Boisclair Lachance et al., 2009; Goentoro et al., 2006; Roth and Schüpbach, 1994; Simakov et
al., 2012; Zartman et al., 2011). Tightly regulated trafficking and translation of Grk ligand
ensures its production at the oocyte cortex nearest the oocyte nucleus (Cáceres and Nilson, 2005;
Cáceres and Nilson, 2009; Clark et al., 2007; Davidson et al., 2016; Delanoue et al., 2007;
Jaramillo et al., 2008; Tian et al., 2013). Localized ligand secretion from only a small portion of
the oocyte is central to axial patterning of the egg, and also of the resultant embryo (GonzálezReyes et al., 1995; Nilson and Schupbach, 1999; Roth and Lynch, 2009).
Now, at stage 10A, both the Grk source and the overlying columnar FCs are stationary,
and dorsal-anterior cell fates are further refined. During this brief period, the Grk ligand gradient
peaks at the dorsal-anterior midline of the oocyte surface, and diminishes posteriorly and
ventrally (Goentoro et al., 2006). This gradient is central to combinatorial regulation of gene
expression that defines at least four distinct dorsal-anterior FC populations (Figs. 2, 3), a process
that has attracted the attention of computational biologists (Fauré et al., 2014; Yakoby et al.,
2008a; Zartman et al., 2011). Each of these FC groups will undergo the morphogenetic behaviors
necessary to build the distinctive anterior structures of the Drosophila melanogaster eggshell.
As discussed in Section 1.6, Dpp expression in the anterior terminal FCs provides a BMP
source as early as stage 8 (Brigaud et al., 2015; Deng and Bownes, 1997; Dobens and Raftery,
1998; Dobens and Raftery, 2000; Twombly et al., 1996). The BMP gradient refines the dorsalanterior FC domain through negative regulation at the anterior edge (Deng and Bownes, 1997;
Dobens et al., 2000), through cooperative positive regulation within the dorsal-anterior peak of
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Grk signaling (Charbonnier et al., 2015; Chen and Schupbach, 2006; Fauré et al., 2014; Fregoso
Lomas et al., 2016; Shravage et al., 2007; Yakoby et al., 2008b), and by negative regulation of
the posterior FC transcription factors, Mid and H15 (Fregoso Lomas et al., 2016; Fregoso Lomas
et al., 2013). Positioning of BMP and Grk morphogen sources during egg development is
conserved in eggs lacking dorsal appendages from another Dipteran, Ceratitis capitata,
suggesting a general role in patterning higher insect eggs (Vreede et al., 2013). Consistent with
this, a distinct dorsal eggshell feature of other Drosophilids is patterned by Grk signaling
(Niepielko and Yakoby, 2014).
During stage 9 (Fig. 1.2), BMP responses extend several cell rows beyond the Dppexpressing anterior terminal FCs (Niepielko and Yakoby, 2014). The anterior BMP signal could
be augmented at the nurse cell-oocyte interface by additional Dpp expression detected by
microarray analysis in the border cells (Wang et al., 2006). The mainbody BMP response domain
refines, to mark an ~ 2-cell wide ring of anterior-most columnar FCs that will be the centripetally
migrating FCs, as we discuss next in Section 1.10. During this period, responses to morphogen
gradients and the subdivision of cell types are revealed by detection of activated signal
transducers or by gene expression patterns (Boyle and Berg, 2009; Duchek and Rorth, 2001; Hsu
et al., 2001; Jekely and Rorth, 2003; Muzzopappa and Wappner, 2005; Peri et al., 1999; Ward
and Berg, 2005; Ward et al., 2006; Yakoby et al., 2008a; Yakoby et al., 2008b). These processes
extend through stages 10A/B (Figs. 2, 3A), which last an estimated 5–12 h (King, 1970; Lin and
Spradling, 1993; Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980). Thus, these stages are accessible to timelapse studies to interrogate the mechanisms that interpret patterning cues to organize
differentially directed migrations.
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A large dorsal-anterior FC domain is established by the end of stage 9 (Atkey et al., 2006;
Goff et al., 2001; Nilson and Schupbach, 1998; Pai et al., 2006). Refinement of the dorsal
appendage-competent domain occurs through integrated BMP and Grk responses that increase
expression of the zinc finger transcription factor Broad (Charbonnier et al., 2015; Chen and
Schupbach, 2006; Deng and Bownes, 1997; Fauré et al., 2014; Yakoby et al., 2008a; Yakoby et
al., 2008b). This domain is further subdivided into two patches of dorsal appendage forming FCs
separated by a strip of midline FCs (Fig. 1.3A) (Boisclair Lachance et al., 2009; Zartman et al.,
2009a). At least some of these midline cells will form the dorsal extension of the operculum. As
centripetal migration commences, the roof and floor cell of the dorsal appendages become
distinct, with a 1-cell-wide, L-shaped domain of floor cells situated at the dorsal anterior/midline
faces of the two roof cell domains (Fig. 1.3A, Berg, 2005; Ward and Berg, 2005). Floor cells
continue to show the highest levels of EGFR responses (Mayer and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1988; Peri
et al., 1999; Ruohola-Baker et al., 1993), up-regulate Fas3, and do not intermingle with the roof
cells (Mayer and Nüsslein-Volhard, 1988; Peri et al., 1999; Ruohola-Baker et al., 1993). In
Section 1.11, we will continue with the rearrangements of these two cell types during
morphogenesis of the two dorsal appendage tubes.
1.10 Inward Migration of an Anterior Ring of Columnar FCs
When the columnar epithelium abuts the squamous FCs during stage 10A, a thin ring of
columnar FCs, about 2 cells wide, continues to show BMP-responsive gene expression (Deng
and Bownes, 1997; Dobens et al., 2000). Current evidence suggests that this domain becomes the
centripetal FCs, which migrate inward to cover the anterior end of the oocyte (Bernardi et al.,
2006; Charbonnier et al., 2015; Chen and Schupbach, 2006; Jekely and Rorth, 2003; Levine et
al., 2007). Centripetal migration is initiated when the most-anterior columnar FCs extend
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apically into the germ cell cyst, and then are followed by their posterior neighbors (Dobens et al.,
2000). Time-lapse imaging suggests that cells progressively begin to elongate from the anterior
columnar FC edge to the next more posterior cell; detachment of the more anterior cell occurs
after elongation of their neighbor begins (Fig. 1.2 inset for stage 10B′ TTP and LAR,
unpublished observations). Subsequent events are poorly understood; emerging technology to
obtain time-lapse images deep into tissues with multiphoton fluorescence microscopy will assist
in delineating the behaviors of centripetal FCs after they detach from the basement membrane.
We can infer that centripetal FCs continue to move inward to generate a contiguous sheet, with
the inner most cells abutting the border cell cluster, consistent with studies of fixed egg chambers
(King and Koch, 1963), see also images in (Dobens et al., 2000). Surface images reveal that the
centripetal FC shrink in basal circumference as they elongate, and exchange lateral neighbor
junctions before they delaminate from the basement membrane (Levine et al., 2010). During
stages 11–12, the border cell cluster is displaced more ventrally (TTP and LAR, unpublished
observations), consistent with the asymmetrical position of the micropyle within the operculum
of the eggshell (well-described in Margaritis et al., 1980). Once the centripetal FCs cover the
anterior oocyte, they form a secretory epithelium that will build the operculum and outer edges
of the micropyle (Cavaliere et al., 1997; King and Koch, 1963; Levine et al., 2007; Mahowald
and Kambysellis, 1980; Margaritis et al., 1980).
The mechanisms by which centripetal FCs move inward are poorly understood. DEcadherin-mediated homotypic adhesion between the centripetal FCs and the germ cells is
essential; when the germ cells are mutant for shotgun (shg), the DE-cadherin gene
(Niewiadomska et al., 1999), the centripetal FCs fail to migrate inward, even though they
accumulate DE-cadherin. Similarly, centripetal FCs that lack DE-cadherin fail to migrate inward,
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even when germ cells are otherwise wild type. The centripetal FCs accumulate DE-cadherin
extensively along their elongated lateral faces, suggesting that they substantially remodel their
lateral adhesive junctions. Consistent with this, centripetal FCs accumulate high levels of lateral
Fas3 prior to their inward migration (Shravage et al., 2007). The significance of this
accumulation is unknown, modulation of basolateral adhesion may be involved in this migration,
or formation of pleated septate junctions may be delayed.
Some evidence suggests that anterior columnar FCs are not alone in their inward
migration. The posterior-most squamous FCs extend their anterior edges inward adjacently to the
elongating centripetal FCs ((Tran and Berg, 2003), and TTP, Anna Kabanova, and LAR,
unpublished observations; at this point the squamous FC is too thin to draw proportionately in
the Fig. 1.2 stage 11B inset). Thus, the posterior-most squamous FCs may be the location for dpp
expression observed in centripetally migrating FCs (Dobens and Raftery, 1998; Dobens et al.,
2000; Twombly et al., 1996). Whether this process represents an infolding at the junction
between squamous FCs and columnar FCs is an open question. However, infolding, or sheet
flexing, is a common feature in epithelial morphogenesis, that is described as initiating with
apical constrictions (discussed for FCs in Osterfield et al., 2013). This general model does not fit
centripetal migration at first glance; both apical and basal constriction occurs in the columnar
FCs, whereas the adjacent squamous FCs do not constrict their apices, but rather appear to
remodel their apical membranes to form extensive contact with an underlying nurse cell (Brigaud
et al., 2015; Timmons et al., 2016). Whether adjacent squamous and centripetal FCs maintain
some form of lateral adhesion as they extend inward, and how these contacts are eliminated later,
are open questions.
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How centripetal migration is initiated is currently unknown; at least three, non-exclusive
models are consistent with current evidence from D. melanogaster. One model is that these cells
are fated to migrate inward due to early prepatterning by Upd signaling through the Jak/STAT
pathway (Fig. 1.2, and Xi et al., 2003), followed by a subsequent round of anterior patterning by
BMP signaling through Tkv/Mad (Chen and Schupbach, 2006; Dobens et al., 2005; Fauré et al.,
2014; Fregoso Lomas et al., 2016; Shravage et al., 2007). BMP signaling is a prominent feature
of squamous FC-centripetal FC interactions. Beginning in stage 8, the BMP activated form of
Mad is detected in anterior terminal cells (D.J. Sutherland and LAR, unpublished observations),
and this pattern spreads with squamous FC flattening throughout stage 9 (Brigaud et al., 2015).
During stage 10B however, activated Mad is highly enriched in the ring of centripetal FCs
(Jekely and Rorth, 2003; Yakoby et al., 2008b, and TTP and LAR, unpublished data). dpp
transcripts are detected continuously throughout centripetal migration and eggshell formation,
including cells surrounding the micropyle at stage 14 (Twombly, 1995).
A gene regulatory network links BMP signaling to increased accumulation of DEcadherin and Myosin II, through BMP down-regulation of the negative regulator BunB (Dobens
et al., 2005; Levine et al., 2010; Levine et al., 2007). Within stage 10 centripetal and operculumforming FCs, BMP signaling down-regulates genes encoding other transcriptional regulators:
Broad, and Brinker (Charbonnier et al., 2015; Chen and Schupbach, 2006; Deng and Bownes,
1997; Dobens et al., 2005; Yakoby et al., 2008b). Local BMP accumulation from adjacent,
inward-spreading squamous FCs may be responsible for changing expression of these genes
during stage 10, perhaps with additional BMP from the border cells (Wang et al., 2006).
However, it remains unclear whether there are late functions for BMP signaling in formation of
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the operculum or micropylar structures, or whether the squamous FCs are necessary for
centripetal migration in D. melanogaster.
In a second model for initiation, inward movement may be triggered by a temporally
regulated signal. Perhaps consistent with this model, centripetal migration is sensitive to
Ecdysone signaling, which provides a temporal, and possibly systemic status input for
progression of egg chamber development (Domanitskaya et al., 2014; Hackney et al., 2007;
Romani et al., 2009; Romani et al., 2016, and others cited within; Sieber and Spradling, 2015).
Alternatively, the centripetal FCs may sense their position at the interface between the nurse
cells and oocyte, perhaps due to a distinct signal emitted by the border cells. Border cells are not
essential for centripetal migration, however; because fully eggshell-encased eggs are produced
after laser-ablation of the border cells (Montell et al., 1991).
A third model was proposed by Edwards and Kiehart (Edwards and Kiehart, 1996), in
which the actomyosin network may provide a contractile force that draws the centripetal FCs
inward. Additional genes known to disrupt normal centripetal migration when mutated in either
the FCs or in whole animals are notch, spaghetti squash, zipper, 18-wheeler, tramtrack, shotgun,
and capping protein beta (Dobens et al., 2005; Edwards and Kiehart, 1996; Kleve et al., 2006;
Ogienko et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2006; Wheatley et al., 1995). Mutations that disrupt centripetal
migration may not be uncovered readily, if the affected gene is required earlier in oogenesis,
resulting in adsorption of the aberrant egg chambers (reviewed in Buszczak and Cooley, 2000;
McCall, 2004). Alternatively, it may imply that centripetal migration is a more robust
morphogenetic process than other migrations such as those of the border cells or the dorsal
appendages.
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Notably, more basal insect species with meroistic polytrophic ovaries utilize a variety of
mechanisms to enclose the anterior face of the oocyte, including epithelial folding, and in general
are less “aggressively” invasive than the centripetal FCs of Drosophila (Garbiec and
Kubrakiewicz, 2012; Garbiec et al., 2016; Tworzydlo and Kisiel, 2011). In Neuroptera, both the
anterior and posterior poles of the oocyte initially contact nurse cells, and must be covered by an
epithelial layer later in oogenesis. The two centripetal migrations that fulfill this requirement are
thought to occur via leading cells that passively drag the mainbody FCs behind them (Garbiec
and Kubrakiewicz, 2012). These observations suggest that the specific movements that take
place during Drosophila centripetal migration may be a more recently acquired evolutionary
trait.
A central role for the oocyte is indicated by impaired centripetal migration when gene
disruption results in failed oocyte differentiation or import of nutrients; including mutations in
Cup, chalice, bicaudal, kelch, and quit (Schupbach and Wieschaus, 1991). In these cases,
centripetal FCs may be competent to migrate, but they may not move inward because of the
absence of external cues from the oocyte (Berg, 2005; Keyes and Spradling, 1997; Mahone et al.,
1995; Swan and Suter, 1996). Failure in centripetal migration results in formation of eggshells
that have a “cup”-like shape due to the open anterior (Dobens et al., 2005; Edwards and Kiehart,
1996; Schupbach and Wieschaus, 1991; Twombly et al., 1996).
Genome-wide approaches have identified sets of genes expressed in FCs during stages 9–
12. One lab employed micro-array analysis combined with a high-throughput assay for genes
showing patterned FC expression during stages 10A–12 (Figs. 2, 3A) (Yakoby et al., 2008a).
These results were used to define a combinatorial code for patterns of FC gene expression, in
which one pattern unit corresponds to the ring of centripetal FCs during stage 10. Another lab
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focused specifically on migratory FCs that express high levels of the C/EBP bZIP transcription
factor gene slbo, a procedure that enriched for centripetal and border FC RNAs (Wang et al.,
2006). This approach netted 413 genes that were more highly expressed in migratory FCs than
other FCs. Importantly, this screen identified 18-wheeler, a Toll-like IgG domain gene that is
necessary for normal centripetal migration (Kleve et al., 2006). Altogether, these datasets
provide a starting point for RNA interference surveys to identify genes that that are required in
centripetal FCs for inward migration.
Although many questions remain, these data create a working model for how centripetal
migration is initiated and carried out. Anterior patterning by BMP signaling establishes a domain
of FCs competent for centripetal migration, by indirectly up-regulating genes important for
migration. The resultant gene regulatory network involves intermediary regulatory genes, such as
bun and slbo. Once made competent, these cells might elongate inward in response to some
combination of an activating signal and direct interactions with the underlying oocyte.
Elongation occurs through modulation of the actomyosin contractile network and DE-cadherinmediated adhesive interactions with the oocyte. This elongation occurs prior to initiation of nurse
cell dumping, and therefor does not disrupt the cytoplasmic connections between nurse cells and
oocyte. Centripetal migration continues into stage 11, when nurse cell dumping begins. Events
necessary for eggshell protein production are delayed in the centripetal FCs (Bernardi et al.,
2006; Bernardi et al., 2007; Bernardi et al., 2009; Cavaliere et al., 2008; Cavaliere et al., 1997;
Hackney et al., 2007; Parks and Spradling, 1987; Waring, 2000), so that the entire anterior end of
the egg is encased prior to secretion of eggshell components. The regulation that determines the
specific time and place for centripetal migration remains an open question.
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1.11 Morphogenesis of Two Dorsal Appendage Tubes
The progressive formation of two, elongated tubes from dorsal-anterior FCs provides an
accessible genetic system for study of tubulogenesis. In general, tubulogenesis refers to a broad
class of morphogenetic processes that produce tubes or tubular structures, which are essential
functional structures in organs and tissues throughout the animal kingdom (Andrew and Ewald,
2010). In the specific case of dorsal appendage morphogenesis, a developmentally programmed
process transforms a two-dimensional columnar epithelial sheet into a three-dimensional tube
(reviewed by Berg, 2005; Berg, 2008). Of the five general types of tubulogenesis (reviewed by
Andrew and Ewald, 2010; Berg, 2008; Iruela-Arispe and Beitel, 2013; Lubarsky and Krasnow,
2003), dorsal appendage formation appears to be an amalgam of wrapping and budding
morphogenesis (see also Osterfield et al., 2013). We will briefly introduce general features and
classic examples of wrapping and budding morphogenesis then summarize the specific cellular
behaviors that take place during DA formation.
The wrapping type of tube formation is exemplified by vertebrate neurulation, in which
cells of the neural plate bend via regulated cell shape changes, thus forming a fold with an
emerging lumenal space. Subsequently the lateral borders of the fold meet at the midline, where
cells differentially adhere to form the neural tube (Suzuki et al., 2012). The budding mechanism
is typically deployed during branching morphogenesis (as seen in the development of lung,
vascular, and glandular tissues, Ochoa-Espinosa and Affolter, 2012). During budding, discrete
groups of cells extend perpendicularly to the tissue of origin, via changes in cell shape and/or
concerted cell migration.
Dorsal appendage morphogenesis may be broken up into three processes: 1) tube
formation 2) tube elongation and 3) tube maturation (Fig. 1.3) (Dorman et al., 2004; French et
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al., 2003). The two dorsal appendage primordia form a pair of appendages with mirror-image
symmetry on either side of the dorsal midline. Though they develop in concert, each dorsal
appendage forms independently of the other from a separate placode, a dorsal anterior patch of ~
55–65 cells that is displaced by two cell diameters on either side of the dorsal midline (Deng and
Bownes, 1997). Each primordium consists of two FC types: the roof and the floor cells, which
behave in strikingly different ways during tube formation.
At the earliest phase of dorsal appendage morphogenesis during stage 10B (Fig. 1.3B–
B″), the placodes become morphologically distinct from neighboring columnar FC and adopt an
elongated form (Dorman et al., 2004; French et al., 2003). By stage 11 (Fig. 1.3C–C″), tube
formation begins: the roof cells intercalate, constrict apically and expand basally. These dramatic
changes in cellular architecture lead to a local tissue bending that is characteristic of wrapping
tubulogenesis. However, bending alone is insufficient for tube completion. To close this nascent
tube and create a lumen, the floor cells must undergo a concomitant reorganization. Like the roof
cells, floor cells elongate along their apico-basal axis, but floor cells of each DA primordium
“dive” underneath the roof cells (Fig. 1.3C″). A single row of floor cells is situated at the anterior
and medial borders of the roof cells; these two groups of floor cells come together, forming new
lateral cell-cell adhesive junctions that close the nascent tube along a ventral seam at stage 12
(Fig. 1.3D) (Dorman et al., 2004; Osterfield et al., 2013). The newly formed tubes now elongate
through combined processes of convergent extension, anterior-directed migration and
concomitant remodeling of cellular architecture during stages 12–13 (Fig. 1.3D-E). Once the
tubes have elongated over the anterior egg chamber, appendage eggshell components are
sequentially secreted into the lumens. Secretion finishes by stage 14 (Fig. 1.2), at which point the
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entire egg reaches maturity and awaits muscular contractions that will move it down the oviduct
for fertilization.
FC behaviors during dorsal appendage morphogenesis were revealed by time-lapse
imaging, combined with studies of aberrant morphogenesis in mutant genotypes (summarized in
Berg, 2005; Berg, 2008; Dorman et al., 2004). Morphometric studies indicate that D.
melanogaster FCs undergo a more extensive series of movements to form these respiratory
appendages than Drosophilid species that have simpler, but more numerous appendages
(Osterfield et al., 2013; Osterfield et al., 2015). Future studies will reveal the types of forces and
molecular mechanisms that underlie this plastic feature of Dipteran eggshells. We will focus on
recent work that is beginning to unravel the mechanisms that translate patterning information
into the dorsal appendage morphogenetic program.
An early output of dorsal-anterior patterning is the differential expression of cell adhesion
molecules. Patterned expression of distinct cell adhesion molecules has multiple roles in tissue
morphogenesis (as reviewed by Fagotto, 2015; Lecuit, 2005). Several of these are on display
during dorsal appendage tube formation; for example, floor cells must “dive” into the space
between roof FCs and the oocyte, necessitating a weakening of any adhesive forces between the
roof cells and the oocyte. Furthermore, tube closure requires formation of new lateral cell
interfaces between the anterior and medial floor cells that seal the DA tube. Recent work has
highlighted the dynamic expression of Cadherin superfamily cell adhesion molecules during DA
tubulogenesis.
Spatial and temporal precision in remodeling of DE-cadherin-based adherens junctions is
required for tube closure and elongation. Short and wide dorsal appendages form following
experimental manipulation of DE-cadherin levels, either by localized over-expression or by RNA
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interference-mediated knockdown (Peters and Berg, 2016a). Dorsal midline cells, which separate
the dorsal appendage primordia, have elevated levels of DE-cadherin RNA and protein during
stages 10B-12 (Fig. 1.3B–E) (Zartman et al., 2009b). Conversely, DE-cadherin levels are
decreased in the roof cells as DA morphogenesis takes place. In addition to dynamic
transcriptional regulation, DE-cadherin levels at lateral membranes are modulated by Dynaminmediated endocytosis (Peters and Berg, 2016a; Peters et al., 2013).
The atypical Cadherin Fat2 was introduced in Section 1.5. fat2 mutant FCs shape round
eggs that have severely misshapen dorsal appendages (Viktorinova et al., 2009, example of a
similar phenotype in Fig. 1.1E). Dorsal appendage primordia FCs have the only detectable fat2
RNA accumulation during stage 10B (Fig. 1.3a, B–B″), with higher levels in the floor cells and
lower levels in the roof cells (Zartman et al., 2009b). This expression pattern suggests that dorsal
appendage defects result from a direct requirement for Fat2 in dorsal appendage morphogenesis.
However, further experiments will be needed to eliminate the alternative of a secondary effect
that arises as the primordia elongate over a rounded egg chamber.
The Cadherin superfamily includes 17 Drosophila genes in total (Hill et al., 2001);
several more are expressed in the FCs and exhibit dynamic expression patterns throughout egg
chamber development (Zartman et al., 2009b). One, Cad74A, is expressed in all columnar FCs
until stage 10B (Figs. 2, 3B–B″). Cad74A accumulates at FC apical membranes, and may
facilitate adhesion to the underlying oocyte. Transcriptional down-regulation of Cad74A in roof
cells is important for proper morphogenesis. Flat and short dorsal appendages are frequently
formed with forced expression of Cad74A, suggesting that its differential expression is important
for both tube closure and elongation (Berg, 2008).
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Other lateral cell adhesion molecules are differentially expressed in dorsal appendage
forming FCs, including the IgCAMs Fas3 and Echinoid. Floor cells, which do not intermingle
with the roof cells, up-regulate Fas3, though the function of this adhesive molecule has not been
tested (Ward and Berg, 2005; Ward et al., 2006). In contrast, a requirement has been
demonstrated for Echinoid, which is recruited to adherens junctions (Wei et al., 2005). Echinoid
is present in all FCs until stage 10B, when it is down-regulated in most, and fully repressed in the
roof cells (Laplante and Nilson, 2006). Now roof cells that lack Echinoid are juxtaposed with
Echinoid-expressing FCs. Echinoid-mediated cell sorting excludes roof cells, and maintains a
smooth boundary for this domain. Roof cells react to the adhesive discontinuity by assembling a
supracellular, contractile actomyosin cable, which is thought to promote their apical
constrictions. Consistent with this, large patches of echinoid mutant cells disrupt normal
assembly of the supracellular actomyosin cable, fail to close the dorsal appendage tube, and
produce misshapen dorsal appendages. Many intriguing questions remain for this adhesion
molecule, such as how cells sense their location at an Echinoid expression boundary and
interpret this information to assemble a supracellular actomyosin cable. Dorsal appendage
morphogenesis is an attractive model to tackle these questions, which are relevant to other
examples of tissue morphogenesis that require actomyosin cable assembly and function such as
salivary gland tubulogenesis, embryonic dorsal closure, and wound-healing (Röper, 2013).
Different paracrine signals may coordinate roof and floor cells for morphogenesis of
distinct sub-regions of dorsal appendage primordia. For example, both roof and floor cells are
included in a region showing active BMP/Tkv responses during stages 11/12 (Fig. 1.3D, E),
visualized by immunostaining for activated Mad (Niepielko et al., 2011). Similarly, the growth
factor regulated-bZIP transcription factor Fos is expressed in a domain of cells that includes both
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floor and roof cell types (Boyle et al., 2010; Dequier et al., 2001; Souid and Yanicostas, 2003).
Genetic depletion of Fos, its BMP or EGFR regulators, or its transcription factor partners leads
to several defects in egg chamber development that include defects in DA morphogenesis (Boyle
et al., 2010; Dequier et al., 2001; Souid and Yanicostas, 2003). Taken together, these data
suggest that distinct morphogenetic activities may occur within different regions along the
lengths of the dorsal appendage tubes. In a critical test of this model, laser ablation studies
revealed that elongation requires the FCs in the anterior third of the dorsal appendage tube,
whereas more posterior tube FCs appear to be dispensable (Boyle et al., 2010). Additional
support for diversity of cell behaviors or morphogenetic forces across the length of one tube
comes from observations of positional heterogeneity in phenotypic outcomes of mosaic
experiments, in which the roof cells that contact floor cells have distinctive roles from the rest of
the roof cells. These studies point to the coordinated action of anterior roof cells and floor cells
as a critical factor in elongation.
How is tube elongation facilitated by coordinated behaviors of the anterior-most dorsal
appendage FCs? The closed end of the tube shares features of a leading edge, but this aspect of
elongation remains poorly understood. Notably, floor cells extend filopodia-like protrusions as
they conform to the squamous FCs (Ward and Berg, 2005). Another report observed protrusions
from the underlying squamous FCs, suggesting an active interaction between the basal surface of
floor cells and with the squamous FCs as a substrate (Tran and Berg, 2003).
The dorsal appendage tubes move between the squamous FCs and the basement
membrane that surrounds the egg chamber, most clearly visualized by GFP-tagged Collagen IV
in (Haigo and Bilder, 2011). In that work, collagenase treatment of stage 12 egg chambers results
in disorganized dorsal appendage FCs overlying the rounded egg chamber. Consistent with a role
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for basement membrane interactions in dorsal appendage morphogenesis, Integrin misexpression results in aberrant morphology, suggesting that proper modulation of Integrin levels
is important (Duffy et al., 1998; Peters and Berg, 2016a; Peters et al., 2013). This is further
supported by the accumulation of higher levels of basally localized βPS-Integrin when Dynamin
function is impaired, perhaps due to reduced recycling. A tempting model is that Integrin levels
must be tightly regulated to support this anterior-directed migration.
Taken all together, these observations suggest a working model in which both ventral
floor cells and leading edge-roof cells take active part in an anterior-directed migration. Ventral
floor cells might provide an adhesive traction mechanism over squamous FCs, whereas leading
edge-roof cells might provide an Integrin-based crawling mechanism through interactions with
the basement membrane. More work is needed to define the mechanisms that drive sustained,
directional migration during the elongation phase of dorsal appendage morphogenesis.
1.12 Conclusions and Perspectives
Morphogenesis of the Drosophila egg continues to provide a system for addressing
significant questions at the forefront of biology. Different questions have become accessible with
each new technological advance, beginning with the identification of follicle cell diversity and
migrations revealed with improvements in optical microscopy (e.g. King, 1970; King and Koch,
1963), quickly followed by the elaboration of ultrastructural morphology and eggshell diversity
revealed by electron microscopy (e.g. Kambysellis, 1974; Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980;
Mahowald, 1972; Margaritis, 1985; Margaritis et al., 1980). We have said little about the elegant
gene expression program that leads to spatial and temporal regulation of eggshell component
production during a period of less than 24 h (e.g. Cavaliere et al., 2008; Kafatos, 1975;
Margaritis, 1986; Petri et al., 1978; Tootle et al., 2011; Waring, 2000). The rate of eggshell
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deposition is greatly enhanced by developmentally-controlled amplification of FC genomic
regions, which has provided important leads to understanding the regulation of origins of DNA
replication (e.g. Calvi et al., 1998; Orr-Weaver, 1994; Smith et al., 1993; Smith and Orr-Weaver,
1991).
Most recently, our understanding of the cell biological processes that orchestrate
epithelial morphogenesis has blossomed through the combination of sophisticated genetics and
high-resolution time lapse imaging of FC behaviors and egg chamber-wide morphogenesis.
Examination of the FC-specific functions of individual gene products has been driven by
advances in genetic tools that enabled detailed mosaic analyses and spatio-temporally-controlled
RNA interference to perform systematic, genome-wide screens (recent ovary specific reviews
include Cheung and Shvartsman, 2015; Hartman et al., 2015; Hudson and Cooley, 2014; Rubin
and Huynh, 2015). Understanding the precise deployment of specific cellular behaviors across
time and space requires high resolution, time-lapse imaging under appropriate ex vivo culture
conditions (Peters and Berg, 2016b, provide an excellent history of this rapidly advancing
technology). Publication of detailed protocols for new technologies and established workhorse
approaches ensures that they can be adopted readily by a growing number of research
laboratories (e.g. Hurd et al., 2015; Jambor et al., 2016; Prasad et al., 2007; Thompson et al.,
2015; Zimmerman et al., 2013).
Improvements in imaging technology are likely to drive new discoveries in FC
morphogenetic movements. The ability to follow events through time has enabled the discovery
of new organ-shaping modalities for migration, and, in some cases, the delineation of
morphogenetic events too quick to capture from fixed tissues. We anticipate that new imaging
modalities, such as multiphoton fluorescence microscopy or micro-computed tomography of
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high-resolution X-ray scans, will open up areas that were previously inaccessible due to light
scattering within thick tissues or the presence of opaque structures (recently demonstrated by
Mattei et al., 2015), respectively. Availability of these instruments through regional imaging core
facilities, equipped with advanced computing and large data storage systems, will extend the
scope for transformative discoveries using this otherwise economical model organism.
As we deepen our understanding of epithelial plasticity during morphogenesis of the
highly structured D. melanogaster follicular epithelium, an increasing number of studies are
uncovering the divergent morphogenetic behaviors associated with distinctive eggshell features
across a broadening range of insect species (e.g. Garbiec and Kubrakiewicz, 2012; Garbiec et al.,
2016; Jaglarz et al., 2008; Jaglarz et al., 2010; Niepielko et al., 2014; Niepielko and Yakoby,
2014; Osterfield et al., 2015; Tworzydlo et al., 2005; Tworzydlo and Kisiel, 2011; Vreede et al.,
2013). In a few cases, divergent eggshell features have been related to the stresses imposed on
developing embryos, due to egg deposition on different substrates by different insect species
(Hinton, 1981; Hinton, 1969; Kambysellis, 1993). With a new appreciation for the time scale for
evolutionary radiations of insects in general, and Dipterans in particular (Misof et al., 2014;
Wiegmann et al., 2011; Yeates et al., 2016), we anticipate that future studies of follicular
epithelium morphogenesis will establish a deep understanding for the progressive elaboration of
diversity in epithelial morphologies.
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CHAPTER 2
TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMIZATION OF LIVE TIME-LAPSE IMAGING
FOR CENTRIPETAL MIGRATION

2.1 Introduction
In this dissertation I focus primarily on centripetal migration, a relatively uncharacterized
but essential morphogenetic process that occurs in Drosophila egg chambers. As reviewed in the
previous chapter (section 1.4), the oocyte contained within Drosophila egg chambers is
enveloped on all sides by an epithelium except for its anterior face prior to stage 10B. During
stage 10B, centripetal follicle cells migrate inward to cover the exposed anterior surface of the
oocyte. The inward migration of centripetal follicle cells allows for the secretion of eggshell on
all sides, which protects the embryo as it develops (King, 1970; Mahowald and Kambysellis,
1980; Margaritis et al., 1980). Despite the importance of this migration to the survival of the
embryo, no publications have directly investigated how centripetal migration proceeds as of this
date. Part of the reason why this is the case was the lack of established protocols to culture egg
chambers ex vivo as they undergo centripetal migration. In my dissertation work, I sought to
overcome this barrier in order to simultaneously characterize centripetal migration and
investigate its potential genetic regulators.
My contributions toward further understanding of centripetal migration and candidate
regulators are described in chapters 3 and 4. This work would not have been possible, however,
without the substantial technical development necessary to observe centripetal migration in egg
chambers cultured ex vivo. This chapter describes the new techniques I developed to visualize
centripetal migration using time-lapse imaging, and highlights the constraints involved in
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culturing egg chambers at this stage of development. The resulting optimized protocol (contained
in Appendix B) should be adaptable to future investigations to answer questions about this stage
of oogenesis. This chapter is organized into sub-sections that cover the distinct challenges that
needed to be overcome in order to address the research questions posed in subsequent chapters.
These sub-sections are presented in an order which aligns with the steps involved in performing
time-lapse imaging from beginning to end. These steps are outlined below:
1. Identification of medium suitable for ex vivo culture of stage 10B egg chambers.
2. Microdissection of ovaries to isolate stage 10B egg chambers.
3. Specialized mounting of stage 10B egg chambers for time-lapse imaging.
4. Identification of genetically encoded fluorescent protein markers and dyes and creation of
useful transgenic strains
5. Optimization of sample mounting for different imaging modalities.
6. Optimization of acquisition settings for time-lapse imaging.
7. Mounting and post-acquisition processing methods to correct for egg chamber drift.
8. Optimization of mounting conditions for DMSO-treated egg chambers.
2.2 Development and Optimization of Live Imaging Technique
Identification of Medium Suitable for Ex Vivo Culture of Stage 10B Egg Chambers
Over the past several decades, different groups have cultured Drosophila egg chambers
of every developmental stage to varying degrees of success (Peters and Berg, 2016).
Nonetheless, during this time it has become clear that adaptations to previously established
protocols were required in order to achieve long term time-lapse imaging of unique cellular
processes at each developmental stage. As no protocols had been published that were specific to
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the culture of egg chambers undergoing centripetal migration, adapting and optimizing a
protocol to do so was a major focus of my dissertation.
The first problem I faced was a lack of an established medium that would be suitable for
the culture of egg chambers undergoing centripetal migration. This migration event occurs
during the post-vitellogenic phase of egg chamber development, when growth and metabolism
are rapid and nutritional needs are high (Drummond-Barbosa and Spradling, 2001). This
presented a challenge to ensuring that the medium used to culture egg chambers at this stage
could support their increased needs during development.
I started by identifying existing protocols that were developed for time-lapse imaging of
the developmental stages that come just before and after centripetal migration, stages 9 and 11. A
well-defined protocol that had achieved long-term imaging of stages beyond 10B used Grace’s
insect culture medium (a commercially available mixture of amino acids, vitamins, inorganic
salts, sugars, acids, and yeastolates, Grace, 1962) supplemented with fetal bovine serum,
penicillin and streptomycin (Groen and Tootle, 2015). These authors reported that their
formulation only supported egg chamber development from stage 10B onward (Groen and
Tootle, 2015). Because I needed to image egg chambers at the end of stage 10A in order to
capture the full range of events that occur during centripetal migration, this formulation was not
suitable for my needs.
I instead tested a formulation previously developed for the culture of stage 9 egg
chambers (Prasad et al., 2007) to determine if it would also support egg chamber development
during stage 10A /10B. The “live imaging cocktail” described by Prasad et al. contained insulin,
fetal bovine serum, penicillin, streptomycin, and Schneider’s Drosophila medium (a
commercially available mixture of amino acids, inorganic salts, sugars, acids, and yeastolates,
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Schneider, 1964). This formulation not only omitted reagents found to be unnecessary for the
successful culture of stage 9 egg chambers (Bianco et al., 2007; Cliffe et al., 2007; Prasad et al.,
2007), it also permitted imaging of border cell migration for 4 – 6 hours at a time, a migration
that is particularly sensitive to culturing conditions (Cliffe et al., 2007). This survival time was
compatible with my needs, as centripetal migration requires a similar window of time to
complete (4 – 5 hours) (King, 1970; Lin and Spradling, 1993; Mahowald and Kambysellis,
1980). Since its publication, variations of this formulation have been widely adopted in the field
(Peters and Berg, 2016). In sum, the Prasad method appeared to be promising for stage 10B egg
chamber culture.
In my initial time-lapse imaging tests, the “live imaging cocktail” (henceforth referred to
as “live imaging medium”, or LIM) of Prasad et al. was found to be suitable for the culture of
stage 10B egg chambers ex vivo for over 6 hours. This was determined by two criteria: First, I
compared the duration of centripetal migration observed in my cultured egg chambers to
previously estimated timings. Prior work had estimated that the duration of stage 10B (when
centripetal migration occurs) was approximately 4 hours long, based on two criteria: 1.) The
amount of time it took transplanted egg chambers to develop to various stages when injected into
a female abdomen. 2.) A calculation of the duration of each stage based on the frequency of egg
chambers found at each stage within an ovary (King, 1970; Lin and Spradling, 1993; Mahowald
and Kambysellis, 1980). Consistent with prior estimates, the duration of centripetal migration in
my time-lapse sequences was 4 – 5 hours long. Second, egg chambers developed without any
apparent defects when cultured ex vivo, and centripetal cells successfully migrated inward to
cover the anterior end of the oocyte. Border cell migration was also observed in stage 9 egg
chambers indicating that, in my hands, the culturing conditions were still suitable for more
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sensitive cellular migrations. Lastly, if egg chambers were left undisturbed without imaging,
most late-stage egg chambers were able to develop fully to maturity. These factors provided
sufficient confidence in the LIM formulation to conclude that it fully supported late stage egg
chamber development and normal centripetal migration.
Microdissection of Ovaries to Isolate Stage 10B Egg Chambers
With suitable culture medium identified, the next problem I faced was the isolation of
intact stage 10B egg chambers from ovaries. Though various techniques for dissection of ovaries
from adult female flies have been documented, protocols variously recommend the use of
halocarbon oil, phosphate buffered saline, or unsupplemented Schneider’s medium during
dissection (Prasad et al., 2007; Weil et al., 2012). In my hands, dissection using halocarbon oil or
phosphate buffered saline increased the incidence of egg chamber death during imaging.
Furthermore, when using unsupplemented Schneider’s medium alone, the absence of fetal
bovine serum during dissection resulted in “sticky” egg chambers that stuck to forceps and
pipette tips, necessitating additional handling. Such handling greatly increased the incidence of
egg chamber death because direct manipulation of individual egg chambers resulted in tissue
damage. I found that the best medium for adult ovary dissection was freshly prepared LIM,
which supported the nutritional demands of the tissue immediately upon its dissection. The use
of other media exposed the egg chambers to an environment that was unfavorable for their
growth and development during the 30 – 45 minutes it took to complete dissection.
A trade-off existed between the number of ovaries that could be dissected and mounted
for time-lapse imaging, and how long they could be cultured before they stopped developing
normally. In addition, maximizing the number of ovaries dissected increased the likelihood of
obtaining multiple stage 10B egg chambers for imaging, however, the more egg chambers
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cultured, the sooner they died. To maintain a balance between these trade-offs, I determined that
the optimal number of ovary pairs to dissect was four, because this reliably provided more than
six stage 10B egg chambers suitable for imaging, all of which were capable of developing
normally when cultured together for more than six hours. Furthermore, this number of stage 10B
egg chambers was compatible with the upper limit to the number of egg chambers that can be
imaged in one experiment (discussed in a following section). I also found it beneficial to remove
older stage egg chambers during dissection, as the presence of too many large egg chambers
could exhaust the medium quickly (Prasad et al., 2007). I noticed that removal of stage 14 egg
chambers was essential because their increased size and rigid eggshell prevented the coverslip
from properly securing younger egg chambers in place.
A consistent problem in my early live imaging attempts was the presence of randomly
moving “debris” in the field of view of the microscope, which severely affected the quality of
imaging. Debris steadily accumulated during dissection as a result of egg chambers breaking
open and spilling their contents when ovaries were pulled apart in the process of isolating
individual egg chambers. To resolve this issue, I introduced washing steps during dissection,
wherein the LIM was exchanged 2 – 3 times at the conclusion of dissection to remove such
debris. These washing steps also had the potential to improve the rate of egg chamber survival,
as they replenished the medium prior to the start of live imaging and possibly removed any cell
death-promoting signals that might have been released from damaged tissues during dissection.
Altogether, these changes to established dissection protocols greatly enriched for the number of
stage 10B egg chambers that survived through centripetal migration during imaging (from 2
survivors out of 6, to 5 survivors out of 6).
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Specialized Mounting of Stage 10B Egg Chambers for Time-Lapse Imaging
After dissection, egg chambers had to placed on a surface suitable for time-lapse
imaging, and in a manner that permitted their continued growth and development under the
microscope, together a process called “mounting”. The optimization of this process was the step
that demanded the most technical development over the course of my dissertation research. The
first problem encountered was in the selection of a slide or dish to contain cultured egg chambers
while on the microscope stage. My early attempts used methods established in previous protocols
that utilized coverslip-bottomed dishes (Groen and Tootle, 2015), or Grenier brand (now
Sarstedt, previously petriPerm) lumox dishes (Prasad et al., 2007). Lumox dishes contain a
proprietary gas-permeable membrane on one side, which facilitates gas exchange. This
membrane also has optical properties that are suitable for the transmission of light, allowing
imaging through the membrane rather than through a coverslip. Because late-stage egg chambers
are known to survive better with gas exchange (Prasad et al., 2007), previous protocols that have
achieved long-term culture of egg chambers have predominantly used lumox dishes (Cai et al.,
2014; Haigo and Bilder, 2011; Peters and Berg, 2016; Prasad and Montell, 2007). I found that
these dishes gave the best results for stage 10B egg chambers as well, so they were utilized in my
time-lapse imaging protocol.
A second problem that arose was the amount of space provided between the bottom
membrane of the dish and the coverslip. When too much space was provided, egg chambers were
not held in place, and quickly drifted out of the field of view of the microscope during imaging.
If too little space was provided, egg chambers were compressed, and the tissue quickly died. A
theoretical ideal amount of space would sufficiently restrict the movement of egg chambers
while still providing enough room for them to expand in volume without lethality. Previous
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protocols used standard glass coverslips broken in half to support the main coverslip on each side
(Prasad et al., 2007), but for my experiments this method had several drawbacks. The first was
that it was unstable, such that the topmost coverslip easily slid off its supports and crushed egg
chambers. Slipping was prone to happen during mounting, transport of the dish to the
microscope, and imaging when objectives moved across the overlying coverslip. In testing
methods to minimize destructive incidents, I found that the use of double-sided film tape (The
3M Company, Cat. #S-15941) as a spacer between the membrane and the coverslip provided
enough room to prevent stage 10B egg chambers from being compressed while also firmly
securing the coverslip to the dish.
While each imaging session occurred over the span of 4 – 6 hours, evaporation of the live
imaging medium was a constant problem due to low environmental humidity. The use of
halocarbon oil to seal the edges of coverslips to prevent evaporation is common practice (Cetera
et al., 2014; He et al., 2010; Peters and Berg, 2016; Prasad et al., 2007) but was found to be
unnecessary in my hands. By sealing all sides of the coverslip with double-sided film tape as
spacers, evaporation was minimized without the need to additionally seal coverslip edges with
oil. While halocarbon oil is inert, I considered it advantageous to avoid any potential mixing with
LIM. An additional problem when using halocarbon oil was encountered with objectives that
required immersion oil. The proximity between the immersion oil and halocarbon oil allowed
them to mix, which disrupted imaging by drawing immersion oil away from the objective. As
soon as this caused the immersion oil to disperse across the dish, ensuing capillary action drew
live imaging medium out from under the cover slip, resulting in egg chamber death. Further
optimizations were also needed depending on the microscope system used, and when adding
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) to LIM, topics discussed in following sections.
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Identification of Genetically Encoded Fluorescent Protein Markers and Dyes and Creation of
Useful Transgenic Strains
For my experiments, an early decision was required on whether to use widefield
epifluorescence or confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). While widefield
epifluorescence utilizes a broad-spectrum lamp to illuminate an entire sample all at once, CLSM
uses scanning lasers that emit defined wavelengths to focus a bean of light on small regions of
the sample, one location at a time. Widefield fluorescence is well suited for thin samples that do
not substantially scatter light, while CLSM is ideal for samples that are thicker or scatter light
more. This is due to the confocal capability to reject out of focus and scattered light with the use
of an adjustable pinhole aperture. The laser scanning directs intense light on a small region of
tissue in a point by point manner. This damages tissues more easily than widefield fluorescence,
thus CLSM can cause greater degrees of phototoxicity – a phenomenon that occurs when cells
are bombarded with an excess of high energy photons, creating reactive oxygen species that can
damage cells (Dobrucki et al., 2007) and local heating of the exposed cells. Confocal imaging
was valuable because centripetal migration is an event that involves the radial migration of cells
from the periphery of the egg chamber inward. The narrow focal plane permitted capture of
optical sections deep within the middle stage 10B egg chambers to observe the inward
progression of cells. The advantages CLSM provided outweighed the increased risk of
phototoxicity.
A significant technical challenge I faced in capturing centripetal migration was the
availability of suitable fluorescent markers for cells and features of interest. To be useful for live
imaging, genetically encoded fluorescent proteins needed to be strongly expressed to reduce the
amount of laser power needed to excite them during imaging. To visualize individual cells, it
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was valuable to have a cellular membrane marker that outlined each cell within my region of
interest. Similarly, when only some cells were genetically manipulated in mosaic egg chambers,
it was necessary to mark manipulated cells with a fluorescent protein to enable their
identification. Although our Nikon A1R CLSM can capture >4 fluorescent wavelengths in a
single experiment, the lack of genetically encoded fluorescent proteins capable of emitting
spectrally distinct wavelengths did not make this feasible for live imaging. Fluorescent proteins,
which can be genetically encoded, exhibit broader excitation and emission spectra than
exogenously-applied fluorescent molecules (such as Alexa fluorophores or Cy5). However, dyes
such as DAPI often cause DNA damage as intercalating agents or fail to sufficiently label cells
of interest in live tissues due to weak fluorescence. As a result, live imaging relies heavily on
genetically encoded fluorescent proteins, a limitation that greatly constrained my imaging
capabilities. Furthermore, careful consideration was needed to choose fluorescent proteins in
order to avoid using two with overlapping excitation, which would prevent me from determining
which protein contributed a fluorescent signal.
Another limiting factor was the additional time needed for the microscope to capture each
additional fluorescent wavelength. The additional light exposure greatly increased phototoxicity
and resultant damage to the tissue, especially for the shorter wavelengths (Moan and Peak,
1989). Due to these constraints, I only used a maximum of three different fluorescent proteins for
my live imaging experiments. Because two were dedicated to the labeling of cell membranes and
mutant cells, this left only one available to mark other desired cellular features.
Most published Drosophila strains employ the use of fluorescent proteins in the red or
green range of the visible spectrum to label proteins and features of interest, leaving only the
blue range open for an additional marker. Unfortunately, the selection of strains using blue
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fluorescent proteins was extremely limited. For this reason, I generated a strain that expressed an
optimized blue fluorescent protein, TagBFP (Subach et al., 2008), targeted to the plasma
membrane of cells via a RAS farnesylation tag (Hancock et al., 1991). The design and
construction of this transgenic strain is described in Appendix D. We obtained eight strains with
independent insertions of my TagBFP transgene. Unfortunately, the laser intensity needed to
excite it sufficiently in egg chambers elicited too much autofluorescence from yolk granules
within the oocyte, making it unsuitable for studying centripetal migration. For this reason, I
remained limited to red and green fluorescent proteins for studying stage 10B egg chambers.
Because most strains utilized green fluorescent protein (GFP) to distinguish between different
genotypes and cells within mosaic mutant egg chambers, I used fluorescent proteins that emit red
wavelengths to label cell membranes. Strains with fluorescent proteins that could be selectively
converted from one wavelength to another (known as photoconvertible fluorophores) including
tdEOS were also of value to track migrating cells.
The use of the Gal4-UAS binary expression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) to
strongly express tdTomato fluorescent protein localized to cell membranes by a myristoylation
tag was found to be most useful (Pfeiffer et al., 2010). These UAS-transgenes exhibited high
expression levels due to the presence of multiple UAS sequences to strongly induce expression,
in combination with intervening sequences (IVS) which were incorporated to increase the
steady-state export of mRNAs. High expression levels were needed in order to clearly visualize
cells that resided deep in the interior of stage 10B egg chambers.
To make homozygous mutant cells, experimental techniques such as “mosaic analysis
with a repressible cell marker” (MARCM, discussed in Chapter 4) or RNA interference also
incorporate the use of the Gal4-UAS system, preempting its use to drive membrane markers in
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mosaic tissues. In these cases, a fluorescent protein that was ubiquitously expressed from a single
transgene was required in order to mark cell membranes. After considering several candidates,
including a Fas3 GFP protein trap, a Shg-GFP/mCherry protein trap, an Indy-GFP protein trap,
and an Nrg-GFP protein trap, I found that mCherry expressed from the native promoter of
spaghetti squash (sqh) worked exceptionally well for my purposes. This strain was created by
cloning the sqh open reading frame (ORF) and its native promoter, followed by the insertion of
an in frame sequence encoding mCherry between the sqh ORF and its 3’ untranslated region
(Martin et al., 2009). This transgene was inserted into the genome by P-element-mediated
transformation. I used a strain with a homozygous viable insertion on the third chromosome that
was found to rescue sqhAX3 null flies (Martin et al., 2009).
While the two-color system described above worked well for tracking migrating cells and
mutant cells in my dissertation research, additional fluorescent dyes were tested as well. These
dyes labeled cells to some degree of success, eliminating the need for genetic engineering or long
series of matings to obtain strains expressing endogenous fluorescent proteins. To label cell
membranes I tested the lipophilic dye FM4-64 (ThermoFisher Cat. #T3166) (Prasad et al., 2007),
however, the signal was weak and was not fully specific to the plasma membrane. To label
nuclei, Hoechst 33342 (ThermoFisher Cat. #62249) (Manning and Starz-Gaiano, 2015) dye was
used, though it also provided a weak signal that was most visible in cells located near the surface
of the egg chamber.
Optimization of Sample Mounting for Different Imaging Modalities
In the course of my dissertation research, several different microscopes and imaging
modalities were utilized. Widefield fluorescence was predominantly used early on to test
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culturing conditions and fluorescent markers. Once initial conditions were optimized, it became
necessary to leverage more advanced imaging modalities to clearly visualize centripetally
migrating cells. To do so required several optimizations to the mounting of the tissue to adapt to
each microscope system. Our widefield microscope had an upright microscopy body, so that egg
chambers were mounted on the inside of a lumox dish and the objective was lowered into the
dish for imaging (Figure 2.1A). In adapting my protocol to our Nikon A1R CLSM which used an
inverted microscope body, the same mounting conditions were followed with the exception that
the objective imaged through the gas-permeable membrane at the bottom of the lumox dish
(Figure 2.1B). Despite initial concerns that imaging through this membrane would affect image
clarity, no apparent degradation in quality was observed compared to imaging through a cover
slip. Though technical specifications on this proprietary membrane are not available, the
manufacturer states that its optical properties were designed for microscopy.
When imaging with the CLSM, 40x and 60x objectives were found to be most useful in
capturing centripetally migrating cells. 20x objectives were found to provide insufficient
magnification, whereas 100x objectives provided too small a field of view (objective catalog
numbers and specifications are in methods section below). A benefit of the CLSM was that it
greatly increased signal to noise ratios by rejecting out of focus light, a method which enabled
me to obtain clear images of focal planes deep within live egg chambers. The downside,
however, was that optimization of laser intensities and exposure times became a critical factor in
preventing egg chamber death, a topic discussed in the next section.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of mounted tissue and objective immersion conditions for
different imaging modalities and microscope setups. (A) Optimized setup for upright
microscope systems using objectives that do not require immersion medium. Egg chambers are
mounted inside the lumox dish with live imaging medium. A coverslip with double-sided film tape
on all sides is adhered on top, and imaging occurs through the coverslip. (B) Optimized setup for
an inverted microscope system. Egg chambers are mounted inside the lumox dish with live
imaging medium. A coverslip with double-sided film tape on all sides is adhered on top, and
imaging occurs through the bottom membrane. Immersion oil sits between the membrane and the
objective. (C) Optimized setup for an upright microscope system using objectives that require
immersion medium. Egg chambers are mounted onto the underside of the lumox dish with live
imaging medium. A coverslip with double-sided film tape on all sides is adhered on top of egg
chambers, and imaging occurs through the membrane on top. Lumox dish is flooded with water
(immersion medium), into which the objective is dipped (requires a water dipping objective).
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Towards the end of my dissertation research, a combined multiphoton / confocal single
photon laser scanning microscope system was installed at UNLV. This combined system used an
upright microscope body with objectives that had large working distances. The large working
distances introduced problems with maintaining a column of immersion medium between the
objective and the cover slip. During time-lapse imaging of multiple egg chambers, immersion
medium frequently ran off the sides of the coverslip or evaporated, ruining the image quality. To
overcome this problem, I developed a new method to mount egg chambers on the underside of
lumox dishes which enabled the interior of the dish to be flooded with water into which the
objective was dipped (Figure 2.1C). Using this approach, evaporation of the immersion medium
was no longer an issue, and long time-lapse imaging sessions proceeded without interruption.
Despite initial concern that the water would not allow sufficient oxygenation of egg chambers
through the gas-permeable membrane, no changes in egg chamber survival or developmental
behavior were encountered.
In the course of my work, I was limited to viewing only the top half of egg chambers
nearest to the objective due to degraded resolution and increased light scattering when imaging at
tissue depths beyond 80 – 100 µm with single photon CLSM (For reference, stage 10B egg
chambers can reach approximately 120 – 140 µm in thickness). Multiphoton laser scanning
microscopy maintains good resolution at these depths due to decreased scattering of infrared
wavelengths through thick specimens, resulting in high quality images. Due to the tighter focus
of the infrared laser, a smaller portion of the tissue is exposed in the point spread region,
potentially reducing phototoxicity relative to CLSM. While an initial protocol for performing
multiphoton imaging was optimized, available time precluded my ability to resolve several
outstanding issues. Thus, the multiphoton modality was not used in my project. Once these final
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obstacles are overcome, our ability to observe centripetally migrating cells as they migrate
inward will improve substantially.
Optimization of Acquisition Settings for Time Lapse Imaging
The next challenge I faced arose in optimizing the microscope settings used during timelapse data acquisition to strike a balance between data quality and the survival of the tissue. On
both the single photon confocal and combined multiphoton confocal systems, two scanning
modes are available: Galvano and resonant. These modes utilize different methods to move
mirrors to “scan” the focused laser beam across the specimen. The resonant mode utilizes
advanced technology to rapidly scan lasers across the specimen using a curved pattern. This
rapid scanning reduces the amount of time laser light “dwells” on a particular spot of the tissue,
decreasing phototoxicity at the expense of obtaining less signal. The downside to this method is
increased noise in the acquired data. The Galvano scanning mode follows a linear pattern with
longer dwell time in each spot, generating an image with less noise at the expense of longer
acquisition times and light exposures.
Initially I used resonant scanning because the increased light exposure incurred when using
Galvano scanning resulted in the death of the tissue after 2 hours of imaging. After our
microscope systems were fitted with more sensitive GaAsP detectors, I was able to use lower
laser powers to excite samples. This allowed me to use Galvano scanning for five to six hours
without egg chamber death. The images obtained were higher quality due to increased signal-tonoise ratios.
Essential considerations included finding the upper limits on A.) laser power, B.)
exposure, C.) timing intervals, and D.) how many egg chambers could be imaged before they
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died. Though laser power varies between individual lasers and over a laser’s lifespan, I found
that egg chambers were generally capable of surviving lasers that were kept under 5% of their
maximal power output. Egg chamber survival increased with the use of even lower laser powers
when necessary. However, low fluorescent emissions required averaging multiple images
together to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. This was performed during acquisition of each
optical section. If the fluorescence obtained with these low intensities was still too dim to be
suitable for imaging, the amount of digital amplification (or “HV gain”) was raised to increase
the intensity recorded from each photon captured. Because this method also amplified noise, it
was used only as a last resort.
In order to capture a 3D image of a stage 10B egg chamber at full resolution in the Z-axis
(termed “Nyquist sampling”), approximately 400 optical sections were required. It is not possible
to obtain this many optical sections of living egg chambers, because they die from the added
laser exposure necessary to capture this much data. For live time-lapse imaging, I found that egg
chambers can tolerate only 10 – 15 optical sections per time point over a 5 – 6 hour imaging
session. Similarly, I found that time-lapse intervals of 8 – 10 minutes reduced egg chamber
death, while simultaneously allowing enough time to capture 6 – 8 egg chambers per experiment.
These numbers also depend on how long a microscope system takes to acquire image data for
each timepoint.
Equally important in this process was the initial selection of healthy egg chambers as
subjects for imaging, followed by subsequent analysis of the data to ensure they survived and
exhibited normal behavior. By examining egg chambers under the microscope prior to beginning
a time-lapse sequence, it was generally possible to identify egg chambers that were damaged
during dissection. Such egg chambers had visible deformities that were consistent with
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mechanical tearing, so that they were excluded. During subsequent viewing of the time-lapse
sequence, many signs were used to determine if an egg chamber was dying. These signs were
identified by working backward from a dead egg chambers at the conclusion of previous live
imaging sessions to catalog early indicators of tissue death. Such signs included stalled cell
migrations, lack of growth, unusual egg chamber contractions, swelling, bursting, blebbing of
cell membranes on the basal side of follicle cells, and condensing nuclei. Experience suggested
that tissue death was commonly a result of direct contact with egg chambers during dissection,
phototoxicity, improper culturing conditions, or other unforeseen factors affecting survival.
Mounting and Post-Acquisition Processing Methods to Correct for Egg Chamber Drift
Many of my early experiments used low magnification objectives that did not require
immersion medium. These objectives had a large field of view due to their low magnification,
and as a result egg chambers primarily stayed in the field of view. As it became clear that higher
magnifications would be necessary to see cell behaviors, methods needed to be adapted to
prevent egg chambers from drifting out of the field of view over the course of a time-lapse
imaging session.
Drift was caused by several phenomena: First, the gas-permeable membrane at the
bottom of the lumox dish was flexible enough to compress the medium and disturb egg chambers
as the objective and immersion oil tracked along the dish from one egg chamber to another.
Second, physical phenomena including capillary action, gravity, spreading of immersion oil, and
stochastic temperature shifts caused slight disturbances in the medium or in egg chamber
positions over time. Lastly and most substantially, within the ovary, egg chambers are normally
contained within a muscular sheathe that contracts to push egg chambers towards the oviduct as
they develop (Hudson et al., 2008; Middleton et al., 2006; Rodriguez-Valentin et al., 2006).
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These very thin muscles are hard to see for removal during dissection, and as a result would
occasionally be carried over into the lumox dish. When present, these muscles would continue to
pulse throughout the duration of live imaging, creating compression waves in the medium.
Additional disturbances resulted from the circumferential rotation of early stage egg chambers
(stages 2 – 8) (Haigo and Bilder, 2011).
Small changes in position were first addressed with the use of a digital post-processing
algorithm that automatically centered egg chambers within the image for each timepoint (“Align
ND2” feature, NIS Elements, Nikon Instruments Inc.). This approach was successful in
stabilizing egg chamber positions provided the egg chamber remained in the field of view for the
duration of the imaging session. Unfortunately, this method could not correct for egg chambers
that left the field of view at any point during the time-lapse sequence. In some situations, egg
chambers left the field of view even between sequential time points, so that occasional manual
compensation by periodically centering the field of view during the imaging session failed to
allow the aforementioned alignment algorithm to run.
The persistence of egg chamber drift made it clear that additional stabilization methods
were necessary. Several laboratories had developed protocols for the stabilization of egg
chambers with low-melting point agarose (Cetera et al., 2016; Groen and Tootle, 2015),
providing useful starting points for optimizing its use for studying centripetal migration. While
previously described methods for preparing low-melting point agarose and mixing it with live
imaging medium (Cetera et al., 2016) were easily adopted for my purposes, these approaches
required egg chambers to be manually pushed into the agarose-supplemented medium with the
use of dissection needles or eyelash tools (Cetera et al., 2016; Groen and Tootle, 2015). This
greatly limited the number of egg chambers that were properly positioned for imaging due to the
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rapid solidification of the agarose, and decreased egg chamber viability due to direct contact with
tools. I found that by removing as much medium as possible from the depression in a 9-well
dissecting plate, agarose-supplemented live imaging medium could subsequently be added to
those egg chambers. After this step was complete, egg chambers were rapidly transferred to a
coverslip, which was then mounted onto a lumox dish membrane. This improved method did not
require direct contact with dissected egg chambers and ensured that every egg chamber
transferred was suspended at a proper depth for imaging. Combined with the computational postprocessing described above, this method resulted in egg chambers that remained stationary and
centered in the field of view for the entire duration of live time-lapse imaging, thus allowing easy
tracking of cell movements during migration.
Optimization of Mounting Conditions for DMSO-Treated Egg Chambers
In experiments where dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) was used as a vehicle to carry small
molecule drugs into egg chambers, I encountered a distinct problem. During early tests of these
experiments, egg chambers rapidly lost tissue integrity and burst in the presence of DMSO. I first
tested the effects of different concentrations of DMSO, ranging from 0% to 2.5% in live imaging
medium, on egg chambers that were subsequently mounted on a lumox dish. Egg chambers
rapidly lost tissue integrity in the presence of any amount of DMSO.
To determine if the problem was specific to my mounting methods, different mounting
variations were tested on egg chambers cultured in the presence of 1% DMSO in LIM: Mounting
on a lumox dish with and without a coverslip, mounting on glass slides with and without a
coverslip, mounting on coverslip-bottomed dish (MatTek Cat. #P50G-1.5-30-F) and leaving egg
chambers to float freely in a 9-well dissecting dish. Coverslips were positioned either directly on
the dish/slide or were on top of spacers consisting of 1 or 2 layers of double-sided film tape. The
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presence and absence of halocarbon oil 27 (Sigma-Aldrich, Cat. #H8773) was also tested as a
potential contributor. After mounting, egg chambers were subsequently cultured without laser
illumination for 5 hours. The common thread that persisted across all tests and variables was that
egg chambers only lost tissue integrity where they were not given sufficient room to grow,
regardless of dish type, halocarbon addition, or DMSO concentration. The double-sided film tape
that was previously found to provide sufficient space for the stage 10B egg chambers was no
longer adequate for egg chambers cultured in the presence of DMSO.
To prevent egg chambers from losing tissue integrity in the presence of DMSO, a reoptimization of mounting technique was required. To do so, I looked for a tape that would be
slightly thicker than double-sided film tape to serve as a larger spacer between the lumox
membrane and the coverslip. Seven mil vinyl electrical tape (The 3M Company, Cat.
#80611448137) was found to provide enough height for DMSO-treated egg chambers to grow
while holding them stable enough for long-term imaging. As DMSO concentration was not
ultimately responsible for the loss in tissue integrity, I chose to standardize its final concentration
to 0.1% throughout my experiments, because higher concentrations have been reported to have
cytotoxic effects in cell culture (Jamalzadeh et al., 2016).
For experiments involving DMSO-treated egg chambers, the optimal experimental design
was to simultaneously image both experimental and control egg chambers in the same time-lapse
imaging session. The microscope was not equipped to mount two lumox dishes at once, so a
single dish had to contain both sets of mounted egg chambers. Sequential imaging sessions
where experiments and controls could be imaged one after the other were possible, but
confounding variables would have reduced my ability to interpret the results. To maximize the
efficacy of my experimental design, a method for mounting two treatment groups on one dish
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was developed. I first tried using a rectangular 22 x 40 mm cover slip (Warner Instruments, Cat.
#CS-22/4015) with vacuum seal grease to separate control and experimental egg chambers under
each half, but remained concerned that small molecule drugs might still seep past the divider
along the surface of the coverslip. I decided than an air gap between each treatment group was
the only way to guarantee separation between experiments and controls. I used a diamond-tipped
glass cutter to reduce the size of 22 mm coverslips (Warner Instruments, Cat. #CS-22S15) on
one side by approximately 20%. By doing so, two cut coverslips could fit side-by-side in the
same dish with a small air gap between them. This method was found to be suitable for timelapse imaging of two distinct treatment groups without the possibility of mixing between their
respective media.
Concluding Remarks
In summary, I found that successful live imaging of stage 10B egg chambers required
substantial adjustments to existing protocols. A number of circumstances unique to this
particular developmental stage, as well as the nuances of capturing centripetally migrating cells,
made this work a critical component of my dissertation project. These adjustments included
substantial modifications made to the dissection, mounting, stabilization, microscopy, and
fluorescent labeling of stage 10B egg chambers compared to protocols designed for the culture of
stage 9 egg chambers. In addition, a different formulation of live imaging medium was required
relative to protocols that were designed for the culture of stages beyond 10B. My final optimized
protocol was used to perform time-lapse imaging for the experiments described in chapters 3 and
4. These methods should be suitable for those looking to further investigate this poorly
understood cell migration, as well as other developmental processes occurring from stage 10A
onward.
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2.3 Methods
Protocol for Time-Lapse Imaging of Stage 10B Egg Chambers
My final protocol that provides step-by-step instructions incorporating all the techniques
described in this chapter can be found in Appendix B.
Organ Culture for Imaging Stage 9 Egg Chambers
Prior to the adaptations described in this chapter, I initially performed live time-lapse
imaging according to the method published by Prasad et al. (Prasad et al., 2007), briefly
summarized in this section. Ovarioles were isolated from well-fed females dissected in
Schneider’s Drosophila Medium (ThermoFisher, Inc., Cat. #21720-024) supplemented with 15%
v/v FBS (ThermoFisher, Inc., Cat. #16000-036), 0.6x pen/strep (ThermoFisher, Inc., Cat.
#15140-148), and 200 µg/ml insulin (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., Cat. #I5500-100MG) dissolved in
acidified water (adjusted to a pH of 6.95 – 7.00). Dissected ovarioles were gently transferred to a
lumox dish with a micropipette. A 22 mm glass coverslip was broken in half and placed on either
side of dissected ovarioles to act as a spacer to prevent egg chambers from being crushed. An
additional glass coverslip was then placed on top. Excess live imaging medium was removed
from the sides with a tissue, and the edges of the coverslip were sealed with halocarbon oil 27 to
prevent evaporation. Time-lapse imaging was then carried out as described in a following
section.
Drosophila Strains
To observe the movements of follicle cells, either Slbo-GFP or Shg-Tomato fluorescent
markers were used (Full genotypes are listed in Appendix C, Table 1). Slbo-GFP expresses GFP
in centripetally migrating cells and border cells so it was used to mark centripetally migrating
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cells clearly. Shg-Tomato expresses mTomato-tagged E-cadherin, so it was used to outline cells
in order to track their positions during migration.
Drosophila Culture and Conditioning to Promote Egg Production
Fly strains were reared on a cornmeal/soy flour/agar/yeast/corn syrup medium as
described by the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (URL:
bdsc.indiana.edu/information/recipes/bloomfood.html) with omission of dehydrated light malt
extract. This medium was prepared by Ms. Sophie Choe, to a total volume of 23 liters, as
follows: 21.2 liters of water, 122 grams of Drosophila type II agar (Apex Chemicals Cat. #66403), 1,542 grams of yellow cornmeal (The Quaker Oats Company Cat. #43375), 365 grams
yeast (Red Star Yeast Company), 1.6 liters of light corn syrup with real vanilla (Karo, ACH
Food Companies Cat. #2010736), 211 grams of soy flour (Lab Scientific Cat. #FLY-8014-5),
and 102 mls of propionic acid (Acros Organics Cat. #14930-0025). Medium was mixed and
boiled in a large capacity kettle. Prior to being dispensed into vials and bottles, 17.9 grams of
antifungal agent Tegosept (Apex Chemicals Cat. #20-258, dissolved in 180 mls of 95% ethanol)
was added during cooling.
Prior to all dissections, male and female flies were placed into vials containing freshly
prepared yeast paste, a process known as conditioning. Yeast paste was obtained by adding
dehydrated yeast to ultra-pure water. Flies were added after the yeast had rehydrated and excess
yeast was removed. If yeast paste dried out on the second day, flies were transferred to a freshly
prepared replacement vial. Unless stated otherwise, male and female flies were reared together
and conditioned for 2 days prior to all dissections. All strains were reared in a humidified
incubator set to 25 °C and 60% relative humidity.
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Preparation of Live Imaging Medium
The live imaging medium (LIM) was adapted from a previously published method
(Prasad et al., 2007). A 10 mg/ml insulin solution was made fresh on the day of imaging by
dissolving powdered insulin (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc., Cat. #I5500-100MG) into acidified water
(made by adding 1 µl of concentrated HCl to 1 ml of water). 200 µl of this insulin solution was
then added to 8.24 ml of Schneider’s Drosophila Medium (ThermoFisher, Inc., Cat. #21720024), along with 1.5 ml of fetal bovine serum (FBS) (ThermoFisher, Inc., Cat. #16000-036) and
60 µl of pen/strep (ThermoFisher, Inc., Cat. #15140-148). Schneider’s was aliquoted in 15 ml
tubes and stored at 4°C. FBS was aliquoted in 2 ml tubes and stored at -20°C. Pen/strep was
aliquoted in 0.2 ml tubes and stored at -20°C. All reagents were combined together on the day of
use. Due to importance of precise pH range (Prasad et al., 2007), pH of the final medium was
adjusted to be within the range of 6.95 – 7.00 and pH meter was calibrated daily.
Preparation and Mounting of Egg Chambers
For each imaging session, four to five conditioned females were dissected in freshly
prepared live imaging medium in a glass 9-well plate (Corning 722085). Ovaries were first
removed from females, followed by careful teasing apart of ovarioles. Once dissected, stage 11 –
14 egg chambers were removed from the dish as a way to prevent exhaustion of the medium.
Once older stage egg chambers were removed, at least two washes were done with fresh medium
to remove debris and refresh the medium prior to mounting. A total volume of 50 µl was gently
pipetted onto a 22mm cover slip (Warner Instruments, Cat. #64-0721 – coverslip was cut shorter
on one edge for experiments using DMSO) lined on all sides with double-stick film tape (The
3M Company, Cat. #S-15941) and a lumox dish was lowered onto it. Once the coverslip adhered
to the dish, a pipette tip was used to firmly adhere the tape to the dish. In experiments where
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DMSO was used, the coverslip was lined with vinyl electrical tape (The 3M Company, Cat.
#80611448137) instead of double-stick film tape.
Stabilization of Egg Chambers with Agarose
To prevent egg chambers from moving out of the field of view during imaging, a final
concentration of 0.8% low melting point agarose (LMA) was used for most experiments (adapted
from Cetera et al., 2016). A stock solution of 2.5% LMA was prepared by adding 0.25 grams of
low gelling temperature agarose suitable for insect cell culture (Sigma, Inc. Cat. #A9045) to 10
mls of water, heating until melted. Aliquots were dispensed into 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes
and stored at room temperature. When needed, a single aliquot was brought to 65 °C in an
Eppendorf thermomixer until melted. Simultaneously, a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube containing
680 µl of freshly prepared live imaging medium was warmed to 37 °C in a separate Eppendorf
thermomixer. Once both reagents came to temperature, 320 µl of 2.5% agarose was added to 680
µl of warmed live imaging medium to create a final working solution of 0.8% agarose in
medium. This solution was then maintained at 37 °C until egg chamber dissection was
completed. Once dissection was complete, spent medium was removed from the well, then 1 ml
of 0.8% agarose in medium was added to the egg chambers in a circular fashion to prevent mass
dispersal of the dissected egg chambers. The medium was added rapidly to prevent the
solidification of the agarose. Once the entire 1 ml was dispensed, 50 µl containing suspended egg
chambers was removed and placed on a coverslip as described above.
Microscope Setup for Time-Lapse Image Acquisition
Imaging was performed on one of three microscopes: An upright Nikon 90i widefield
fluorescence microscope (Raftery Lab), an inverted Nikon A1Rsi confocal laser scanning
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microscope (UNLV Confocal and Biological Imaging Core), or an upright Nikon A1Rmp
combination multiphoton / confocal single photon microscope (UNLV Confocal and Biological
Imaging Core) - see next section for objectives used. Six to eight egg chambers were selected for
image acquisition and their locations were input into the controller system. Imaging occurred
over the course of 4 – 6 hours. Images of each were acquired every 5 – 10 minutes, each with 10
– 15 optical sections comprising a range of ~120 µm in depth. Laser powers were kept low
(typically around 0.2 – 5.0 out of 100) to prevent photobleaching of fluorescent proteins and
damage to the tissue via phototoxicity. For each egg chamber, the range of optical sections
acquired was set relative to the approximate midpoint of each egg chamber. This point was
identified by a combination of distance from the top of the egg chamber together with visual
identification of the widest cross-section of the tissue.
Objectives Used for Imaging
Objectives used for imaging on the A1R inverted confocal laser scanning microscope
were:


Nikon 10X Plan Apo, 0.45 NA, WD 4.0, Air.



Nikon 20X S Plan Fluor ELWD, 0.45 NA, WD 8.2 - 6.9, Air.



Nikon 20X Plan Apo VC, 0.75 NA, WD 1.0, Air.



Nikon 40X Plan Fluor, 1.30 NA, WD 0.2, Oil Immersion.



Nikon 60X Plan Apo VC, 1.20 NA, WD 0.31 - 0.28, Water Immersion.



Nikon 100X Plan Apo VC, 1.40 NA, WD 0.13, Oil Immersion.

Objectives used for imaging on the A1R multiphoton microscope were:


Nikon 10X Plan Apo, 0.50 NA, WD 5.5, Oil Immersion.
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Nikon 25X Apo LWD, 1.1 NA, WD 2.0, Water Immersion.



Nikon 40X Apo LWD, 1.15 NA, WD 0.59 - 0.61, Water Immersion.



Nikon 60X Plan Apo IR, 1.27 NA, WD 0.18 - 0.16, Water Immersion.

Objectives used for imaging on the 90i upright widefield fluorescence microscope were:


Nikon 10X S Fluor, 0.50 NA, WD 1.2, Air.



Nikon 20X Plan Fluor, 0.75 NA, WD 0.35, Air.



Nikon 20X Plan Apo, 0.75 NA, WD 1.0, Air.



Nikon 40X Plan Apo, 1.0 NA, WD 0.16, Oil Immersion.



Nikon 60X Plan Apo VC, 1.40 NA, WD 0.13, Oil Immersion.

Post-Processing to Correct for Egg Chamber Movement
Egg chambers that moved slightly between timepoints were stabilized after acquisition of
the entire series using the “Align ND2 Document” function within NIS Elements (Nikon, v4.20).
This imaging stabilization algorithm kept egg chambers centered in the field of view over the
duration of the time-lapse image sequence. The entirety of the egg chamber was used for
alignment, and the alignment routine was run relative to the first frame using the fluorescent
channel that best captured the overall shape of the egg. In my experiments, I used the fluorescent
channel that marked cell membranes for this purpose, as it was the most suitable for identifying
the overall shape of the egg chamber.
Subsequent Analysis After Image Acquisition
After imaging was complete, time-lapse sequences were repeatedly observed using NIS
Elements (Nikon Inc., v4.20) and compared with each other in order to assess the progression of
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centripetal migration across genotypes and treatment groups. Dorsal-ventral orientation was
determined based on the location of the border cells, the curvature of the egg chamber, the apicobasal thickness of the columnar follicle cells, and the position of the oocyte nucleus. Egg
chambers that appeared damaged or abnormal were eliminated from analysis (see main text for
criteria that determined if an egg chamber was abnormal). Detailed notes were recorded for each
time-lapse sequence noting egg chamber orientation, stage, and salient features that stood out
during repeated observations.
Preparation of DMSO Solution
DMSO (Sigma, Cat. #D2650) was added to freshly prepared live imaging medium (LIM)
at a 1:1 ratio to create a 50% DMSO:LIM solution. This stock was further diluted with additional
LIM via serial dilution to create a range of working stocks. These working stocks were then
frozen and thawed on their day of use to be combined with additional freshly prepared LIM to a
final concentration of 0.1% DMSO in LIM and added to egg chambers prior to mounting.
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CHAPTER 3
DELINEATION OF CENTRIPETAL MIGRATION IN DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER:
REORGANIZATION OF FOLLICLE CELLS TO COVER AN OOCYTE

3.1 Abstract
During the formation of a functional egg during Drosophila oogenesis, the somatic
follicle cells that comprise an epithelium must undergo multiple reorganizations and migrations
to form the final structures of the mature eggshell. Reorganization of this epithelium is critical to
the creation of viable eggs. Several of the morphogenetic events that take place during
Drosophila oogenesis have been leveraged as model systems for linking gene regulation to
changes in tissue and cell shape. This model epithelium has provided new insights about tissue
morphogenesis and collective cell migration, suggesting that new discoveries may come from
continuing to mine unstudied events. One unstudied rearrangement is centripetal migration, a
process that brings a ring of somatic follicle cells inward to cover the anterior face of the oocyte
giving rise to anterior eggshell structures required for survival of the embryo. Despite the
importance of this migration to the future embryo, relatively little is known about this cellular
event. Here we provide a timeline for the specific cellular movements of centripetal migration,
including morphological milestones and average timings. We demonstrate that centripetal
migration involves multiple sub-populations of follicle cells. The most prominent are the leading
follicle cells which reduce contact with the adjacent basement membrane. We then test the value
of our framework by investigating the requirements for E-cadherin during migration. These data
provide a foundation that establishes centripetal migration as an upcoming model system for
collective cell migration in the Drosophila egg chamber.
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3.2 Introduction
Collective cell migration is a morphogenetic process frequently employed in the
formation of multicellular tissues, wherein groups of cells work together to reorganize in order to
build more complex structures (Gilmour and Darren, 2009). Studies of cell migrations with
explants of living tissues have led to new insights regarding how cells achieve this coordination
when developing or maintaining a tissue. Examples include how cells can establish vast sensory
networks (zebrafish lateral line migration), form tubes essential for respiration and fluid transport
(Drosophila dorsal appendage and trachea formation, mouse embryonic kidney/lung formation),
establish distinct germ layers (zebrafish gastrulation), and even regulate whole-organ shape
(Drosophila circumferential migration during oogenesis). Each of these migrations employs
different but partially overlapping processes, revealing distinct variations in migratory cell
behaviors and mechanics. Among the model organisms studied, the Drosophila egg chamber has
emerged as a powerful and genetically tractable system for studying epithelial morphogenesis in
a complex multicellular tissue (Horne-Badovinac and Bilder, 2005).
During Drosophila oogenesis, a cluster of 16 germ cells are surrounded by a sheet of
epithelial follicle cells (FCs) to form a functional developing unit which builds an egg. This
tissue becomes progressively more elaborate as genetic patterning and cellular reorganization
refine the egg chamber across 14 stages of development (reviewed in Chapter 1). One of these
germline cells becomes the oocyte, while the remaining 15 become nurse cells which provide
organelles, proteins, and RNAs to the developing egg. The somatic FCs reorganize extensively
during egg chamber development, and are ultimately responsible for secreting the eggshell
components that will encapsulate and protect the developing embryo (Margaritis, 1986; Waring,
2000). During stage 9, a cluster of FCs delaminates from the epithelium and migrates through the
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nurse cells in a process known as border cell migration (Montell et al., 1992), an extensively
studied collective cell migration. At the same time, the cuboidal FCs that surround the nurse cells
flatten into a squamous morphology and become a distinct population of approximately 50 cells
known as stretch follicle cells (stretch FCs) (Brigaud et al., 2015), leaving approximately 600 1,000 columnar cells to cover the oocyte (Logan and Wensink, 1990). By the end of this
developmental stage, the oocyte is encapsulated by FCs on all sides except for the anterior.
When FCs fail to cover the anterior side of the oocyte, the final eggshell lacks anterior structure;
this “open” cup-like structure results in an inviable egg (Schupbach and Wieschaus, 1991). An
inward, or centripetal, migration brings a ring of FCs over the anterior face of the oocyte during
stage 10B to form an eggshell producing secretory epithelium (Wu et al., 2008). While early
studies of fixed Drosophila egg chambers (King and Koch, 1963) provided some of the first
evidence for centripetally migrating FCs, the temporal dynamics of this migration has remained
elusive.
Specifics regarding how centripetal FCs are patterned has slowly emerged in recent work
(reviewed in Chapter 1). While the patterning of distinct domains within the follicular epithelium
has been well studied (Yakoby et al., 2008a), how this regulation of gene expression links to
downstream morphological change is relatively unknown. Investigation into how mechanical or
chemical signals work together with patterning is key to understanding this link. Within the
follicular epithelium, groups of cells that perform one function can be positioned only one to two
cells away from neighboring domains that perform entirely different roles. This spatial precision
makes the follicular epithelium an intriguing model system to bridge the gap between pattern and
function. Whether there is early patterning of the centripetal cell fate and how it links to the
subsequent movement is an open question. Understanding this linkage is impeded because the
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mechanisms by which these cells invade inward are unknown. Centripetal migration interrupts
the maturation of a simple epithelium that is preparing to secrete eggshell proteins with a
dramatic reorganization in cell shape and adhesion. Further research into how these cells perform
their functions in tight coordination over a few hours of time is likely to provide valuable insight
into the link between patterning and downstream function.
Investigations into the cell biological processes that drive centripetal migration have been
hindered by an absence of information on the migration itself. Little is known about the specific
behavior of these cells as they extend the epithelium to cover the anterior end of the oocyte,
including whether this movement involves epithelial infolding or changes in adhesion to the
basement membrane or other cell surfaces. These cells change shape just as the follicular
epithelium begins the formation of a mature secretory epithelium containing tight occluding
junctions, posing an apparent challenge for successful migration.
It is possible that centripetal migration involves two morphologically distinct cell
populations with apparently mismatched lateral adherens junctions. The stretch FCs located
adjacent to the centripetally migrating follicle cells may migrate inward during centripetal
migration, as it has recently been shown that they invade into the germ cell cluster during stage
11 (Timmons et al., 2016; Tran and Berg, 2003). If this is the case, this could suggest that
centripetal migration is driven by an epithelial infolding of two distinct cell populations.
These open questions highlight the need for a foundational delineation of the cellular
behaviors that occur during centripetal migration, which has been challenging to visualize.
Chapter 2 describes the methods I developed to permit time-lapse imaging of centripetally
migrating FCs. With this method, we sought to delineate the sequence of behaviors of CMFCs
and create a timeline for centripetal migration. Our work has revealed that centripetal migration
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is a unique migratory process, with leading FCs that undergo basal constriction while reducing
contact with a basement membrane, and following cells that undergo a collective cell migration.
To test the utility of this framework, we examined E-cadherin mediated adhesion requirements
for migration and noted behaviors differed between leading cells that lacked E-cadherin and
following cells that lacked E-cadherin. Differences in behavior between leading and following
cells is a phenomenon commonly observed in collective cell migrations (Mayor and EtienneManneville, 2016). We anticipate that this framework will make centripetal migration a distinct
and accessible model to probe mechanisms for collective cell migration.
3.3 Results
Centripetal Migration of Follicle Cells Involves Reduction of Contact with the Basement
Membrane
We first sought to determine if the FCs that lead the migration simply elongate inward, or
if they instead appear to exhibit a migration-like behavior by altering their basal and lateral
contact with adjacent surfaces as they move inward. To differentiate between these possibilities,
we created illustrative diagrams that highlight key distinctions between them (Figure 3.1A – E’).
The important cell populations for these models are identified in Figure 3.1A – A’’. Because
recent evidence suggests stretch FCs can also extend inward (Timmons et al., 2016; Tran and
Berg, 2003), we depict both elongation and migration models, with or without stretch FCs
migrating in tandem with CMFCs (Figure 3.1B – E’). A critical distinction between the two
movements is that in an elongation model, lateral interfaces between CMFCs would lengthen and
the basal side of the CMFCs would remain in contact with the basement membrane (Figure 3.1B
– C’). Conversely, in a migration model, the leading CMFCs would instead reduce contact with
the basement membrane and remodel lateral adhesive contacts as they ingress (Figure 3.1D –
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E’). If the stretch FC’s move inward in tandem, extension of the stretch FC - CMFC adhesive
surface would also occur.
To differentiate between these two initial models of centripetal migration, we focused on
the relationship between the basolateral faces of the leading CMFCs and the basement
membrane. Beginning with the formation of the egg chamber, a ‘corset’-like sheath of basement
membrane is secreted around the periphery of the developing egg chamber by the follicle cells
(Gutzeit et al., 1991; Isabella and Horne-Badovinac, 2015a; Isabella and Horne-Badovinac,
2015b). This fibrillar extracellular matrix is located around the outer surface of the epithelium. If
CMFCs closely resemble a migration model, they may visibly pull away from the basement
membrane. To investigate this, we first labeled the basement membrane using an endogenous
collagen IV GFP protein trap (a major basement membrane constituent, Isabella and HorneBadovinac, 2015a; Yurchenco, 2011) known as Vkg-GFP. A membrane-localized fluorophore
was co-expressed (myristoylated tdTomato) to label the plasma membranes of all somatic FCs,
including CMFCs. We then performed live time lapse imaging using the protocol developed in
the experiments of Chapter 2. We found that protocols and culturing medium designed for earlier
stages were well suited for ex vivo culture of stage 10B - 11 stage egg chambers during live time
lapse imaging, provided that care was taken when mounting to account for the larger size of late
stage egg chambers. With this methodology, egg chambers survived for approximately 5 hours
with periodic confocal laser microscope imaging.
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Figure 3.1 – Figure legend contained on the next page
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Figure 3.1 Centripetal migration of follicle cells involves reduction of contact with the
basement membrane. (A - A’’) Diagrams of an early stage 10B egg chamber from various
perspectives. (A) Diagram of egg chamber as seen from the surface, with anterior to the left and
posterior to the right. The follicle cells that will centripetally migrate are shown in green and are
adjacent to more posterior non-migrating follicle cells shown in dark gray. Flattened stretch follicle
cells (stretch FCs, yellow) surround the nurse cells (light grey in A’) (A’) A long axis cross-section
view of the same egg chamber, showing the arrangement of follicle cells as they surround the
oocyte (cyan). Nurse cells, which provide cytoplasmic contents to the oocyte, are light gray, with
their nuclei in blue. Centripetal FCs are in green. Boxed region in red corresponds to models below
in B – E’. (A’’) A cross section through the interface between the centripetally migrating cells and
the oocyte & nurse cells. Centripetally migrating cells (green) move radially inward to cover this
surface. Ring canals (red) allow transfer of cytoplasmic contents from the nurse cells to the
developing oocyte (not shown here). (B – E’) Four theoretical models for how centripetal
migration may proceed. Regions shown correspond to boxed region in A’. (B – B’) Elongation
model: Centripetally migrating cells remain attached to the basement membrane at their basal side
and elongate inward to cover to anterior face of the oocyte. A variation of this model includes the
possibility that the adjacent stretch FCs fold in with adjacent CMFCs (C – C’). (D – D’) Migration
model: Centripetally migrating cells move away from the basement membrane by reducing surface
area contact, then migrate inward to cover the anterior face of the oocyte. A variation of this model
includes the possibility that the adjacent stretch FCs fold in with adjacent CMFCs (E – E’). (F –
F’’) Pairs of single frames from a time-lapse sequence spanning 2.7 hours of early centripetal
migration in a stage 10B egg chamber. Anterior is oriented to the left, and dorsal is up. Follicle
cells are labeled with a membrane-localized fluorophore (UAS-Myr::tdTomato, white) and VkgGFP (a basement membrane marker, magenta). The left image of each pair displays a composite
of all fluorescence, while the right image displays red fluorescence only. Yellow arrows mark FCs
undergoing centripetal migration. Over time, the leading centripetal cell elongates inward and
reduces contact with the basement membrane. (G – G’’) Similar reduction of contact over time is
seen when using a photoconvertible fluorophore; tdEOS photoconversion (green) was used to
specifically mark the first few leading centripetal FCs in contrast to unconverted tdEOS (white) in
more posterior follicle cells. Scale bars 25µm.
Supplemental Movie 3.1 (Related to Figure 3.1) Leading centripetally migrating cells appear
to reduce contact with the basement membrane. A series of two time-lapse movies consisting
of the data from Figure 3.1F – G’’ which shows that centripetally migrating cells appear to reduce
contact with the basement membrane as migration proceeds. Part 1 shows a stage 10B egg chamber
over the course of 2.7 hours with a membrane-localized fluorophore (Myr::tdTomato) and VkgGFP. Part 2 shows a stage 10B egg chamber over the course of 3.1 hours with a photoconvertible
membrane-localized fluorophore (Myr::tdEOS) that has been converted in the leading centripetal
cells. Yellow arrows indicate CMFCs as they reduce contact with the basement membrane. Full
genotypes for these movies are available in Appendix E. Scale bars 25µm. Anterior is oriented to
the left, and dorsal is up.
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To address these models, we focused on the first cells to extend inward. We obtained
time-lapse imaging sequences of the anterior-most columnar cells as they moved into the germ
cell cluster (Figure 3.1F – F’’, Movie 3.1). In the early stages of migration, the leading CMFCs
shifted the bulk of their cytoplasm apically towards the direction of travel, resulting in a thinning
of cell shape near the basement membrane. As time progressed, this thin projection appeared to
reduce in thickness and became undetectable, suggesting that the leading CMFCs reduced
contact with the basement membrane. To confirm these results, we next used a photoconvertible
membrane-localized fluorophore (myristoylated tdEOS) which enabled us to specifically label
the leading one to two CMFCs by switching their fluorescent emission (Figure 3.1G – G’’,
Movie 3.1). With the leading CMFCs distinct from more posterior columnar cells, we
consistently observed the first one to two leading CMFCs reduce contact with the basement
membrane regardless of egg chamber orientation. Together these results indicated that centripetal
migration more closely resembled a complete migration (Figure 3.1D – E’) rather than a simple
elongation (Figure 3.1B – C’), consistent with the organization of these cells during later
developmental stages (Ward and Berg, 2005).
Centripetal Migration Involves Sporadic Extension of Adjacent Stretch Follicle Cells
With the observation that the first CMFCs shifted away from the basement membrane,
we next sought to determine if CMFCs might form an infolding with their anterior neighbors, the
stretch FCs (see illustrations Fig. 1D – E’). Epithelial infolding is a conserved process frequently
employed to bend sheets of cells via apical constriction to create new tissues (Gilmour et al.,
2017; Osterfield et al., 2013). Though the leading CMFCs exhibit basal constriction, we
reasoned that epithelial infolding would involve a tandem inward movement of the stretch FC
adjacent with the leading CMFC. Stretch FCs extend inward roughly 4 - 6 hours after the onset
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of centripetal migration to engulf the nurse cells, promoting their programmed cell death
(Timmons et al., 2016). Stretch FCs were incidentally observed elongating inward in parallel to
centripetal migration (Tran and Berg, 2003). To address the possibility of an infolding, we used
the Gal4-UAS binary expression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) to express fluorescent
markers in the stretch FCs in order to assess their movement inward in relation to the CMFCs.
We obtained several different Gal4 transgenes reported to be expressed only in the stretch FCs:
A90-Gal4 (Yeh et al., 1995), C415-Gal4 (Manseau et al., 1997), and PG150-Gal4 (Bourbon et
al., 2002). TJ-Gal4 (Andersen and Horne-Badovinac, 2016) also was used in conjunction with
photoconversion to manually label stretch FCs. To compare the progress of stretch FC extension
versus the columnar FCs, we co-expressed mCherry under the control of the native spaghetti
squash (nonmuscle myosin type 2 regulatory light chain) promoter to label all cells’ membranes.
While using each of the three Gal4 strains, A90-Gal4 (Yeh et al., 1995), C415-Gal4
(Manseau et al., 1997), and PG150-Gal4 (Bourbon et al., 2002) we noticed that the reporter
expression level appeared to vary between individual stretch FCs, with a different pattern from
egg chamber to egg chamber (Figure 3.2A – C’). For the A90-Gal4 transgene, we observed weak
expression in the first one to two leading columnar CMFCs when using either cytoplasmic or
nuclear localized fluorescent proteins, an unexpected result. In contrast, fluorescence from a
myristoylated fluorescent protein was detected in the stretch FCs alone (Figure 3.2E – H’). As
maximal labeling of stretch FCs was important for determining whether they extended in tandem
with CMFCs, we evaluated stretch FC behavior for each of the three transgenes to minimize the
impact of variations in expression level. Additionally, a pan-somatic FC driver (TJ-Gal4 Mef2Gal80 (Andersen and Horne-Badovinac, 2016), Figure 3.2D – D’) was used in conjunction with
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photoconversion to label stretch FCs manually. A90 and TJ>>EOS provided the most reliable
fluorescent labeling, with C415 and PG150 providing the least reliable (Figure 3.4D).

Figure 3.2 Fluorescent labeling of stretch FCs is variable. (A – D’) Volumetric projections of
stage 10B egg chambers as viewed from the surface. Stretch FCs are labeled with myristoylated
GFP (A – C’) or photoconverted tdEOS (D – D’) using the indicated Gal4 driver (PG150-Gal4,
A90-Gal4, C415-Gal4, TJ-Gal4 Mef2-Gal80). Autofluorescent yolk granules within the oocyte are
visible in the right portion of each image. Anterior is oriented to the left. The top row of images
(A – D) show examples where fluorescence was maximally expressed in stretch FCs. The bottom
row (A’ – D’) show examples where fluorescent labeling was weaker and variable from cell to
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cell. (E – H’) Differences in the detection of fluorescence for A90-Gal4 were observed depending
on what type of fluorescent UAS-responder was used. The left panel of each pair of images
displays a composite of all fluorescence, while the panels to the right fluorescence from single
markers alone. (E – F’) Cross-sectional view of an egg chamber expressing myristoylated GFP
and cytoplasmic RFP. Myristoylated fluorescence appears only in the stretch FCs, whereas
cytoplasmic RFP can also be observed in the first few rows of centripetal cells (yellow arrows). (F
and F’) Data from E – E’’ portrayed in a volumetric projection cross-sectioned digitally (for
orientation see Figure 3.1A’’) – note differences in localization within the ring of centripetally
migrating cells between myristoylated GFP and cytoplasmic RFP. (G – H’) A similar effect is seen
in a cross-sectional view of an egg chamber expressing nuclear-localized GFP (yellow arrows in
G). (H and H’) Data from G – G’’ portrayed in a volumetric projection cross-sectioned digitally.
Note the presence of GFP-positive nuclei in the ring of centripetally migrating cells in H. Full
genotypes for this figure are available in Appendix E Table 2. Scale bars 50µm.

We observed the progression of centripetal migration using time lapse imaging for
approximately 5 hours to assess stretch FC extension. Using volume projections obtained at the
end of imaging, we assessed whether stretch FCs co-migrated with CMFCs (Figure 3.3). Across
the different labeling systems, we frequently observed egg chambers with approximately one
(Figure 3.3A – A’, Figure 3.4A – A’), multiple (Figure 3.3B – B’, Figure 3.4B – B’), or zero
stretch FCs (Figure 3.3C – D’) that had extended between the nurse cells and oocyte in the
approximate half egg chamber that could be visualized under our conditions regardless of egg
chamber orientation. In all instances, no egg chambers with inward extension of all posterior
stretch FCs were observed, which would require extension of about 10 - 15 stretch FCs. Each
egg chamber was assigned a class from 1 to 4 based on how many stretch FCs within the field of
view lacked strong fluorescence (Figure 3.3E). Class 1 egg chambers had at most one nonlabeled stretch FC. Class 4 egg chambers contained five or more stretch FCs that lacked strong
fluorescent labeling (Examples of strong and weak expression in Figure 3.2A – D’).
Across all expression classes, most late stage 10B egg chambers contained at least one
stretch FC that had extended into the interior (61% of egg chambers, N = 59, Figure 3.3E).
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Excluding egg chambers where no stretch FC extension was observed, the average number of
stretch FCs observed in the interior was two (N = 36 egg chambers, SD = 1, Figure 3.3F). These
values represent the number of stretch FCs in about half of an egg chamber due to the limitations
of imaging thin stretch FCs with single photon imaging within a thick tissue. As no egg
chambers were observed with extension of all posterior stretch FCs, we concluded that
centripetal migration is unlikely to involve an epithelial infolding. Instead, centripetal migration
resembles an ingression of columnar FCs (model shown in Figure 3.1D – D’) with sporadic
inward extension of adjacent stretch FCs (model shown in Figure 3.1E – E’).
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Figure 3.3 Inward extension of stretch FCs during centripetal migration is sporadic. (A – D’)
Stage 10B egg chambers visualized as volumetric projections, cross-sectioned digitally at the
stretch FC / centripetal FC interface, looking towards the anterior (for orientation see Figure
3.1A’’). Stretch FCs are labeled with Gal4 drivers specific to this cell population (PG150-Gal4,
A90-Gal4, or C415-Gal4), driving the expression of membrane localized GFP (UAS-Myr::GFP,
white). Centripetal FCs are labeled with Sqh-mCherry under control of the endogenous sqh
promoter and/or A90-Gal4>>UAS-RFP (magenta). The left panel of each pair of images displays
a composite of all fluorescence, while the panel to the right shows GFP alone. (A – A’) When
expressing a membrane localized fluorophore (UAS-Myr::GFP, white) with a stretch FC specific
Gal4, C415-Gal4 (Manseau et al., 1997), sporadic stretch FC extensions can be observed in the
interior of stage 10B egg chambers (yellow arrow in A’ – blue arrow in A denotes the leading edge
of the centripetal FC ring). (B – B’) Similarly, when using A90-Gal4 (Yeh et al., 1995), sporadic
inward extension is observed (yellow arrows in B’, three cells visible). (C – C’) Using the same
Gal4 driver, there are also egg chambers where no stretch FC can be seen during stage 10B. (D –
D’) Egg chambers where no stretch FC were observed in the interior were also obtained when
using the stretch FC-specific driver C415. (E) To account for the variable labeling of stretch FCs,
the number of unlabeled stretch FCs within each egg chamber was tallied and used to assign that
egg chamber to a class between 1 – 4. A class 1 egg chamber contained at most one unlabeled
stretch FC, while a class 4 egg chamber contained five or more unlabeled stretch FCs. The adjacent
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graph classifies the number of egg chambers within each class and whether or not stretch FCs were
observed extending inward during centripetal migration in those egg chambers (raw data available
in Appendix E Table E.3) (F) Graph quantifying how many stretch FCs were observed extending
inward across all egg chambers examined, organized by class (raw data available in Appendix E
Table E.4).

Figure 3.4 Additional examples of sporadic stretch FC extension. (A & C) Volumetric
projections of stage 10B egg chambers cross-sectioned digitally, looking down the A-P axis,
towards the anterior (for orientation see Figure 3.1A’’). The left panel of each pair of images
displays a composite of all fluorescence, while the panel to the right shows green or red
fluorescence alone. (A – A’) Photoconversion of stretch FCs expressing a membrane-localized
tdEOS fluorophore also revealed a pattern of sporadic extension. Stretch FCs were photoconverted
during late stage 10A and underwent time-lapse imaging for 5 hours before optical sections were
acquired to determine if converted stretch cells extended inward (stretch FCs are indicated with
yellow arrows in A’, other weakly-labeled cells are centripetal cells that were inadvertently
photoconverted due to their proximity to stretch FCs during conversion). (B) Graph showing how
many egg chambers were in each class for each Gal4 driver (raw data available in Appendix E
Table E.5). (C – C’’) In rare cases the leading edge of the inwardly extending stretch FCs (yellow
arrow in C) did not appear to coincide with the leading edge of the CMFCs (blue arrow in C). Full
genotypes for this figure are available in Appendix E Table 2.
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Inwardly Extending Posterior Stretch Follicle Cells Closely Associate with Leading Centripetal
Cells
Due to the correlation seen between inwardly extending stretch FCs and leading CMFCs
in 3D projections, we next used the time lapse data to investigate how closely these two cell
types associated over the course of migration (Figure 3.5). Where inward extension of a stretch
FC was detected, the apparent leading edge of the stretch FC tended to move with the leading
edge of the neighboring centripetal FC (Figure 3.5A – A’’’). This phenomenon was also
observed when cell membranes were labeled with photoconvertible tdEOS in posterior-most
stretch FCs, along with photoconversion of posterior-most stretch FCs (photoconverted region
shown with yellow brackets in Figure 3.5B) prior to the beginning of centripetal migration
(Figure 3.5B – B’’’). From these samples, we observed stretch FCs that closely tracked with
CMFCs (yellow arrow in Figure 3.5B’’’), as well as stretch FCs that appeared to lag behind (blue
arrow in Figure 3.5B’’’), though the lag could be explained by the presence of unconverted
tdEOS in a small segment of the inwardly extended stretch FC. In all genotypes, occasions where
fluorescently labeled stretch FCs remained on the surface were observed (Figure 3.5C – C’) as
well as occasions where stretch FC extensions did not closely track the CMFCs (Figure 3.5D –
D’, Figure 3.4C – C’’). These asynchronous events were infrequent, however, with most stretch
FC extensions appearing to be coincident with the leading CMFCs (Quantified in Figure 3.5E,
Movie 3.2). Overall, the majority of posterior-most stretch FCs did not extend into the interior
during stage 10B, but those that did appeared coincident with elongation of columnar FCs. This
observation led us to rule out the epithelial infolding model for centripetal migration.
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Figure 3.5 – Figure legend contained on the next page
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Figure 3.5 Where stretch FCs extend inward, they primarily do so coincidently with
centripetally migrating cells. (A – D’) Single frames from time-lapse sequences of stage 10B egg
chambers undergoing centripetal migration. Stretch FCs are labeled with Gal4-driven fluorescent
markers (PG150-Gal4, A90-Gal4, C415-Gal4, or TJ-Gal4 Mef2-Gal80) relative to FCs labeled
with Sqh-mCherry regulated by the endogenous sqh promoter and/or A90-Gal4>>UAS-RFP. Each
row of panels shows the same egg chamber, with the left two panels showing an earlier point in
time than the right two panels. Images shown are optical sections obtained near the middle of the
egg chamber. Puncta visible on inner right of GFP images are auto-fluorescent yolk granules
within the oocyte. (A – A’’’) Using PG150-Gal4, stretch FCs can be observed in close association
with centripetally migrating cells (yellow arrows in A’) on both sides of the egg chamber. Over
time, these stretch cells extend inward at the same pace as the centripetal FCs (yellow arrows in
A’’’). (B – B’’’) Stretch FC extension was also tracked by selectively marking stretch FCs at the
end of stage 10A with photoconversion of tdEOS. Yellow brackets in B show the stretch FCs
targeted for conversion. Colored arrows in B’’’ show converted stretch FCs later in migration.
Bottom yellow arrow in B’’’ indicates a converted stretch FC that appears to have migrated
coincidently with a neighboring centripetal FC. Top blue arrow in B’’’ denotes a converted stretch
FC that extended inward but was not aligned coincidently with the CMFCs (however, this may be
due to the timing of photoconversion – see methods). (C – C’) Example of a late stage 10B egg
chamber that has completed centripetal migration without apparent extension of a visible labeled
stretch FC (yellow arrows in C’). (D – D’) Example of a stage 10B egg chamber with A90-Gal4
labeled stretch FCs that appear to be migrating non-coincidently in relation to the centripetally
migrating cells. Cytoplasmic RFP also highlights weak A90-Gal4 expression in the leading
centripetal FCs (see Figure 3.2). (E) Graph showing the number of egg chambers for each Gal4
driver that exhibited fully coincident, non-coincident, or non-visible stretch FCs extension (raw
data available in Appendix E Table E.6). Dagger (†) near right side of graph indicates the following
note: Because photoconversion of a stretch FC that had already extended inward could aberrantly
lead to an assessment of “not fully coincident” for the tdEOS marker, all non-coincident EOSlabeled egg chambers were not included. Scale bars 50µm.

Supplemental Movie 3.2 (Related to Figure 3.5) Time-lapse imaging of labeled stretch FCs
in relation to centripetally migrating cells. A series of five time-lapse movies including the data
from Figure 3.5A – D’ of stretch follicle cells extending in relation to centripetally migrating cells
using PG150-Gal4, A90-Gal4, C415-Gal4, or TJ-Gal4 Mef2-Gal80. The first 3 movies show egg
chambers where at least 1 stretch FC appeared to migrate coincidently with neighboring CMFCs.
The remaining movies show egg chambers where stretch FCs were not coincident with CMFCs,
or were not observed to extend inward. Stretch FCs are labeled in magenta with UAS-Myr::GFP
or UAS-Myr::tdEOS; yolk granule autofluorescence is occasionally visible. Yellow arrows point
to stretch FCs. Green arrow denotes a photoconverted stretch FC that extended inward but was not
aligned with the apical edge of the CMFCs. Full genotypes for these movies are available in
Appendix E.
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Initial Slow Phase of Leading Cell Ingression
To catalog the behavior of centripetal FCs as they enclose the anterior face of the oocyte,
we analyzed the progression of events that occur during migration using time lapse imaging of
stage 10B egg chambers. Eight distinct milestones which represent changing cell behaviors were
identified from analysis of 33 egg chambers (Figure 3.6). These milestones were reliably
observed regardless of egg chamber orientation. The first milestone was previously identified as
the onset of centripetal migration, marking the beginning of stage 10B (King, 1970): The
anterior-most columnar cells begin to lengthen apically, such that they extend beyond their more
posterior neighbors (Milestone I, Figure 3.6A – A’). The second milestone occurred when the
leading CMFCs began to reduce their basal surface area and appeared to slide inward against
neighboring posterior FCs in cross sectional views (Figure 3.6B – B’’). This initial reduction of
basal area was morphologically distinct (Milestone II) from the next milestone, defined as the
time when the cell was no longer visibly contacting the basal surface of the epithelium
(Milestone III). Throughout the first three milestones of migration, an angled interface was
observed at the boundary between the anterior-most face of the leading centripetal cells and
adjacent nurse cells. As stage 10B proceeds, this angle is minimized until the leading CMFCs
align vertically at the oocyte/nurse cell boundary (Milestone IV, Figure 3.6C – C’). While the
initial elongation of the leading CMFCs in early migration was slow, inward extension of the
leading CMFCs over the oocyte noticeably sped up around the time they began reducing their
basal surface area, with the leading edge of the CMFCs covering more distance over a shorter
amount of time (Milestone V, Figure 3.6D – D’’).
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Figure 3.6 – Figure legend contained on the next page
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Figure 3.6 Morphological milestones observed as centripetal migration progresses. (A – G’)
Single frames from time-lapse sequences showing cross-sectional views of CMFCs in stage 10B
egg chambers undergoing centripetal migration, labeled with a membrane localized fluorophore
(TJ-Gal4 >> UAS-Myr::tdTomato). Each panel shows a different time point, selected from
different egg chambers. Anterior is oriented to the left, and dorsal is up. Milestones are labeled I
– VIII for ease of reference. (A – A’) The first milestone occurs when the anterior FCs that will
lead the migration (yellow arrows) begin to elongate apically, slightly extending beyond their
adjacent neighbors (Milestone I). (B – B’’) The second milestone occurs when the leading CMFCs
begin to reduce contact with the basement membrane (yellow arrows in B and B’) (Milestone II).
Maximal reduction of contact with the basement membrane occurs soon after as leading CMFCs
migrate inward (yellow arrows in B’ and B’’) (Milestone III). (C – C’) An angular interface that
is present between the flattened stretch FCs and the anterior-most columnar cells during stage 10A
(yellow dotted lines in C) usually persists through the beginning of centripetal migration but
becomes minimized as migration proceeds, shifting to a more vertical interface (yellow dotted
lines in C’) (Milestone IV). (D – D’) Once maximal reduction of contact from the basement
membrane occurs for the leading CMFCs, migration speeds up. In this example, the apical edge
of the centripetally migrating cells (indicated by yellow arrows in D and D’) traveled ~5 μm over
the course of ~1.9 hours early in migration, then traveled approximately twice as far during the
~1.5 hours that followed (yellow arrow in D’’) (Milestone V). (E – E’’) Once the leading CMFCs
have migrated inward, more posterior CMFCs now reach the nurse cell / oocyte interface and
follow inward in rapid succession. Cells orient one surface toward the anterior of the oocyte at
they move inward. (Milestone VI). Colored arrows in E track individual cells over time as they
move inward (compare relative distance traveled over time to CMFCs in D – D’’). Dorsal CMFCs
exhibit more extensive movement and reorganization than ventral, likely due to the onset of dorsal
appendage morphogenesis or the presence of more dorsal operculum cells. (F – F’) As centripetal
migration nears completion, the CMFCs appear to slightly lengthen their lateral FC-FC interfaces
just prior to the start of nurse cell dumping (yellow arrows in F indicate direction of lengthening)
(Milestone VII). (G – G’) When nurse cell dumping begins, the oocyte rapidly swells from contents
transferred from the nurse cells. The follicular epithelium on the surface flattens to extend with the
oocyte as it extends towards the anterior (yellow arrows in G) (Milestone VIII). At this point
centripetal migration is regarded as complete, though additional rearrangements of this cell
population likely occur during later stages of oogenesis. Scale bars 25µm.
Supplemental Movie 3.3 (Related to Figure 3.6) Annotated milestones observed during
centripetal migration. A series of eight time-lapse movies that include the data from Figure 3.6A
– G’ showing different egg chambers undergoing each of the milestones described above. Crosssectional views are shown, labeled with a membrane localized fluorophore (TJ-Gal4 >> UASMyr::tdTomato). Anterior is oriented to the left, and dorsal is up. Each milestone is briefly listed
along with a short description. Colored arrows indicate features that define each milestone. A fivehour time-lapse of a single stage 10B egg chamber progressing through all milestones is displayed
at the end of the movie. Full genotypes for these movies are available in Appendix E.
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Faster Phase of Following Cells’ Inward Migration
Another substantial speed increase is observed towards the end of migration, once
approximately two to three leading CMFCs have reduced contact to move inward. At this point
the columnar cells that were positioned posterior to the leading CMFCs begin to rapidly shift
position and follow inward, quickly increasing the number of follicle cells that have moved into
the interior (see tracked cells in Milestone VI, Figure 3.6E – E’’). These data raise the possibility
centripetal migration consists of two phases: While initiation of centripetal migration is slow as
the leading two to three CMFCs reduce their basal surface area, more posterior cells may be
primed to quickly follow inward once this process is complete. The differences observed
between the leading cells and following cells were consistent with a collective migration.
Soon after the more posterior columnar cells begin to follow inward, the lateral FC - FC
interfaces between the cells that have migrated inward appear to lengthen slightly, resulting in a
thickening of the ingressed cells (Milestone VII, Figure 3.6F – F’). Nurse cell dumping begins
soon after this lengthening, so that the rapid increase in oocyte volume pushes the CMFCs
towards the anterior of the egg chamber (Milestone VIII, Figure 3.6G – G’). Annotated time
lapse videos of all milestones observed are available in Movie 3.3.
Approximately four ring canals (shown in Figure 3.1A’’) connect the oocyte directly to
adjoining nurse cells during nurse cell dumping and are positioned such that the ingressing
CMFCs do not impede their openings (Figure 3.7A – B’’). Measurement of the distance between
the leading edges of opposing CMFCs in late stage 10B egg chambers when centripetal
migration is nearly complete revealed they are separated by an average of 18 µm (S.D. = 6 µm,
N = 20, data not shown). The onset of nurse cell dumping is regarded as the end of centripetal
migration, even though there is still a portion of the anterior face of the oocyte that remains
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uncovered by follicle cells at this point. (King, 1970; Lin and Spradling, 1993; Mahowald and
Kambysellis, 1980). For successful secretion of eggshell between the operculum and micropyle
to occur, the centripetal cells must somehow form a contiguous sheet after nurse cell dumping
ends. How the CMFCs later reorganize around the border cells to form this secretory epithelium
remains an open question.

Figure 3.7 Centripetally migrating follicle cells do not appear to migrate in between ring
canals. (A – B’’) Volumetric projections of stage 10B egg chambers cross-sectioned digitally,
looking down the A-P axis, towards the posterior. Egg chambers are labeled with phalloidin (stains
filamentous actin) and anti-E-cadherin. The left panel of each row of images displays a composite
of all fluorescence, while the panels to the right show single fluorescent markers alone. (A – A’’)
During early centripetal migration, the ring canals that mediate cytoplasmic transfer from nurse
cells to the oocyte (small circles labeled with F-actin, one example indicated by yellow arrow in
A) are positioned centrally within the area where nurse cells and oocyte make contact. This area
of contact between the oocyte and nurse cells is shown with a yellow dashed circle in A’’. Border
cell cluster is visible towards the center in A’. (B – B’’) Towards the end of migration, the leading
edge of the CMFCs are in close proximity to the ring canals (reducing the surface contact between
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the oocyte and associated nurse cells – shown with yellow dashed circle in B’’) but do not block
the transfer of cytoplasmic contents from the nurse cells.

To determine if there is consistent timing for these milestones, we created a framework
that places each one on a timeline, with average durations (labeled I – VIII, Figure 3.8A).
Notably, of the 8 milestones identified, 6 occurred in chronological order in every instance
observed (N = 33). The remaining two, milestone IV - minimization of angled CMFC-NC
interface, and milestone VI - speeding up of ingression, can occur before, during, or after leading
CMFCs maximally reduce contact with the basement membrane. The sum of the average
durations for the 6 remaining milestones indicated that centripetal migration took approximately
4.7 hours on average. This time is consistent with previous estimates of the time span for stage
10B (King, 1970; Lin and Spradling, 1993; Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980). While elapsed
time for migration as a whole appears to be consistent, the duration of each individual step
between milestones is variable (Figure 3.8B). These results suggest that the overall timing of
centripetal migration is well regulated, even though the timing of each morphologically defined
step may vary.
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Figure 3.8 – Figure legend contained on the next page.
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Figure 3.8 Timeline of milestones for centripetal migration. (A) A timeline with subdivided
phases of centripetal migration based on the milestones identified. Large blue-colored arrow from
left to right represents centripetal migration from beginning to end. Indicated by orange numerals
from I – VIII, above the arrow are short descriptions of the milestones described in Figure 3.6. The
two milestones listed at the top (IV and V) do not occur in a fixed order and are indicated with a
range of time in which they can occur relative to other milestones. Other milestones (represented
on the timeline with horizontal black bars) occur in specific order but can vary in duration. Average
duration for each milestone (indicated with blue text below the arrow) was calculated by timing
each event from 33 egg chambers where at least 2 milestones were present in the time-lapse
sequence. Average time elapsed (indicated with red text) was calculated by adding together
average durations between sequential milestones. The number of occasions in which a milestone
was observed (n) is noted below that milestone. (B) Scatter plot of calculated durations between
sequential milestones (labels I – VIII correspond to timeline above). The number of durations
measured (n) and the interquartile range (IQR) are listed below each.

Investigating E-Cadherin Adhesion Requirements During Centripetal Migration
The timing and morphological milestones observed indicated that the first two to three
rings of centripetal cells elongated as their apical tips moved in between the oocyte and adjacent
nurse cells, and slowly drew more basal portions of the cell away from contact with the basement
membrane. The speed of this movement increased by the time the first 1 – 3 cells had passed
milestone III. At an average elapsed time of 3.3 hours, the morphology of the remaining CMFCs
was distinctly different as they moved inward even more rapidly (Milestone VI). These
observations suggested that distinct mechanisms could be at play for migration of the leading
cells versus migration of cells that follow inward later.
As a first test of this possibility, we used our time-lapse imaging protocol to follow
migration of cells with reduced DE-cadherin. We selected this adhesion molecule for two
reasons: First, a genetic E-cadherin tension sensor (Cai et al., 2014) has indicated that E-cadherin
– nurse cell adhesion is important to define the direction of migration. Second, E-cadherin in
both the centripetal FCs and the germ cells is required for centripetal migration (Niewiadomska
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et al., 1999; Oda et al., 1997). We speculated that E-cadherin might be involved in CMFC –
germ cell adhesion during centripetal migration, and that a requirement for such adhesion might
be more important in the slow movement of the leading cells than in the fast migration of later
following cells.
Previous work has found that shotgun null CMFCs fail to centripetally migrate, often
remaining at the periphery of the egg chamber. Similarly, in egg chambers with shotgun null
germ cells, centripetal migration can be delayed, and CMFCs can exhibit abnormal morphology
or migrate incorrectly between nurse cells rather than between nurse cells and oocyte
(Niewiadomska et al., 1999; Oda et al., 1997). These early observations raised many questions
about the role of E-cadherin mediated adhesion in centripetal migration, including which cellcell adhesion is principally driving the inward migration of these cells: FC – oocyte, FC – FC, or
FC – nurse cell.
We sought to determine if our framework for centripetal migration could provide
additional insights into E-cadherin-specific cell-cell adhesion. To reduce E-cadherin levels in
clusters of cells (clones), we first used the Flipout-Gal4 system (Pignoni and Zipursky, 1997;
Struhl and Basler, 1993) which allowed us to express transgenes designed to produce doublestranded RNAs that activate the RNA interference pathway. We then selected egg chambers with
clones expressing UAS-regulated RNAi transgenes targeting shotgun in or near the CMFCs for
time-lapse imaging. In the course of observing knockdown centripetal cells, we noticed that
centripetally migrating cells appeared to migrate independently of each other, which meant that
mutant or knockdown cells on one side of the egg chamber could be compared to wildtype cells
on the opposing side. In large RNAi-expressing clones that encompassed both leading CMFCs
and more posterior neighboring columnar cells, migration was severely delayed (N = 14, Figure
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3.9A – A’’, Time lapse movies of shg and luciferase clones are in Supplemental Movie 3.4). In
contrast, when clones only encompassed posterior FCs that were next to wildtype leading
CMFCs, the leading cell appeared to reduce contact with the basement membrane rapidly, but
subsequent cells’ migration were delayed (N = 4, Figure 3.9B – B’’). When only the leading
CMFCs express RNAi transgenes targeting shg, elongation was unaffected. However, reduction
of contact with the basement membrane appeared to be delayed, causing affected cells to take on
a more elongated morphology that distorted their normal position in the tissue (N = 7, Figure
3.9C – C’’). This phenotype could also be seen when the first several rows of leading CMFCs
were wildtype, but more posterior neighbors had reduced Shg levels (N = 5, Figure 3.9D – D’’).
This indicated a non-cell autonomous effect for Shg, where posterior cells impacted the ability of
the anterior leading cells to mobilize their cell body away from the basement membrane. Egg
chambers expressing UAS-regulated RNAi transgenes targeting luciferase (control) in which
clones included cells in or near the CMFCs exhibited normal centripetal milestones and
morphology as defined in our framework (N = 35, Figure 3.9E – F’’). The extent of E-cadherin
depletion was confirmed separately using antibody staining (Figure 3.12A – F’).
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Figure 3.9 Knockdown of shotgun in follicle cells resulted in abnormal centripetal migration.
(A – F’’) The Flipout-Gal4 technique was used to express UAS-regulated double stranded RNA
hairpin transgenes (dsRNA) for shotgun (A – D’’) or luciferase (E – F’) in heatshock-induced
clones. Examples of such clones in or near CMFCs are shown. Sqh-mCherry was used to label all
cells to observe their migration using time-lapse imaging. GFP fluorescence (magenta) indicates
which cells express hairpin dsRNA. The left panel of each pair of images displays a composite of
all fluorescence, while the panels to the right show GFP or RFP alone. The anterior is oriented to
the left in all images, and dorsal is up except for panel F. Cross-sectional views are shown. (A –
A’’) When a large clone (top blue arrow in A) encompassed both the leading CMFCs and more
posterior neighbors, centripetal migration was severely delayed. In contrast, when a large clone
(bottom yellow arrow in A) encompassed only the more posterior neighboring cells, the wildtype
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leading CMFCs migrated inward although they exhibited a slightly more elongated morphology
than normal. (B – B’’) A stage 10B egg chamber with a single wildtype leader cell (top blue arrow
in B) adjacent to more posterior cells that express shg hairpin dsRNA. The wildtype leading cell
appears to have reduced contact with the basement membrane more rapidly than the leading cells
on the opposing side (bottom yellow arrow in B). The overall migration on the top side is delayed
relative to the wildtype cells on the bottom side (C – C’’) When a hairpin dsRNA-expressing clone
encompasses several of the leading CMFCs (bottom yellow arrow in C), elongation still occurs,
but reduction of contact with the basement membrane appears to be delayed. In wildtype CMFCs
(top blue arrow in C) reduction of contact of the first two to three cells with the basement
membrane results in a “vertically stacked” organization, wherein all 3 cells and their nuclei appear
to occupy a vertical column of space. In the RNAi transgene-expressing clone (bottom yellow
arrow in C) the delay in reduction of contact with the basement membrane results in a more
horizontal cellular organization than vertical. (D – D’’) This abnormal horizontal cellular
organization also can be seen even when the first few leading CMFCs are wildtype while more
posterior cells express shg hairpin dsRNAs (blue arrow in D). Note the abnormally elongated
organization of leading CMFCs as their reduction of contact with the basement membrane is
delayed. (E – F’’) Control clones that activate miRNA processing machinery by expressing
luciferase hairpin dsRNA appear wildtype. Their organization appears consistent with timely
reduction of contact from the basement membrane (blue arrows in E and F). CMFCs in and near
clones are less elongated than in knockdown clones, and exhibit the typical “vertically stacked”
organization regardless of the position and size of the clone. Scale bars 25µm.
Supplemental Movie 3.4 (Related to Figure 3.9) Knockdown of shotgun in follicle cells
resulted in abnormal centripetal migration. A series of six time-lapse movies consisting of the
data from Figure 3.9A – F’’ showing phenotypes resulting from clonal knockdown of shg (parts 1
through 4) versus luciferase controls (part 5 and 6). Cross-sectional views are shown, with anterior
oriented to the left and dorsal oriented up except for part 6. Clones are created with the FlipoutGal4 system and co-express UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes and GFP (pseudocolored
magenta). Yellow arrows denote CMFCs that are undergoing centripetal migration. Phenotypes
observed are as described in Figure 3.9. Full genotypes for these movies are available in Appendix
E. Scale bars 25µm.

Altogether, the results of E-cadherin knockdown indicate that reduction of somatic Shg
levels in large clones results in stalled migration, whereas smaller clones in the leading CMFCs
result in delayed or incomplete reduction of contact, a step newly identified in our centripetal
migration framework. Most striking was the non-autonomous effect on wild-type leading
CMFCs when nearby following columnar FCs were depleted of Shg. The phenotype appeared to
be the same as if the leading cells were themselves depleted of Shg. This delay in reduction of
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contact with the basement membrane is also apparent in time-lapse videos of the surface of stage
10B egg chambers (Figure 3.10A – F’, Movie 3.6). As these depleted cells elongate normally,
the phenotypes observed focus attention on a possible role for E-cadherin in bringing the rear of
each migrating CMFC so that it moves deeper into the egg chamber. Further investigation will be
necessary to determine the specific mechanism that is disrupted in this process.

Figure 3.10 Reduction of basal surface area is visible at the surface of stage 10B egg chambers
undergoing centripetal migration. (A – F’) Frames from time-lapse sequences of stage 10B egg
chambers undergoing centripetal migration as viewed from the surface (for orientation see green
region in Figure 3.1A). Egg chambers are labeled with Sqh-mCherry (white) and clonally express
luciferase or shg UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes (magenta) with the use of the FlipoutGal4 system. The left panel of each pair of images displays a composite of all fluorescence, while
the panel to the right shows Sqh-mCherry fluorescence alone. In each image, stretch FCs (SFC)
are located to the left, and columnar follicle cells (CFC) to the right. (A – C’) When FC clones
expressing UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes targeting lucerifase are positioned near the
stretch FC/columnar FC interface (yellow arrow in A’), over the course of approximately 4.8 hours
the anterior-most CMFCs ingress inward and reduce their basal surface area at the surface of the
egg chamber (outlined by yellow dotted line in all panels) at a rate similar to neighboring cells. (D
– F’) When clones expressing UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes targeting shg are
positioned near the stretch FC/columnar FC interface (yellow arrow in D’), over the course of
approximately 5.7 hours the anterior-most cells ingress inward, but are delayed in reducing their
basal surface area at the surface of the egg chamber (outlined by yellow dotted line in all panels)
relative to neighboring cells and controls. Scale bars 10µm.
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Supplemental Movie 3.5 (Related to Figure 3.10) Reduction of basal surface area is visible at
the surface of stage 10B egg chambers undergoing centripetal migration. A series of two timelapse movies consisting of the data from Figure 3.10A – F’ of stage 10B egg chambers undergoing
centripetal migration as viewed from the surface. Egg chambers are labeled with Sqh-mCherry
(white) and clonally express luciferase (part 1) or shg UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes
(part 2) via the Flipout-Gal4 system (magenta). In video #1, the anterior-most CMFCs expressing
luciferase UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes reduce their basal surface area at the surface
of the egg chamber at a rate comparable to neighboring cells, whereas in video #2 columnar FCs
expressing shg UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes appear to be delayed in this process.
Scale bars 10µm.

To investigate where and when germ cell E-cadherin is necessary for centripetal
migration, we again used the FlipOut-Gal4 system to obtain stage 10B egg chambers with germ
cell expression of GFP and hairpin dsRNA. Two UAS-regulated RNAi transgenes were used for
these experiments: One that substantially depleted Shg levels as determined by
immunofluorescence (Figure 3.12D – D’) herein referred to as “strong”, and one that left more
detectable protein in the affected cells (Figure 3.12F – F’) herein referred to as “weak”. Nurse
cells expressing a shg RNAi transgene designed for robust germ cell expression took on an
abnormally rounded morphology (previously observed for germ cell shg null clones, Oda et al.,
1997). Such clones were frequently present in egg chambers with an oocyte that curved outwards
into the nurse cell compartment (N = 11 out of 18, Figure 3.11A – A’’’). Centripetal migration
was surprisingly robust even with germ cells depleted of E-cadherin and abnormal positioning of
the nurse cell-oocyte interface: Leading CMFCs reduced contact with the basement membrane
and moved inward with more posterior neighbors with no detectable delay (N = 9, Figure 3.11A
– A’’’). However, in these germ cell depleted egg chambers CMFCs failed to migrate along the
anterior surface of the oocyte, and instead migrated directly inward, appearing to compress the
oocyte (N = 7). Interestingly, in situations where the border cell cluster failed to migrate through
the E-cadherin depleted nurse cells, centripetal migration still proceeded (Figure 3.12D – D’).
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This uncoupling of the two migrations indicated that border cells are not likely to be involved in
guiding the CMFCs inward movement. In egg chambers with weaker shg RNAi-mediated
knockdown (as determined qualitatively by protein levels, Figure 3.12F – F’) only mild defects
were observed, resulting in leading CMFCs that appeared to be slightly more elongated than
normal (N = 7, Figure 3.11B – B’’’). These defects were not seen in controls expressing
luciferase (control) RNAi transgenes (N = 12, Figure 3.11C – C’’’).
Evidence that germ cell shg knockdown was strong came from egg chambers with a
mispositioned oocyte (N = 3 out of 34), a phenomenon previously observed in egg chambers
with shg null germ cells (Godt and Tepass, 1998; Niewiadomska et al., 1999) resulting in two
centripetal migration events (Figure 3.11D – D’’’). The presence of two centripetal migrations at
either end of a mispositioned oocyte is thought to be a secondary effect from failed specification
of anterior follicle cells (see section 1.10 of Chapter 1). In such egg chambers, one or both sets of
CMFCs would elongate weakly but subsequent milestones were not observed. This later arrest of
migration suggested that either adhesion to the oocyte was required for all steps occurring
beyond Milestone III, or that other contributing factors were lacking when the oocyte was more
centrally located (Time lapse movies of germ cell knockdown and control clones are available in
Movie 3.5).
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Figure 3.11 – Figure legend is contained on the next page.
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Figure 3.11 Knockdown of shotgun in germ cells resulted in abnormal but robust centripetal
migration. (A – D’’’) The Flipout-Gal4 technique was used to deplete shg (A – B’’’, D – D’’’) or
luciferase (C – C’’’) by expressing UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes in heatshockinduced germ cell clones. Sqh-mCherry was used to label all cells to observe migration during
time lapse imaging. Weak GFP expression (magenta) marks the germ cells expressing hairpin
dsRNA, while strong magenta puncta within the oocyte were from yolk granule autofluorescence.
Each row of panels is a set of frames from a time-lapse series of one egg chamber, with the left
pair showing an earlier point in time than the right pair. Anterior is oriented to the left, and dorsal
is up. The left panel of each pair of images displays a composite of all fluorescence, while the
panel to the right shows Sqh-mCherry fluorescence alone. (A – A’) Egg chambers with reduced
Shg levels in germ cells exhibited nurse cells that were abnormally round (blue arrow in A) as
previously reported by (Oda et al., 1997). The oocyte bulged into nurse cell space (yellow arrow
in A). (A’’ – A’’’) In these egg chambers, the CMFCs that had ingressed appeared to be thicker in
their lateral direction and appeared to adhere more to one another than to the underlying germ
cells. CMFCs migrated inward and reduced contact with the basement membrane with only minor
defects, including gaps between the nurse cells and CMFCs (yellow arrow in A’’). (B – B’’’) In
experiments with weaker germ cell shotgun knockdown (see discussion in main text) CMFCs
appeared more elongated than normal (blue arrows in B’’). (C – C’’’) Control germ cell clones
expressing UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes targeting luciferase exhibited normal
reduction of contact with the basement membrane (blue arrows in C’’) and centripetal migration.
(D – D’’’) Occasionally strong shotgun knockdown in the germ cells resulted in a mispositioned
oocyte, a known shotgun mutant phenotype (Godt and Tepass, 1998; González-Reyes and St
Johnston, 1998; Niewiadomska et al., 1999). CMFCs near the nurse cell/oocyte interface initiated
beginning stages of migration (blue arrows) but did not complete migration, while CMFCs that
were misaligned with the oocyte edge (white arrow) failed to elongate (yellow arrows). The top
panel of each pair of images displays a composite of all fluorescence, while the bottom panel
shows Sqh-mCherry alone. Scale bars 25µm.
Supplemental Movie 3.6 (Related to Figure 3.11) Knockdown of shotgun in germ cells
resulted in abnormal but robust centripetal migration. A series of four time-lapse movies
consisting of the data from Figure 3.11A – D’’’ showing phenotypes associated with clonal germ
cell knockdown of shg (parts 1 through 3) versus luciferase controls (part 4). Cross-sectional views
are shown. Anterior is oriented to the left, and dorsal is up. Clones are created with the FlipoutGal4 system and co-express UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes and GFP (magenta, yolk
autofluorescence within the oocyte was also occasionally visible with this detection wavelength).
Yellow arrows indicate centripetally migrating follicle cells. Part 3 shows an egg chamber with an
oocyte that was mispositioned, resulting in an egg chamber with two anterior halves and duplicated
centripetal migration events. Phenotypes observed are described in Figure 3.11. Full genotypes for
these movies are available in Appendix E. Scale bars 25µm.
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Figure 3.12 Clonally expressed hairpin dsRNA transgenes targeting shotgun reduced Ecadherin levels in FCs and nurse cells. (A – F’) Cross-sectional views of egg chambers coexpressing GFP and UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes targeting luciferase or shg using
the Flipout-Gal4 system. Egg chambers were fixed and immunolabeled with anti-E-cadherin to
detect E-cadherin protein levels in response to hairpin dsRNA-mediated knockdown. Anterior is
oriented to the left for all images, and dorsal is up for all panels except C and E. (A – B’) FlipoutGal4 clones co-expressing GFP and luciferase UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes (TRiP
RNAi JF01355) exhibit wildtype levels of Shg in FCs (yellow arrows, A and A’), and in nurse
cells (yellow arrows, B and B’). (C – C’) Flip-out clones co-expressing GFP and shg UASregulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes (TRiP RNAi HMS00693) exhibit reduced levels of Shg in
FCs (yellow arrow in C) relative to controls (yellow arrows in A – A’) (D – D’) Flip-out clones
co-expressing GFP and shg UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes (TRiP RNAi GL00646)
exhibit reduced levels of Shg in the germ cells (yellow arrow in D) relative to controls (yellow
arrow in B – B’). Note the border cell cluster has deviated off course (magenta arrow in D), a
known shg mutant phenotype (Niewiadomska et al., 1999). (E – E’) Flip-out clones co-expressing
GFP and shg UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes (TRiP RNAi JF02769) exhibit reduced
levels of Shg in somatic FCs (yellow arrows in E – E’) relative to controls (yellow arrows in A –
A’). (F – F’) Flip-out clones co-expressing GFP and shg UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes
(TRiP RNAi HMS00693) exhibit reduced levels of Shg in the nurse cells (yellow arrows in F –
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F’) relative to controls (yellow arrow in B – B’). Full genotypes for this figure are available in
Appendix E Table 2. More information about genetic strains is available in Appendix E. Scale bars
25µm.

To compare these follicle cell and germ cell E-cadherin depletion phenotypes to severe
mutations of the gene, we performed immunostaining on mosaic egg chambers containing
shotgun loss-of-function (LOF) clones using two different alleles: shg1 (strong LOF) and shg2
(intermediate LOF) (Oda et al., 1997; Tearle and Nusslein-Volhard, 1987; Tepass et al., 1996;
Uemura et al., 1996). Briefly, homozygous mutant clones were induced in a heterozygous
background for the shg mutant allele using FLP-FRT mediated mitotic recombination (Xu and
Rubin, 1993). Egg chambers that were homozygous wildtype for shg exhibited normal CMFC
organization and centripetal migration progressed normally (N = 41, Figure 3.13A – A’’’’). In
stage 10B egg chambers containing follicle cell shg clones that were located posteriorly to
wildtype leading CMFCs, wildtype leading cells exhibited abnormally rounded morphology and
appeared tightly clustered rather than exhibiting their typical elongated columnar shape. This
reflected a non-cell autonomous phenotype (N = 7, Figure 3.13B – B’’’’). The same abnormal
morphology was observed in mutant cells when small shg LOF clones were obtained in the
leading CMFCs themselves (N = 25, Figure 3.13C – C’’’’), raising the possibility of differential
E-cadherin requirements in leading cells versus more posterior followers (interpretation was first
proposed by Niewiadomska et al., 1999). Together these data suggest that E-cadherin is
principally required in the leading CMFCs. In addition, E-cadherin-mediated adhesion is
required throughout the centripetally migrating cells to orchestrate migration successfully.
Reduction of E-cadherin levels in cells within or near the CMFCs was associated with defects
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that affected the early stages of migration, just prior to the milestone where leading cells reduce
contact with the basement membrane.

Figure 3.13 Homozygous shg2 mutant clones in FCs disrupted early stages of centripetal
migration. (A – C’’’’) Fixed stage 10B egg chambers containing wildtype (A – A’’’’) or shg2
homozygous mutant clones (B – C’’’’) in or near CMFCs. Each row of images shows data from a
single egg chamber separated into different fluorescent channels. Reduced NLS::GFP levels
marked cells that were homozygous for shg2 in LOF clones or homozygous for wildtype shg in
control clones (GFP was also visible in cytoplasm). E-cadherin antibody labeling was used to
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determine the localization and expression levels of E-cadherin. Phalloidin staining was used to
label filamentous actin in order to analyze cell morphology. DAPI was used to label cell nuclei.
(A – A’’’’) A large control clone that included all FCs exhibited no changes in E-cadherin
localization (A’’) nor in centripetal migration milestones and timing. Blue arrows in A’’’ point to
leading CMFCs that were in various stages of reducing contact with the basement membrane. (B
– B’’’’) Wildtype leading CMFCs (blue arrow in B’) adjacent to homozygous mutant Shg2
following cells (yellow arrow in B’) appeared abnormally round (blue arrow B’’’) relative to
CMFCs that are not adjacent to mutant clones (yellow arrow B’’’). (C – C’’’’) Small shg2
homozygous mutant clones in leading CMFCs (blue arrow in C’) resulted in early migration
defects, wherein mutant centripetal cells appeared to bunch up and reduce contact with neighbors
prematurely (blue arrow in C’’’). This phenotype occurred early in migration, before wildtype
CMFCs began to reduce contact with the basement membrane (see wildtype CMFCs on opposite
side, top yellow arrow in C’’’). Scale bars 25µm.

To further assess the contribution of germ cell – follicle cell adhesion to centripetal
migration, we next examined loss-of-function shg clones obtained in nurse cells that were
adjacent to wildtype CMFCs using the same FLP-FRT technique (Xu and Rubin, 1993). Mosaic
egg chambers with homozygous wildtype germ cells and homozygous mutant germ cells were
obtained. Situations in which egg chambers contained clones both within the nurse cells and in or
near the CMFCs were avoided. In egg chambers with control germ cell clones, normal CMFC
organization and migration was observed in CMFCs regardless of the presence of adjacent clonal
nurse cells (N = 9, Figure 3.14A – A’’’’). When mutant nurse cells were adjacent to the oocyte,
we observed two distinct phenotypes for CMFCs. In some situations, CMFCs appeared to
migrate into wildtype nurse cells that resided in the path of migration, potentially blocking
further movement inward (N = 7, Figure 3.13B – B’’’’). This result was consistent with a
previous report of CMFCs incorrectly invading between shg mutant nurse cells (Oda et al.,
1997). In other situations, CMFCs appeared to reduce contact with the basement membrane
prematurely and exhibited an abnormally clustered morphology as was seen for follicle cell shg
clones (N = 18, Figure 3.14C – C’’’’). These apparently distinct phenotypes seem to depend on
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the location of the mutant nurse cells relative to their wildtype neighbors. Overall, CMFC
adhesion to germ cells appeared to be required for normal migration behavior and organization,
but was less essential than adhesion between CMFCs.

Figure 3.14 Homozygous shg1 mutant nurse cells that are adjacent to CMFCs resulted in
abnormal centripetal migration and nurse cell localization. (A – C’’’’) Stage 10B egg
chambers containing homozygous wildtype control (A – A’’’’) or shg1 homozygous mutant germ
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cells (B – C’’’’) located immediately adjacent to CMFCs. Each row of images shows data from a
single egg chamber separated into different fluorescent channels. Reduced NLS::GFP levels
marked cells that were homozygous for shg1 in LOF clones or homozygous for wildtype shg in
control clones (GFP was also visible in cytoplasm). E-cadherin antibody labeling was used to
determine localization and expression levels of E-cadherin. Phalloidin staining was used to label
filamentous actin in order to analyze cell morphology. DAPI was used to label cell nuclei. Anterior
is oriented to the left, and dorsal is up. (A – A’’’’) The presence of an unmarked control germ cell
clone situated near CMFCs (bottom yellow arrow) was not associated with any changes in Ecadherin localization (A’’) or CMFC morphology (A’’’) compared to the opposing side which was
adjacent to marked wildtype nurse cells (top blue arrow in A). Both sides exhibited expected
centripetal migration milestones. (B – B’’’’) In some egg chambers containing shg1 homozygous
mutant nurse cells adjacent to CMFCs, nurse cells became abnormally positioned such that they
pressed into the surface of the oocyte (blue arrow in B’’’, nurse cell had a pyknotic nucleus,
detected by DAPI fluorescence in B’’’’). In the presence of a displaced nurse cell, CMFCs on the
affected side appeared to be severely delayed in migration relative to the unaffected side (top
yellow arrow in B’’’). In some cases, stretch FCs also appeared to exclude shg LOF nurse cells by
extending around them (orange arrow in B, stretch FC nucleus indicated with an asterisk in B’’’’).
(C – C’’’’) When shg1 homozygous mutant nurse cells were normally positioned, adjacent CMFCs
appeared to reduce contact with the basement membrane prematurely and appeared abnormally
round compared to their regular elongated shape (top blue arrow in C, compare organization to
lower wildtype CMFCs). A stretch FC is also seen excluding a shg1 homozygous mutant nurse cell
(orange arrow), as seen in panel B. Scale bars 25µm.

3.4 Discussion
Centripetal migration of somatic follicle cells is essential to enclose the Drosophila
oocyte in a protective eggshell. Although FC morphogenesis has been mined for instances of
collective cell migration, this migration has not been examined in living egg chambers. Here we
describe the events of centripetal migration and show that leading CMFCs appear to ingress
along the anterior oocyte surface. These CMFCs reduce contact with the basement membrane
and extend apically to invade into the interior of the egg chamber. As the leading CMFCs appear
to reduce contact with the basement membrane, it seems likely that the inward movement of
these cells requires a basal constriction in addition to apical elongation. This distinguishes this
migration from epithelial-to-mesenchymal transitions, which principally involve apical
constrictions and movements in the basal direction (Keller and Shook, 2011; Pearl et al., 2017).
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We examined whether centripetal migration might resemble an epithelial infolding of two
adjacent cell populations, the stretch FCs and the columnar FCs. We observed only sporadic
extension of the posterior-most stretch FCs in tandem with CMFCs, suggesting that centripetal
migration in is an invasive migration. The variable nature of stretch FC participation argues
against an infolding to enclose the anterior face of the oocyte, consistent with previous
speculations that centripetal migration in Drosophila melanogaster may be a more invasive
process than migrations that enclose the oocyte in more basal insect species (Garbiec and
Kubrakiewicz, 2012). Lower brachycerans instead exhibit cellular rearrangements that more
closely resemble epithelial infoldings when observed in fixed ovaries (Garbiec and
Kubrakiewicz, 2012; Garbiec et al., 2016; Tworzydlo and Kisiel, 2011).
Why the stretch FCs occasionally extend inward during stage 10B is currently an open
question. When they do so, the inward extensions are closely associated with those of the leading
CMFCs. This association suggests an adhesion between the two cell populations along the entire
interface between the two cells. It is possible that the sporadic persistence of adhesion that we
observed at the stretch FC / CMFC interface could be due to delays in remodeling the adhesion
between these two cell types. Such a delay would prevent fully independent shape changes and
would result in a stretch FC being pulled inwards during centripetal migration. Our data confirm
the prior observation that the posterior-most stretch FCs can extend into the germ cell cluster
earlier than stage 11 (Tran and Berg, 2003). In contrast, the majority of the phagocytic stretch
cells extend inward to engulf each nurse cell during phagoptosis (Timmons et al., 2016).
As a first step necessary for investigating the mechanisms involved, we established a
framework that defines specific morphological milestones that occurred during centripetal
migration. The consistency of these milestones allowed us to determine the typical timings for
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the appearance of each. We distinguished clear differences between the slow ingression of the
first two to three leading rings of CMFCs (Milestones II – III) and more posterior columnar FCs
that rapidly followed inward during the faster second half of migration (Milestone VI). This later
movement coincided with the elongating aspect ratio of the egg chamber as the FCs flattened
slightly over the enlarging oocyte. These distinct migration features raise the possibility that
centripetal migration may consist of two different phases: Slow ingression of the leading
CMFCs, and the rapid collective migration of following columnar FCs that retain more epithelial
characteristics. The leading CMFCs may be differentially regulated compared to more posterior
neighbors, consistent with prior observations that the leading CMFCs show a different gene
expression profile (Deng and Bownes, 1997; Levine et al., 2007; Yakoby et al., 2008a; Yakoby
et al., 2008b).
To date, a handful of genes have been identified as necessary for normal centripetal
migration. Our goal for this framework is to enable a closer examination of how each gene is
required, and whether specific events occur by different mechanisms. As we have identified
steps in migration that can fail in response to genetic perturbation, it is possible that each step
may be regulated by a different mechanism. If true, the use of this framework to pinpoint the
specific step when a gene affects centripetal migration will provide insight into which specific
cell biological process that gene is involved in. Similar approaches to understanding other cell
migrations in this tissue (such as border cell migration) have led to substantial increases in
defining specific mechanisms for collective cell migration, from guidance cues to gene
regulatory networks (Cetera and Horne-Badovinac, 2015; Horne-Badovinac, 2014; Montell et
al., 2012; Rorth, 2002).
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As a test of the utility of our framework, we re-examined the requirements during
centripetal migration for E-cadherin adhesion in either CMFCs or germ cells. First, we
pinpointed the defects as occurring in the early ingression phase of centripetal migration. FC shg
knockdown was associated with stalled migration or delayed reduction of contact with the
basement membrane, specifically for the ingressing cells. This confirms prior observations in
fixed egg chambers, and supports the model that E-cadherin may play a critical role in retracting
the trailing basal edge of the centripetal cells, perhaps due to an uncoupling of actin
microfilaments from cadherin-containing adherens junctions (Ratheesh and Yap, 2012), as
suggested previously (Niewiadomska et al., 1999). This correlates with the extended localization
of E-cadherin along the lateral faces of the CMFCs, which begins before they migrate
(Niewiadomska et al., 1999).
When columnar cells that are situated posteriorly to wildtype leading CMFCs had
reduced E-cadherin levels, leading CMFCs were delayed in their reduction of contact with the
basement membrane. This supports a model in which E-cadherin adhesion is required throughout
the epithelium to support the traction needed for CMFCs to ingress inward.
Germ cell knockdown was associated with significant changes in both nurse cell and
oocyte morphology, but centripetal migration remained robust, with CMFCs readily migrating
inward, suggesting FC-to-FC adhesion may be the principal driver of migration. Interestingly, in
egg chambers with germ cells that had reduced E-cadherin levels, leading CMFCs migrated in
toward the oocyte rather than migrating along the nurse cell – oocyte interface. Migration of
leading CMFCs into the oocyte has also been observed in gurken mutant egg chambers that have
duplicated centripetal migration events (González-Reyes et al., 1995).
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When shg LOF alleles were employed to make homozygous mutant clones, stronger and
earlier defects were observed both for mutant FCs and for mutant germ cells that were associated
with CMFCs. In both cases, the CMFCs reduced contact with the basement membrane
prematurely, exhibited rounded morphology, or became clustered. Using different imaging
conditions with living tissues, we confirmed the defects that were described previously
(Niewiadomska et al., 1999; Oda et al., 1997). Furthermore, our time-lapse sequences established
that the defects occur early in migration, and typically involve a failure in the “reduction of basal
surface area” step of Milestone II. Failure of this step was reliably associated with failure of
centripetal migration.
In the future, E-cadherin tension sensors could be used to test the requirement for a
mechanotransduction network in these cells (Cai et al., 2014). Such efforts may reveal further
differences in E-cadherin requirements between the cells that lead centripetal migration and
those that follow. Such a difference could partially explain why leading cells tend to exhibit
abnormally round morphology when Shg levels are reduced, whereas the cells that follow
become more elongated. The disparity observed between these two phenotypes is intriguing, and
may provide a model for parsing out distinctions in behavior between leaders and followers in
collective cell migrations.
The specific cell biological mechanisms that regulate centripetal migration remain largely
unknown. While gene expression in the future centripetal cells has been noticed much earlier in
oogenesis (Beccari et al., 2002; Denef and Schüpbach, 2003; Xi et al., 2003), it is unclear if an
environmental signal initiates migration once stage 10A is complete. Ecdysone signaling is one
such possible regulator. Centripetal cells show ecdysone responses and egg chambers express
ecdysone biosynthesis genes (Buszczak et al., 1999; Carney and Bender, 2000; Freeman et al.,
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1999; Kozlova and Thummel, 2000). Ecdysone signaling is required extensively throughout
oogenesis and during border cell migration (Domanitskaya et al., 2014; Hackney et al., 2007;
Romani et al., 2009; Romani et al., 2016; Sieber and Spradling, 2015). It is thought that egg
chambers are exposed to increasing levels of 20-hydroxyecdysone as they near the posterior end
of the ovariole, due to the presence of a corpus luteum-like tissue (Deady et al., 2015).
Numerous studies indicate that earlier signals regulate gene expression in a few rings of
anterior columnar FCs which become the future leading CMFCs, including Upd and BMP
signaling (Chen and Schupbach, 2006; Dobens et al., 2005; Fauré et al., 2014; Fregoso Lomas et
al., 2016; Shravage et al., 2007; Xi et al., 2003) It is unclear, however, if this gene expression is
sufficient for migration, or simply makes CMFCs competent to respond to later cues. While
previous investigators posited that an actomyosin network may draw the ring of CMFCs inward
much like a purse string (Edwards and Kiehart, 1996), this mechanism appears incompatible
with our repeated observations that a few shg mutant CMFCs can fail to migrate, leaving the
remainder of the centripetally migrating ring of cells unaffected. Overall, it is likely that
centripetal migration is regulated by a combination of earlier patterning signals, along with
environmental cues that arise at the beginning of stage 10B, perhaps via direct physical
interactions with the germ cells.
Rapidly improving microscope technology that is designed for fast and high resolution
imaging deeper in tissues (such as multiphoton confocal imaging) will aid greatly in resolving
the rearrangements of the centripetal cells during stage 11 and later as they reorganize into their
final shapes and positions within the egg chamber. The CMFCs do not fully enclose the oocyte at
the end of stage 10B, leaving space for nurse cell dumping to occur through the ring canals.
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Whether later FC reorganization occurs to close this gap to form a contiguous epithelial sheet is
currently unknown.
Other intriguing questions include how the leading CMFCs disengage from the basement
membrane as they reduce contact and invade into the interior of the egg chamber. Detachment of
the border cell cluster requires Notch and PAR1, which may act by downregulating expression of
extracellular matrix components (McDonald et al., 2008; Montell et al., 2012; Prasad and
Montell, 2007; Wang et al., 2007). These mechanisms may also occur in the CMFCs, although
we noticed no discontinuation in the collagen extracellular matrix.
Previous work has shown that the integrity of the follicular epithelium is maintained for
several days following the loss of cadherin-catenin complexes, suggesting additional lateral
adhesion molecules hold these cells together, or else that adhesion to the germ cells and
constriction by the basement membrane is sufficient for their organization (Tanentzapf et al.,
2000). Further study is needed to unravel which additional adhesion molecules might be
involved in centripetal migration. Fas3 is one candidate as it is localized on lateral faces of
CMFCs prior to their ingression (Shravage et al., 2007), as well as Cad99c, Cad88c, and Cals
(Bulgakova et al., 2012; Zartman et al., 2009). Other candidates include N-cadherin, Echinoid,
Fas2, and Neuroglian, but these proteins appear to be downregulated in egg chambers by stage
10B in prior studies that studied their expression in fixed egg chambers (Bergstralh et al., 2015;
Szafranski and Goode, 2004; Tanentzapf et al., 2000; Wei et al., 2005; Zartman et al., 2009). To
test whether such downregulation is necessary for the rearrangements seen during centripetal
migration, overexpression of each of these absent adhesion molecules could be employed.
These questions highlight open areas that can now be examined using our adaptable egg
chamber culturing method for time-lapse imaging, along with our framework of milestones to
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assess phenotypes. Our adaptations to existing ex vivo culture and time-lapse imaging methods
was needed to perform long-term time-lapse imaging of centripetal migration without egg
chamber drift from the field of view or death of the tissue. Our framework for centripetal
migration revealed that it may involve two distinct phases, consisting of a slow initiation
succeeded by the quick inward movement of remaining centripetal cells. Future studies can
leverage this foundation to explore this emerging model system for collective cell migration. The
patterning, regulation, and rearrangements undertaken by CMFCs are distinct from border cell
migration, making centripetal migration likely to yield novel insights into cellular invasion,
migration, adhesion, and organization of a secretory epithelium. We anticipate that the
framework presented here will serve as a useful foundation for investigating these fundamental
cell biological processes in the future.
3.5 Methods
Drosophila Strains, Genotypes, and Mating Schemes
Appendix E Table 1 contains a detailed list of the strains used in this chapter and their
sources. Appendix C details the genetic components and citations for each of these strains, and
assigns them shorthand designations. The remainder of this methods section refers to these
strains by their shorthand designations. Appendix E Table 2 provides the full genotype for every
figure panel and movie in this chapter.
For all needed genotypes, specific genetic components were maintained separately in
different strains. Males and females carrying needed genes were mated, and progeny were
selected that contained all of the genetic components listed below.
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For experiments where cell membranes were labeled along with the basement
membrane, Vkg-GFP GR1-Gal4 females were mated to either UAS-Myr::tdEOS or
Myr::tdTomato males depending on whether or not photoconversion was used.
In experiments where stretch FCs were labeled, UAS-Myr::GFP Sqh-mCherry females
were mated to A90-Gal4, C415-Gal4, or PG150-Gal4 males.
Where photoconversion was used to label stretch FCs, TJ-Gal4 Mef2-Gal80 females were
mated to UAS-Myr::tdEOS males.
In characterizing the expression profile of A90-Gal4, A90-Gal4 females were mated to
UAS-Myr::GFP and Nls-GFP males.
For the delineation of centripetal migration milestones, TJ-Gal4 Mef2-Gal80 females
were mated to UAS-Myr::tdTomato males.
For FC shg hairpin dsRNA knockdown, FlpOut-Gal4 UAS-GFP Sqh-mCherry females
were mated to Shg RNAi #32904, HsFLP or Shg RNAi #27689, HsFLP males.
For germline shg knockdown, FlpOut-Gal4 UAS-GFP Sqh-mCherry females were mated
to Shg RNAi #32904, HsFLP or Shg RNAi #38207, HsFLP males.
For control luciferase clones, FlpOut-Gal4 UAS-GFP Sqh-mCherry females were mated
to Luciferase RNAi, HsFLP males.
For FC and germ cell shg homozygous mutant clones, HsFLP FRTG13 Nls-GFP females
were mated to FRTG13 Shg[2] or FRTG13 Shg[1] males.
Drosophila Culture and Conditioning to Promote Egg Production
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All flies were reared at 60% relative humidity at 25°C in an incubator and reared on a
cornmeal/soy flour/agar/yeast/corn syrup medium as described in chapter 2. Prior to all
dissections, male and female flies were placed into vials containing freshly prepared yeast paste,
a process known as conditioning. Yeast paste was obtained by adding dehydrated yeast to ultrapure water. Flies were added after the yeast had rehydrated and excess yeast was removed. If
yeast paste dried out on the second day, flies were transferred to a freshly prepared replacement
vial. Unless stated otherwise, mated male and female flies were conditioned for 2 days prior to
all dissections.
Unless stated otherwise, all strains and experimental crosses were reared in a humidified
incubator set to 25 °C and 60% relative humidity. If necessary for experiments involving RNAi
or inactivation of Gal80TS, flies were first conditioned in an incubator set to 25 °C and 60%
relative humidity then shifted to 29 °C and 60% relative humidity.
Induction of Clones by Exposure to Heatshock
Because E-cadherin is an essential gene required for development, whole-organism
mutants are not viable. To work around this, techniques to induce clones within a heterozygous
tissue were used, including techniques to generate flip-out driven RNAi and homozygous loss of
function clones within an otherwise heterozygous fly.
Hairpin dsRNA-expressing transgenes were expressed with the use of the Gal4-UAS
system to allow for the specific activation of RNAi within clones in the tissues of interest.
For follicle cell hairpin dsRNA transgene-expressing clones using the flip-out technique,
2 – 4-day old adult flies were briefly exposed to 37°C for 45 minutes, then mated and
conditioned for 2 days prior to dissection.
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For germ cell hairpin dsRNA transgene-expressing clones using the flip-out technique,
flies were dissected 7 days after the same heat shock regimen.
For combined follicle and germ cell mitotic recombination, 2 – 4-day old adult females
were heat shocked at 36.7 - 37°C for approximately 2 hours twice in the span of 2 days and
dissected 2 - 7 days after the first heatshock.
Somatic Cell Knockdown
UAS-driven RNAi-expressing transgenes were expressed in the follicle cells with the use
of the Flip-Out Gal4 system. UAS-driven hairpin dsRNA-expressing transgenes targeting
various transcripts were generated by the Drosophila RNAi Screening Center (DRSC) via the
Transgenic RNAi Project (Perkins et al., 2015) and obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila
Stock Center (BDSC). These strains were generated by introducing DNA sequences that encode
hairpin RNAs into specific chromosomal locations using the ϕC31 targeted recombination
system (Bischof et al., 2007). These transgenes were generated using VALIUM10 or
VALIUM20 vectors designed for efficient somatic expression (Ni et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2008; Ni
et al., 2011). When using the Flip-Out Gal4 system, hairpin dsRNA transgene-expressing clones
were marked via co-expression with UAS-GFP.
Germline Cell Knockdown
UAS-driven RNAi-expressing transgenes were expressed in the germ cells with the use
of the Flip-Out Gal4 system. UAS-driven hairpin dsRNA-expressing transgenes targeting
various transcripts were generated by the Drosophila RNAi Screening Center (DRSC) via the
Transgenic RNAi Project (Perkins et al., 2015) and obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila
Stock Center (BDSC). These strains were generated in the same way as the follicle cell-specific
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transgenes mentioned above, except that the VALIUM20 or VALIUM22 vectors were used (Ni
et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2008; Ni et al., 2011). When using the Flip-Out Gal4 system, hairpin
dsRNA transgene-expressing clones were marked via co-expression with UAS-GFP.
Ex Vivo Culture and Time-Lapse Imaging
Ex vivo culture protocol is described in Chapter 2 and Appendix B. Briefly, egg chambers
were dissected from ovaries in a culture medium containing Schneider’s Drosophila Medium
(ThermoFisher, Inc.) supplemented with 15% v/v FBS (ThermoFisher, Inc.), 0.6x pen/strep
(ThermoFisher, Inc.), and 200 µg/ml insulin (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.), then cultured in the same
medium with 0.8% agarose (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.) on Lumox dishes (Sarstedt, Inc.) with #1.5
cover slips (Warner Instruments).
For each imaging session, 4 – 5 conditioned females were dissected in a 9-well glass
plate (Corning 722085) in freshly prepared live imaging medium. Ovaries were first removed
from conditioned females, followed by careful teasing apart of ovarioles. Once dissected, older
stage egg chambers (stages 11 – 14) were removed from the dish. Once more mature egg
chambers were removed, at least two washes were done with fresh medium prior to mounting. A
total volume of 50 µl was mounted onto a prepared cover slip and a lumox dish was lowered. A
pipette tip was used to more firmly adhere the tape to the dish. For more information on the
development of this procedure and the mounting conditions, see Chapter 2.
Preparation and Mounting of Egg Chambers
For each imaging session, four to five conditioned females were dissected in freshly
prepared live imaging medium in a glass 9-well plate (Corning 722085). Ovaries were first
removed from females, followed by careful teasing apart of ovarioles. Once dissected, stage 11 –
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14 egg chambers were removed from the dish in a way to prevent exhaustion of the medium.
Once older stage egg chambers were removed, at least two washes were done with fresh medium
to remove debris and refresh the medium prior to mounting. A total volume of 50 µl was gently
pipetted onto a 22mm cover slip (Warner Instruments, Cat. #64-0721) lined on all sides with
double-stick film tape (The 3M Company, Cat. #S-15941) and a lumox dish was lowered onto it.
Once the coverslip adhered to the dish, a pipette tip was used to more firmly adhere the tape to
the dish. For more information on live time-lapse imaging procedure and mounting conditions,
see Chapter 2.
Egg chambers were cultured for approximately 5 hours under the microscope, with
approximately 10 – 13 optical sections obtained about every 8 – 10 minutes. In creating the
migration timeline, timings and durations were compiled from overlapping sequences of multiple
egg chambers developing over time. To capture centripetally migrating cells a cross-section of
each egg chamber was imaged, as identified from the distance from the top of the egg chamber in
combination with visual identification of the widest diameter of the tissue.
Photoconversion of tdEOS
Photoconversion of the fluorophore tdEOS was used to irreversibly convert the emission
of this fluorophore from green to red. This was used to track manually selected regions of cells
as they migrated, which was particularly useful for tracking centripetally migrating cells. When
photoconversion was used, the specific cells, or region of interest, was selected just prior to when
the time-lapse began. Using the 60x objective of the Nikon A1R confocal laser scanning
microscope, the region was exposed to pulses of a 405nm light at a laser power of ~8 using a
Coherent OBIS 408nm 100 nW laser, for approximately 15 – 30 seconds. Following
photoconversion, the automated time-lapse imaging session was initiated. When photoconverting
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stretch FCs, it was possible that sections of stretch FCs that were already extending inward at the
time of photoconversion were missed because we only the exterior stretch FCs were targeted.
Because of this small possibility, we did not use photoconversion when determining the number
of stretch FCs we observed migrating non-coincidentally with CMFCs.
Immunofluorescent Staining
To immunofluorescently label egg chambers, conditioned ovaries were dissected in PBS
(1 mM KH2PO4, 155 mM NaCl, 3mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.4) or live imaging medium and fixed with
4% formaldehyde in PBS for 20 minutes, followed by 10 minute washes with 1X PBS
supplemented with 0.2% Triton X-100 (PBT). In experiments with labeled filamentous actin,
phalloidin-TRITC was added to fixative to make a dilution of 1:2500, followed by two 20 minute
washes at a dilution of 1:500 in PBT (adapted from Frydman and Spradling, 2001). After
washing, blocking was carried out with 8% FBS in 1X PBT for one hour, after which egg
chambers were incubated with primary antibodies added to a blocking solution of 5% FBS
solution in 1X PBT for approximately 12 – 16 hours at 4°C. After washing off primary
antibodies with 1X PBT (three washes, 10 minutes each), egg chambers were incubated with
secondary antibodies added to a blocking solution of 5% FBS solution in 1X PBT for
approximately two hours at room temperature. After two washes with 1x PBT for 10 minutes
each, DAPI stain (1 µg / ml) was applied for five minutes before a final wash with 1X PBT. Egg
chambers were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labs) on slides with a #1.5 coverslip (Warner
Instruments, Cat. #64-0721). During imaging of mosaic egg chambers, those that appeared
damaged in brightfield or exhibited simultaneous loss of DAPI/Phalloidin/GFP/Cadherin were
excluded from subsequent analysis due to the possibility of containing “false clones” as
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described in (Haack et al., 2013). I found that Phalloidin staining was the best indicator of tissue
damage as it often appeared atypical within damaged tissues.
Antibodies & Filamentous Actin Labeling
Primary antibodies used as follows: 1:500 concentrated monoclonal rat anti-Shotgun
DCAD2 (DSHB deposited by Uemura, T.), and 1:200 rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP (ThermoFisher
Cat# A-11122). The following secondary antibodies used were conjugated to Alexa- or Cy5conjugated antibodies and used at a dilution of 1:500: Polyclonal goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488
(ThermoFisher Cat# A-11008), polyclonal goat anti-mouse Alexa 568 (ThermoFisher Cat# A11004), and polyclonal goat anti-rat cyaninine5 (ThermoFisher Cat# A-10525). For F-actin
staining, Phalloidin-TRITC (Sigma, Inc., Cat. #P1951) was used at 1:2500 during fixation, and
1:500 during post-fix washes. For more information, see Appendix E.
Imaging Specifications for Live Time-Lapse Imaging
Egg chambers were cultured for approximately 5 hours under the microscope, with
approximately 10 – 13 optical sections obtained about every 8 – 10 minutes of 6 – 8 egg
chambers. To capture centripetally migrating cells I focused on the mid-section of each egg
chamber as identified from the distance from the top of the egg chamber in combination with
visual identification of the widest diameter of the tissue.
High Resolution Optical Sections for Volumetric Projection
To determine if stretch follicle cells extended inward in tandem with centripetal cells, it
was necessary to obtain high resolution volumetric projections of stage 10B egg chambers after
migration. To do so, a large set of optical sections was obtained for each egg chamber at the end
of each time-lapse session. Using a 1024x1024 pixel resolution, 15 frames per second resonant
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scanner with a large field of view, 300 to 350 optical sections were rapidly acquired at a spacing
of approximately ⅓ to ½ of a µm. Subsequently, these optical sections were used to render
volumetric projections of inwardly extending stretch follicle cells using the Nikon NIS Elements
software (v4.2).
Surface Imaging of Stage 10B Egg Chambers and Post Processing
In order to determine if leading centripetal cells could be seen to reduce their basal
surface area, I focused on the basal surface of CMFCs for time-lapse imaging. For these data
(shown in Figure 3.10), the 1024 x 1024 resolution resonant scanner on the A1R multiphoton
microscope was used in conjunction with a piezo nosepiece and 32 images were averaged
together for each acquisition. At each time point, 21 optical sections spanning a 30 µm range
from the surface of each egg chamber downward were captured in order to compensate for ~15
µm of downward drift that tended to occur in during the first 1 – 1.5 hours of imaging. After
imaging was complete, additional compensation for egg chamber drift was applied by manual
selection of single optical sections per time point to ensure the same mid-section remained in
view for the duration of the time-lapse. These manually selected sections were then rejoined
back into a single time-lapse movie using NIS Elements (Movie 3.6).
Post-Acquisition Processing to Standardize Egg Chamber Orientation
For each egg chamber, the entire series of images were rotated and/or flipped to orient
anterior to the left and posterior to the right. Where possible, the dorsal side was selected based
on height of the columnar follicle cells, the position of the border cell cluster, the position of the
oocyte nucleus, the curvature of the lateral sides of the egg, or the rearrangements observed at
one side, indicating presence of the dorsal appendage-forming cells. In some cases the egg
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chamber was situated such that both top and bottom sides were from lateral regions of the egg
chamber. Prior to export from NIS Elements (Nikon, V. 4.20), brightness was adjusted for
publication and kept consistent for each set of figure panels per experiment. Output color for
each fluorophore was selected in Elements to be compatible for color blind persons.
Microscopes and Software for Image Analysis, Movie Processing, and Statistics
Time-lapses and static images were acquired on an inverted Nikon A1R confocal laser
scanning microscope, or with a Nikon NI-E multiphoton laser scanning microscope. The later
was operated in confocal mode. Post-processing, image analysis, graph preparation, statistics,
and figure and movie preparation were performed in NIS Elements v4.2, GraphPad Prism 7,
HandBrake 1.1.1, Adobe Photoshop CS6, and Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2015.
Morphological Markers for Milestones in Centripetal Migration
During the early phases of migration, an angled interface with the adjacent nurse cells
can be seen in the leading CMFCs. This initial angular morphology first arises during stage 9 as
a consequence of stretch cell flattening, which occurs via shortening of lateral cell interfaces in
successive rows of follicle cells (Grammont, 2007). As centripetal migration proceeds into stage
10B, this leads to initiation of apical extension while the stretch FCs flatten completely over the
nurse cell, so the elongating CMFCs form a vertical alignment over the nurse cell oocyte
interface. This process was identified as Milestone IV, shown in Figure 3.6C – C’.
Throughout stage 10B, as centripetal migration occurs, vitellogenesis (uptake of yolk
protein from the hemolymph) continues which contributes to the substantial enlargement of the
oocyte from stages 8 to 10 (Bownes, 1982). Oocyte growth may also contribute to the
morphological milestones seen here, as all columnar follicle cells appear to stretch slightly to
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accommodate the enlarging oocyte. This process may occur in CMFCs as well. Columnar FC
stretching becomes more pronounced as nurse cell dumping proceeds during stage 11, when
cytoplasmic contents from the nurse cells are transferred to the oocyte, further enlarging its
volume rapidly. It might also reflect the exocytosis of eggshell components from internal
vesicles, decreasing FC cytoplasm volume.
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CHAPTER 4
PROBING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR BONE MORPHOGENETIC PROTEIN RECEPTOR
ACTIVITY DURING DROSOPHILA OOGENESIS

4.1 Introduction
Throughout development, as cells arise they must be provided with three critical pieces of
information: An identity, a position, and a function. This information is provided by patterning, a
process carried out by networks of extracellular signaling pathways. Because numerous distinct
signals can be deployed in a developing tissue or organ system, investigating which are
responsible for providing these pieces of information is critical for understanding how complex
organisms develop from single cells. Within the Drosophila ovary, only a few signaling
pathways are involved in the production of egg chambers at any one developmental stage. This
provides an excellent model system for studying the interactions between signaling pathways and
downstream changes in cellular identity, behavior, and morphology. Bone Morphogenetic
Protein (BMP) is the ligand for one such signaling pathway that is extensively involved in the
patterning of cells during Drosophila oogenesis.
BMPs are a highly conserved set of growth factors that were originally discovered and
named for their role in promoting bone and cartilage formation (Urist, 1965; Wang et al., 2014).
BMPs are now appreciated to play extensive roles in cell proliferation, regeneration,
differentiation, homeostasis, embryogenesis, development, organization of tissue architecture,
and much more (Massague, 2012). Correspondingly, dysregulation of BMP signaling is a
contributing factor towards several pathological diseases, including cancer (Bach et al., 2017).
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TGFβ Family Ligands and the SMAD Signal Transduction Pathway
BMP ligands are a subset of the Transforming Growth Factor-β (TGFβ) family of
signaling ligands, which also includes Activin ligands (Wang et al., 2014). For TGFβ family
proteins, ligand dimers/heterodimers bind to a type II receptor, which is then able to recruit and
phosphorylate a type I receptor (both of which are serine/threonine kinases), forming a
heterotetrameric complex (Mueller and Nickel, 2012). The type I receptor then phosphorylates
an intracellular protein known as a receptor-regulated SMAD (R-SMAD), two of which can then
bind a coSMAD, known as SMAD4 in most metazoans. These three proteins then form a
complex, which enters the nucleus to act as a transcription factor to regulate target gene
expression (Figure 4.1). In Drosophila, BMP and Activin-like signaling utilize distinct type I
receptors, ligands, and R-SMADs, but employ the same general mechanism for transducing
extracellular signals to the nucleus. In this chapter, my work focuses exclusively on the BMP
signaling pathway.
In flies, there are two type II receptors (Punt and Wishful thinking, Wit) and two type I
receptors (Thickveins, Tkv, and Saxophone, Sax). Which combination of receptors form a
receptor complex depends on the ligands they bind to, as diagrammed on the left side of Figure
4.1. Punt and Tkv bind to the ligand Decapentaplegic (Dpp), while Wit and Sax bind to Screw
(Scw) or Glass-bottomed boat (Gbb). In flies the BMP R-Smad is known as Mothers against
decapentaplegic (Mad) and its associated co-SMAD is known as Medea.
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Figure 4.1 A schematic overview of the two TGFβ family signaling pathways in Drosophila.
A diagram breaking down the TGFβ signaling family into component BMP & Activin signaling
pathways with the names of specific Drosophila proteins involved. Extracellular ligands bind the
type II receptors (light green) which then recruit type I receptors (light blue) to form a
heterotetrameric receptor complex. The receptor complex then phosphorylates an intracellular RSMAD (dark green and yellow). The two phospho-R-SMADs form a complex with Medea (grey)
and enter the nucleus to alter gene expression as a transcriptional complex (bottom). BMP
signaling ligands include Decapentaplegic (Dpp), Screw (Scw), and Glass bottom boat (Gbb).
These ligands bind to the type I receptors Thickveins (Tkv) or Saxophone (Sax), as well as the
type II receptors Wishful thinking (Wit) or Punt. The BMP R-SMAD is known as Mothers against
decapentaplegic (Mad), while the coSMAD is known as Medea (Med). Activin ligands include
dActivin (dAct), Myoglianin (Myo), Maverick (Mav) and Dawdle (Daw). These ligands bind to
the type I receptor Baboon (Babo) and the type II receptors Wit or Punt. The activin signaling
pathway shares the same coSMAD but has a distinct R-SMAD known as Smad on X (Smox).
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The TGFβ family signaling pathway is highly evolutionarily conserved, with
identification of functional signaling components across diverse phyla including Bilateria,
Cnidaria, Ctenophora, and Porifera (Genikhovich and Technau, 2017; Wu and Hill, 2009). The
versatility of the TGFβ signaling pathway is in part due to its ability to act as a contextdependent signal. Signal transduction and ligand modifiers, transcriptional co-factors, and
epigenetic modifications can dramatically alter the specific gene-regulatory targets of the
pathway (Massague, 2012). Due to the amount of evolutionary conservation and multiple roles
this signaling pathway plays a part in, many pharmaceutical companies have focused on BMP
modulating compounds for medicinal use (El Bialy et al., 2017). Leveraging Drosophila as a
model system to investigate BMP signaling mechanics in specific cellular contexts is of value to
understanding how it regulates downstream cellular morphologies, identities, and functions.
Known Functions for BMP Signaling in Drosophila
In flies, BMP signaling is involved in diverse processes across several organ and tissue
systems (Hamaratoglu et al., 2014). The BMP ligand Dpp has been shown to be critical in the
maintenance of stem cell niches, size regulation of stem cell niches, homeostasis (Li et al., 2013;
Pennetier et al., 2012; Song et al., 2004; Xie and Spradling, 1998), growth regulation (Affolter
and Basler, 2007), and wing, eggshell, and embryonic patterning (Connor et al., 2006; Raftery
and Umulis, 2012; Shravage et al., 2007). Within developing egg chambers, BMP signaling
provides an anterior-posterior positional gradient (Niepielko et al., 2012), refines patterning of
anterior egg chamber domains (Deng and Bownes, 1997; Fregoso Lomas et al., 2016; Peri and
Roth, 2000; Yakoby et al., 2008a; Yakoby et al., 2008b), induces flattening of anterior stretch
follicle cells (Brigaud et al., 2015), and delays expression of chorion and vitelline membrane
genes (Bernardi et al., 2006; Cavaliere et al., 2008). Despite the number of functions BMP
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signaling performs in the ovary, historically most research has been focused primarily on its role
in patterning cellular domains.
More recently, work on BMP signaling in the later stages of oogenesis has raised critical
questions about mechanisms of signal transduction, including what receptors are responsible,
where they are expressed, and what functions specific receptors perform. The primary BMP type
I receptor implicated in ovarian development to date, Tkv, is expressed uniformly in all follicle
cells (FCs) early in oogenesis. During later stages, Tkv is downregulated in cells at the dorsal
midline, and is upregulated in a ventral band and in two dorsolateral patches that become the
dorsal appendages (Mantrova et al., 1999; Niepielko et al., 2012; Niepielko et al., 2011). The
alternative type I BMP receptor, Sax, is uniformly expressed at all stages, and is also expressed
in the germline where it may play a potential role in regulation of nurse cell dumping (Brummel
et al., 1994; Twombly et al., 1996). Punt, the type II receptor most frequently involved in
mediating Drosophila BMP signaling responses, also appears to be ubiquitously expressed in
egg chamber follicle cells (Childs et al., 1993). The most spatially-restricted type II receptor,
Wit, is expressed in a domain that extends circumferentially around the developing egg chamber
during stage 10B which appears coincident with the domain of centripetally migrating FCs
(Marmion et al., 2013). Intriguingly, BMP signaling is also active (as assayed by C-terminal
phosphorylation of Mad) in a similar pattern during this stage (Marmion and Yakoby, 2018;
Niepielko et al., 2012; Niepielko et al., 2011), raising the possibility that the type II receptor Wit
may transduce BMP signals in these cells.
Potential Roles for BMP Signaling in Regulating Centripetal Migration
While it is unknown if BMP signaling is directly required for centripetal migration,
several pieces of evidence point towards the possibility. During stage 9, the BMP ligand Dpp is
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expressed anteriorly in the stretch FCs (Twombly et al., 1996). This BMP ligand acts to repress a
short isoform of the TSC-22/GILZ homolog bunched, which is expressed in the posterior
(Dobens et al., 2000). In egg chambers homozygous for weak bunched mutant alleles, the
operculum region of the eggshell was expanded (Dobens et al., 2000). As discussed in Chapter 1
Section 1.10, the CMFCs are ultimately responsible for secreting the operculum and outer edges
of the micropyle after centripetal migration is complete. These data suggested that Dpp-mediated
repression of bunched was involved in establishing the boundary of the operculum, a portion of
which is secreted by CMFCs. Consistent with this notion, egg chambers ectopically
overexpressing a short bunched isoform, BunB, exhibited centripetal migration defects (Dobens
et al., 2000). Furthermore, loss-of-function clones for mad and tkv in anterior columnar cells
resulted in ectopic bunched expression, indicating that BMP ligand, receptor, and downstream RSmad were all required for repression of bunched and to promote normal operculum formation
(Dobens et al., 2000). dpp is also expressed in the CMFCs and adjacent nurse cells during
centripetal migration.
Antagonism between Dpp and bunched creates a boundary near the interface between the
stretch FCs and the columnar FCs that is indirectly required for centripetal migration. Repression
of bunched in this domain permits elevated levels of Notch (Dobens et al., 2005), which in turn
induces the expression of the fly C/EBP homolog, slow border cells (slbo, Montell et al., 1992)
within the centripetally migrating cells (Levine et al., 2007). During this time, Slbo upregulates
genes required for centripetal migration, including E-cadherin and non-muscle myosin (Dobens
et al., 2005; Levine et al., 2007). Over time, slbo levels within the centripetally migrating cells
decrease (Levine et al., 2010; Levine et al., 2007), permitting another transcription factor, cut, to
drive the apical constriction of CMFCs (Levine et al., 2010). In summary, BMP-mediated
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repression just before and during centripetal migration is involved in the upregulation of genes
required for migration as well as establishing the boundary of the operculum, an eggshell
structure secreted by the CMFCs.
Additional data that suggests BMP signaling plays a possible regulatory role in late stage
egg chambers comes from experiments that have disrupted signaling using overexpressed or
dominant negative BMP receptors. Overexpression of Dpp throughout the egg chamber expands
the operculum at the expense of the dorsal appendages (Dobens et al., 2000; Twombly et al.,
1996), indicating that Dpp signaling divides these two cell populations. Furthermore, genetic
disruption of BMP signaling during oogenesis using dominant negative truncated sax alleles
causes a failure in centripetal migration (Twombly et al., 1996), though this phenotype has been
difficult to interpret for three reasons: First, this phenotype is likely caused by antagonizing BMP
signaling in the germ cells rather than the follicle cells (Twombly et al., 1996). Second, it is
possible that truncated sax binds and sequesters ligands, preventing them from binding to other
receptors (Bangi and Wharton, 2006). Third, truncated sax receptors likely interfere with other
receptor complexes. These data led our lab to question if BMP signaling was directly required
for centripetal migration to occur, in addition to the proper positioning and formation of the
operculum.
Before this question could be investigated, however, consideration had to be given to the
possibility that BMP signaling could occur through mechanisms involving the transduction
protein Mad (leading to a “transcriptional” response) and mechanisms not involving Mad
(leading to a “non-transcriptional” response). Interest in this possibility came from a body of
work that had shown that the mammalian type II BMP receptor (BMPRII) contained a Cterminal tail that could interact with multiple cytoplasmic proteins to affect cell behavior non179

transcriptionally (Chan et al., 2007; Foletta et al., 2003; Hassel et al., 2004). Intriguingly,
BMPRII is the mammalian homolog of one of the fly type II BMP receptors, Wit (Aberle et al.,
2002; Marqués et al., 2002), which is specifically expressed in the CMFCs just prior to their
inward elongation (Marmion et al., 2013). LIM kinase was one cytoplasmic protein known to
interact with the C-terminal tail of BMPRII, and is an important regulator of actin dynamics
(Figure 4.2) (Bernard, 2007). LIM kinase inactivates the actin depolymerizing factor cofilin by
phosphorylation, resulting in increased levels of stabilized F-actin (Scott and Olson, 2007). As
regulators of actin dynamics are critical to coordinated and directional cell migration (BravoCordero et al., 2013; Ridley et al., 2003), we were curious if this non-transcriptional signaling
pathway could possibly regulate centripetal migration if this C-terminal tail was also present in
Wit.
Additional proteins that interact with the C-terminal tail of BMPRII include Protein
tyrosine kinase 9, Forkhead box L1, and LIM homeobox transcription factor 1a (Hassel et al.,
2004). Protein tyrosine kinases regulate cell signaling, motility, adhesion, and cytoskeletal
rearrangements (Karavasilis et al., 2008). Forkhead box L1 regulates genes involved in growth
and proliferation (Carlsson and Mahlapuu, 2002), while LIM Homeobox transcription factors
regulate limb patterning and tissue growth (Tzchori et al., 2009). As these functions relate to
cellular signaling, growth, and motility, it was also possible that other proteins besides LIM
kinase could be involved in regulating centripetal migration. To be sure that I could pick up on
these other possible protein requirements in my experiments, I chose to genetically disrupt Wit
rather than LIM kinase.
It was unclear if earlier genetic patterning of the centripetal follicle cells was sufficient to
drive their inward migration, or simply made CMFCs competent to respond to an initiating
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signal at the onset of stage 10B. We reasoned that a fast-acting, non-transcriptional signal would
be a potential candidate for initiating migration (Figure 4.2). Additional support for the
involvement of a non-transcriptional signal in the regulation of centripetal migration came from
data examining bunched mutant clones in stage 10B egg chambers. Mutant cells exhibited
abnormal cell shapes and α-spectrin localization only within clones that contacted the domain of
CMFCs, whereas cells within clones that did not contact the CMFCs appeared wildtype (Dobens
et al., 2005). These data suggested the involvement of a local-contact dependent signal, though
such a signal was likely distinct from the non-transcriptional mechanism described above.
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Figure 4.2 Transcriptional and non-transcriptional responses mediated by the Wishful
thinking receptor. (Left Panel): A diagram of transcriptional (A.K.A. “canonical”) BMP
signaling. Ligands bind the type II receptor Wit, which then recruits and phosphorylates the type
I receptor Sax. The heterotetrameric receptor complex then phosphorylates Mad, two of which
associate with the coSMAD Medea in order to enter the nucleus and act as a transcriptional
complex to regulate expression of BMP target genes. Downstream changes mediated by this
complex would involve changes to gene transcription and translation, which would result in a
relatively “slow” response to BMP signals. (Right Panel): A diagram of non-transcriptional
(A.K.A. “noncanonical”) BMP signaling. Prior to ligand binding, the cytoskeletal-regulating
protein LIM kinase (yellow) is negatively regulated by the C-terminal tail of Wit. Once ligands
bind to the extracellular domain of Wit, LIMK dissociates from the C-terminal tail and becomes
active. LIM kinase is then able to phosphorylate cofilin to inactivate it, which results in a net
increase in the amount of stabilized F-actin (Scott and Olson, 2007). As no change to transcription
or translation would be needed, the cellular response to BMP signal is relatively “fast”.
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Wit is predominantly expressed in the central nervous system in Drosophila, where
recent work has established its role in stabilizing neuronal synapses through SMAD-independent
mechanisms utilizing LIM kinase (Eaton and Davis, 2005; Marqués et al., 2002; Ng, 2008).
Though Wit is not the primary type II BMP receptor used throughout Drosophila development
outside of the nervous system, Wit is required in egg chambers for proper dorsal appendage and
eggshell formation, indicating that it has a functional role during oogenesis (Marmion et al.,
2013). Furthermore, follicle cells that lack wit have been reported to lose their ability to signal
transcriptionally (Marmion et al., 2013). Due to the expression of mRNA for this receptor in the
centripetally migrating cells just prior to their migration during stage 10B, as well as the ability
of the Wit receptor to transduce signals non-transcriptionally, this receptor was a strong
candidate for providing an instructive or permissive signal that could initiate centripetal
migration.
Open Questions and Experimental Approach
In order to determine if BMP signaling was required for centripetal migration, our
approach was to disrupt the signaling pathway in order to observe possible defects in the
migration of CMFCs. To do so, we needed to disrupt BMP signaling on two different levels: The
first was at the transcriptional level, achieved by genetically removing Mad, the transduction
protein that is phosphorylated immediately downstream of the BMP type I receptor. Removal of
Mad would prevent the type I receptor from transducing any transcriptional signal. This would
not affect any potential non-Smad (i.e. “non-transcriptional”) signals that could be conveyed by
BMP type II receptors. This became the project of Ph.D. candidate Sheila Mosallaei. The second
disruption of BMP signaling necessary was at the non-transcriptional level, achieved by
genetically removing Wit, the type II receptor capable of transducing signals without altering
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gene expression. This portion of the project was the focus of my work. By comparing the
phenotypes observed between these two conditions, we hoped to be able to determine if BMP
signaling was required for centripetal migration, and whether this requirement was
transcriptional, non-transcriptional, or both. If observed phenotypes were identical, this would
imply only transcriptional signaling was required, primarily for indirectly upregulating the
expression of Slbo, Cut, E-cadherin, and Non-muscle myosin. Conversely, if a unique phenotype
was observed when lacking Wit, this would implicate non-transcriptional signaling in the
regulation of centripetal migration, potentially through LIM kinase.
As BMP signaling is context dependent, understanding which cells are competent to
respond to ligand is essential in investigating what aspects of oogenesis are regulated by this
pathway. While it would be possible to disrupt BMP signaling by genetically altering the
production of BMP ligands, this approach would have had three disadvantages. The first was that
it would have disrupted BMP signaling upstream of both Wit and Mad, preventing me from
distinguishing between transcriptional and/or non-transcriptional signaling requirements for
centripetal migration. The second was cellular signaling ligands diffuse, making it difficult to
both visualize the signal, and to assess cell-autonomous effects resulting from disruptions to the
ligand. The third is that it is unlikely that all sources of ligand production would be affected
fully.
In this chapter I present my findings on testing the hypothesis that the type II BMP
receptor, Wit, is required for non-transcriptional regulation of centripetal migration, as well as
my contributions towards further characterization of the distribution and requirements for BMP
signaling in late-stage Drosophila oogenesis.
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4.2 Results
The Type II Receptor Wishful Thinking is Expressed in Centripetally Migrating Cells
To begin investigating the role of the type II BMP receptor Wit in centripetal migration, I
first sought to characterize its expression pattern using in situ hybridization to investigate its
coincidence in the centripetally migrating follicle cells prior to their inward migration. Two
isoforms of wit are present in the genome of Drosophila melanogaster (Wit-RA and Wit-RB),
though previous Northern blot analysis has suggested that Wit-RB is not expressed in the
organism (Marqués et al., 2002). The two isoforms are identical with one exception: Wit-RB
contains an additional 10 amino acids at the C-terminus relative to Wit-RA. Despite the
possibility that Wit-RB is not expressed, I designed in situ probes that would recognize both
transcripts. Using DIG-labeled riboprobes that recognize a 2.5kb region spanning most of the
translated wit transcript, immunohistochemistry confirmed prior data (Marmion et al., 2013) that
the Wit receptor was expressed in a region coincident with the ring of centripetally migrating
FCS (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3 In situ hybridization reveals wishful thinking is expressed in a domain coincident
with the centripetally migrating follicle cells. (A – F) Images of various stage egg chambers
stained with anti-wit riboprobe and immunohistochemical staining (purple), revealing the
expression domain of the wit type II receptor. Anterior is oriented to the left, and dorsal is up for
all panels except A and E. (A) A stage 9 egg chamber showing low levels of wit expression in the
anterior-most columnar cells. (B) In stage 10B egg chambers, wit is expressed in a ring-like domain
coincident with the CMFCs. (C) A surface-focused view of the same egg chamber shown in B. wit
expression extends posteriorly by several rows of cells. (D) During late stage 10B, wit begins to
clear from the dorsal side (yellow arrow). (E) By stage 11, wit expression is largely diminished.
(F) Control showing non-specific staining is not obtained with sense riboprobes. 100 µm scale bar
shown for panels A – F. Genotype for all panels is y1w67c23. (D) Schematic overview of the wit
gene locus. Wit and neighboring genes are indicated in green, with the Wit-RA and Wit-RB
transcripts diagrammed below. Blue regions denote wit exons, and grey regions denote 5’ and 3’
untranslated regions. The 2.5kb region used to generate anti-wit riboprobes is indicated in red.
End-arrows indicate direction of transcription. Diagram is approximately to scale and was modeled
from the Wit locus as seen in FlyBase GBrowse.
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Based on these results, the temporal and spatial expression of Wit was compatible with
my hypothesis that this receptor could play a role in regulating the centripetally migrating follicle
cells. While these data confirmed the expression of the receptor, however, further investigation
was necessary to ensure wit mRNA was translated within CMFCs prior to stage 10B. To
investigate Wit receptor levels, a previously generated monoclonal antibody targeting the Cterminal region of the receptor (Aberle et al., 2002) was used to immunofluorescently label Wit
in egg chambers. Immunolabeling confirmed Wit protein accumulates in a similar domain as its
mRNA, and is present in a band of cells located at the interface between the nurse cells and
oocyte (Figure 4.4). Intriguingly, Wit appears to have low levels of accumulation in a broad
domain of columnar cells, prior to becoming stronger at apical regions as migration begins.
These data further supported the possibility that this rarely expressed BMP type II receptor is
present in CMFCs and could be potentially involved in their regulation. Alternatively, it was also
possible that the Wit receptor was instead responding to activin ligands such as myoglianin,
though this possibility was not tested for in my experiments.
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Figure 4.4 Immunofluorescent labeling of Wit reveals expression in centripetally migrating
follicle cells. (A – C’’’’) Representative images showing immunofluorescent labeling of Wit and
E-cadherin with DAPI-stained nuclei in wildtype stage 10B egg chambers. Panels show crosssections of the region of the egg chamber that includes the CMFCs. The left image of each row
displays a composite of all fluorophores, next to an additional composite of Wit and DAPI.
Remaining panels to the right show individual fluorophores alone. The last panel, outlined in
magenta, shows a magnified view of the boxed regions to the left. E-cadherin is enriched in
CMFCs, and aids in distinguishing cells from one another. (A – A’’’’) A stage 10B egg chamber
in the early stages of migration. Wit appears to accumulate in the first several rows of centripetally
migrating cells, and is slightly enriched in apical regions of the extending cells (yellow arrows in
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magnified inset of A’’). Anterior is oriented to the left and a lateral view is shown (B – B’’’’) A
similar view of a different egg chamber, now further along in migration. As centripetal migration
proceeds, enrichment at the apical edge of leading FCs continues (yellow arrows in magnified inset
of B’’). Lower levels of expression are observed in more posterior FCs as well. Anterior is oriented
to the left, and dorsal is up. (C – C’’’’) ) A similar view of a different egg chamber, with centripetal
migration nearly complete. As migration nears completion, Wit remains detectable in the
centripetally migrating cells that have moved inward (yellow arrows in magnified inset of C’’),
but potentially at lower levels based on fluorescent intensity. Anterior is oriented to the left, and
dorsal is up. Scale bars for all panels are 25 µm. Genotype for all panels is y1w67c23.

BMP Signaling is Active in Centripetally Migrating Cells and in Earlier Stages
I next sought to determine which cells showed evidence for direct BMP responses in a
survey of egg chambers from the germarium to stage 10. These data established when and where
BMP signals were being transduced by the R-Smad Mad, and were used as a first assessment to
determine if there was overlap with where the Wit receptor was expressed.
I utilized immunofluorescent labeling to establish the state of BMP activity with an
affinity-purified antibody raised against the C-terminally phosphorylated form of Mad (gift of E.
Laufer and T. Jessell). This is the activated form of the R-Smad responsible for transducing BMP
signals from the receptor complex into the nucleus (Newfeld et al., 1996; Newfeld et al., 1997).
When BMP ligands recruit a receptor complex, the activated type I receptor phosphorylates a
serine residue located at the C-terminal end of Mad (P-Mad). This phosphorylation is required
for signal transduction, and is therefore the first signaling step downstream of receptor activation
(Wrana et al., 1994). Correspondingly, the phosphorylation state of this serine residue is widely
used in the field to assay for BMP signaling activity. Using this antibody (gift of E. Laufer and
T. Jessell), I detected BMP signaling in the first several rows of centripetally migrating cells
during stage 10A, as well as earlier stages including stage 9 (Figure 4.5 A – C’).
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Figure 4.5 – Legend contained on the next page.
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Figure 4.5 Immunolabeling for P-Mad indicates BMP signaling is active in centripetally
migrating follicle cells, as well as earlier stages. (A – C’’) Immunofluorescent labeling for PMad (green) and DAPI staining (white) in wildtype egg chambers of different stages as seen from
surface views of maximal intensity projections (MaxIPs) of optical sections that span a depth of
85 µm. The left image of each row is a merged composite of the fluorophores shown in the panels
to the right. (A – A’’) In stage 10A egg chambers, P-Mad was visible in the nuclei of stretched
FCs (yellow arrow in A’) as well as in a 2 - 3 cell wide band within the centripetally migrating
follicle cells (blue arrow in A’). Anterior is oriented to the left, and dorsal is up. (B – B’) P-Mad
as seen in a stage 10B egg chamber (right) along with earlier stages to the left. High levels of PMad first appeared in the anterior of stage 8 egg chambers (yellow arrow in B’). During stage 9,
these cells become the stretch FCs and exhibit a pattern of BMP activation as indicated by the
yellow arrow in A’. During stage 10B, P-Mad levels within the centripetally migrating follicle
cells formed a circumferential ring (blue arrow in B’). For the stage 10B egg chamber shown,
anterior is oriented to the left and dorsal is up. (C – C’) A top-down view of the dorsal side of a
wildtype late stage 10B egg chamber. At this stage the P-Mad distribution on the dorsal side
expanded to include a wider patch of cells (yellow arrow in C’). Anterior is oriented to the left.
(D – D’) Low P-Mad levels were also visible in wildtype egg chambers at stages earlier than stage
8 with 5X higher antibody concentrations (a 1:1000 dilution is used here, compared to 1:5000
above), including within the nurse cell nuclei. Anterior is oriented to the left, dorsal-ventral
orientation is unknown. (E-E’) A no primary control showing P-Mad labeling observed in D was
specific. No signal was detected within the nurse cell nuclei. Anterior is oriented to the left, dorsalventral orientation is unknown. Images in D and E are maximal intensity projections (MaxIPs) of
optical sections that span a depth of approximately 12 µm. Scale bars for all panels are 100 µm..
Genotype for all panels is y1w67c23.

While other laboratories have used anti-P-Mad antibodies to determine the range of BMP
signaling activity in the follicle cells (Jékely and Rørth, 2003; Marmion et al., 2013), my goal
was to confirm and extend these prior observations with a specific focus on the overlap between
activated Mad and Wit. Other laboratories have taken complementary approaches by assaying
for the downstream activation of BMP target genes such as dad, daughters against
decapentaplegic (Chen and Schupbach, 2006). Both approaches have provided valuable insights
into the domain of BMP signaling activity within the follicle cells.
The spatial and temporal distribution of P-Mad observed corresponded with previous
expression patterns observed for the BMP ligand gene dpp (Twombly et al., 1996). High levels
of P-Mad were first detected in the anterior during stage 8 prior to the flattening of the anterior
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stretch cells, a process requiring BMP signaling (Brigaud et al., 2015). At later stages, cells with
detectable P-Mad flattened, so that the domain of BMP responsive cells extended towards the
posterior until it covered the anterior half of the egg chamber at the beginning of stage 10A. At
this point, P-Mad became undetectable within the anterior-most stretched FCs but remained high
in the ring of centripetally migrating cells during stage 10B, and potentially within adjacent
stretch FCs. These data confirmed prior observations that BMP signaling is active in the
centripetally migrating follicle cells, which requires the functional activity of at least one type I
and one type II BMP receptor. It was possible that this immediate early response was mediated
by Wit, though these data did not preclude the possibility of the principal type II receptor Punt
fulfilling this role instead. Punt is the most likely type II receptor involved in mediating
responses to the BMP ligand Dpp, as it remains unclear if Wit can bind Dpp.
Intriguingly, by increasing the concentration of anti-P-Mad antibody five-fold, low levels
of P-Mad signal were detected in earlier stage egg chambers (Figure 4.5 D – D’), a phenomenon
not reported in the literature. This labeling appeared to be specific, as no signal was observed in
“no-primary” controls. Even though more antibody was used, this observation was supported by
other work that demonstrated that disruption of BMP signaling in stages earlier than stage 8
resulted in the ectopic expression of a known BMP Smad-repressed gene, brinker (Chen and
Schupbach, 2006). These prior data indicated that BMP signaling is active at earlier stages. I
concluded that this BMP activity was weak because it was detectable only with greater anti-PMad concentrations.
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Wit Mutant Clones Had No Discernable Effect on C-Terminal Phosphorylation of Mad
To test for a functional role of the Wit receptor in the centripetally migrating cells, I first
used the “mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker” (MARCM) technique (Wu and Luo,
2006) to generate mutant cells homozygous for the Wit[G15] null allele. This technique
leverages a combination of the heatshock-driven FLP-FRT mitotic clone system (Xu and Rubin,
1993), the yeast GAL4-UAS binary expression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993), Gal80
repressor, and a UAS-driven fluorescent protein to mark cells with active Gal4. Upon heatshockinduced mitotic recombination, some cells within a heterozygous tissue will generate a daughter
cell that is homozygous for the desired mutation, and simultaneously express fluorescent protein
for detection (Figure 4.6). It was necessary to generate mosaic tissues because homozygous Wit
mutant flies die during larval and pupal stages (Harrison et al., 1995). Even if manually rescued
from the pupal case, adult homozygotes lack most motor functions and die soon after, consistent
with the demonstrated role for wit in the central nervous system (Marqués et al., 2002). As stage
10 egg chambers can only be isolated from adult female flies that are 2 – 4 days old, clonal
techniques were necessary to study Wit in tissues beyond the pupal stage.
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Figure 4.6 A schematic overview of the mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker
(MARCM) technique. A diagram of the mosaic analysis with a repressible cell marker
(MARCM) technique and how it works, as viewed from a chromosome-level perspective. Initially,
all the cells within the tissue of interest possess the chromosome pairs indicated at the top of the
figure. The left arm of the topmost chromosome contains a wildtype copy of wit (witWT), a
transgene that expresses Gal80 yeast transcriptional repressor under the regulation of a ubiquitous
tubulin promoter (red rectangle), and a FLP recognition target (FRT) site (grey triangle) near the
centromere (grey circle). On the other side of the centromere is a second transgene that expresses
Gal4 under the regulation of a ubiquitous tubulin promoter (yellow rectangle), a third transgene
that expresses a GFP under the regulation of a UAS promoter (green rectangle), and a fourth
transgene that expresses FLP recombinase enzyme under the regulation of a heatshock promoter
(light blue rectangle). The chromosome just below contains a mutant allele of wit, along with the
same FRT insertion as its homologous chromosome above. In the absence of any heatshock, wit is
heterozygous (witWT / witMutant), and the cells remain fully wildtype in phenotype. Because the
Gal80 repressor is expressed in the cell, the Gal4 transcriptional activator is unable to bind the
UAS promoter and no GFP is expressed, meaning cells remain unlabeled. Once heat is applied to
the tissue, FLP recombinase enzyme is expressed and catalyzes mitotic recombination between the
identically positioned FRT sites within actively dividing cells to result in one of two possible
outcomes. One possibility is that one daughter cell receives two copies of the chromosome arm
containing the mutant allele which lacks Gal80 (witMutant / witMutant). The other daughter cell
receives two copies of the wildtype allele, along with two copies of Gal80 and carries two wit
mutant alleles (witWT / witWT). The other possibility is that both daughter cells inherit chromosome
pairs that retain all the genetic components shown at the top of the figure and remain heterozygous
(witWT / witMutant). For any daughter cells that now lack the Gal80 repressor, the Gal4 transcriptional
activator can bind the UAS promoter to drive GFP fluorescence. The result is illustrated below the
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chromosome diagrams. Cells in the tissue that are homozygous mutant will express GFP as they
lack the Gal80 repressor. Cells that are homozygous or heterozygous wildtype will remain
unlabeled due to presence of the Gal80 repressor. This technique thus results in a heterozygous
tissue containing homozygous mutant cells that are positively marked with GFP, adjacent to
homozygous wildtype neighboring cells.

The specific mutation in the wit[G15] allele is a GA point mutation within a splice
donor site (Guillermo Marqués, personal communication). The allele was first isolated by
Harrison et al in 1995 and characterized by Marques et al in 2002 (Harrison et al., 1995;
Marqués et al., 2002). It likely encodes a truncated version of the protein, containing the
extracellular domain, the transmembrane domain, and the beginning portion of the kinase
domain (Diagrammed in Figure 4.7 from information received by personal communication with
Guillermo Marqués). As this mutation potentially results in the expression of a truncated
receptor, it is possible it is not a molecular null. If this is the case, wit[G15] may act in a
dominant negative fashion by binding to type I BMP receptors without activating them (Namiki
et al., 1997; Suzuki et al., 1994), or by binding and sequestering ligands, preventing them from
binding other functional receptors (Bangi and Wharton, 2006).
To assess if homozygous mutant clones of wit[G15] could eliminate P-Mad signaling in
the centripetally migrating cells, immunofluorescent staining was performed on stage 10B egg
chambers in which the MARCM technique had been used to generate clones. Surprisingly, no
loss or reduction of P-Mad was observed within Wit mutant cells that fell within locations
normally positive for P-Mad (Figure 4.8).
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Figure 4.7 Diagram of Wit protein domains and truncated Wit protein produced by wit[G15]
mutant allele. A schematic overview of the wit gene locus is shown at top. wit and neighboring
genes are indicated in green, with the Wit-RA and Wit-RB transcripts diagrammed below. Blue
regions denote wit exons, and grey regions denote 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions. End-arrows
indicate direction of transcription. Diagram is approximately to scale and was modeled from the
wit locus as seen in FlyBase GBrowse. The location of the GA splice donor mutation in the third
exon of the wit[G15] mutant allele is indicated by a red arrow below the Wit-RA transcript. A
representation of normal Wit protein is diagrammed below the transcripts. The whole peptide is
indicated by a grey horizontal bar. The following domains are indicated: Signal peptide (red),
transmembrane domain (magenta), kinase domain (yellow). The epitope used to raise the anti-Wit
antibody (23C7) from the Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank is indicated with blue text. The
region of the peptide that the G15 splice donor mutation affects is indicated by a red arrow. When
mutant, only a truncated form of the Wit protein is produced, diagrammed at the bottom of the
figure. All protein located C-terminally to the beginning of the kinase domain is truncated,
including the anti-Wit epitope.
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Figure 4.8 Homozygous wit mutant clones do not prevent C-terminal phosphorylation of
Mad. (A – B’’’) Using the MARCM technique, GFP-labeled homozygous clones (magenta) were
generated in stage 10B egg chambers in conjunction with immunofluorescent staining for P-Mad
(white) and DAPI (blue). The leftmost panel contains a merged composite of all fluorescence,
while the panels to the right show individual fluorescence alone. For both egg chambers, anterior
is oriented to the left, and a lateral cross-sectional view is shown. (A – A’’’) In egg chambers with
control clones contained within the centripetally migrating follicle cells, P-Mad was observed in
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the first 2 – 3 CMFCs as expected (yellow arrow indicates a clone in A’, and P-Mad in A’’). N =
7 (N = number of egg chambers with clones positioned in CFMCs). (B – B’’’) In 100% of egg
chambers with Wit[G15] clones contained within the centripetally migrating follicle cells, P-Mad
was still observed in the first 2 – 3 CMFCs (yellow arrow indicates a clone in B’, and P-Mad levels
in B’’). Correspondingly, no defects in centripetal migration or cellular morphology were
observed. N = 14. Scale bars for all images are 50 µm. All images are maximal intensity projections
(MaxIPs) of optical sections that span a depth of approximately 3 µm.

This result suggested several non-mutually exclusive possibilities: The first is that Wit is
dispensable for Mad activation in CMFCs, but may still act in signaling non-transcriptionally.
The second is that in the absence of Wit receptors, another type II receptor such as Punt may be
able to compensate. A third possibility is that there may be residual activity to activate P-Mad in
the CMFCs. Future experiments testing for these possibilities may lend additional weight to one
of these three options.
It is important to note that these results are not in agreement with previously published
data that has shown a loss of P-Mad within wit[G15] mutant cells within the centripetal cells
during stage 10B (Marmion et al., 2013). Marmion et al. used loss-of-function techniques to
obtain cells homozygous for the wit[G15] allele and found that mutant anterior follicle cells lost
P-Mad cell-autonomously. The authors also showed that mutant cells no longer expressed a LacZ
reporter for a downstream BMP target gene. A possible explanation for the discrepancy between
my data and these results is presented in the discussion section.
To follow up on the possibility that Wit’s primary role could be to signal nontranscriptionally independent of P-Mad, I used the MARCM technique to investigate if wit[G15]
mutant cells had any discernable defects in filamentous actin localization. I took a first pass at
these experiments and saw no apparent defects while examining egg chambers under the
microscope, but mistakenly captured images of egg chambers at too early a developmental stage.
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As a result, this experiment needs to be repeated to fully investigate the function of Wit in
CMFCs.
Additional experiments were attempted to immunolabel wit[G15] mosaic egg chambers
with an anti-Wit antibody (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank Anti-Wit 23C7) in order to
investigate if Wit protein levels were reduced, but two problems were encountered: The first was
that the epitope this antibody recognized was within the truncated region of the protein (blue text
in Figure 4.7), which would not detect if truncated protein was still produced. The second was
that this antibody stopped working in my hands, even after receiving a new aliquot of antibody
from the vendor.
Live time-lapse imaging was also performed on egg chambers with wit mutant clones
within the CMFCs to assess if any obvious morphological defects could be observed, but none
were readily distinguishable (data not shown). While these results do not preclude a role for Wit
in the centripetally migrating cells, it remains unclear what role Wit serves during this migration.
It is possible that larger clones may elicit a discernable effect, but this is unlikely as any
regulation by the Wit receptor would be expected to be cell-autonomous due to its primary
function in signaling intracellularly.
The BMP Type I Receptor Inhibitor DMH1 Negatively Affects Nurse Cell Dumping
As no centripetal migration defects could be detected in egg chambers mutant for the type
II receptor wit, I decided to shift focus to the type I BMP receptors. A central component of my
hypothesis was that BMP signaling was required during centripetal migration, after regulation of
gene expression took place in stages 9 and 10A, for coordinated centripetal migration to occur.
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The drawback to genetic approaches such as mutant clones and RNA interference is that they
required manipulations early in oogenesis, which could disrupt early processes that were known
to require BMP signaling, such as the documented effects of BMP signaling on gene expression
in the CMFCs. Once earlier processes are disrupted, secondary defects may occur in later stages,
confounding analysis of CMFC phenotypes.
To address my hypothesis, I needed to disrupt BMP signaling quickly and precisely, just
before centripetal migration began. This required the use of techniques that could provide me
greater temporal control over BMP signaling, such as the application of exogenous BMP
inhibitors. To do so, I obtained a type I BMP receptor inhibitor known as DMH1. This small
molecule inhibitor was designed to selectively inhibit the intracellular kinase of BMP type I
receptors and was identified in a phenotypic screen for BMP inhibitors in Zebrafish that do not
exhibit off-target effects as strongly as previous generation drugs (Hao et al., 2010). Off-target
effects only occur at higher concentrations than those needed to disrupt BMP signaling (Caroline
Hill, personal communication to Laurel Raftery).
An advantage to the use of an inhibitor was the potential ability to distinguish late versus
early BMP requirements. By using a fast-acting inhibitor that could be added exogenously to egg
chambers at any time, tight temporal control over signal inhibition was achieved. In contrast to
my previously described experiments that altered wit expression prior to stage 10B, I was now
able to disrupt type I receptor activity just prior to centripetal migration in order to assess
immediate BMP requirements during migration. To do so, I developed a new experimental
protocol to culture late stage 10A / early stage 10B egg chambers in the presence of DMSO
(vehicle), as described in Chapter 2. This DMSO treatment was necessary for any experiments
with inhibitor.
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To determine an appropriate concentration of inhibitor to use, I first started by testing
different dilutions of DMH1. In other published studies, DMH1 was used on various cell lines
and zebrafish, showing inhibition in the range of 0.2 – 20 μM (Ao et al., 2012; Hao et al., 2010;
Hao et al., 2014; Hover et al., 2015; Neely et al., 2012). Using these ranges as a guide, I initially
began with 0.2 μM DMH1 and increased its concentration until I started to observe abnormal
cellular behaviors at a concentration range of 0.8 – 1.4 μM (phenotypes described below).
To test if the inhibitor was working, I sought to determine if BMP target genes could be
derepressed in the case of brinker or expanded in the case of dad. The brinker expression domain
is shaped by direct BMP - Smad repression and therefore normally is expressed only in the
posterior half of the egg chamber where BMP signaling is inactive (Campbell and Tomlinson,
1999; Jaźwińska et al., 1999; Minami et al., 1999). Conversely, the dad expression domain is
coincident with where BMP signaling is active and is thus expressed in the anterior half of the
egg chamber (Dobens et al., 2000; Tsuneizumi et al., 1997). Any changes to the expression of
these two BMP-target genes would indicate that the inhibitor was working.
For my experiments, I chose to use fluorescent reporters for dad and brinker, because this
was the most direct way to assay for changes in the expression pattern of these genes. No
distinguishable changes were observed in the domain of expression nor in fluorescent reporter
levels for these two genes (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9 DMH1 does not detectably affect fluorescence of reporters for dad and brinker. (A
– D’) Selected images from time-lapse imaging sequences showing mid-section views of stage
10B egg chambers cultured with 0.06% DMSO in the presence or absence of 800 nM DMH1.
Anterior is oriented to the left, and dorsal up. Each column shows a different egg chamber. The
upper panels display fluorescent reporters for dad or brinker while the lower panels show a DIC
image of the egg chamber. (A – A’) dad GFP reporter fluorescence as detected in an egg chamber
one and a half hours after the addition of DMSO (vehicle). Fluorescence is detected where BMP
signaling is active: In the anterior-most columnar cells, indicated by yellow arrows in A, as well
as in the stretch FCs. N = 7. (B – B’) dad GFP reporter fluorescence as detected in an egg chamber
two and a half hours after the addition of DMH1. In the presence of BMP inhibitor, dad GFP
reporter fluorescence was expected to decrease due to inhibition of BMP signaling. No repression
of reporter fluorescence was detected (yellow arrows in B), and fluorescence appeared to be
expressed in a pattern similar to panel A. N = 8. (C – C’) brinker GFP reporter fluorescence as
detected in an egg chamber three hours after the addition of DMSO (vehicle). Fluorescence is seen
in the posterior follicle cells, both dorsally (yellow arrow) and ventrally (magenta arrow). N = 11.
(D – D’) brinker GFP reporter fluorescence as detected in an egg chamber two hours after the
addition of DMH1. In the presence of BMP inhibitor, brinker GFP reporter fluorescence was
expected to expand. No expansion of reporter expression was detected dorsally (yellow arrow) nor
ventrally (magenta arrow), and fluorescence appeared to be expressed in a pattern similar to panel
C. N = 13. Scale bars 100 µm. Time points for this figure were selected to best pair egg
experimental and control egg chambers at similar stages of development.

This could be explained by experimental and developmental time constraints: As egg
chambers can only be cultured ex vivo for 5 – 6 hours after the application of inhibitor, there may
not have been enough time for fluorescent proteins to be produced and folded for fluorescence in
the case of brinker-GFP, nor enough time for existing GFP to be destroyed in sufficiently
detectable quantities in the case of dad-GFP (Balleza et al., 2018; Corish and Tyler-Smith,
1999). While these are known constraints in fluorescent reporter studies (Li et al., 1998), it was
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nonetheless a useful starting point for determining appropriate DMH1 concentrations. Though I
was unable to observe any changes in these fluorescent reporters, I began to observe egg
chamber defects when 800nM DMH1 was added to egg chambers.
Surprisingly, in DMH1-treated egg chambers, nurse cell dumping was severely disrupted
(Figure 4.10 and Movies 4.1 and 4.2). During stage 11 in normal egg chamber development the
nurse cells begin to transfer organelles, proteins, and RNAs to the oocyte, a process known as
“nurse cell dumping”. The result is a rapid enlargement of the oocyte towards the anterior, seen
in Figure 4.10A – B (N = 13). In DMH1-treated egg chambers, only the anterior-most nurse cells
shrink in size, resulting in an expansion of the nurse cells adjacent to the oocyte (Figure 4.10C –
D, N = 8). The transfer of cytoplasmic material from these nurse cells appeared to be defective.
In addition, the position of the dorsal appendage-forming cells appeared to be abnormal.
Normally, dorsal appendages morphogenesis takes place near the outer surface of the egg
chamber. In DMH1-treated egg chambers, dorsal appendage morphogenesis instead appeared to
be taking place in the interior of the egg chamber.
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Figure 4.10 The BMP type I receptor inhibitor DMH1 negatively affects nurse cell dumping.
(A-D) Selected frames from time-lapse sequences showing egg chambers from before and after
nurse cell dumping in wildtype egg chambers, over a period of 4 hours as cultured and viewed
under a confocal microscope. In all images, GFP reports brinker expression. Anterior is oriented
to the left, and dorsal is up. (A) A stage 10B egg chamber at the beginning of the experiment, just
after 0.06% DMSO (vehicle) was added to the culture medium (B) The same egg chamber 4 hours
later, now stage 12. No defects are visible, and development appears to have proceeded normally:
The nurse cells located in the anterior half of the egg chamber successfully underwent nurse cell
dumping, centripetal migration appeared to have occurred normally, and dorsal appendage
morphogenesis was underway. N = 13. (C) A stage 10B egg chamber at the beginning of
experiment, just after DMH1 (BMP inhibitor) and DMSO (vehicle) were added to the culture
medium to a final concentration of 800nM and 0.06% respectively. (D) After 4 hours, the DMH1treated egg chamber exhibited highly abnormal morphology: Nurse cell dumping appeared to have
failed, and dorsal appendage morphogenesis is proceeding in an abnormal location. N = 8.Scale
bars 100µm. Genotype for all panels is brk-GFP.
Supplemental Movie 4.1 (Related to Figure 4.10) Egg chambers cultured in DMSO develop
without apparent defects. Time-lapse movie of a stage 10B egg chamber cultured in live imaging
medium with 0.06% DMSO (vehicle) over the course of 4 hours. GFP reports brinker expression.
No defects are visible, and development appears to have proceeded normally. Scale bars 100µm.
Genotype for all movies is brk-GFP.
Supplemental Movie 4.2 (Related to Figure 4.10) The BMP type I receptor inhibitor DMH1
negatively affects nurse cell dumping. Time-lapse video of a stage 10B egg chamber cultured in
live imaging medium with 0.06% DMSO (vehicle) and 800nM DMH1 (BMP inhibitor). GFP
reports brinker expression. The DMH1-treated egg chamber exhibits highly abnormal
morphology: Nurse cell dumping appeared to have failed, and dorsal appendage morphogenesis is
proceeding in an abnormal location. Scale bars 100µm. Genotype for all movies is brk-GFP.
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These data revealed a potentially new requirement for late-stage BMP signaling in the
regulation of nurse cell dumping. Previous work has shown that failures in dumping can occur
from defects in F-actin organization, which is necessary to tether nurse cell nuclei. Such defects
result in nurse cell nuclei that block the ring canals responsible for transfer of cytoplasm from
nurse cells to the oocyte (Timmons et al., 2016). Dominant negative mutations affecting the type
I BMP receptor Sax are also known to disrupt F-actin localization in egg chambers, and cause
phenotypes that appear similar to those obtained with DMH1 (Twombly et al., 1996). While
centripetally migrating cells appeared to correctly move in between the nurse cells and the
oocyte, further analysis was made difficult due to the primary dumping defect that substantially
deformed overall egg chamber morphology. Considering previous work has shown that dorsal
appendage defects can arise from disruption of BMP signaling (Marmion et al., 2013), it is also
possible that inhibition of BMP signaling by DMH1 could affect dorsal appendage
morphogenesis, though I did not follow up on this possibility.
During stage 10B, nurse cells normally generate filamentous actin cables that tether their
large endoreplicated nuclei in place (Huelsmann et al., 2013). During nurse cell dumping,
transfer of proteins, RNAs, and organelles produced in the nurse cells to the oocyte occurs via
large cell-cell junctions surrounded by F-actin, known as ring canals (Robinson et al., 1994). In
situations where nuclei are not sufficiently tethered, they can physically move into and block
ring canals, impairing the dumping process (Cooley et al., 1992; Hudson and Cooley, 2002).
To investigate if the primary defect seen in DMH1-treated egg chambers could be due to
changes in F-actin localization within the nurse cells, I used the Gal4-UAS binary expression
system to perform time-lapse imaging on egg chambers that expressed the F-actin labeling tool
UAS-F-Tractin specifically in the germ cells by using Nanos-Gal4 to drive it (Johnson and
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Schell, 2009; Spracklen et al., 2014). To track the positions of the nurse cell nuclei, Hoechst dye
that was compatible with imaging of live tissues was added immediately prior to time-lapse
imaging. In control egg chambers, ring canals maintained the normal F-actin-labeled circular
morphology for the duration of time-lapse imaging, even as nurse cell dumping was underway.
Surprisingly, in DMH1-treated egg chambers, ring canals exhibited abnormal morphology that
grew more severe over time (Figure 4.11 and Movies 4.3 and 4.4). While ring canals do grow
larger from stage 6 to stage 10, they normally maintain their circular morphology (Hudson and
Cooley, 2010). Ring canals in DMH1-treated egg chambers appeared to be “blown apart”,
rapidly enlarging over time until they appeared sparse and highly disorganized, distorting their
circular morphology. These data do not establish, however, if this aberrant F-actin localization is
the cause of nurse cell dumping failure or is a secondary defect. Additional work is necessary to
follow up on these preliminary data to determine if the observed defect is due to DMH1mediated inhibition of BMP.
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Figure 4.11 DMH1 disrupted the actin cytoskeleton within nurse cells. Selected images from
time-lapse sequences of stage 10B egg chambers expressing the F-actin marker F-Tractin (white)
specifically in germ cells using Nos-Gal4. Nuclei are labeled with Hoescht 33342 (magenta – Note:
Non-specific staining from autofluorescent yolk granules within the oocyte are also visible,
marked with a blue asterisk * in A). Hoescht expression is weak due to low excitation at 405nm.
Colored panels from A – F show merged composites of F-actin + Hoechst, lower black & white
panels show F-actin alone. Anterior is oriented to the left, and dorsal up. (A – C’) Three images
spanning 2.2 hours showing normal actin dynamics in control egg chambers as nurse cell dumping
begins. Yellow arrow in each panel points to a ring canal that is normally shaped throughout the
entirety of nurse cell dumping – a magnified view of each is displayed as an inset, boxed in red.
As dumping proceeds, actin filaments continue to anchor the large nurse cell nuclei to prevent
them from blocking the ring canals. Ring canal morphology is maintained even after nurse cell
dumping is underway (yellow arrow in C). Egg chamber was cultured with 0.06% DMSO
(vehicle). N = 4. (D – F’) Three images spanning 2.9 hours showing actin defects in an egg
chamber cultured with 800 nm DMH1 in 0.06% DMSO. Yellow arrows point to ring canals, and
a magnified view of each is displayed as an inset, boxed in red. In D, yellow arrow points to a
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normally structured ring canal. 1.5 hours later (yellow arrow in E) a different ring canal is now
visible which appears slightly enlarged. (F – F’) By 2.9 hours, the ring canal from E (yellow arrow
in F) appear highly abnormal. Rounded morphology is lost, and ring canals appear to be rapidly
expanding and losing structure prior to the start of nurse cell dumping. N = 3. Scale bars 100µm.
Genotype for all panels is Nos-Gal4, UAS-fTractin.tdTomato.
Supplemental Movie 4.3 (Related to Figure 4.11) No apparent defects were observed in the
nurse cells of egg chambers cultured with DMSO. Entire time-lapse sequence over the course
of 4.6 hours of a stage 10B egg chamber expressing F-Tractin in the germline (white) cultured in
the presence of 0.06% DMSO. Nuclei are labeled with Hoescht 33342 (magenta). Egg chamber is
oriented with anterior to the left and dorsal up. This egg chamber exhibited normal actin dynamics
as nurse cell dumping began. As dumping proceeded, actin filaments continued to anchor the large
nurse cell nuclei, as indicated by the stable locations of nuclei in nurse cells. Ring canal
morphology was maintained even after nurse cell dumping was underway. Scale bar 100µm.
Genotype for all movies is Nos-Gal4, UAS-fTractin.tdTomato.
Supplemental Movie 4.4 (Related to Figure 4.11) DMH1 disrupted the actin cytoskeleton
within nurse cells. Entire time-lapse sequence over the course of 4.4 hours of a stage 10B egg
chamber expressing F-Tractin (white) cultured with 0.06% DMSO and 800 nm DMH1. Nuclei are
labeled with Hoescht 33342 (magenta). Egg chamber was oriented with anterior to the left and
dorsal up. Thirty minutes after addition of DMH1, normal sized ring canals were visible at the
interface between adjacent nurse cells. As time progressed, ring canals abnormally began to
expand, losing their overall structure prior to the start of nurse cell dumping. Scale bar 100µm.
Genotype for all movies is Nos-Gal4, UAS-fTractin.tdTomato.

Expression of Hairpin dsRNA Transgenes Targeting Thickveins Reduced P-Mad Levels and
Resulted in Late Stage Defects
To test for the possibility that the defects observed using the DMH1 inhibitor might be
due to off-target effects, I sought to determine if a similar phenotype could be observed through
genetic reduction of levels for the type I receptor, Tkv. Because DMH1 was reported to be
specific to the type I receptors (Hao et al., 2014), I reasoned that knocking down expression of
the type I receptor Tkv alone might be sufficient to recapitulate the dumping defect. To do so, I
used the Gal4-UAS binary expression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) to drive UASregulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes targeting the Thickveins (Tkv) receptor in all follicle cells. I
selected the Cy2-Gal4 driver, which is expressed beginning at stage 8 (Queenan et al., 1997).
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Immunofluorescent labeling was performed with the same anti-P-Mad antibody used previously
to determine if knocking down Tkv in this tissue could reduce or eliminate phosphorylation of
Mad. While P-Mad was still detected, levels were reduced in egg chambers expressing Tkv
RNAi transgenes relative to controls (Figure 4.12A – B’’’). Intriguingly, many late stage egg
chambers appeared to have abnormal dorsal appendages and contained nurse cell nuclei that
exhibited P-Mad fluorescence, which was not seen in controls (Figure 4.12C – D’’’).

Figure 4.12 Expression of thickveins hairpin dsRNA transgenes in the follicle cells reduced
BMP signaling as assayed by P-Mad phosphorylation. (A – B’’’) Stage 10B egg chambers
immunolabeled to detect anti-αSpectrin and P-Mad, viewed as maximal intensity projections
(MaxIPs). Anti-αSpectrin was used as a label to outline individual follicle cells. The leftmost
panels contain a composite of all fluorescence, while panels to the right show individual
fluorescence alone. (A – A’’’) In Cy2-Gal4 controls (no Tkv hairpin dsRNA transgene), the
expected 2 - 3 cell wide band of P-Mad was visible in the centripetally migrating cells during stage
10B (yellow arrow in A’). N = 6. (B – B’’’) In Cy2-Gal4 UAS-Tkv hairpin dsRNA transgeneexpressing egg chambers, P-Mad levels were reduced relative to controls (yellow arrow in B’). N
= 15. Images are maximal intensity projections (MaxIPs) of optical sections that span a depth of
25 µm, and the same detection settings were used for all controls and experiments. (C – C’’) In a
minority of late stage egg chambers expressing Cy2-Gal4 UAS-Tkv hairpin dsRNA transgenes,
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dorsal appendages did not appear to fully form, and nurse cell nuclei exhibited P-Mad signals
(yellow arrow in C’). Mid-section views are shown. N = 5. (C’’’) A volumetric projection of the
data in C’ showing dorsal appendages (yellow arrow). (D – D’’) In late stage egg chambers that
expressed Cy2-Gal4 UAS-mCherry hairpin dsRNA transgenes (control), dorsal appendages
appeared normal in morphology and P-Mad was not detected in nurse cell nuclei (yellow arrow in
D’). N = 7. Mid-section view are shown. (D’’’) A volumetric projection of the data in C’ showing
dorsal appendages (yellow arrow). Scale bars 100 µm. All egg chambers are oriented anterior to
the left and dorsal up.

Normally nurse cell nuclei are absent from egg chambers by stage 14, as they undergo a
form of programmed cell after nurse cell dumping (Timmons et al., 2016). In some late stage egg
chambers expressing Tkv UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes, nurse cell nuclei were still
detected beyond stage 14 when they are normally absent. Abnormal retention of nurse cell nuclei
has been observed previously in contexts where stretch follicle cells lack certain components of
the programmed cell death pathway (Timmons et al., 2016). It is tempting to speculate that Tkv
UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes may interfere with this process. Cy2-Gal4 is not
reported to be expressed in the stretch FCs (Goentoro et al., 2006), though reporter expression in
the stretch FCs can be difficult to assess, as I encountered in Chapter 3. With regard to the dorsal
appendage defects, a likely explanation is that disruption of BMP signaling in the anterior
follicle cells disrupts the proper patterning of the dorsal appendage placodes. Why nurse cells
within Cy2-Gal4 Tkv UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenic egg chambers exhibit nuclear PMad is unclear. Consistent with the phenotypes associated with the DMH1 inhibitor, no defects
were observed in centripetally migrating cells expressing Tkv UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA
transgenes together with this Gal4 driver.
Overall, the specific defects observed in egg chambers with UAS-regulated hairpin
dsRNA transgenes targeting the type I receptor Tkv did not align with those associated with
DMH1. While this opens up the possibility that the nurse cell dumping phenotype associated
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with inhibitor could be due to off-target effects, the inhibitor phenotype is remarkably similar to
defects observed in egg chambers expressing truncated forms of the ALK1-like type I receptor,
Sax (Twombly et al., 1996). If the nurse cell dumping defect is indeed specific to disruption of
BMP type I receptors, several possibilities might explain the different phenotypes between
inhibitor and Tkv hairpin dsRNA-associated phenotypes. Genetic techniques such as RNA
interference have a lag time to take effect due to the time it takes to express the hairpin dsRNA,
degrade complementary mRNAs, and have existing protein turn over. In addition, the
knockdown is often not 100% effective. While Cy2-Gal4 is expressed starting at stage 8, this
may still not be enough time to knockdown Tkv. Conversely, inhibitors are fast-acting; Effects
can appear within 1 - 2 hours after application, allowing much more rapid knockdown. Another
difference between the two experiments is that the UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes
were only expressed in the columnar follicle cells, whereas the inhibitor had the potential to
affect all cell types of the egg chamber, including the stretch FCs, the nurse cells, and oocyte.
The final distinction is that the UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes only affected one type
I receptor (Tkv) whereas the inhibitor affected all type I receptors (Tkv and Sax). Considering
that a truncated Sax transgene expressed in the nurse cells results in dumping defects (Twombly
et al., 1996), inhibition of Sax is the foremost explanation for the defects observed. Additional
work is necessary, however, to confirm that the dumping defects observed are a BMP phenotype.
4.3 Discussion
This chapter describes my work towards further understanding of late-stage BMP
signaling requirements during Drosophila oogenesis. With my initial experiments on the type II
receptor Wishful Thinking (Wit), I determined that the expression pattern of this atypicallyexpressed receptor coincided with the domain of centripetally migrating follicle cells, raising the
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possibility of a regulatory function for this receptor in centripetal migration. I also found that Wit
protein is expressed in a similar region and appeared to be enriched at the apical edge of the
columnar cells that lead the migration. As the Wit receptor possesses a unique C-terminal tail
compared to the other functional BMP type II receptor Punt, I sought to understand if Wit might
contribute to regulation of centripetal migration by cytoplasmic signal transduction.
As an initial step towards this goal, I first investigated the spatiotemporal range of
phosphorylated Mad during oogenesis in order to determine where and when BMP signaling is
active. This work was necessary to build a more complete picture of BMP signaling dynamics in
this tissue, as many publications have focused on only one stage or sub-population of FCs. As
discussed previously, Smads bind and repress brinker gene expression. Previous work that has
shown brinker ectopic expression with mutant clones for mad or punt provided only indirect
evidence for BMP signaling at stages prior to stage 8 (Chen and Schupbach, 2006). By using
immunofluorescent labeling to examine P-Mad levels and distribution across different
developmental stages, I found that low levels were detected in egg chambers less mature than
stage 8 with 5X increased concentration of antibody. My data are consistent with previous
studies (Chen and Schupbach, 2006) and provide direct evidence for BMP type I receptor
activity in egg chambers in earlier stages. In egg chambers more mature than stage 8, P-Mad was
detected in the anterior follicle cells, where it expanded to include the domain of CMFCs by
stage 10A (Dobens et al., 2000). Beyond 10A, P-Mad was most evident in the centripetal cells
where it remains throughout later stages. This expression pattern was consistent with a role for
the Wit receptor in centripetal migration but did not rule out the possibility of Punt performing
this role instead. On a larger scale, these data also confirmed that BMP signaling is active
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throughout oogenesis, and likely plays additional undiscovered roles in the regulation of gene
expression or morphogenesis in this tissue.
While the expression of the Wit receptor was examined in this work, an important
remaining question is where the other receptors are expressed throughout oogenesis, including
Punt, Tkv, and Sax. Tkv has been widely characterized in stages beyond 10A (Brummel et al.,
1994; Mantrova et al., 1999; Niepielko et al., 2012; Yakoby et al., 2008b), but expression
profiles for the other stages and receptors are lacking. Leveraging a recent advancement in
technique for very sensitive detection of mRNA in situ in Drosophila ovaries (Zimmerman et al.,
2013) to characterize these receptor expression patterns in high resolution will be of immense
value to further investigation of BMP signaling in this tissue. As different combinations of
receptors can have different regulatory roles, understanding where different combinations of
each are expressed is essential to teasing apart downstream targets.
After finding that BMP signaling was active in a coincident domain with both the
centripetally migrating cells and the Wit receptor, I next sought to determine if Wit were
required within these cells for phosphorylation of the BMP signal-transducing protein Mad.
Through the MARCM clonal technique, I determined that the cells homozygous for the wit[G15]
mutant allele did not show reduced levels of P-Mad within centripetally migrating cells during
stage 10A / 10B. These data are not consistent with previously published work that has shown a
loss of P-Mad using wit[G15] by inducing and identifying homozygous mutant cells by loss-offunction clonal analysis techniques (Marmion et al., 2013). Compared to MARCM which
positively identifies mutant cells with GFP expression, loss-of-function clonal techniques
identify mutant cells by an absence of GFP among heterozygous wildtype cells that express GFP.
This conflict in results may be partially explained by recent work that has brought attention to
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the occurrence of “false clones” when using negatively marked clonal techniques (Haack et al.,
2013). Damage to the follicular epithelium during dissection and fixation of egg chambers for
immunostaining can result in loss of cellular markers, including GFP and other cytosolic
antigens.
My conclusion about the data of Marmion et al. is based on my experience using
negatively marked clones. In Chapter 3, I used this method to investigate E-cadherin
requirements during centripetal migration. From my and others experiences, false clones created
by tissue damage exhibit three characteristics: First and foremost, all tissues containing
negatively marked clones should also contain twin spots – cells that are twice as fluorescent, due
to inheritance of two copies of the marker in an otherwise heterozygous tissue (Haack et al.,
2013). An example of a twin spot can be seen in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.13C’ – Note blue arrow
pointing to three different GFP intensities: loss of GFP (indicates a homozygous mutant clone),
weak levels of GFP (indicates a heterozygous wildtype cell), and strong levels of GFP (indicates
twin spot cells). Second, false clones are often small in size, encompassing only a few cells,
though normal mitotic clones can be as well. Lastly, damaged patches of cells tend to have an
intermingling of GFP+ and GFP- cells in an incongruent “salt & peppered” mix, whereas mitotic
clones consist of continuous groups of GFP- cells alone. The loss of function clones shown in the
previous work examining the function of the Wit receptor (Marmion et al., 2013) exhibit all three
of these characteristics, and may not represent mitotic clones (clones are small, GFP+ and GFPcells are intermixed, and no twin spots are apparent).
It is also possible an artifact lies in my own work. This could arise from insufficient time
for Wit protein levels to turn over after the induction of clones in my experiments, resulting in a
false negative result. This is unlikely, however, as the MARCM technique induces clones at the
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same developmental stage as the technique used by Marmion et al. Nonetheless, whether or not
Wit is required for BMP signaling in the CMFCs remains an outstanding question, which I did
not follow up on in the course of my work. In either scenario, Wit is required for proper eggshell
patterning and dorsal appendage morphogenesis (Marmion et al., 2013) which indicates a
functional role for this protein at some point in oogenesis.
While these data do not preclude a Smad-independent function for Wit, tentatively it
appears that the Wit receptor is dispensable for centripetal migration. In my analysis of loss-offunction homozygous mutant cells, centripetal migration defects were not observed, though it is
possible that larger clones may have a more substantial effect if nearby cells are able to
compensate for the loss of Wit in smaller clones. This may be unlikely, since non-transcriptional
signaling mediated by the Wit C-terminal tail would be expected to be cell autonomous. While
LIM kinase is the most promising candidate to date for a cytoplasmic signal transducer, it is
possible that the cytoplasmic tail of the Wit receptor is signaling to other regulators that may
play a more significant role, as discussed in the introduction for proteins known to interact with
BMPRII in mammals.
An eggshell defect was associated with expression of Wit UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA
transgenes, but this defect was in dorsal appendage morphogenesis (Marmion et al., 2013). It is
possible that the Wit receptor may play a more significant role in dorsal appendage
morphogenesis than in centripetal migration It is possible that the other type II receptor, Punt,
may fill in for Wit in CMFCs when it is absent. This possibility could be addressed by examining
double mutants for different combinations of the receptors, with mutant alleles of Punt alone, or
by expressing receptors that are a chimera of the intracellular and extracellular domains of two
different BMP receptors (Marqués et al., 2003). It is also possible that Wit does not play a non215

Smad role in this tissue, despite its unique C-terminal tail. Additional insight into these
possibilities may come from experiments comparing phenotypes that arise in CMFCs lacking
Wit to those lacking Mad, a project that is ongoing in our laboratory.
In investigating late-stage BMP requirements using the type I BMP receptor inhibitor
DMH1, defects were observed in egg chambers undergoing nurse cell dumping. This phenotype
appeared to grow in severity as dumping progressed, with the posterior-most nurse cells being
the most affected. Follow up analysis using live actin-labeling markers suggested that defects in
the nurse cell actin cytoskeleton may be responsible for altered dumping, although it is possible
the deformities seen in ring canals were a consequence of the primary defect rather than the
cause. Due to BMP’s known role in regulating the actin cytoskeleton (Gamell et al., 2008;
Konstantinidis et al., 2011; Twombly et al., 1996), it is also possible that the dumping defect
observed could be attributed to large endoreplicated nurse cell nuclei blocking the ring canals in
the absence of actin-mediated tethering (Cooley et al., 1992). Regardless of the cause, the
phenotype observed is similar to egg chambers expressing a truncated form of the Sax receptor
(Twombly et al., 1996). As Twombly et al. found that Sax is required in the germ cells, it is
possible that this defect arises from inhibition of BMP signaling in the nurse cells rather than the
follicle cells. Future work knocking out both type I receptors specifically in the stretched FCs or
the nurse cells may be able to recapitulate the inhibitor phenotype and tease apart what cells
population is responsible. It is also tempting to speculate there may be a connection between the
BMP signaling required to initially flatten the stretched FCs (Brigaud et al., 2015) and the role of
stretch FCs in promoting nurse cell dumping (Timmons et al., 2016). It is possible that BMP
signaling is actively needed around stage 11 for stretch FCs to promote nurse cell dumping.
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No readily discernable effect was seen in centripetally migrating cells within DMH1treated egg chambers, though analysis was made difficult by the distortion in egg chamber
morphology caused by abnormal dumping. It’s possible that increasing inhibitor concentration
above 1.4 µM, increasing DMSO concentrations above 0.1%, or allowing more time for DMH1
to inhibit receptors, may result in stronger phenotypes than those observed here. Because the
consistently observed phenotype was not specific to the centripetally migrating cells, however, I
did not pursue these approaches. Even if higher concentrations resulted in centripetal migration
defects, analysis would likely be confounded by the secondary effects of failed nurse cell
dumping. Nonetheless, further investigation of this abnormal phenotype is warranted to
understand the potential link of BMP signaling to nurse cell dumping.
The use of other type I BMP receptor inhibitors such as LDN-193189 (Cuny et al., 2008)
may be of use in ensuring no off-target effects from DMH1 are responsible for the observed
phenomenon. I sought to test for BMP-specific effects by using UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA
transgenes to target the Tkv receptor using a Gal4 driver that expressed in the follicle cells from
stage 8 onward. Using each of these approaches had different trade-offs that were
complementary to each other. The advantage of using the inhibitor was that it afforded precise
temporal control over when BMP signaling was inhibited and was expected to affect all cells
quickly. When using UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes, temporal control was lost in
favor of spatial control, allowing me to knock down the major BMP type I receptor only in the
columnar follicle cells, while the rest of the tissue remained unaffected. While both of these
techniques can suffer from off-target effects, it is likely that the off-targets of one would be
distinct from the off-targets of another: RNA interference had the potential to affect other mRNA
sequences that might have been targeted by Tkv hairpin dsRNA, while the inhibitor had the
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potential to affect other intracellular kinase domains. As I did not detect the same phenotypes
with both approaches, additional work will be necessary to determine if UAS-regulated hairpin
dsRNA transgenes against Tkv and Sax in some combination of cell types can elicit the same
effect as seen with DMH1. If such experiments did not result in a dumping defect, then the
alternative is that the nurse cell dumping defect in Figure 4.10 could be an off-target effect of
DMH1. Considering no off-target effects have been reported for this inhibitor at the
concentrations used, and that the nurse cell dumping phenotype is similar to defects observed
with truncated Sax receptor expression (Twombly et al., 1996), there remains a strong possibility
this phenotype could be specific to BMP.
When expressing UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes that target the BMP type I
receptor Tkv in the follicle cells, a reduction in P-Mad levels was observed within the
centripetally migrating follicle cells. It is likely that the low level of P-Mad that persisted in these
cells was due to incomplete knockdown of receptor protein with RNA interference. While BMP
signaling was reduced, no obvious centripetal migration defect was observed, and nurse cell
dumping was not severely disrupted. This difference compared to DMH1 could be due to
different BMP requirements in the follicular epithelium versus the germ cells, or due to off-target
effects by the inhibitor. Egg chambers that were treated with DMH1 for three hours prior to
fixation and immunolabeling for P-Mad still retained varying degrees of detectable P-Mad, and
comparison to controls did not reveal substantial differences between the two groups.
In Tkv hairpin dsRNA transgene-expressing egg chambers, dorsal appendage
morphogenesis appeared to be variably abnormal, in that mature egg chambers completely
lacked or contained shorter dorsal appendages. These data are consistent with previous work that
has shown eggshell and dorsal appendage defects in the same region resulting from altered levels
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of Dpp, Sax, or Tkv (Twombly et al., 1996). The absence of dorsal appendages could arise from
BMP’s role in establishing the patterning of anterior structures in conjunction with EGFR and
downstream targets, including broad and bunched (Berg, 2005; Deng and Bownes, 1997;
Dobens et al., 2000; Yakoby et al., 2008a; Yakoby et al., 2008b). In between elongating dorsal
appendages, nurse cell nuclei exhibited immunolabeling of P-Mad, a phenomenon not seen in
controls. Why this occurs is unclear. Perhaps it could result from a compensatory mechanism
responding to reduced BMP levels in the follicular epithelium, or perhaps via the disruption of a
negative feedback loop that normally represses BMP signaling in the nurse cells at this stage.
Overall, my data from the experiments in this chapter contribute to understanding of
BMP signaling requirements during Drosophila oogenesis. To summarize, a direct, immediate
early response to receptor activity was detected at low levels earlier than stage 8, the stage 10
RNA and protein distribution for the Wit receptor was examined, and potential new requirements
for BMP signaling were found for nurse cell dumping. As the BMP signaling pathway is highly
conserved across metazoans and is involved in several functions in oogenesis, future work in this
tissue is likely to increase knowledge of how patterning relates to downstream changes in cell
behavior and morphology. As a result, Drosophila oogenesis serves as a well-suited model
system for answering these ongoing questions.
4.4 Methods
Drosophila Strains, Genotypes, and Mating Schemes
A list of the Drosophila strains used in this chapter and their full genotypes is in
Appendix C along with short strain designations. The remainder of this methods section refers to
each strain by its associated short designation.
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For all needed genotypes, specific genetic components were maintained separately in
different strains. Males and females carrying needed genes were mated, and progeny were
selected that contained all the genetic components listed below.
For experiments characterizing the expression pattern of wit, immunolabeling for the Wit
receptor, and immunolabeling P-Mad in wildtype egg chambers, y1w67C23 females were mated to
y1w67C23 males.
For experiments using the MARCM technique to create control clones, FRT2A females
were mated to 3L MARCM males.
For wit mutant clones using the MARCM technique, wit[G15] females were mated to 3L
MARCM males.
In experiments where DMH1 was applied to egg chambers expressing a fluorescent
reporter for brinker, Brk-GFP females were mated with Brk-GFP males.
Where the dad fluorescent reporter was used instead, Dad-GFP females were mated to
Dad-GFP males.
To visualize filamentous actin within the germ cells in living egg chambers, Tractin (II)
females were mated to Nos-Gal4 males.
For experiments knocking down the Tkv receptor, Cy2-Gal4 females were mated to Tkv
RNAi #57303 or Tkv RNAi #40937 males.
Control knockdown of mCherry was achieved by mating Cy2-Gal4 females to mCherry
RNAi #35785 males.
Drosophila Culture and Conditioning to Promote Egg Production
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All flies were reared at 60% relative humidity at 25°C in an incubator and reared on a
cornmeal/soy flour/agar/yeast/corn syrup medium as described in in the methods section of
Chapter 2. Prior to all dissections, male and female flies were placed into vials containing freshly
prepared yeast paste, a process known as conditioning. Yeast paste was obtained by adding
dehydrated yeast to ultra-pure water. Flies were added after the yeast had rehydrated and excess
yeast was removed. If yeast paste dried out on the second day, flies were transferred to a freshly
prepared replacement vial. Mated male and female flies were conditioned for 2 days prior to all
dissections. Unless stated otherwise, all strains and experimental crosses were reared in a
humidified incubator set to 25 °C and 60% relative humidity.
Heatshock to Generate Mitotic Clones Via FRT-Mediated Recombination and hsFLP
To induce mitotic clones in mosaic egg chambers, male and female flies were exposed to
elevated temperatures by use of a circulating water bath held to a temperature of 37.0°C ± 0.1°C
which was cross checked by a high-accuracy digital thermometer (Fisher Scientific, Cat. #15081-108). Selected flies were transferred to a vial containing fly medium less than seven days
old, as older medium often released fluid at higher temperatures which could drown flies. For
FRT-mediated mitotic recombination, flies were exposed to 37.0 °C for 1 hour, and this process
was repeated the next day. After each procedure, flies were transferred to a fresh food vial to
minimize drowning and limit exposure to residual heat held in the medium.
Somatic Cell Knockdown via RNA Interference
UAS-driven hairpin dsRNA-expressing transgenes were expressed in the follicle cells
with the use of follicle cell-specific Gal4 drivers (specific drivers indicated in the text). UASdriven hairpin dsRNA-expressing transgenes targeting various transcripts were generated by the
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Drosophila RNAi Screening Center (DRSC) via the Transgenic RNAi Project (Perkins et al.,
2015) and obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC). These strains were
generated by introducing DNA sequences that encode hairpin RNAs into specific chromosomal
locations using the ϕC31 targeted recombination system (Bischof et al., 2007). These transgenes
were generated using VALIUM10 or VALIUM20 vectors designed for efficient somatic
expression (Ni et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2008; Ni et al., 2011). When using UAS-regulated hairpin
dsRNA transgenes with cell specific drivers, the known expression profile of each driver was
referenced to determine the domain of hairpin dsRNA expression.
Ex Vivo Culture and Time-Lapse Imaging
Ex vivo culture protocol is described in Chapter 2 and Appendix B. Briefly, egg chambers
were dissected from ovaries in a culture medium containing Schneider’s Drosophila Medium
(ThermoFisher, Inc.) supplemented with 15% v/v FBS (ThermoFisher, Inc.), 0.6x pen/strep
(ThermoFisher, Inc.), and 200 µg/ml insulin (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.), then cultured in the same
medium with 0.8% agarose (Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.) on Lumox dishes (Sarstedt, Inc.) with #1.5
cover slips (Warner Instruments).
For each imaging session, 4 – 5 conditioned females were dissected in a 9-well glass
plate (Corning 722085) in freshly prepared live imaging medium. Ovaries were first removed
from conditioned females, followed by careful teasing apart of ovarioles. Once dissected, older
stage egg chambers (stages 11 – 14) were removed from the dish. Once more mature egg
chambers were removed, at least two washes were done with fresh medium prior to mounting. A
total volume of 50 µl was mounted onto a prepared cover slip and a lumox dish was lowered. A
pipette tip was used to more firmly adhere the tape to the dish. For more information on the
development of this procedure and the mounting conditions, see Chapter 2.
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Preparation and Mounting of Egg Chambers
For each imaging session, four to five conditioned females were dissected in freshly
prepared live imaging medium in a glass 9-well plate (Corning 722085). Ovaries were first
removed from females, followed by careful teasing apart of ovarioles. Once dissected, stage 11 –
14 egg chambers were removed from the dish in a way to prevent exhaustion of the medium.
Once older stage egg chambers were removed, at least two washes were done with fresh medium
to remove debris and refresh the medium prior to mounting. A total volume of 50 µl was gently
pipetted onto a 22mm cover slip (Warner Instruments, Cat. #64-0721) lined on all sides with
double-stick film tape (The 3M Company, Cat. #S-15941) and a lumox dish was lowered onto it.
Once the coverslip adhered to the dish, a pipette tip was used to more firmly adhere the tape to
the dish. For more information on live time-lapse imaging procedure and mounting conditions,
see methods section of Chapter 2.
Imaging Specifications for Live Time-Lapse Imaging
Egg chambers were cultured for approximately 5 hours under the microscope, with
approximately 10 – 13 optical sections obtained about every 8 – 10 minutes of 6 – 8 egg
chambers. To capture centripetally migrating cells I focused on the mid-section of each egg
chamber as identified from the distance from the top of the egg chamber in combination with
visual identification of the widest diameter of the tissue.
Microscope Setup for Time-Lapse Image Acquisition
Imaging was performed on one of two microscopes: An upright Nikon 90i widefield
fluorescence microscope (Raftery Lab), or an inverted Nikon A1Rsi confocal laser scanning
microscope (UNLV Confocal and Biological Imaging Core) - see Chapter 2 methods section for
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objectives used. Six to eight egg chambers were selected for image acquisition and their
locations were input into the controller system. Imaging occurred over the course of 4 – 6 hours.
Images of each were acquired every 5 – 10 minutes, each with 10 – 15 optical sections
comprising a range of ~120 µm in depth. Laser powers were kept low (typically around 0.2 – 5.0
out of 100) to prevent photobleaching of fluorescent proteins and damage to the tissue via
phototoxicity. For each egg chamber, the range of optical sections acquired was set relative to
the approximate midpoint of each egg chamber. For more details, see the methods section of
chapter 2.
Post-Processing to Correct for Egg Chamber Movement
Egg chambers that moved slightly between timepoints were stabilized after acquisition of
the entire series using the “Align ND2 Document” function within NIS Elements (Nikon, v4.20).
This imaging stabilization algorithm kept egg chambers centered in the of the field of view over
the duration of the time-lapse image sequence. The entirety of the egg chamber was used for
alignment, and the alignment routine was run relative to the first frame using the fluorescent
channel that best captured the overall shape of the egg. In my experiments, I used the fluorescent
channel that marked cell membranes for this purpose, as it was the most suitable for identifying
the overall shape of the egg chamber.
Inhibition of Type I BMP Receptors
DMH1 (Sigma Cat. #203646) was used to inhibit type I BMP receptors during time-lapse
and static imaging. DMH1 powder was resuspended in 1 ml of DMSO (Sigma, Cat. #D2650) to
create a stock solution of 13.14 mM DMH1 in 100% DMSO. Further serial dilutions were then
performed using freshly prepared live imaging medium to create a variety of working stocks with
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different dilutions of DMH1 & DMSO. These stocks were then frozen at -20 °C until needed and
were added to freshly prepared live imaging medium the day of imaging to final dilutions
ranging from 200 nM DMH1 up to 1400 nM DMH1, with varying amounts of DMSO from
0.0015% up to 0.1%. The effective concentration for DMH1 in causing zebrafish embryonic axis
dorsalization in 100% of zebrafish, a well-established BMP phenotype (reviewed in Zinski et al.,
2018) has been previously established to be 200 nM (Hao et al., 2010). Further DMSO
concentrations were not pursued, as higher concentrations of DMSO have been reported to have
cytotoxic effects in cell culture (Jamalzadeh et al., 2016). For time-lapse imaging, after egg
chamber dissection, as much live imaging medium was removed from the depression of a 9-well
glass dish as possible and DMH1 in DMSO and live imaging medium was added. Egg chambers
were then mounted as described in the methods section of Chapter 2.
Post-Acquisition Processing to Standardize Egg Chamber Orientation
For each egg chamber, the entire series of images were rotated and/or flipped to orient
anterior to the left and posterior to the right. Where possible, the dorsal side was selected based
on height of the columnar follicle cells, the position of the border cell cluster, the position of the
oocyte nucleus, the curvature of the lateral sides of the egg, or the rearrangements observed at
one side, indicating presence of the dorsal appendage-forming cells. In some cases the egg
chamber was situated such that both top and bottom sides were from lateral regions of the egg
chamber. Prior to export from NIS Elements (Nikon, V. 4.20), brightness was adjusted for
publication and kept consistent for each set of figure panels per experiment. Output color for
each fluorophore was selected in Elements to be compatible for color blind persons.
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Immunofluorescent Staining
To immunofluorescently label egg chambers, conditioned ovaries were dissected in PBS
(1 mM KH2PO4, 155 mM NaCl, 3mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.4) or live imaging medium and fixed with
4% formaldehyde in PBS for 20 minutes, followed by 10 minute washes with 1X PBS
supplemented with 0.2% Triton X-100 (PBT). After washing, blocking was carried out with 8%
FBS in 1X PBT for one hour, after which egg chambers were incubated with primary antibodies
added to a blocking solution of 5% FBS solution in 1X PBT for approximately 12 – 16 hours at
4°C. After washing off primary antibodies with 1X PBT (three washes, 10 minutes each), egg
chambers were incubated with secondary antibodies added to a blocking solution of 5% FBS
solution in 1X PBT for approximately two hours at room temperature. After two washes with 1x
PBT for 10 minutes each, DAPI stain (1 µg / ml) was applied for five minutes before a final
wash with 1X PBT. Egg chambers were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labs) on slides with a
#1.5 coverslip (Warner Instruments, Cat. #64-0721). During imaging of mosaic egg chambers,
those that appeared damaged in brightfield or exhibited simultaneous loss of
DAPI/Phalloidin/GFP/Cadherin were excluded from subsequent analysis due to the possibility of
containing “false clones” as described in (Haack et al., 2013).
Primary Antibodies
Primary antibodies used for experiments in this chapter as follows: Monoclonal mouse
anti-GFP 1:200 - 400 (ThermoFisher Cat. #A11120), polyclonal rabbit anti-GFP 1:200 - 400
(ThermoFisher Cat. #A11122), affinity purified monoclonal rabbit anti-pMad 1:5000 (gift of E.
Laufer and T. Jessell), monoclonal rat anti-E-cadherin concentrate 1:400 - 500 (DCAD2 was
deposited to the DSHB by Uemura, T. DSHB Hybridoma Product DCAD2), monoclonal mouse
anti-wit 1:500 (23C7 anti-wit was deposited to the DSHB by Goodman, C. DSHB Hybridoma
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Product 23C7 anti-wit), monoclonal mouse anti-αspectrin 1:50 (3A9 (323 or M10-2) was
deposited to the DSHB by Branton, D. / Dubreuil, R. DSHB Hybridoma Product 3A9).
Secondary Antibodies
The following secondary antibodies used were conjugated to Alexa- or Cy5- conjugated
antibodies and used at a dilution of 1:500: Polyclonal goat anti-mouse Alexa 488 (ThermoFisher
Cat. #A11001), polyclonal goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488 (ThermoFisher Cat. # A11008), polyclonal
goat anti-rat Alexa 568 (ThermoFisher Cat. # A11077), polyclonal goat anti-guinea Alexa 568
(ThermoFisher Cat. #A11075), polyclonal goat anti-rabbit Alexa 568 (ThermoFisher Cat. #
A11011), polyclonal goat anti-mouse Alexa 568 (ThermoFisher Cat. # A11004), polyclonal goat
anti-mouse Cy5 (ThermoFisher Cat. #A10524), polyclonal goat anti-rabbit Cy5 (ThermoFisher
Cat. #A10523), polyclonal goat anti-rat Cy5 (ThermoFisher Cat. #A10525).
In Situ Hybridization and Immunohistochemistry of Egg Chambers
In situ hybridization was carried out as described in (Zimmerman et al., 2013) and is
outlined briefly below. Egg chambers were dissected from conditioned 3-4 day old females in
cold modified Ephrussi-Beadle Ringer’s solution (EBR), consisting of 4.7 mM KCl, 0.13 M
NaCl, 1.9 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES, pH adjusted to 6.9. Egg chambers were fixed for
approximately 1 hour in a 4% formaldehyde solution in 1X PBS with 0.1% Tween 20 (Sigma,
Cat. #P9416) and 1% DMSO (Sigma Cat. #D8418), then washed five times in PBS (5 minutes
per wash). After fixation, egg chambers were gradually dehydrated via ethanol/PBS incubations
(5 minutes per wash), first 25% ethanol, followed by 50%, then 75%, then 100% (100% ethanol
washes carried out three times total). Egg chambers were then rehydrated via ethanol/PBS
incubations, first 75% ethanol, then 50%, then 25%, followed by 3 incubations in 1X PBS with
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no ethanol. Permeabilization was carried out for 1 hour with 50 µg/ml proteinase K (Sigma Cat.
#P2308), 50 mM EDTA (Gibco Cat. #15575), and 50 mM Tris-HCL. Proteinase K was then
inactivated via incubation with PBS and 0.2% glycine (Sigma Cat. #50046) twice for 5 minutes.
After inactivation, egg chambers were washed with 1X PBS for 5 minutes, followed by two
washes with 1X PBS supplemented with 0.1% Tween 20. Egg chambers were post-fixed in 4%
formaldehyde in 0.1% Tween 20 and 1X PBS for 30 minutes, followed by two washes with 0.1%
Tween 20 in 1X PBS. Egg chambers were then incubated twice in 1X PBS supplemented with
0.1% Tween 20 and 0.1% active diethyl pyrocarbonate (Sigma Cat. #40718) to deactivate
RNases. Post deactivation, egg chambers were washed three times with 1X PBS treated with
diethyl pyrocarbonate and supplemented with 0.1% Tween 20 (5 minutes per wash).
Blocking solution contained: 5X saline sodium citrate buffer (3 M NaCl and 300 mM
sodium citrate), 50 µg/ml heparin (Sigma Cat. #H3393), 100 µg/ml tRNA (ThermoFisher Cat.
#15401-029), 50% formamide (Sigma Cat. #F9037), 0.1% Tween 20, and 100 µg/ml fractionated
and boiled herring sperm DNA (Sigma, Cat. #D7290). Samples were first incubated with 50:50
solution of blocking solution and 1X 0.1% PBT for 5 minutes. Afterward, 100% blocking
solution was used to incubate for 5 minutes. Afterwards, samples were transferred to a VWR
Hybridization Oven (Model 5420) located at the UNLV Genomics Core (supported by NIH
P20GM103440) and incubated on a rotating mixer overnight at 60 °C prior to adding DIG probe.
Generation of DIG-Labeled RNA Probes
Digoxigenin (DIG) labeled probes for wishful thinking (wit) were generated using the
Roche DIG RNA labeling kit (Roche Cat. #11175025910) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. pSPT19 was used as the in vitro transcription expression vector (Roche) which
contains an SP6 and T7 RNA polymerase promoter. cDNA for wit was obtained from the
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Drosophila Genomics Resource Center (Stock #4797, Flybase ID FBcl0107247, DGRC is
supported by NIH grant 2P40OD010949). Four primers were designed to amplify a 2.5 kb region
from this cDNA, and to add EcoR1 and HindIII restriction enzyme cut sites to either end (see
below). EcoR1 and HindIII restriction enzymes were used to cut vector and insert to generate
sticky ends for ligation into the pSPT19 vector. Prior to ligation, gel purification was performed
to remove undesired fragments. Restriction enzymes were from New England Biolabs, Cat No’s.
#R0101S, R0104S. T4 DNA ligase was used as per manufacturers guidelines (New England
Biolabs, Cat. #M0202S).
5’ – ATTCCGAGCGAGCCACATAG - 3’ Wit forward primer
5’ – CCGATCGTCGTACAAGCTCA- 3’ Wit reverse primer
5’ – GCAGAATTCATICCGAGCGAGCCACATAG- 3’ (EcoRI site in bold) Forward primer
5’ – TACAAAGCTTCCGATCGTCGTACAAGCTCA- 3’ (HindIII site in bold) Reverse primer
Hybridization of Probes
1 µg of DIG probe was fragmented by incubation with an equal volume of DEPC-treated
water and two volumes of carbonate buffer (60 mM Na2CO3, 40 mM NaHCO3, pH 10.2).
Incubation times were calculated with the equation Time = (Lo – Lf ) / (k * Lo * Lf ), where Lo
was the initial length of the probe transcript in kb (2.5kb), Lf was the desired probe length in kb
(0.3kb) and k is a constant of 0.11 kb / minute. As the fragment sizes from the carbonate
hydrolysis reaction are stochastic, probes were hydrolyzed for the calculated time of 26.6
minutes, as well as 16 minutes and 10 minutes. After incubation an equal volume of hydrolysisneutralization buffer was added (3 M sodium acetate, 1% acetic acid, pH 6.0) to stop the
reaction. RNA was precipitated with 3 volumes of ethanol at -20 °C with 20 µg / ml tRNA
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carriers, and allowed to incubate at -80 °C overnight. RNA & ethanol solution was centrifuged
for 5 minutes (13,000 x g) and was then washed with 70% ethanol (-20 °C). After final
centrifugation the RNA pellet was resuspended with DEPC-treated water and stored in aliquots
at -80 °C. When ready to be applied to samples, probes were added to hybridization solution and
incubated overnight in a 60 °C hybridization oven. Prior to use, each probe was assessed using a
dot blot method to estimate concentrations as described previously (Zimmerman et al., 2013).
Briefly, serially diluted probes and standards of known concentration were applied to a nylon
membrane and cross-linked under UV. Membrane was then washed for 30 seconds, blocked for
30 minutes, and incubated in digoxigenin–alkaline phosphatase antibody for 30 minutes.
Membrane was then washed twice with washing buffer for 15 minutes each, and equilibrated in
detection buffer for 5 minutes. NBT/BCIP solution was then added and the membrane
equilibrated. Reaction was stopped with water once sufficient color had developed, and probe
concentrations were estimated by comparison to known standards. For wit in situ, probe
hydrolyzed for 16 minutes was used (estimated dot blot concentrations: 1 ng / µl sense, 3 ng / µl
antisense).
Antisense probe was diluted 1:150 in hybridization buffer, sense probe was diluted 1:50
in hybridization buffer. Egg chambers were incubated at 65 °C for 20 minutes in hybridization
buffer, then again for 20 minutes in a 50% hybridization / 50% 1X PBS with 0.1% Tween 20
solution. Afterwards, egg chambers were washed fives times for 5 minutes per wash in 0.1%
Tween in 1X PBS at 65 °C prior to blocking at room temperature with 1X PBS, 2% fetal bovine
serum, 0.2% bovine serum albumin, and 0.1% Tween 20.
Blocked egg chambers were then incubated overnight at 4 °C with alkaline phosphataseconjugated anti-digoxigenin antibodies (1:2000 in blocking solution, Roche Cat. #11093274910)
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on an orbital shaker. The next day 6 washes with 0.1% Tween 20 in 1X PBS were carried out
prior to enzymatic staining. Samples were transferred to 9-well plates and incubated in detection
buffer (14 ml DEPC-treated water, 2 ml of 1 M Tris-HCL (pH 9.5), 2 ml of 1 M NaCl, 2 ml of
0.5 M MgCl2) for 10 minutes. After incubation, 20 µl of NBT/BCIP solution (Roche Cat.
#11681451001) was added to detection buffer (1 ml total volume). Once sufficient enzymatic
staining occurred as assessed by eye under a dissection microscope, the reaction was stopped by
incubating egg chambers in a 50% glycerol solution in 1X PBS followed by an 80% glycerol
solution in 1X PBS. Egg chambers were immediately mounted on slides and imaged under
brightfield illumination in the Nikon 90i with 20x objectives.
Bacterial Transformation
DNA plasmids were introduced to bacteria via electroporation of electrocompetent 5alpha E. coli (New England Biolabs Inc., Cat. #C2987I). Ligation mixes were first run through a
QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, Cat. #28104) to inactivate ligase, then 2 µl of ligation
mix was added to ~ 48 µl of 4°C H2O. This mix was then added to 50 µl of electrocompetent
cells and added to a 0.2 cm cuvette (BioRad 1652086) that had been placed on ice. A 2.5 kV
shock was then applied using a BioRad GenePulser system. After electroporation, 1 ml of SOC
medium (2% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM
MgSO4, 20 mM glucose) was added to the cuvette and mixed by pipetting. Mix was then
transferred to a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and incubated at 37°C for approximately 1 hour.
After incubation, cells were plated on LB agar (Sigma Cat. #L3027) and ampicillin antibiotic
(Sigma Cat. #A1593). Plates were incubated overnight at 37°C, after which colonies were
selected for PCR verification of the plasmid using primers specific to the vector or insert.
Software for Image Analysis and Movie Processing
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Post-processing, image analysis, and figure and movie preparation were performed in
NIS Elements v4.2, HandBrake 1.1.1, Adobe Photoshop CS6, and Adobe Premiere Pro CC 2015.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS, OPEN QUESTIONS, AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

5.1 Conclusions
The work described in this dissertation principally focuses on centripetal migration, an
essential cell migratory event that to date has not been well understood, nor directly visualized in
live egg chambers. This epithelial cell population captured the interest of our laboratory due to
the concerted rearrangements they undergo, while simultaneously exhibiting an interesting
domain of both BMP signaling activity, and a rarely-expressed BMP type II receptor. In this
chapter, I highlight the conclusions I have made from my investigations of these facets of
centripetal migration, and from creating the first timeline of cellular events characterizing the
normal migratory behavior of these cells. It is my hope that the data presented in this dissertation
will provide a foundation for the future study of this cell population as a model system for
collective cell migration. Accordingly, many open questions and future directions remain on the
horizon, a selection of which will be discussed in the next section.
This work first required adapting existing protocols to culture stage 10B egg chambers,
and then optimizing their use for time-lapse imaging of centripetal migration. While recipes for
culture media suitable for keeping stage 9 egg chambers alive ex vivo were found to be well
suited for stage 10B, substantial modifications were required to mount and stabilize the larger
tissue at this stage to allow long-term imaging. Methods to do this evolved over the duration of
this project as my research progressed, demanding more technical development. This work was
documented in Chapter 2. Through the course of my optimizations, I found that the ex vivo
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culture of stage 10B egg chambers was amenable to a variety of different culturing and mounting
conditions. This adaptability makes this tissue an advantageous model system, as future
optimizations can be made to accommodate other imaging modalities such as light sheet
microscopy. Though not all advanced imaging modalities are well suited for the study of
centripetal migration, they are nonetheless useful in the pursuit of other areas of investigation in
the egg chamber.
In Chapter 3, I showed that the follicle cells that lead centripetal migration appear to
reduce their basal surface contact with the basement membrane prior to their inward migration.
No previous publications have examined centripetal migration, and previously it was unclear if
the leading cells migrated during early stage 10B, or if they simply elongated apically while
staying in contact with the basement membrane. Using live time-lapse imaging and membranelabeling fluorophores, I was able to observe the first 2 - 3 rings of centripetally migrating follicle
cells (CMFCs) reduce contact with the basement membrane as they migrated inward against
more posterior neighbors. These data provided the first insights into how CMFCs migrate to
cover the anterior face of the oocyte to enable secretion of eggshell on all sides. My data led me
to conclude that centripetal cell migration exhibited behavior consistent with a cell migratory
event, rather than apical inward extension.
By time-lapse imaging egg chambers containing fluorescently-labeled stretch follicle
cells, I was able to determine that this CMFC-adjacent cell population can extend inward in
tandem with the leading centripetal cells. Previous observations had only captured the inward
extensions of these cells during late stage 10B and beyond (Timmons et al., 2016; Tran and
Berg, 2003). Stretch follicle cell extensions appeared to be sporadic, with only an average of 2
cells taking part out of approximately 10 that could be viewed in each egg chamber. When
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stretch follicle cells could be observed extending inward, their rate of movement for their apical
tip matched that of the centripetally migrating cells. These data allowed me to further conclude
that centripetal migration does not employ an epithelial infolding mechanism, as this would
necessitate the inward extension of all stretch follicle cells simultaneously with their neighboring
CMFCs. These data indicated that centripetal migration exhibited several intriguing
characteristics that warranted further investigation, specifically the basal constriction of
migrating cells that move apically away from a basement membrane.
To determine whether there was a reproducible sequence of events that centripetal follicle
cells underwent as they enclosed the anterior face of the oocyte, I delineated the progression of
events that take place during centripetal migration by comparing time-lapse sequences. With the
use of a membrane-localized fluorophore, I identified eight distinct morphological milestones
that reliably delineated the different steps of centripetal migration. It was apparent that
centripetal migration exhibits a consistent degree of organization, in that each milestone always
occurred, and six of the eight occur in the same order every time. Interestingly, it appeared that
the migration progressed in two distinct phases: In the first phase, approximately two - three
leading cells slowly reduce their basal surface contact with the basement membrane. In the
second half, the remaining neighboring cells rapidly follow in their stead, participating in a
collective cell migration. This led to the conclusion that centripetal migration may be a hybrid of
two different cell migration modes: ingression of a few leading cells, followed by a collective
cell migration. Around the time when the migration speeds up, the posterior columnar follicle
cells appear to substantially shorten their lateral interfaces, presumably in preparation for the
rapid expansion in oocyte volume that follows. This shortening may be the basis for the
increased movement of centripetal cells observed during the second phase of migration, as the
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flattening of posterior columnar cells could push anterior cells inward. Overall, these data were
used to build a framework of milestones and timing for centripetal migration. I then tested
whether this framework could be useful for examining FC - FC and FC- germ cell adhesion
requirements during centripetal migration.
While previous publications had identified a handful of genes required for normal
centripetal migration, detailed analysis of the resulting migration defects was not undertaken. I
hypothesized that the framework generated in this dissertation would enable more detailed
analysis by allowing me to pinpoint what step of migration was affected. This is advantageous,
as being able to determine what step of migration goes wrong for a given mutation can hint at the
cell biological processes that gene may be required for. To test this hypothesis, I used genetic
techniques including UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes and homozygous loss-offunction mutant clones to investigate which cell types require E-cadherin during centripetal
migration. Through this approach, I found that E-cadherin is principally required in the CMFCs
that lead the migration, and to a lesser degree in the more posterior neighboring cells and germ
cells. When E-cadherin levels were reduced by expressing UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA
transgenes, I found that leading CMFCs became abnormally elongated and were delayed in
reducing contact with the basement membrane. In stronger loss-of-function mutants, the leading
CMFCs showed even earlier defects, failing to elongate inward or exhibiting abnormally
rounded morphology. From these data I was able to conclude that loss or reduction of E-cadherin
resulted in defects in the early phase of migration. These data confirmed that my framework
enabled the pinpointing of when and where E-cadherin-mediated centripetal migration defects
occurred and suggested that E-cadherin plays a role in leading CMFCS in bringing up the rear of
cells as they reduce contact with the basement membrane.
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In Chapter 4, my goal was to investigate potential regulatory roles for BMP signaling in
centripetal migration. While it is unknown if BMP signaling is directly required for centripetal
migration, several pieces of evidence point towards the possibility. BMP signaling is indirectly
required for the upregulation of genes necessary for centripetal cell migration, including slow
border cells, cut, and shotgun (Deng and Bownes, 1997; Dobens et al., 2005; Dobens et al.,
2000; Fregoso Lomas et al., 2016; Levine et al., 2010; Levine et al., 2007; Peri and Roth, 2000;
Twombly et al., 1996; Yakoby et al., 2008a; Yakoby et al., 2008b). The upregulation of these
genes requires the inhibition of the short isoform of bunched by the BMP ligand Dpp. Dpp
ligand is expressed in the CMFCs prior to and during their inward migration (Dobens and
Raftery, 2000). In egg chambers homozygous for weak bunched mutant alleles, the operculum
region of the eggshell is expanded (Dobens et al., 2000). As the CMFCs are ultimately
responsible for secretion of the operculum and outer edges of the micropyle after centripetal
migration is complete, these data suggested that Dpp-mediated repression of bunched was
involved in establishing the boundary of the operculum. Consistent with this notion, egg
chambers ectopically overexpressing the short bunched isoform exhibited centripetal migration
defects (Dobens et al., 2000). Furthermore, loss-of-function clones for mad and tkv in anterior
columnar cells resulted in ectopic bunched expression, indicating that BMP signaling was
required for proper operculum formation (Dobens et al., 2000). These data led us to test if BMP
could be directly required for the inward movement of centripetal cells.
My interest in BMP-mediated regulation of centripetal migration was also piqued by the
expression pattern of a rarely-expressed type II BMP receptor known as Wishful thinking
(Aberle et al., 2002; Marmion et al., 2013; Marqués et al., 2002). Recent work had established
that the Wit receptor was capable of signaling via mechanisms that could alter cell behavior
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independently of Smads (Chan et al., 2007; Foletta et al., 2003; Hassel et al., 2004). Many of the
downstream targets of these Smad-independent signals were proteins with established roles in
regulating cell motility, adhesion, and cytoskeletal rearrangements, including LIM kinase,
Protein tyrosine kinase 9, Forkhead box L1, and LIM homeobox transcription factor 1a (Carlsson
and Mahlapuu, 2002; Hassel et al., 2004; Karavasilis et al., 2008; Scott and Olson, 2007; Tzchori
et al., 2009). I sought to determine if Wit could be involved in sending Smad-independent signals
that could regulate or initiate centripetal migration.
To determine if a direct cytoplasmic signaling role for Wit was possible, my first step
was to investigate if this receptor was expressed in the centripetally migrating follicle cells using
a recently improved protocol for in situ hybridization (Zimmerman et al., 2013). To do so, I
generated in situ probes for wit and found that this receptor was present in a domain that
coincided with the centripetally migrating follicle cells. I followed up on these results using an
anti-Wit antibody to verify that Wit protein was present in a similar domain. I found that Wit
protein was expressed in the first several rings of centripetally migrating cells, with apparent
enrichment at the apical edge of the leading CMFCs (Figure 4.4). These data supported a
potential role for this type II BMP receptor in centripetal migration.
To ensure BMP signaling was active in centripetally migrating cells, I used an antibody
that recognizes P-Mad, the transduction protein that is phosphorylated immediately downstream
of ligand binding and receptor recruitment. I found that P-Mad was detected in the first two to
three rows of CMFCs during stage 10A and 10B, prior to and during their inward migration.
Additionally, with higher anti-P-Mad concentrations I also observed evidence for active BMP
signaling activity ubiquitously in egg chambers earlier than stage 8. This direct BMP response
has not been observed previously, but is consistent with studies that have shown that Mad is
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necessary to repress BMP-target genes during earlier stages (Chen and Schupbach, 2006). All
together, these data further supported a possible role for Wit and BMP signaling in centripetal
migration.
My first approach in testing the hypothesis that Wit was necessary for centripetal
migration was to determine if it was required to mediate the transcriptional BMP response seen
in CMFCs. To do so, I generated homozygous mutant clones for a wit mutant allele (Harrison et
al., 1995; Marqués et al., 2002), but I did not detect diminished P-Mad levels in centripetally
migrating follicle cells. This led me to conclude that the Wit receptor was dispensable for Smad
phosphorylation in this cell population, perhaps indicating that other compensatory mechanisms
could be involved. This result did not preclude the possibility, however, that the primary function
of Wit in this tissue could be to signal independently of Smads. It was possible that such a signal
could provide an initiating cue for centripetal cells to begin migration. During time-lapse
imaging of wit homozygous mutant clones, however, no defects were observed in the ability of
CMFCs to migrate inward to cover the anterior face of the oocyte. These data led me to conclude
that the Wit receptor did not play any readily discernable roles in centripetal migration.
To rule in or out the possibility that BMP signaling played a direct role in stage 10B egg
chambers, I next used a type I BMP receptor inhibitor known as DMH1. Because many genetic
disruptions of BMP also affect its earlier functions in the tissue, the ability to knock out signaling
in a defined window of time just before centripetal migration was advantageous. The application
of inhibitor required new mounting techniques, as described in Chapter 2. Once inhibitor
concentrations were optimized, DMH1 treatment resulted in no obvious defects for centripetal
migration, but nurse cell dumping was severely affected. This defect was not observed in
vehicle-only controls. Following up on these results, by investigating filamentous actin
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organization and the position of nurse cell nuclei in the presence of inhibitor, I observed ring
canals that rapidly expanded and lost F-actin organization. These preliminary data need to be
confirmed with additional experiments using different methods, as these defects cannot be
specifically attributed to BMP due to the possibility of off-target effects by the inhibitor. The
phenotypes observed are consistent with previous reports on F-actin defects and nurse cell
dumping failures seen with overexpression of truncated forms of the type I BMP receptor Sax
(Twombly et al., 1996). Altogether the DMH1 data led me to conclude that reducing the activity
of type I BMP receptors had a greater effect on nurse cell dumping than centripetal migration,
which appeared to be largely unaffected.
I next sought to determine if a similar failure in nurse cell dumping could be obtained
genetically, in order to reduce the likelihood of off-targets effects confounding interpretation of
the DMH1 phenotype. To do so I used the Gal4-UAS binary expression system (Brand and
Perrimon, 1993) to knock down the type I BMP receptor Tkv in all follicle cells starting at stage
8. This approach was successful in reducing P-Mad levels in the centripetally migrating follicle
cells, but no defects were observed in centripetal migration nor in nurse cell dumping.
Surprisingly, abnormal morphology was observed in the anterior of stage 13 – 14 egg chambers.
These egg chambers occasionally contained nurse cell nuclei that persisted beyond their normal
point of programmed cell death and exhibited positive P-Mad labeling. Why these phenotypes
occur remains unclear. While these data failed to recapitulate the DMH1-induced phenotype, I
speculate that the reason why could be due to different cell populations being affected by UASregulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes versus DMH1. The inhibitor presumably affected all cells of
the egg chamber (including follicle cells, nurse cells, and oocyte) during exposure, whereas the
UAS-regulated hairpin dsRNA transgenes were specifically expressed in follicle cells starting at
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stage 8. Considering that a truncated form of the Sax receptor causes a similar dumping
phenotype when overexpressed in egg chambers (Twombly et al., 1996), it is possible that
hairpin dsRNA targeting Sax instead of Tkv might be able to recapitulate this phenotype. Along
with the inhibitor data, these results led me to conclude that centripetal migration appeared to be
relatively immune to reductions in type I receptor activity. It would be worth revisiting these
experiments with the new framework for centripetal migration presented in Chapter 3.
In summary, in this dissertation I described my work researching centripetal migration, a
relatively uncharacterized but essential cellular process. An approach to studying centripetal
migration was established, from the development of ex vivo tissue culture techniques suitable for
live time-lapse imaging, to the elucidation of a timeline delineating the normal migratory
behavior of centripetal cells. This utility of this framework was demonstrated by investigating
cell-specific E-cadherin requirements during centripetal migration in several cell populations.
The type II BMP receptor Wishful thinking was investigated as a candidate regulator of
centripetal migration, and additional roles for direct BMP signaling in late stage egg chambers
were uncovered, including maintenance of actin cytoskeletal structures during nurse cell
dumping. It is my hope that this dissertation serves as a springboard for further interest in this
organism, tissue, and model system for linking genetic regulation and patterning to downstream
changes in cell morphology and behavior. Many open questions about centripetal migration
remain, the most important of which are addressed in the next section, along with possible future
directions.
5.2 Open Questions and Future Directions
What processes are responsible for driving the inward migration of centripetal cells during stage
10B?
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While previous work has identified a gene regulatory network active in the centripetal
cells (reviewed in Duhart et al., 2017), what processes drive the inward migration of these cells
during stage 10B is currently unknown. It’s possible that early patterning events alone, including
gene regulation by Upd and BMP signaling (Chen and Schupbach, 2006; Dobens et al., 2005;
Fauré et al., 2014; Fregoso Lomas et al., 2016; Shravage et al., 2007; Xi et al., 2003) are
sufficient to instruct these cells to migrate inward at the right place and time, but it is likely that
additional environmental cues are required after these cells are made competent by earlier
signaling. One possibility is that after the flattening of the anterior stretch follicle cells is
complete, the anterior-most centripetal cells can sense their alignment at the nurse cell – oocyte
interface and respond by extending inward. Additional mechanisms such as differential adhesion
levels and adhesion junction remodeling are likely involved in bringing cells inward at the
correct location. The processes that drive the inward migration of centripetal cells may take time
and could possibly be occurring during stage 10A when the egg chamber appears to be relatively
stable in morphology. While it is possible that a diffusible signal might guide these cells inward,
as is the case with border cell migration (Duchek and Rørth, 2001; Duchek et al., 2001; Murphy
et al., 1995), it is unclear where such a signal might be produced. As centripetal migration
proceeds even when the border cells fail to migrate (Chapter 3 Figure 3.12D – D’), it is unlikely
that such a signal would come from the border cell cluster.
In the course of investigating E-cadherin requirements during centripetal migration, I
noticed that the first two rings of cells that lead the migration exhibited abnormally rounded
morphology when they or adjacent follicle / germ cells were depleted of E-cadherin. In all
situations where this was observed, no more than two rings of cells were affected. This suggests
that there are either distinct E-cadherin requirements for the cells that lead the migration, or that
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migration stops in these mutant conditions before more posterior cells can migrate inward.
Considering that centripetal migration may consist of two different phases (discussed further in
the next section) it is possible that E-cadherin depletion primarily affects the initiating phase of
migration. If so, then the first two rings of centripetal cells could express distinct sets of genes
from their more posterior neighbors in a way that makes them competent to initiate centripetal
migration.
Future work exploring these distinctions more closely will be an ideal starting place for
piecing together how centripetal migration is regulated, and what mechanisms drive cells inward.
As reduction of contact with the basement membrane was identified in this work as an early step
in centripetal migration, experiments modulating integrin-mediated adhesion to the extracellular
matrix in leading centripetal cells might provide additional insights into how this process occurs.
A priority for unraveling the regulation of centripetal migration should be to generate a gene
expression profile for the centripetally migrating cells. This could be achieved using flow
cytometry to specifically isolate centripetal cells, as identified by a fluorescent reporter driven by
a promoter that is restricted in expression to these cells. Such a promoter could be cloned from
several candidate genes with expression patterns that appear to be reasonably restricted to the
domain of centripetally migrating cells, including ana, CG31522, hsp68, and wit (Yakoby et al.,
2008a). Together these data would have the potential to identify genes and mechanisms that are
responsible for driving the initial elongation of centripetal cells into the interior of the egg
chamber.
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Does centripetal migration over the anterior face of the oocyte involve two distinct phases of cell
migration?
In the process of creating a framework that delineated the different steps of centripetal
migration, I found that the migration seemed to occur in two apparent phases. During the first
phase, the anterior-most centripetal cells slowly elongate apically and shrink their basal surface
area as they successively reduce contact with the basement membrane. The second phase begins
only after 2 – 3 leading cells have undergone this process, after which the remaining posterior
follicle cells collectively migrate inward as a group. This observation of two apparent phases
may suggest these two phases could be differentially regulated and may employ different
mechanisms. Whether or not this is the case is an open question.
If centripetal migration does involve two differentially regulated phases, it is possible that
any gene that is required for normal migration may specifically affect only one phase or the
other. In the course of investigating E-cadherin requirements in centripetal migration, I found
that defects arose during the first phase of the migration, suggesting an early requirement for Ecadherin in this process. Future work examining other genes known to be required for centripetal
migration will be of value in determining if different mechanism are involved in each phase of
migration. Because defects that arise in the first phase might stall further migration,
identification of mutations that specifically affect the second phase of migration will be most
important for confirming this model. The idea of a collective cell migration occurring in
multiple phases is not unprecedented, as border cell migration has two phases wherein the
migrating cell cluster is guided by different signals at each phase (Duchek and Rørth, 2001;
Duchek et al., 2001; Murphy et al., 1995).
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What morphological rearrangements do centripetal follicle cells undergo after migration is
complete in order to form a contiguous secretory epithelium?
While the onset of nurse cell dumping is regarded as the end of the centripetal migration
stage (King, 1970; Lin and Spradling, 1993; Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980), a number of
outstanding questions remain regarding how the anterior face of the oocyte is fully enclosed after
nurse cell dumping is complete. Prior to their inward migration, the centripetally migrating
follicle cells have established apico-basal polarity. The cells that underwent centripetal migration
have to return to a polarized state during later stages, as these cells must re-establish a secretory
epithelium in order to produce the anterior structures of the eggshell, including the operculum
and outer edges of the micropyle (Cavaliere et al., 1997; King and Koch, 1963; Levine et al.,
2007; Mahowald and Kambysellis, 1980; Margaritis et al., 1980). What happens to apico-basal
polarity as migration is underway is currently unclear: Is it maintained, or lost and re-established
later? Immunofluorescent labeling of apico-basal polarity proteins such as Bazooka or Crumbs in
post-migratory follicle cells will likely be of value in distinguishing between these possibilities.
A related question is how the centripetally migrating follicle cells reorganize to
completely enclose the anterior face of the oocyte after stage 10B, as an opening persists
between the oocyte and nurse cells at the end of this stage. The actin-rich ring canals that remain
in this open region mediate the transfer of organelles, proteins, and RNAs during subsequent
nurse cell dumping. To fully cover the oocyte with vitelline membrane and chorion, the
centripetally migrating cells must reorganize to form a contiguous epithelium after nurse cell
dumping is complete and the ring canals are disassembled. As this question pertains to cellular
organization at a time when other rearrangements are occurring simultaneously to create the
dorsal appendages, the use of multiphoton microscopy may be required to clearly resolve the
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organization of centripetal cells deep in the tissue against dorsal appendage-forming cells above.
How centripetal cells re-establish a polarized secretory epithelium could be investigated using
live time-lapse imaging of cells expressing strong membrane localized fluorophores in
conjunction with marked apico-basal polarity proteins including Bazooka or Crumbs. How this
secretory epithelium is formed may prove to be a useful model for how migratory cells can
transition from a flexible state back into a structured epithelium in order to close an opening in a
tissue.
Why do stretch follicle cells extend inward sporadically during centripetal migration in
association with leading centripetal cells?
In the course of this work, I determined that the stretch follicle cells located adjacent to
the leading centripetal cells only sporadically extended inward during centripetal migration. This
observation raises several questions. Stretch cell extension was initially investigated in this work
to determine if centripetal cells and stretch follicle cells consistently migrate in tandem, which
would have suggested that centripetal migration involved an epithelial infolding mechanism.
Surprisingly, instead of an all-or-nothing result, differing numbers of stretch follicle cells were
observed extending into the interior, typically at the same rate as the leading centripetal cells.
Stretch FCs are known to extend inward later during stage 11 as they engulf the nurse cells to
promote their programmed cell death (Timmons et al., 2016). Why a variable number of
posterior-most stretch cells come inward earlier during stage 10B is an open question.
It is possible the associations seen between the stretch follicle cells that do extend inward
and adjacent centripetal cells during stage 10B are due to adhesive connections between them.
These adhesive connections may normally be weakened or disassembled by the start of stage
10B, but slight delays in this process could result in stretch follicle cells that get pulled in by
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their centripetal cell neighbors. This would explain why their extension is sporadic, and why
their inward-most edge appears to coincide with the leading edge of centripetally migrating cells.
The flattening of anterior follicle cells to become stretch cells is mediated by the combined
actions of Tao (a sterile 20-like kinase), Fas2, N-cadherin, Notch, and BMP signaling (Brigaud et
al., 2015; Gomez et al., 2012; Grammont, 2007; Szafranski and Goode, 2004). Tao mutant
follicle cells fail to flatten due to an excess of Fas2 lateral adhesion, preventing the shortening of
lateral membranes necessary to assume a stretched shape (Gomez et al., 2012; Szafranski and
Goode, 2004). Overexpression of Fas2 or other adhesion molecules in the stretch follicle cells
may elucidate if the number of inwardly extending stretch follicle cells could be increased during
centripetal migration.
A third question is whether or not stretch follicle cells are necessary for centripetal
migration to proceed normally. Considering that I observed many instances where no stretch
follicle cells extended inward during centripetal migration, a first conclusion is that there appears
to be no interdependency between the two. However, if BMP signaling is required for centripetal
migration during stage 10B (discussed in the next section), as the stretch follicle cells provide a
source of BMP ligand, experiments testing for developmental abnormalities in their absence may
reveal centripetal migration defects. Future work testing this possibility by promoting the
programmed cell death of stretch follicle cells prior to stage 10B may provide additional insights
into the role of stretch FCs in centripetal migration.
Does continued BMP signaling during stage 10B play a regulatory role in centripetal
migration?
In the course of my work, I couldn’t definitively rule in or out a role for direct BMP
signaling during centripetal migration. In testing if the BMP type II receptor Wishful thinking
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(Wit) was required in the centripetally migrating cells, I did not observe any alterations to
phosphorylation levels of Mad or centripetal migration behavior. While these data suggest that
Wit is dispensable for centripetal migration, it is nonetheless possible it may have a function that
was not tested for in my experiments. If such functions are subtle, taking a more global approach
by expressing hairpin dsRNA-transgenes targeting wit in all follicle cells from an early stage
onward may more severely affect centripetal migration. As my experiments were inconclusive,
whether Wit regulates cellular dynamics independent of Smads in centripetal cells remains an
open question. Future experiments using improved in situ methods to better define the spatial
distribution of all BMP receptors in centripetal cells will aid in teasing apart which receptor
combinations might be responding to ligand in late-stage egg chambers. Comparison of
phenotypes obtained from loss-of-function clones for these different receptor combinations to
phenotypes obtained from loss-of-function clones for mad may be able to further distinguish
between transcriptional and non-transcriptional roles for BMP in this tissue.
In the course of treating egg chambers with the BMP type I receptor inhibitor DMH1,
defects were observed only in nurse cell dumping and not in centripetal migration. While it is
currently unclear if this phenotype is specific to BMP inhibition, it is consistent with phenotypes
obtained expressing truncated Sax receptors (Twombly et al., 1996). If the inhibitor is affecting
BMP signaling specifically, these data suggest that continued transcriptional BMP signaling is
not required for normal centripetal migration during stage 10B. The nurse cell dumping
phenotype observed may be due to defects in the actin-mediated tethering of nurse cell nuclei,
which can interfere with dumping by causing nuclei to physically block ring canals (Cooley et
al., 1992). It is possible this phenotype is caused by inhibition of BMP signaling in the germ
cells, where it has been previously shown to regulate F-actin organization (Twombly et al.,
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1996). If hairpin dsRNA targeting BMP receptors in the germ cells can recapitulate the inhibitor
phenotype, experiments investigating the relationship between BMP signals and F-actin
organization in nurse cells may be able to show BMP signaling is required for nuclear tethering
during nurse cell dumping.
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APPENDIX A
LIST OF GENES REFERENCED IN REVIEW (ALPHABETIZED)

Table A.1 List of genes referenced in review (alphabetized)
Molecule
Referenced
in Review

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced

18-wheeler

18w

18 wheeler

Atypical
Protein
Kinase C

apkc

atypical
CG42783 Apico-Basal
protein kinase
Polarity
C

Apical
polarity
protein

bazooka

CG5055

Apico-Basal
Polarity

Cytoskeletal
scaffolding
protein;
apical cell
marker;
border cell
migration

Regulation of
mRNA
Localization

RNA binding
protein

Bazooka/Par baz
3

CG8896

General
Functional
Category

Ig-Domain
Toll-like
Transmembrane receptor
Protein;
Signaling;
Adhesion

Bicaudal

bic

bicaudal

CG3644

Breathless

btl

breathless

CG32134 Paracrine
Signaling-RTK

Fibroblast
growth factor
receptor

Brinker

brk

brinker

CG9653

Transcription
factorHomeodomai
n-like

Broad

br

broad

CG11491 Transcription
Factor
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Transcription
Factor

Zinc finger
transcription
factor

Molecule
Referenced
in Review

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

General
Functional
Category

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced

Bunched

bun

bunched

CG42281 Transcription
Factor

Leucine
zipper
transcription
factor

Cad74A

cad74a

Cadherin 74a

CG6445

Apical
membrane
adhesion
molecule

Cad99C

cad99c

Cadherin 99c

CG31009 Adhesion

Protocadheri
n, apical
membrane
adhesion
molecule

capping
protein beta

CG17158 Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Regulation of
actin
filament
assembly
Nuclear
protein
involved in
stem cell
maintenance

Capping
cpb
Protein Beta

Adhesion

Castor

cas

castor

CG2102

Chalice

chal

chalice

Unannotat Unknown
ed

Egg chamber
development

viking and
collagen gene
at 25C

CG16858/ Extracellular
CG4145 Matrix
Component

Circumferent
ial migration;
egg
elongation;
dorsal
appendage
morphogenes
is

coracle

CG11949 Establishment
and
Maintenance of
Septate
Junctions

Septate
junction
component,
lateral

Collagen-IV vkg and Cg25C

Coracle

cora
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Transcription
Factor

Molecule
Referenced
in Review

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

General
Functional
Category

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced
membrane
marker

Crumbs

crb

crumbs

CG6383

Cup

cup

cup

CG11181 Regulation of
Translation/mR
NA
Localization

Decapentapl dpp
egic
Delta

Dl

Discs Large dlg1

Apico-Basal
Polarity

Transmembr
ane protein
involved in
apico-basal
polarity
Transcript
localization

decapentapleg CG9885
ic

Paracrine
Signaling-BMP

TGFβ
signaling
ligand

Delta

CG3619

Juxtacrine
Ligand for
Signaling-Notch Notch
signaling
pathway

discs large 1

CG1725

Apico-Basal
Polarity

Basolateral
junction
component,
MAGUK
family
protein

Discs Lost

dlt

discs lost

CG32315 Apico-Basal
Polarity

Cell survival
gene

Domeless

dome

domeless

CG14226 Paracrine
SignalingJAK/STAT

JAK/STAT
transmembra
ne receptor

Draper /
CED-1

drpr

draper

CG2086

Dynamin

shi

shibire

CG18102 Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics
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Transmembrane Transmembr
Receptor;
ane receptor,
Signaling
recognizes
dying cells
Endocytosis,
scission of

Molecule
Referenced
in Review

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

General
Functional
Category

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced
vesicles;
GTPase

DEshg
Cadherin (ECadherin)

shotgun

CG3722

CG12676 Adhesion;
Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Echinoid

ed

echinoid

ELMO /
Ced-12

Ced-12

Engulfment of CG5336
cell motility

Egfr

Apico-Basal
Polarity;
Adhesion

Adherens
junction
adhesion
protein
Lateral cell
adhesion
molecule
within
adherens
junctions

Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Co-factor of
CDM family
of nonconventional
GEF
(Rac/Mbc)

Epidermal
growth factor
receptor
(a.k.a.
torpedo)

CG10079 Paracrine
Signaling-RTK

TGFα family
transmembra
ne tyrosine
kinase
receptor

Eyes absent eya

eyes absent

CG9554

Transcription
Factor

bHLH
transcription
al repressor

Fasciclin 2

Fas2

Fasciclin 2

CG3665

Adhesion

Neural cell
adhesion
molecule
(NCAM),
lateral cell
adhesion
molecule

Fasciclin 3

Fas3

Fasciclin 3

CG5803

Adhesion

Immunoglob
ulin domain
cell adhesion
molecule

Epidermal
Growth
Factor
Receptor
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Molecule
Referenced
in Review

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

General
Functional
Category

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced
(IgCAM),
lateral
adhesion
molecule

Fat

ft

fat

CG3352

Adhesion/Planar Atypical
Cell Polarity
cadherin
involved in
planar cell
polarity;
lateral
adhesion;
circumferenti
al migration;
egg
elongation

Fat2

kug

kugelei

CG7749

Adhesion/Planar Atypical
Cell Polarity
cadherin
involved in
basal planar
cell polarity;
lateral
adhesion;
homotypic
adhesion

Fos

kay

kayak

CG33956 Transcription
Factor

bZIP
transcription
factor

Gurken

grk

gurken

CG17610 Paracrine
Signaling-RTK

TGFα family
signaling
ligand

H15

H15

H15

CG6604

Transcription
factorcontains TBox DNA
binding
domain
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Transcription
Factor

Molecule
Referenced
in Review
Hindsight

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation
peb

Janus Kinase hop

General
Functional
Category

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced

pebbled

CG12212 Transcription
Factor

Zinc finger
transcription
factor

hopscotch

CG1594

Paracrine
SignalingJAK/STAT

JAK/STAT
non-receptor
tyrosine
kinase

Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Actin
binding
protein; ring
canal
regulation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

Kelch

kel

kelch

CG7210

Keren

Krn

keren

CG32179 Paracrine
Signaling-RTK

EGFR ligand

lanA or lanB1

laminin A or
lanB1

CG1026/
CG7123

Extracellular
Matrix
Component

Circumferent
ial migration;
egg
elongation;
dorsal
appendage
morphogenes
is

lethal (2) giant CG2671
larvae

Apico-Basal
Polarity

Tumor
suppressor,
regulates cell
polarity
acting at
basolateral
side

Laminin

Lethal Giant l(2)gl
Larvae

Mad

MAPK

Mad

Mothers
against dpp

CG12399 Paracrine
Signaling-BMP;
Transcription
Factor

BMP
signaling
transducer,
transcription
factor

rl

rolled

CG12559 Intracellular
signalingMAPK/ERK

Mitogen
activated
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Molecule
Referenced
in Review

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

General
Functional
Category

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced
protein
kinase

Mbc

mbc

myoblast city

CG10379 Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Nonconventional
GEF

Mid

mid

midline

CG6634

Transcription
Factor

Transcription
factorcontains TBox DNA
binding
domain

MyosinII

---

see Spaghetti
squash and
Zipper entries

-

MyosinV

didum

dilute class
CG2146
unconventiona
l myosin

Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Myosin
protein

N-Cadherin CadN

Cadherin-N

CG7100

Adhesion

Adherens
junction
adhesion
protein

Neuroglian

Nrg

Neuroglian

CG1634

Adhesion

Immunoglob
ulin
domain/fibro
nectin type
III repeat cell
lateral
adhesion
molecule

N

Notch

CG3936

Transmembr
Juxtacrine
Signaling-Notch ane receptor

Patj

Patj

CG12021 Apico-Basal
Polarity

Notch
Patj
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PDZ-domain
protein
involved in
zonula
adherens and

Molecule
Referenced
in Review

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

General
Functional
Category

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced
apico-basal
polarity

Patronin

Patronin

Patronin

CG33130 Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Microtubule
binding
protein
homologous
to
CAMSAP1/2
/3

Perlecan

trol

terribly
reduced optic
lobes

CG33950 Extracellular
Matrix
Component

Circumferent
ial migration;
egg
elongation;
dorsal
appendage
morphogenes
is

Plc21C

Phospholipase CG4574
C at 21C

Intracellular
Signaling

Intracellular
signaling
protein

PVR-1

Pvr

PDGF- and
VEGFreceptor
related

CG8222

Paracrine
Signaling-RTK

PDGF/VEGF
receptor
homolog

Quit

qui

quit

Unannotat Unknown
ed

Unknown

Raf

Raf

Raf oncogene

CG2845

Serinethreonine
protein
kinase

Shade

shd

shade

CG13478 Ecdysteroid
Biosynthesis

PLC
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Intracellular
SignalingMAPK/ERK

Cytochrome
P450
(Halloween
gene)Ecdysone-20
monooxygen
ase

Molecule
Referenced
in Review
Shot

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation
shot

Slow Border slbo
Cells

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

General
Functional
Category

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced

short stop

CG18076 Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Spectraplaki
n family,
large
cytoskeletal
linker to
actin and
microtubule
filaments

slow border
cells

CG4354

Transcription
Factor

bZIP
transcription
factor,
C/EBP
homolog

Spaghetti
squash

sqh

spaghetti
squash

CG3595

Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Regulatory
light chain of
non-muscle
type 2
myosin

Spitz

spi

spitz

CG10334 Paracrine
Signaling-RTK

EGFR ligand

Stardust

sdt

stardust

CG32717 Apico-Basal
Polarity

MAGUK
family
protein
involved in
zonula
adherens and
apico-basal
polarity

Stat92E

SignalCG4257
transducer
and activator
of
transcription
protein at 92E

Tao

Tao

STAT

Tao

Paracrine
SignalingJAK/STAT;
Transcription
Factor

CG14217 Intracellular
SignalingGerminal
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JAK/STAT
transcription
factor

Sterile 20like
serine/threon
ine kinase,

Molecule
Referenced
in Review

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

General
Functional
Category

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced

Center Kinases
(Mst/Ste20)

cellular
morphogenes
is

Thickveins

tkv

thickveins

CG14026 Paracrine
Signaling-BMP

TGFβ type I
receptor,
serine/threon
ine kinase

Tramtrack

ttk

tramtrack

CG1856

Transcription
Factor

Zinc finger
transcription
factor

tricornered

CG8637

Intracellular
Signaling-NDR
Kinase

Planar cell
polarity; egg
elongation

upd1 or upd2

unpaired 1 or
unpaired 2

CG5993/
CG5988

Paracrine
SignalingJAK/STAT

JAK/STAT
ligand

zip

zipper

CG15792 Cytoskeletal
organization/dy
namics

α-Integrin
PS1

mew

multiple
edematous
wings

CG1771

Adhesion/Signal α1 subunit of
ing
integrin,
links
extracellular
matrix to
actin
cytoskeleton

α-Integrin
PS2

if

inflated

CG9623

Adhesion/Signal α subunit of
ing
integrin,
links
extracellular
matrix to
actin
cytoskeleton

Tricornered trc

Unpaired

Zipper
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Regulatory
heavy chain
of nonmuscle type
2 myosin

Molecule
Referenced
in Review

Drosophila
Gene
Abbreviation

Drosophila
Gene Name

FlyBase
CG
Number

General
Functional
Category

α-Spectrin

α-Spec

α Spectrin

CG1977

β-Catenin

arm

armadillo

CG11579 Apico-Basal
Polarity;
Paracrine
Signaling-Wnt

Adherens
junction cell
adhesion
protein,
Wingless
signaling
effector

β-Spectrin

β-spec

β Spectrin

CG5870

Cortical
cytoskeleton
component,
actin
interacting

βH-Spectrin kst

karst

CG12008 Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Apicaldomain
localized
component
of the αβspectrin
complex

βPS-Integrin mys

myospheroid

CG1560

β subunit of
integrin,
links
extracellular
matrix to
actin
cytoskeleton
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Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Cell
Biological
Function
Referenced

Cytoskeletal
Organization/D
ynamics

Adhesion;
Signaling

Component
of the αβspectrin
complex

APPENDIX B
PROTOCOL FOR LIVE TIME-LAPSE IMAGING OF STAGE 10B EGG CHAMBERS

B.1 Purpose
This appendix contains my complete optimized protocol for culturing stage 10B
Drosophila egg chambers ex vivo for multi-hour time-lapse imaging. It is based primarily on the
method described by Prasad et al. (Prasad et al., 2007) with agarose stabilization methods
adapted from Cetera et al. (Cetera et al., 2016). Further adaptations and optimizations are as
described in Chapter 2.
B.2 Protocol, Necessary Reagents and Equipment
Table B.1 Necessary reagents and equipment
Reagent / Equipment

Supplier

Lumox dishes
Double-sided film tape
Number 1.5 cover slips
Schneider’s Drosophila medium
Penicillin-Streptomycin (10,000 U/ml)
Insulin from bovine pancreas
Fetal bovine serum (FBS)
Vinyl electrical tape
Low gelling temperature agarose
(suitable for insect cell culture)
Hoechst 33342 (Optional)
FM4-64 (Optional)
DMSO (Optional)
0.1 N NaOH solution
0.1 N HCl solution
Diamond-tipped glass cutter (optional)
Micropipettes & tips
15 ml tubes
Dissecting microscope

Sarstedt, Inc.
The 3M Company
Warner Instruments
ThermoFisher, Inc.
ThermoFisher, Inc.
Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.
ThermoFisher, Inc.
The 3M Company
Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.

Catalog
Number
94.6077.410
S-15941
64-0721
21720-024
15140-148
I5500-100MG
16000-036
80611448137
A9045

ThermoFisher, Inc.
ThermoFisher, Inc.
Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.
Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.
Sigma-Aldrich, Inc.
Various suppliers
Various suppliers
Various suppliers
Various suppliers

62249
T3166
D2650
221465
320331-500ML
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
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Laser-scanning microscope capable of capturing
time-lapse acquisitions
Eppendorf Thermomixer (variable temperature) X 2
Microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 ml)
Dumont dissecting forceps
9-well glass dissecting plate
pH Meter
Ultra pure grade water

Various suppliers

N/A

Various suppliers
Various suppliers
Various suppliers
Various suppliers
Various suppliers
Various suppliers

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Solutions necessary to prepare in advance


0.1 N NaOH – Used for adjusting pH of live imaging medium.



0.1 N HCl – Used for adjusting pH of live imaging medium.



2.5% Low melting temperature agarose – Add 0.25 grams of low melting agarose to
10 ml of water. Microwave carefully until dissolved, then mix well. Aliquot into 1.5 ml
microcentrifuge tubes and store at room temperature.



Acidified water – Used for dissolving insulin, add 1 µl of concentrated HCl to 1 ml of
water. Store at room temperature.

Protocol
1) Prepare a 10 mg/ml solution of insulin dissolved in acidified water.


Only 200 µl is needed per experiment - This must be made fresh the day of
imaging.

2) Prepare live imaging medium by vortexing together the following reagents in a 15 ml
tube: 8.24 ml of Schneider’s, 1.5 ml of FBS, 200 µl of 10 mg/ml insulin (prepared in step
1), and 60 µl of penicillin/streptomycin.
3) Using a pH meter, adjust the pH of the live imaging medium to be between 6.95 – 7.00
using 0.1 N NaOH or HCL.
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4) Using two separate thermomixers, set one to 37°C and the other to 65°C.


Add 680 µl of prepared live imaging medium to a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube
and place it in the 37°C thermomixer – shake at a vigorous speed.



Place a microcentrifuge tube containing 2.5% low melting temperature agarose
(prepared previously) in the 65°C thermomixer – shake at a vigorous speed.

5) Once the agarose has melted, take 320 µl and add it to the tube containing live imaging
medium at 37°C.
6) While the above solution mixes, prepare a lumox dish and cover slip for mounting:


Line a coverslip with double-sided film tape on all sides, being careful to maintain
only a single layer of tape (do not overlap multiple layers).



Only stick the very edge of the tape to the cover slip, so that maximal room is left
under the coverslip for egg chambers once mounted.



When ready, place the coverslip tape-side up on top of a small platform (such as a
coverslip box) so the tape does not stick to other objects.



If using DMSO, instead of using double-sided film tape, use a thin 1 mm strip of
vinyl electrical tape for slightly increased height between the cover slip and the
slide.



If imaging two genotypes or treatment conditions on a single lumox dish, use a
diamond-tipped glass cutter to slightly shorten two coverslips (by about 20%) so
they can both fit on a single dish. Prepare each as described above.

7) Using a 9-well plate, prepared live imaging medium, a stereomicroscope, and forceps,
carefully dissect ovaries from well-fed anesthetized female flies.


Only 4 – 5 pairs of ovaries are necessary.
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8) Once the ovaries are dissected, carefully dissect out the ovarioles, being careful never to
touch egg chambers that are the desired stage.
9) Once the ovarioles have been dissected, use forceps or a micropipette to carefully remove
older stage egg chambers and discard them.


It is not necessary to remove all older stage eggs. Only remove as many as you
can without damaging desired egg chambers.

10) Once the dissection is complete, carefully wash the well containing the desired egg
chambers with fresh live imaging medium twice, being careful to avoid pipetting up any
egg chambers. This step removes cellular debris from dissection.


If desired, after washing you can incubate for 10 minutes with FM4-64 (9 µM) to
label cell membranes, or Hoechst 33342 (2 µg / ml) to label nuclei. Perform an
additional wash afterward to remove the rest of the dye.

11) When ready to mount, remove as much medium as possible from the well. Quickly
retrieve the live imaging + agarose medium that was in the 37°C thermomixer and add all
of it to the well containing dissected ovaries.


This step and the next are time sensitive, as the agarose will begin solidifying.



Use a swirling motion to keep egg chambers corralled in the center of the dish

12) Quickly use a micropipette to pick up 50 µl of dissected egg chambers and transfer to the
prepared coverslip that was left tape-side up. Lower the lumox dish onto the coverslip
gently, using only enough force to get the coverslip to adhere to the plastic membrane.


Mount on the underside of the lumox dish if you plan on flooding the dish with
immersion medium and dipping an objective in.



Otherwise, mount on the inside of the lumox dish.
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13) Quickly flip the lumox dish over and use a pipette tip to more firmly adhere the tape and
coverslip to the dish, spreading the medium evenly. Avoid using too much pressure.
14) Bring mounted sample to microscope and prepare for imaging.


Agarose in the medium will gel over the course of about 1 hour. Imaging can
begin during this time.



Keep laser power low, in the 1 – 5 range. If signal is still too weak in this range,
increase gain instead. The settings discussed in this protocol apply to a Nikon
A1R series laser scanning microscope.



Generally, 6 egg chambers can be captured with 10 – 13 optical sections each,
every 8 minutes, for 5 hours without egg chamber death. Ensure the microscope
has enough time for each loop before the next time point begins.
i. When defining your XY multi-points to image, be sure to also set the
desired Z as the approximate middle of each egg chamber.



To ensure the entire egg chamber is represented, use the “relative” setting for
obtaining optical sections, and set it to acquire ±60 µm up and down from the
approximate middle of each egg chamber.

15) After acquisition is complete, you can use NIS Elements (Nikon Inc, V. 4.20) to correct
small variations in egg chamber positions during the time-lapse using Image > ND
Processing > ND Alignment. Leave the settings at their default values, and select the
entire egg chamber for alignment.
Data Analysis


For each time-lapse sequence acquired, repeatedly play the sequence in NIS Elements
and keep a detailed record of each one, noting the date of the experiment, genotype, egg
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chamber stage, dorsal-ventral orientation, and other salient features. Eliminate damaged
or abnormal egg chambers as described below.


Detailed notes on morphological changes and timings can be used later to
determine which are consistently seen across genotypes, treatments, and
experimental groups.



Egg chamber orientation can be determined by several features (A diagram with
these features visible can be found in Chapter 1, Figure 1.2): (1) The border cell
cluster will migrate to a more dorsal location after reaching the oocyte. (2) The
oocyte nucleus is located in the dorsal anterior (Mahowald and Kambysellis,
1980). (3) The dorsal side of the egg chamber is less curved than ventral starting
around stage 10A. (4) The dorsal columnar cells are thicker than ventral, starting
around stage 10B.



Egg chambers that are damaged can be identified visually and may exhibit one of
several characteristics: (1) Cell membranes may rupture (2) Egg chambers may
shrink or swell. (3) Egg chambers may burst. (4) Cellular migrations may stall. (5)
Nuclei may condense. (6) Egg chamber may exhibit unusual contractions. (7)
Growth may stop.
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APPENDIX C
LIST OF DROSOPHILA STRAINS USED IN THIS WORK

Table C.1 List of Drosophila strains used in this work
Shorthand

Genotype

Source

Source
ID

Reference

6599

N/A

Y[1]
w[67C23]

Y[1] w[67C23]

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center

W[1118]

w[1118]

Andres Lab

N/A

Wit[G15]

w;+;wit[G15]FRT79w+/TM6B

Raftery Lab

N/A

Strain built in
this work

N/A

N/A

Deng Lab

N/A

(Yeh et al.,
1995)

w[*];
P{w[+mW.hs]=FRT(w[hs])}2A

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center

1997

(Golic, 1991)

Tub-Gal4

Tub-p-Gal4 / TM6B

Raftery Lab

N/A

(Lee and
Luo, 1999)

SqhmCherry

w*; P{sqh-mCherry.M}3

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center

59024

(Martin et
al., 2009)

3L
MARCM
A90-Gal4
FRT2A

hsFLP, UAS-Src:GFP / FM7a; TubGal4, UAS-GFP / Gla; P{tubPGal80}LL9{FRT(w[hs])}2A/ Sb
Gal80TS / CyO ; A90 >> RFP /
TM6B

Dad-GFP

DadGFP / CyO ; MRS / TM6

Affolter Lab

Dad-GFP

w ; IF / CyO ; dad4-EGFPnuc /
TM6b

Brk-GFP

ywhsFLP ; ; brk8-nucGFP / TM6b

BrL-GFP

ywhsFLP ; Sp / CyO ; brL-GFP /
TM6b

Pyrovolakis
Lab
Pyrovolakis
Lab
Pyrovolakis
Lab

w[*]; sna[Sco]/CyO;
P{w[+mC]=UASp-FTractin.tdTomato}10C/TM2

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center

Tractin (II)
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N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
58988

(Hazelrigg et
al., 1984)
(Harrison et
al., 1995;
Marqués et
al., 2002)

(Hamaratogl
u et al.,
2011)
(Ninov et al.,
2010)
(Charbonnier
et al., 2015)
(Fuchs et al.,
2012)
(Johnson and
Schell, 2009;
Spracklen et
al., 2014)

w[*]; P{w[+mC]=UASp-FTractin.tdTomato}15A/SM6b;
MKRS/TM2

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center

58989

(Johnson and
Schell, 2009;
Spracklen et
al., 2014)

Nos-Gal4

w[*];
PBac{w[+mW.hs]=GreenEye.nosG
AL4}Dmel6

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center

32180

(Holtzman et
al., 2010)

Cy2-Gal4

Cy2-Gal4

Berg Lab

N/A

Tractin
(III)

TJ-Gal4

y, w ; TJ-Gal4

Tkv RNAi
#40937

y[1] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS02185}attP40

Tkv RNAi
#57303

y[1] sc[*] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS04501}attP40

mCherry
RNAi
#35785
TJ-Gal4
Mef2Gal80

y[1] sc[*] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=VALIUM20mCherry}attP2

HorneBadovinac Lab

TJ-Gal4 Mef2-Gal80 / CyO

Slbo-GFP

w[*]; P{w[+mC]=GAL4slbo.2.6}1206 P{w[+mC]=UASGFP.S65T}Myo31DF[T2]

ShgTomato

y[1] w[*]; TI{TI}shg[mTomato]

Nls-GFP
UASMyr::tdTo
mato (III)
UASMyr::tdTo
mato (II)
UASMyr::GFP
(III)
UASMyr::GFP
(II)
PG150Gal4

HorneBadovinac Lab
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center

w[*]; P{y[+t7.7]
w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVSmyr::GFP}attP2
w[*]; P{y[+t7.7]
w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVSmyr::GFP}attP40

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Raftery Lab
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center

PG150-Gal4 / FM7

McCall Lab

w ; P{w[+mc] UAS-nls::GFP}
w[*] ; + ; P{w[+mC]=10XUASIVS-myr::tdTomato}attP2
w[*] ; P{w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVSmyr::tdTomato}attP40 ; +
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N/A

(Queenan et
al., 1997)
(Hayashi et
al., 2002)

40937

(Perkins et
al., 2015)

57303

(Perkins et
al., 2015)

35785

(Perkins et
al., 2015)

N/A

(Andersen
and HorneBadovinac,
2016)

6458

(Rorth et al.,
1998)

58789

(Huang et al.,
2009)

N/A

N/A

32221

(Pfeiffer et
al., 2010)

32222

(Pfeiffer et
al., 2010)

32197

(Pfeiffer et
al., 2010)

32198

(Pfeiffer et
al., 2010)

N/A

(Bourbon et
al., 2002)

GR1-Gal4
FRTG13
Nls-GFP
Myr::tdEO
S (III)
Myr::tdEO
S (II)
Vkg-GFP
Vkg-GFP
GR1-Gal4
UASMyr::GFP
SqhmCherry
FRTG13
FlpOutGal4 UASGFP
SqhCherry
HsFLP
FRTG13
Nls-GFP
Luciferase
RNAi,
HsFLP
Shg RNAi
#32904,
HsFLP
Shg RNAi
27689,
HsFLP
Shg RNAi
38207,
HsFLP

GR1-Gal4 (III)
w[1118] ; FRT(2R)G13 P{w[+mC]
Ubi-GFP.nls}2R1 P{UbiGFP.nls}2R2 ; +
w[*]; P{y[+t7.7]
w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVSmyr::tdEos}attP2
w[*]; P{y[+t7.7]
w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVSmyr::tdEos}attP40
w[*]; P{w[+mC]=PTT-un1}G00205
w or +; Vkg-GFP ; GR1-Gal4

McCall Lab

N/A

(Goentoro et
al., 2006)

Raftery Lab

N/A

N/A

32226

(Pfeiffer et
al., 2010)

32227

(Pfeiffer et
al., 2010)

110626

(Kelso et al.,
2004)

N/A

N/A

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center
Kyoto
Drosophila
Stock Center
Strain built in
this work

w* ; P{10XUAS-IVSmyr::GFP}attp40 ; P{sqhmCherry.M}3

Strain built in
this work

N/A

N/A

w[*];
P{w[+mW.hs]=FRT(w[hs])}G13

Bloomington
Drosophila
Stock Center

1956

(Golic, 1991)

Strain built in
this work

N/A

N/A

Strain built in
this work

N/A

N/A

Strain built in
this work

N/A

(Perkins et
al., 2015)

Strain built in
this work

N/A

(Perkins et
al., 2015)

Strain built in
this work

N/A

(Perkins et
al., 2015)

Strain built in
this work

N/A

(Perkins et
al., 2015)

w[*] ; P{w+,
Actin5C>CD2>GAL4} , P{w+,
UAS−GFP} / SM1 ; P{sqhmCherry.M}3 / TM6B
P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}12, y[1] w[∗] ;
P{w[+mW] FRT}G13 P{w[+mc]
Ubi−GFP.nls} / CyO
P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}22, y[1] w[∗] ;
+ ; P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.JF01355}attP2 /
TM3
P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}22, y[1] w[∗] ;
+ ; P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS00693}attP2 /
TM3
P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}22, y[1] w[∗] ;
+ ; P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.JF02769}attP2 /
TM3
P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}12, y[1] w[∗] ;
P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.GL00646}attP40 /
CyO
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C415-Gal4

w* ; + ;
P{w[+mW.hs]Gal4=GawB}C415 /
TM3, ser

Berg Lab

FRTG13
Shg[1]

w;
P{w[+mW.hs]=FRT(w[hs]])}G13
shg[1] / CyO

Strain built in
this work

N/A

FRTG13
Shg[2]

w[*] ;
P{w[+mW.hs]=FRT(w[hs])}G13
Shg[2IH81] / CyO

Strain built in
this work

N/A

Act5c-TagBFP.CAAX

Strain built in
this work

N/A

Act5cTagBFP.C
AAX

N/A

(Manseau et
al., 1997)
(Tearle and
NussleinVolhard,
1987)
(Tearle and
NussleinVolhard,
1987)
N/A
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APPENDIX D
CREATION OF A MEMBRANE-TARGETED TAGBFP TRANSGENIC STRAIN

D.1 Contributions
For the creation of a transgenic fly strain expressing membrane-targeted TagBFP, I
conceived, designed, cloned, and sequenced the genetic construct encoding TagBFP. Embryo
injection was performed by Rainbow Transgenic Services, Inc. I performed fly matings to obtain
flies containing transgenic insertions and mapped insertions to chromosomes. Post-baccalaureate
student Spencer Muscelli performed further mapping using Splinkerette PCR and performed fly
matings to obtain flies with single transgenic insertions.
D.2 Introduction
When using time-lapse imaging techniques to study biological processes in live tissues, it
is necessary to label cells and features of interest with fluorescent markers. Antibodies
conjugated to fluorescent molecules cannot penetrate into cells without permeabilization, a
process which results in the death of the cell. As a result, expression of genetically encoded
fluorescent proteins is required instead. Most readily available Drosophila strains contain
genetically encoded fluorescent proteins that primarily fluoresce in the red or green regions of
the visible light spectrum. The widespread use of these fluorescent proteins has been primarily
due to their early discovery, and subsequent improvement by protein engineering (Day and
Davidson, 2009). Additionally, constructs designed to insert transgenes encoding these
fluorescent proteins have been widely available to the community for many years. As laser
scanning and widefield fluorescence microscopes can capture more than two fluorescent
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wavelengths at a time, however, the ability to use additional fluorescent proteins in the blue and
far-red regions of the visible light spectrum is advantageous.
During my dissertation research, I attempted to develop a three-color live imaging system
so that I could mark mutant cells within a mosaic tissue, while also labeling cell membranes and
filamentous actin. The purpose of these experiments was to determine if patches of cells that
were mutant for specific BMP receptors could exhibit abnormalities in cell shape or in the actin
cytoskeleton during centripetal migration. To do so, I needed to label all three cellular features at
once: (1) mutant cells, (2) cell membranes, and (3) filamentous actin. The few strains I found
that utilized blue fluorescent proteins were not useable for this purpose, which necessitated the
creation of my own. To make the strain as generally useful as possible, I chose to design one that
would mark cell membranes with blue fluorescent protein. This appendix discusses the
construction of this strain and exhibits its utility in marking cell membranes within stage 10B
egg chambers.
D.3 Results and Discussion
As a first step in constructing a strain that expressed blue fluorescent protein, I mined the
literature to identify the best engineered blue fluorophores to use (Day and Davidson, 2009;
Lichtman and Conchello, 2005; Shaner et al., 2005). A monomeric fluorophore derived from
TagRFP that exhibited fast maturation kinetics and high photostability, known as TagBFP,
emerged as the most promising candidate (Ai et al., 2007; Subach et al., 2008). As my goal was
to engineer a strain that would be suitable for marking the plasma membrane of cells, I next
sought to identify methods to localize the expression of TagBFP to the membrane. In doing so, I
identified a recently published project that had successfully engineered a multicolor lineagetracing tool called Raeppli (Kanca et al., 2014). This multicolor system contained TagBFP along
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with a Ras farnesylation motif (CAAX) at the C-terminal end of the protein which targeted it to
the membrane (Hancock et al., 1991). As this was the exact transgene needed for my purposes, I
obtained a pBlueScript plasmid containing the coding sequences for TagBFP with the CAAX
motif from Markus Affolter and Oguz Kanca (Kanca et al., 2014). I then amplified the
TagBFP.CAAX coding region from their pBlueScript plasmid.
The next challenge I faced was in identifying a suitable expression vector that could be
used for transformation and expression in Drosophila. As many experimental procedures utilized
the Gal4-UAS binary expression system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) to drive specific transgenes
such as hairpin dsRNA, I wanted to using this system to express TagBFP, which would have
diminished its general utility. A solution was found with the identification of a P-element
transformation vector that contained an actin5c promoter designed to drive expression
ubiquitously (Riabinina et al., 2015). Using standard cloning techniques (see methods below)
TagBFP.CAAX was inserted into this expression vector and sent to Rainbow Transgenic
Services, Inc. for injection. More than sixty transformants were isolated that expressed TagBFP
that was localized to the cell membranes of all cells within the egg chamber when viewed by
confocal laser scanning microscopy (Figure D.1).
Unfortunately, strong autofluorescence in the blue region of the visible light spectrum
was observed in the oocyte due to accumulation of yolk granules starting at stage 8, limiting the
use of this strain in studying centripetal migration. Part of the problem was that the laser
intensity needed to excite TagBFP sufficiently for detection also elicited too much
autofluorescence from the yolk granules. This bright region of fluorescence resulted in large
amounts of scattered light, which obscured the adjacent centripetally migrating cells.
Nonetheless, strong TagBFP fluorescence was observed in early stage egg chambers and within
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the germ cells. In conjunction with autofluorescent labeling of yolk granules, this transgenic
strain will be useful in time-lapse imaging nurse cell dumping, as this tool strongly labels nurse
cells and allows the visualization of cytoplasmic streaming into the oocyte.

Figure D.1 TagBFB.CAAX as detected in egg chambers imaged with confocal laser scanning
microscopy. (A) Membrane-localized TagBFP fluorescence as seen in a stage 10B egg chamber
at a depth near the approximate middle of the egg chamber. Anterior is oriented to the left, dorsal
is up. Expression is particularly strong in the germ cells (yellow arrow). Yolk granules within the
oocyte autofluoresce strongly (marked by a blue asterisk *). (B) A surface view of the same egg
chamber shown in A. Note strong nurse cell expression in the anterior half of the egg chamber
(yellow arrow). (C) Expression is similarly strong in younger stage egg chambers. Clustered border
cells are visible initiating their migration at the anterior of the early stage 9 egg chamber located
to the right (magenta arrow). Scale bar is 100 µm and applies to all images. Candidate strain ID#
A11.

While autofluorescence limited the use of this strain in marking centripetal cells, it may
nonetheless be of utility in other tissues and developmental timepoints where autofluorescence in
the blue region of the visible light spectrum is less pronounced. This work highlights the
challenge of autofluorescence in the design of three- and four-color systems for live imaging.
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Continued improvements in protein engineering which can increase the intensity of blue
fluorescent proteins will aid in reducing autofluorescence due to the lower laser powers needed
to excite fluorophores. Additional technology such as microscope filters that can block
autofluorescent wavelengths and detectors which can spectrally unmix wavelengths will
substantially increase labelling possibilities when using endogenously encoded fluorescent
proteins to study cell biological processes.
D.4 Methods
Molecular Cloning of TagBFP.CAAX Construct
A plasmid containing the TagBFP.CAAX coding sequence in pBlueScript was a gift of
Oguz Kanca and Markus Affolter. pCaSpeR-act5cB-QF#7 was a gift from Christopher Potter
(Addgene plasmid # 46125 ; http://n2t.net/addgene:46125 ; RRID:Addgene_46125).
TagBFP.CAAX was amplified from its vector using the following primer pairs: Forward primer
5’ – GAGTTCTCTCAGTTGGGGGC – 3’. Reverse primer 5’ –
TCAGGAGAGCACACACTTGC – 3’. A second round of amplification was then carried out
using the same forward primer with a new reverse primer that added a NotI restriction site to the
end of the 3’ Ras farnesylation sequence:
5’ – GAGAATTGCGGCCGCTCAGGAGAGCACACACTTGC – 3’ Reverse primer (NotI
restriction site, Ras farnesylation sequence)
No restriction site was added to the 5’ end of the PCR amplified fragment, as a BamHI
restriction site was already present. This PCR amplified fragment and pCaSpeR-act5cB-QF#7
were digested with NotI and BamHI restriction enzymes (New England Biolabs, Cat. #R3189S
and R3136S) ) according to manufacturer’s instructions. This digest generated two fragments,
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pCaSpeR-act5cB and QF#7, which were separated by gel electrophoresis using a 0.7% agarose
gel. The previous insert, QF#7, was removed. The TagBFP.CAAX coding fragment was ligated
into its place using BamHI and NotI sticky ends and T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs, Cat.
#M0202S) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Bacterial Transformation
Act5C-TagBFP.CAAX plasmid was introduced to bacteria via electroporation of
electrocompetent 5-alpha E. coli (New England Biolabs Inc., Cat. #C2987I). Ligation mixes
were first run through a QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen, Cat. #28104) to inactivate
ligase, then 2 µl of ligation mix was added to ~ 48 µl of 4°C H2O. This mix was then added to 50
µl of electrocompetent cells and added to a 0.2 cm cuvette (BioRad 1652086) that had been
placed on ice. A 2.5 kV shock was then applied using a BioRad GenePulser system. After
electroporation, 1 ml of SOC medium (2% tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 10 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM
KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM MgSO4, 20 mM glucose) was added to the cuvette and mixed by
pipetting. Mix was then transferred to a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and incubated at 37°C for
approximately 1 hour. After incubation, cells were plated on LB agar (Sigma Cat. #L3027) with
100 µg/ml ampicillin antibiotic (Sigma Cat. #A1593). Plates were incubated overnight at 37°C,
after which colonies were selected for PCR verification of the plasmid using primers specific to
the vector or insert. Colonies containing the plasmid were stored at -80°C with 50% glycerol.
Pre-Injection Sequencing of Act5c-TagBFP.CAAX
To ensure the constructed plasmid contained the correct sequences, sequencing of the
final plasmid was performed by Retrogen Inc. using primers I designed, listed below in Table
D.1:
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Table D.1 Sequencing primers used for confirming final Act5c-TagBFP.CAAX construct
Primer Sequence
5’ – GCCAGCAGTCGTCTAATCCA – 3’
5’ – CTCGTCGTACTCCTGCTTGG– 3’
5’ – GCTACAAACGGTGGCGAAAG – 3’

Purpose
Forward primer for sequencing TagBFP.
Reverse primer for sequencing TagBFP.
Forward primer for sequencing from white
gene fragment into act5c promoter.
5’ – GACGCAGAAATCAGCCTGTG – 3’
Reverse primer for above.
5’ – GCCAGACCACAGGCTGATTT – 3’
Forward primer for sequencing first half of
act5c promoter.
5’ – GCCTTGATGTTTTTCGGCCA– 3’
Reverse primer for above.
5’ – GCCAGACCACAGGCTGATTT – 3’
Forward primer for sequencing remainder of
act5c promoter.
5’ – TCCAGGGACATTTTGTGCAAC – 3’
Reverse primer for above.
5’ – TGTGTGTTGCACAAAATGTCCC – 3’ Forward primer for sequencing from end of
act5c promoter into TagBFP.
5’ – GCCCTCGACCACCTTGATTC – 3’
Reverse primer for above.
5’ – TGTGTGTTGCACAAAATGTCCC – 3’ Forward primer for sequencing act5c
terminator.
5’ – GAGTACGCAAAGCTTGGGCTG – 3’ Reverse primer for above.
5’ – CCAGTTCGGGCAAGGTCAT – 3’
Forward primer for sequencing 5’ P-element
end
5’ – GTGACATCCAGTGTTTGTTCC – 3’
Reverse primer for above.
5’ – CGGCATGACAAGGACATCAA – 3’
Forward primer for sequencing 3’ P-element
end
5’ – TGTCGGCTACTCCTTGCGTC – 3’
Reverse primer for above.
Sequencing results confirmed there were only minor variations in sequence within the
act5c promoter and act5c terminator regions compared to the reported theoretical sequence from
the Potter Lab (Riabinina et al., 2015). Larger variations were observed within the white gene
fragment. Such variations were expected, as the pCaSpeR plasmid was constructed prior to the
advent of DNA sequencing which enabled precise identification of DNA sequences within a
plasmid. As a result, these variations were not expected to be a result from cloning and did not
ultimately affect the function of the plasmid.
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Embryo Injection, Isolation and Mapping of Candidates, and Imaging
Embryo injection was performed by Rainbow Transgenic Flies Inc. 340 embryos were
injected, 230 of which survived to the larval stage. Of those that survived through pupariation,
148 single-male and single-female matings to w1118 flies were set up. Within 2 days of the
eclosion of these progeny, more than 60 red eyed G1 progeny were obtained. Of these, 25 red
eyed males were used in single-male matings to Sco/Cyo females and TM3/TM6B females
sequentially to found independent strains, and to provide preliminarily mapping to chromosomes
by their Mendelian inheritance ratios. Post-baccalaureate student Spencer Muscelli performed
Splinkerette PCR (Potter and Luo, 2010) to determine the specific insertion sites and mated
isolates to Sco/Cyo and TM3/TM6B females to separate insertions on different chromosomes. A
total of 8 final independently isolated strains were saved and maintained as stocks. Confocal
microscopy of TagBFP expressing egg chambers from isolate #A11 was carried out as described
previously in the methods section of Chapter 2.
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APPENDIX E
TABLES FROM CHAPTER 3

Table E.1 Table of reagents for Chapter 3
Data type

Symbol/Name used in this
Chapter

Source

Identifiers / Creation

software

NIS Elements

Nikon Instruments,
Inc.

Version 4.20

software

Adobe Photoshop

Adobe Systems

Version CS6

software

Adobe Premiere Pro

Adobe Systems

Version CC 2015

software

Adobe Illustrator

Adobe Systems

Version CS6

software
software

GraphPad Prism
HandBrake

GraphPad Software
The HandBrake
Team

Version 7
Version 1.1.1

chemical compound

Insulin from bovine pancreas

Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. Cat. No. I5500

chemical compound

Fetal Bovine Serum, certified, US
origin

ThermoFisher, Inc.
290

Cat. No. 15140-148

Comments
Image acquisition
and analysis software
used to analyze data,
export images and
movies.
Image software used
to create figure
panels.
Movie making
software used to
create supplemental
movie compilations.
Illustration software
used to draw models.
Used for graphing.
Used to compress
videos for
publication..
Used in creation of
live imaging buffer.
Used in creation of
live imaging buffer.

chemical compound

Penicillin-Streptomycin (10,000
U/mL)
Gibco™
Schneider's Drosophila Medium
Agarose Low Gelling Temperature

ThermoFisher, Inc.

Cat. No. 16000-037

ThermoFisher, Inc.

Cat. No. 21720024

chemical compound

Formaldehyde, 16%, methanol free,
Ultra Pure

Polysciences, Inc.

chemical compound

Triton™ X-100

Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. Cat. No. T8787

chemical compound

DAPI Solution (1 mg/mL)

ThermoFisher, Inc.

chemical compound

VECTASHIELD Antifade
Mounting Medium
Phalloidin–Tetramethylrhodamine B
isothiocyanate

Vector
Cat. No. H-1000
Laboratories, Inc.
Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. Cat. No. P1951

antibody

Rat Anti-Shotgun (DCAD2)

Developmental
Studies Hybridoma
Bank

Cat. No. DCAD2
Antibody Registry ID:
AB_528120

antibody

Rabbit Anti-GFP

ThermoFisher, Inc.

Cat. No. A-11122
Antibody Registry ID:
AB_221569

chemical compound
chemical compound

chemical compound

Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. Cat. No. A9045
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Cat. No. 18814

Cat. No. 62248

Used in creation of
live imaging buffer.
Used in creation of
live imaging buffer.
Used to stabilize egg
chambers during live
imaging
Used for egg
chamber fixation.
Used in egg chamber
permeabilization.
Diluted 1:1000 and
used to stain nuclei
for
immunofluorescence.
Used for mounting
slides.
Used to label actin in
immunofluorescent
images. 1:2500
during fixation,
1:500 in later
washes.
Deposited by
Uemura, T.
Concentrate used at
1:500 dilution.
Used at a 1:200
diluion.

antibody

Goat anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) Highly
Cross-Adsorbed Secondary
Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488

ThermoFisher, Inc.

Cat. No. A-11034
Antibody Registry ID:
AB_2576217

Used at a 1:500
diluion.

antibody

Goat anti-Mouse IgG (H+L) CrossAdsorbed Secondary Antibody,
Alexa Fluor 568

ThermoFisher, Inc.

Cat. No. A-11004
Antibody Registry ID:
AB_2534072

Used at a 1:500
diluion.

antibody

Goat anti-Rat IgG (H+L) CrossAdsorbed Secondary Antibody,
Cyanine5
w[*] ; Vkg-GFP ; GR1-Gal4

ThermoFisher, Inc.

Cat. No. A-10525
Antibody Registry ID:
AB_2534034
Derived from Flytrap
Line G00205 (Stock
110626 obtained from
Drosophila Genomics
Resource Center)
combined with GR1Gal4 obtained from
Kim McCall Lab.
RRID:BDSC_32222

Used at a 1:500
diluion.

strain

strain
strain
strain

strain

This paper

w[*]; P{y[+t7.7]
w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVSmyr::tdTomato}attP40
w[*]; P{y[+t7.7]
w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVSmyr::tdEos}attP2
w[*];
P{10XUAS−IVS−myr::GFP}attP40;
P{sqh-mCherry.M}3

Bloomington
Drosophila Stock
Center
Bloomington
Drosophila Stock
Center
This paper

C415-Gal4 / TM3, Ser

PMID: 9215645
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Used to label
Collagen IV and
drive Gal4 in somatic
follicle cells

Obtained directly
from BDSC.

RRID:BDSC_32226

Obtained directly
from BDSC.

Derived from two
Bloomington stocks
(RRID:BDSC_59024
and
RRID:BDSC_32198).
NA

Used to label myosin
regulatory light chain
and a strong
membrane localized
GFP
Obtained courtesy of
the laboratory of
Celeste Berg.

strain

Gal80[ts] / CyO ; A90>>RFP /
TM6B

PMID: 7624365

NA

strain

PG150-Gal4 / FM7

PMID: 11744370

NA

strain

TJ-Gal4 Mef2-Gal80 / CyO

PMID: 26952985

NA

strain

y1 w*; TI{TI}shgGFP

RRID:BDSC_60584

strain

w[*] ; P{w+,
Actin5C>CD2>GAL4} , P{w+,
UAS−GFP} / SM1 ; P{sqhmCherry.M}3 / TM6B

Bloomington
Drosophila Stock
Center
This paper

strain

P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}22, y[1] w[∗] ;
+ ; P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.JF01355}attP2 /
TM3

This paper

strain

P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}22, y[1] w[∗] ;
+ ; P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS00693}attP2 /
TM3

This paper
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Flp-Out Gal4 UAS
GFP strain from our
lab combined with
Sqh-mCherry from
BDSC
(RRID:BDSC_59024)
HsFLP from BDSC
(RRID:BDSC_43660)
combined with TRiP
Ri (JF01355) targeting
luciferase
(RRID:BDSC_31603).
HsFLP from BDSC
(RRID:BDSC_43660)
combined with TRiP
Ri (HMS00693)
targeting Drosophila
shotgun
(RRID:BDSC_32904).

Obtained courtesy of
the laboratory of
Wu-Min Deng.
Obtained courtesy of
the laboratory of
Kim McCall.
Obtained courtesy of
the laboratory of
Sally HorneBadovinac.
Obtained directly
from BDSC.
Used to label myosin
regulatory light chain
and to generate flpout clones
HsFLP combined
with TRiP RNAi
strain

HsFLP combined
with TRiP RNAi
strain

strain

P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}22, y[1] w[∗] ;
+ ; P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.JF02769}attP2 /
TM3

This paper

strain

P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}12, y[1] w[∗] ;
P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.GL00646}attP40 /
CyO

This paper

strain

P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}12, y[1] w[∗] ;
P{w[+mW] FRT}G13
P{w+mC=Ubi-GFP.nls}2R1 P{UbiGFP.nls}2R2 / CyO

This paper

strain

P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}12, y[1] w[∗] ;
P{ry[+t7.2] = neoFRT}42D
P{w[+mc] = Ubi-GFP(S65T)nls}2R
/ CyO

This paper

strain

Shg[2] / CyO

strain

P{w[+mW] FRT}G13 Shg[2] / CyO

Mo Weng Lab,
UNLV
This paper

strain

w;
P{w[+mW.hs]=FRT(w[hs]])}G13
shg[1] / CyO

This paper
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HsFLP from BDSC
(RRID:BDSC_43660)
combined with TRiP
Ri (JF02769) targeting
Drosophila shotgun
(RRID:BDSC_27689).
HsFLP from BDSC
(RRID:BDSC_1929)
combined with TRiP
Ri (GL00646)
targeting Drosophila
shotgun
(RRID:BDSC_38207).
HsFLP from BDSC
(RRID:BDSC_1929)
combined with 2R
distal FRTG13 + GFP
from BDSC
(RRID:BDSC_5826)
HsFLP from BDSC
(RRID:BDSC_1929)
combined with 2R
distal FRT42D + GFP
from BDSC
(RRID:BDSC_5626)
Shg[2] combined with
FRTG13
(RRID:BDSC_1956).
Derived from BDSC
Shg[1] strain by
removal of rescue

HsFLP combined
with TRiP RNAi
strain

HsFLP combined
with TRiP RNAi
strain

HsFLP combined
with FRT + a distal
NLS marker for
generation of loss of
function clones.
HsFLP combined
with FRT + a distal
NLS marker for
generation of loss of
function clones.
Allele used in Shg
experiments
Allele used in Shg
experiments
Allele used in Shg
experiments

construct
(RRID:BDSC_58741)
strain

w[*];
P{w[+mW.hs]=FRT(w[hs])}G13

Bloomington
Drosophila Stock
Center

RRID:BDSC_1956

strain

w ; P{w[+mc] UAS-nls::GFP}

Our lab, UNLV

NA

other

Lumox Dish 50

Sarstedt, Inc.

Cat. No. 94.6077.410

other

20X Microscope Objective

Nikon Instruments,
Inc.

NA

other

25X Microscope Objective

Nikon Instruments,
Inc.

NA

other

40X Microscope Objective

Nikon Instruments,
Inc.

NA

other

40X Microscope Objective

Nikon Instruments,
Inc.

NA

other

60X Microscope Objective

Nikon Instruments,
Inc.

NA
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Obtained directly
from BDSC. Control
FRT for Shg mutant
experiments
Strong NLS GFP on
Chr. 2
Used for culturing
Drosophila egg
chambers during
time lapse imaging.
Nikon 20X Plan Apo
VC, 0.75 NA, WD
1.0, Air
Nikon 25X Apo
LWD, 1.1 NA, WD
2.0, Water
Immersion
Nikon 40X Plan
Fluor, 1.30 NA, WD
0.2, Oil Immersion
Nikon 40X Apo
LWD, 1.15 NA, WD
0.59 - 0.61, Water
Immersion
Nikon 60X Plan Apo
IR, 1.27 NA, WD
0.18 - 0.16, Water
Immersion

other

60X Microscope Objective

Nikon Instruments,
Inc.
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NA

Nikon 60X Plan Apo
VC, 1.20 NA, WD
0.31 - 0.28, Water
Immersion

Table E.2 Table of full genotypes for figures and movies for Chapter 3
Figure / Panel / Movie
3.1F – F’’, Movie 3.1 part
1
3.1G – G’’, Movie 3.1
part 2
3.3D – D’, 3.3A – A’,
3.5C – C’, 3.2C – C’,
Movie 3.2 part 5
3.3B – C’, 3.5D – D’,
3.2B – B’, 3.4C – C’’,
Movie 3.2 parts 2 & 4
3.5A – A’’’, 3.2A – A’,
Movie 3.2 part 1
3.2D – D’, 3.4A – A’,
3.5B – B’’’, Movie 3.2
part 3
3.2E – F’
3.2G – H’
3.6A – G’, Movie 3.3
3.9A – D’’, 3.12E – E’,
Movie 3.4 parts 1 - 4
3.9E – F’’, 3.11C – C’’’,
3.12A – B’, 3.10A – C’,
Movie 3.4 parts 5 & 6,
Movie 3.6 parts 4, Movie
3.5 part 1
3.11A – A’’’, 3.11D –
D’’’, 3.12D – D’, Movie
3.6 parts 1 & 3
3.11B – B’’’, 3.12C – C’,
3.12F – F’, 3.10D – F’,
Movie 3.6 part 2, Movie
3.5 part 2
3.14B – C’’’’

Genotype
w[*] / w[*] ; Vkg-GFP / P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVSmyr::tdTomato}attP40 ; GR1-Gal4 / +
w[*] / w[*] ; Vkg-GFP / + ; GR1-Gal4 / P{y[+t7.7]
w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVS-myr::tdEos}attP2
w[*] / + ; P{10XUAS−IVS−myr::GFP}attP40 / + ; P{sqhmCherry.M}3 / C415-Gal4
w[*] / + ; P{10XUAS−IVS−myr::GFP}attP40 / Gal80[ts] ;
P{sqh-mCherry.M}3 / A90-Gal4, UAS-RFP
w[*] / PG150-Gal4 ; P{10XUAS−IVS−myr::GFP}attP40 / + ;
P{sqh-mCherry.M}3 / +
w[*] / + ; TJ-Gal4, Mef2-Gal80 / + ; P{y[+t7.7]
w[+mC]=10XUAS-IVS-myr::tdEos}attP2 / +
w[*] / + ; Gal80[ts] / P{10XUAS−IVS−myr::GFP}attP40 ;
A90>>RFP / +
w / + ; Gal80[ts] / P{w[+mc] UAS-nls::GFP} ; A90>>RFP / +
w[*] / + ; TJ-Gal4 Mef2-Gal80 / P{y[+t7.7] w[+mC]=10XUASIVS-myr::tdTomato}attP40
w[*] / P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}22, y[1] w[∗] ; P{w+,
Actin5C>CD2>GAL4} , P{w+, UAS−GFP} / + ; P{sqhmCherry.M}3 / P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.JF02769}attP2
w[*] / P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}22, y[1] w[∗] ; P{w+,
Actin5C>CD2>GAL4} , P{w+, UAS−GFP} / + ; P{sqhmCherry.M}3 / P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.JF01355}attP2
w[*] / P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}12, y[1] w[∗] ; P{w+,
Actin5C>CD2>GAL4} , P{w+, UAS−GFP} / P{y[+t7.7]
v[+t1.8]=TRiP.GL00646}, attP40 ; P{sqh-mCherry.M}3 / +
w[*] / P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}22, y[1] w[∗] ; P{w+,
Actin5C>CD2>GAL4} , P{w+, UAS−GFP} / + ; P{sqhmCherry.M}3 / P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS00693}attP2
P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}12, y[1] w[∗] / w ; P{w[+mW] FRT}G13
P{w+mC=Ubi-GFP.nls}2R1 P{Ubi-GFP.nls}2R2 /
P{w[+mW.hs]=FRT(w[hs])}G13 shg[1] ; + / +
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3.13B – C’’’’
3.13A – A’’’’, 3.14A –
A’’’’
3.7A – 3.7B’’

P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}12, y[1] w[∗] / w ; P{w[+mW] FRT}G13
P{w+mC=Ubi-GFP.nls}2R1 P{Ubi-GFP.nls}2R2 /
P{w[+mW.hs]=FRT(w[hs])}G13 shg[2] ; + / +
P{ry[+t7.2]=hsFLP}12, y[1] w[∗] / w[∗] ; P{w[+mW] FRT}G13
P{w+mC=Ubi-GFP.nls}2R1 P{Ubi-GFP.nls}2R2 /
P{w[+mW.hs]=FRT(w[hs])}G13 ; + / +

Table E.3 Number of egg chambers by class and visible interior stretch FCs
Class

# of visible interior stretch FCs

# with no visible interior stretch FCs

Class 1

14

4

Class 2

8

3

Class 3

7

10

Class 4

3

6

Table E.4 Number of interior stretch FCs visible by class
# of egg chambers with…

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

0 stretch FCs extending inward

4

3

10

6

1 stretch FCs extending inward

5

4

4

2

2 stretch FCs extending inward

2

2

2

1

3 stretch FCs extending inward

8

2

2

0

4 stretch FCs extending inward

0

1

0

1
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Table E.5 Number of egg chambers within each class by Gal4 driver
Gal4 Driver

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Class 4

PG150-Gal4

1

1

3

3

A90-Gal4

7

2

3

3

C415-Gal4

3

7

12

4

TJ-Gal4, Mef2-Gal80

8

1

0

0

Table E.6 Association between extending FCs and CMFCs by Gal4 driver
Gal4 Driver

Coincident

Not Coincident

Not Visible

PG150-Gal4

12

2

4

A90-Gal4

20

3

1

C415-Gal4

5

4

18

TJ-Gal4, Mef2-Gal80

5

NA

1
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APPENDIX F
COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF RAS – MAP KINASE SIGNALING INPUT ON CTERMINAL PHOSPHORYLATION OF MAD IN THE DROSOPHILA WING DISC

F.1 Contributions
Multiple people contributed to the work contained in this appendix: Jing Cao (conception
of experiment), Seema Patel (wing disc dissection, fly matings, immunostaining, and imaging),
Alexi Brooks (original computational development, development of algorithms, selection of
regions of interest based on prior computation), and David Umulis (original computational
development, development of algorithms). My contributions are presented below.
F.2 Introduction
Prior to investigating the role of BMP signaling during late-stage oogenesis, I initially
began in the laboratory by examining possible regulatory inputs onto this signaling pathway
within the Drosophila wing imaginal disc. This was part of an ongoing project started by
previous members of the lab which required computational analysis to complete, a task that I
took on in preparation for investigating BMP signaling during oogenesis.
Imaginal discs are a special subset of tissues set aside during larval development which
later give rise to the organs and appendages of the adult fly. During larval development, these
imaginal discs are patterned by cellular signals to specify the different cell populations that will
form specific structures, reviewed in (Beira and Paro, 2016). In the case of the wing disc, a
subset of signaling pathways work together to specify the different populations of cells necessary
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to build an adult wing, including the wing veins, intervein tissue, and wing joint. This makes the
imaginal wing disc an ideal model system for studying how signaling pathways pattern a group
of cells, as well as how these patterning events relate to downstream morphology later in
development.
By early third instar, a BMP signaling gradient is established at the anterior-posterior
compartment boundary where it plays an essential role in turning on wing-patterning genes in a
concentration-dependent manner, reviewed in (Wartlick et al., 2011). As explained in Chapter 4,
Mad is the transduction protein in Drosophila responsible for mediating Smad-dependent BMP
signals to the nucleus by acting as a transcription factor after it is activated by C-terminal
phosphorylation by upstream type I BMP receptors. The vertebrate Mad homolog, Smad1, has a
“linker region” between its highly conserved MH1 & MH2 homology domains. Within this
linker region, potential phosphorylation sites have been identified as possible targets for
regulatory input from proline-directed kinases, including Erk and CDK’s (reviewed in
(Massagué, 2003; Moustakas and Heldin, 2009; Shimmi and Newfeld, 2013)). Multiple groups
have found that phosphorylation of specific sites in this linker region by CDK8/9, MAP kinase,
and GSK3 result in the positive and negative regulation of Smad1 (Alarcón et al., 2009; Eivers et
al., 2008; Eivers et al., 2009; Fuentealba et al., 2007; Kretzschmar et al., 1997; Pera et al., 2003;
Sapkota et al., 2007). Furthermore, previous studies performed in frogs and zebrafish have
implicated the Ras-MAP kinase pathway in the negative regulation of Smad1 by phosphorylation
at specific sites (Eivers et al., 2008; Hashiguchi and Mullins, 2013; Pera et al., 2003).
Based on these previous data, we sought to test if the Ras pathway could be involved in
fine-tuning the BMP signaling gradient by modulating endogenous levels of P-Mad in the
developing wing disc. Our approach was to determine if altering the Ras pathway in a portion of
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a developing wing disc could detectibly alter the normal distribution of P-Mad, as detected by
anti-P-Mad antibodies. To do so, we expressed a dominant negative form of Ras (DN-Ras, (Lee
et al., 1996)) in the dorsal compartment of the wing disc using the UAS-Gal4 binary expression
system (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) with apterous-Gal4, leaving the ventral compartment
unaltered as an internal control. Normally, the P-Mad gradient observed in the wing disc is
composed of two peaks of activation near the middle of the disc, with the anterior peak
appearing broader in activation than the sharper posterior peak.
Using an anti-P-Mad antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, Cat. #9516T, Lot #2) to
detect P-Mad levels, preliminary results quantifying fluorescent labeling intensity found an
expansion of the posterior peak of activation in response to DN-Ras, suggesting the Ras – Map
Kinase pathway could alter the BMP gradient by changing its decay rate (Jing Cao, unpublished
data). These quantitative intensity values were obtained using standard techniques in the field
which involved drawing a single-pixel line horizontally across an immunostained image of PMad and plotting fluorescent intensity values recorded along the resulting line. It quickly became
clear, however, that intrinsic variability in these data was inadequate for assessing subtle changes
in a signaling gradient, an issue reviewed extensively by our lab (Brooks et al., 2012). These
preliminary studies prompted us to develop improved computational methods for assaying subtle
changes to a signaling gradient.
When I joined the lab, work was underway to develop a more rigorous computational
method for detecting and assessing changes to the BMP gradient in response to genetic
manipulation (Alexi Brooks, David Umulis, and Laurel Raftery, unpublished data). This
appendix describes my contributions towards developing the final pipeline and in completing the
final analysis of the results, while also highlighting the logic and decision-making behind our
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approach. Through this work we were able to pioneer a robust computational pipeline that
allowed unbiased quantitative analysis of the wing disc BMP gradient. Using this approach, we
preliminarily observed no significant alterations to the BMP gradient in wing discs expressing
DN-Ras compared to controls, but a few remaining issues in our approach require additional
work to resolve, a topic discussed in the next section.
F.3 Computational Processing Workflow and Results
This section describes the experimental conditions, data collection, and image processing
workflow involved in computationally analyzing the wing disc BMP morphogen gradient. The
pipeline is presented in sequence from beginning to end, broken down into component sections
based on the analysis or step that needed to be completed.
After each manipulation of the image data, the manipulated images were saved in a
separate folder. Thus, it was possible to revisit the entire data set from any step in the pipeline.
Fly Matings to Obtain DN-Ras-Expressing Larvae
To obtain larvae that expressed a dominant-negative form of Ras (DN-Ras) in the dorsal
compartment of the wing disc, flies expressing a yeast Gal4 transcriptional activator downstream
of the apterous promoter (Ap-Gal4) along with UAS-GFP were mated to flies expressing a
dominant-negative form of Drosophila Ras under the control of a UAS promoter (UAS-DNRas). Controls were obtained by mating Ap-Gal4 UAS-GFP flies to y1 w67C23 flies (henceforth
referred to as y w) instead of UAS-DN-Ras. By using the apterous promoter which is only on in
the dorsal compartment of the wing disc beginning at the second instar, the ventral compartment
was left undisturbed as an internal control within both groups. Mated females were allowed to
lay eggs and larvae that emerged were selected for dissection.
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Dissection and Immunolabeling of Wing Discs for P-Mad
Wing imaginal discs expressing either green fluorescent protein (GFP, control) alone or
with a dominant negative form of Ras (DN-Ras, experiment) in the dorsal compartment using
apterous-Gal4 were dissected from larvae, immunolabeled, and imaged at 40x on a confocal
laser scanning microscope by previous lab member Seema Patel. Immunostaining was performed
using primary antibodies against P-Mad (Cell Signaling Technology, Cat. #9516T, Lot #2) and
Delta (deposited to the DSHB by Artavanis-Tsakonas, S.). Secondary antibodies were polyclonal
goat anti-mouse Cy5 (Jackson Laboratories, Cat. #115-175-003) and polyclonal goat anti-rabbit
Alexa 568 (ThermoFisher, Cat. #A11011). In total, 62 DN-Ras and 58 control (y w) wing discs
were imaged.
Initial Quality Control of Wing Discs
The first step in preparing wing discs for assessment of the P-Mad gradient was to
remove discs that were not suitable for further analysis. A preliminary selection of images for
analysis was performed by Alexi Brooks in which discs that were folded or manually distorted
were eliminated, as well as those that were too young based on anti-Delta staining. I continued
this process, discarding wing discs that appeared damaged, slightly folded in a way that
prevented them from being flat, or exhibited abnormal antibody staining. Discs were also
discarded that were duplicates or lacked controls that were stained on the same date. After this
process, 37 DN-Ras and 34 y w wing discs were retained for further processing.
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Image Registration, Orientation, and Cropping
Prior to any type of computational processing, images had to be oriented such that
automated programs would be able to process the data from each image in the same way. The
first step in this process was to use NIS Elements (Nikon Instruments, Inc., V4.20) to create
maximal intensity projections (MaxIPs) of each fluorescent channel (GFP, Delta, P-Mad) which
were then imported into Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). As wing discs were captured in different
orientations, I manually aligned the tissue such that discs were oriented with their dorsal
compartment up, and their anterior to the left. Because the P-Mad staining intensity across the AP dimensions of the disc exhibits a broad anterior peak adjacent to a narrow posterior peak
(Figure F.1E), these features were used to orient the discs’ anterior-posterior direction. Since
apterous-Gal4 UAS-GFP expression marked the dorsal compartment, GFP fluoresence was used
for dorsal alignment. Similarly, the edge of GFP expression was used to identify the boundary
between dorsal and ventral compartments. As we were interested in the posterior P-Mad gradient
contained within the “wing pouch” region of the disc alone, images were cropped after alignment
to remove the periphery of wing disc tissue from the field of view.
After images were cropped, the next step was to import each image into MatLab by first
exporting from Fiji as a “text image”. This feature created a file containing values ranging from
0 – 255 for every pixel in the image which corresponded to that pixel’s recorded intensity. This
allowed me to convert each image into a two-dimensional array of intensity values which could
be used for further analysis.
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Automated Averaging and Identification of Dorsal and Ventral Sub-Regions of Interest
As the next step in computationally processing each image, I programmed a Matlab script
(The MathWorks Inc, V. R2013a) that imported the “text image” of pixel intensities obtained
previously into a two-dimensional array, which allowed mathematical operations to be
performed on the data. Because the intensity of the P-Mad immunostaining could vary from cell
to cell due to biological variation, as well as variations inherent to capturing data on a
microscope (both issues reviewed in (Brooks et al., 2012)), we first sought to “smooth out” the
local variation by averaging adjacent pixels together. This method for image data smoothing was
similar to that used by other labs (Kicheva et al., 2013). To do so, I programmed the script to
apply a 15 pixel-wide running average across the data. This averaged adjacent pixels together
(first across every column of the array, followed by every row) which resulted in a “smoothed”
or averaged image of the BMP gradient.
From here I was ready to begin assessing observed gradients of P-Mad within
immunostained images, but we wanted to be sure we selected the same representative region on
each disc we analyzed, regardless of the size of the disc. As natural biological variation can
cause discs to vary in size, calculating the same approximate region to crop for each disc would
have required a large amount of time. To solve this issue, I programmed the MatLab script to
automatically crop out a consistent area of the P-Mad immunostained image every time based on
the size of the disc. To do so, I defined the height of each disc as 100%, then cropped a region
that was 5% this size at a distance that was 15% up and down from the dorsal/ventral boundary,
as identified previously by the edge of apterous-Gal4 UAS-GFP expression. These cropped
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regions (both dorsal and ventral) were used for further assessment of the P-Mad gradient, and all
other data were discarded.
We chose to focus on this region in particular because we believed it would be the area
with the least amount of variation within individual larvae of the same genotype. This region was
previously selected based on estimates of variation in the slope of the gradient over the length of
the entire wing pouch (Brooks, Umulis, and Raftery, unpublished data). A 5% window was
chosen for analysis because we specifically wanted to avoid the pitfalls of using only a single
row of unaveraged pixels to measure intensity values which is subject to variability. After
obtaining these 5% regions, I programmed the MatLab script to further average these data into a
single row of pixel intensities. This gave us the same end result as studies that have analyzed a
single line of pixel intensities, except our data was an average of a much larger representative
region. We believed this would reduce the intrinsic pixel variation while selecting data from the
least variable regions of the dorsal and ventral compartments. A visual example of this
computational process is diagrammed in Figure F.1.
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Figure F.1 Overview of processing workflow for computational analysis of wing disc P-Mad
gradient. A visual overview of the processing steps performed to quantify the P-Mad gradient.
(A) An example of an initial wing disc image immunolabeled with anti-Delta prior to processing.
Anterior is oriented to the left and dorsal up. The boxed region in yellow identifies the minimal
wing pouch, our region of interest. The tissue outside of this yellow region was cropped away prior
to subsequent processing steps. (B) A schematic diagram showing the different regions that were
selected for analysis and how they were located, overlaid on top of an example image of P-Mad
immunostaining as seen after cropping from panel A. The green horizontal line marks the
dorsal/ventral boundary of the disc, as identified by GFP expression (not shown here). The region
boxed in white contains only the wing pouch tissue, our region of interest. Its height in pixels was
defined as 100%. My MatLab script cropped out sub-regions that were 5% the height of the wing
pouch (boxed in orange and turquoise), at a distance that was 15% up and down from the D/V
boundary (indicated by red vertical lines). Only the orange and turquoise regions were used in
subsequent analysis, the rest of the image was excluded. (C) Example image of a wing disc
immunostained for P-Mad before it underwent smoothing in MatLab. (D) Example image of a
wing disc immunostained for P-Mad after it was smoothed with a 15-pixel running average down
every column and across every row. From here, the 5% windows described in panel B were
cropped, averaged down to a single row of pixel intensities, and plotted in R (shown in E - Only
the dorsal window is plotted in this example). (E) Linear plot of recorded pixel intensities across
the width of the disc for P-Mad fluorescence. The Y axis plots pixel intensities in arbitrary units
against the X axis which represents distance in pixels along the disc, from anterior to posterior.
The left light blue arrow indicates the anterior peak of P-Mad, while the right yellow arrow
indicates the posterior peak. These peaks in intensity (and the valley between them) represent the
intensities seen in the boxed turquoise region of panel D.
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Plotting and Identification of Posterior P-Mad Peak
After obtaining “smoothed” images of P-Mad for both dorsal and ventral regions of the
wing disc, these data were exported from MatLab into the R statistical package (R version 3.0.1,
The R Foundation for Statistical Computing) in order to plot the pixel intensities. By plotting the
pixel intensities on a linear graph, we were able to observe the average P-Mad gradient across
the A-P dimension of the disc, allowing us to identify visually where along the disc maximal PMad intensity was detected (as diagrammed in Figure F.1E). We chose to focus on the posterior
peak alone (yellow arrow in Figure F.1E) for two reasons: The first was that an early set of data
from our lab had suggested that the posterior peak of P-Mad activity expanded in response to
DN-Ras. The second was that interpretation of the posterior peak is simpler than the anterior,
which is made complicated by expression of Dpp ligand at low levels under part of the peak
(Teleman and Cohen, 2000).
Quantification of the P-Mad Gradient Using Least-Squares Curve Fitting
With the profile of the P-Mad gradient for each disc obtained and processed, the next
challenge was in finding a way to fit the posterior gradient to a curve with defined parameters in
order to test for quantitative differences between experiments and controls. This curve-fitting
approach had been used previously to investigate morphogen gradient dynamics in the wing disc
(Kicheva et al., 2007). This led to the selection of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, which fits
a curve to data by utilizing a least-squares approach to define the best fit. This algorithm is used
to solve non-linear least squares problems, a process that can fit an exponential decay or more
complex curves to a set of data. To do so, Alexi Brooks programmed a Python script (Python
Software Foundation) to fit the equation 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼

𝐴⋅𝑒

of the peak intensity, B is the baseline intensity, and 𝑒

is the intensity decay rate where λ is
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𝐵 where A is the amplitude

the gradient decay length or “length scale” (Bollenbach et al., 2008). The “best fit” values for A,
λ, and B were determined by summing the squares of the differences between each real data
point and the calculated curve, followed by picking the curve where the total was the smallest. A
pitfall of this method is that it can pick local minimums instead of global minimums, which was
a potential flaw we recognized, but did not have a method to avoid. By running this algorithm
against each of the P-Mad gradient profiles we generated while supplying the location of the
posterior peak (as identified by plotting in R), we were able to fit exponential decay curves to
each disc compartment and output these 3 parameters.
Scaling and Statistical Analysis
As mentioned previously, the interpretation for this work came from Jing Cao’s early
disc-staining data, in which expression of DN-Ras appeared to be associated with a wider
posterior peak of P-Mad staining. This supported a role for wildtype Ras in the downregulation
of P-Mad levels (Kretzschmar et al., 1999; Sapkota et al., 2007). As a result, we chose to focus
our attention on the parameter that defined the decay rate of the exponential decay curve, which
we call µ (defined as 1/λ, where λ is the length scale (Bollenbach et al., 2008)). Some models for
disc growth predict this value varies according to the size of the disc, so I calculated the distance
in pixels from the posterior peak to the edge of the disc (termed ‘AP length’) as well as the
distance from the dorsal/ventral boundary to the first edge fold at the periphery (termed ‘DV
length’). For every dorsal and ventral posterior peak, I multiplied the decay parameter µ by the
respective length of the same disc, and then divided the result by the shortest same compartment
length observed across all the data sets for that genotype. This scaled each µ value according to
the size of the wing disc. As the aspect ratios between the dorsal and ventral compartments of the
disc could vary, we used both scaling lengths separately to enable comparison between the two.
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As the ventral half of each wing disc acted as an internal control, I then calculated the D/V ratio
of (dorsal scaled decay rate µ) / (ventral scaled decay rate µ) as the final parameter to be used to
compare the decay rate of P-Mad observed in DN-Ras to controls. Using the Mann-Whitney rank
sum statistical test, there were no significant differences observed in peak intensity (A), baseline
intensity (B), or the exponential decay rate (μ) regardless of scaling method used (Figure F.2).

Figure F.2 Box and whisker plots showing exponential decay rate µ by disc compartment
and scaling method. (A) Box and whisker plot displaying measured exponential decay rates (µ)
in the dorsal compartment of wing discs across experimental groups (DN-Ras versus y w) and
scaling methods (AP versus DV). The decay rate is similar across experimental and control groups
after scaling, regardless of scaling method. No significant difference was observed between scaling
methods and between experimental and control groups. (B) Box and whisker plot displaying
measured exponential decay rates in the ventral wing disc compartment across experimental
groups and scaling methods. The decay rate is similar across experiments and controls after
scaling, regardless of scaling method. No significant difference was observed between scaling
methods and between experimental and control groups. (C) Box and whisker plot showing
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calculated dorsal/ventral ratios for exponential decay rates according to experimental group and
scaling method. No significant differences in exponential decay rate were observed between y w
and DN-Ras. (D) Box and whisker plot displaying dorsal/ventral ratios for the amplitude of P-Mad
staining intensity for each disc by genotype. (Average = 1.5 for DN-Ras, 1.3 for y w. Standard
deviation = 1.1 for DN-Ras, 0.7 for y w). No statistically significant difference was observed. (E)
Box and whisker plot displaying dorsal/ventral ratios for the baseline of P-Mad staining intensity
for each disc by genotype. (Average = 0.7 for DN-Ras, 0.8 for y w. Standard deviation = 0.5 for
both DN-Ras and y w). No statistically significant difference was observed. Due to flaws in the
curve-fitting algorithm, negative numbers were returned for some discs, an issue which needs to
be resolved. All statistical tests were Mann-Whitney rank sum tests. Whiskers represent
interquartile ranges. Outliers are denoted by discrete points.

Overall, through this work we were able to pioneer a computational pipeline for the
unbiased analysis of P-Mad distributions within developing wing discs. While our preliminary
data suggested that the Ras signaling pathway does not play a significant role in regulating the
decay rate of P-Mad levels in the posterior of wing discs, additional work is needed to resolve
some remaining flaws in our approach. Because the curve-fitting algorithm could potentially fit
to local minimums in the data rather than global minimums, a check for this issue needs to be
implemented in the curve-fitting algorithm. In cases where the fitted curve was not biologically
meaningful, negative parameters were returned (as seen in Figure F.2E). In these situations, discs
were discarded, which lowered the sample size of our dataset. Statistical power analysis
performed previously by David Umulis found that we would need 46 discs from each genotype
to detect a 20% difference between dorsal and ventral compartments with a significance level of
P = 0.1. As we had fewer discs than this threshold (37 for DN-Ras and 34 for y w), improving the
curve fitting algorithm may allow us to retain previously discarded discs to increase the sample
size of the experiment. Overall, the computational approach we demonstrate here could be
extended to other studies that seek to quantify morphogen gradients, especially those that exhibit
exponential characteristics.
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Source Code and Programming
To facilitate many of the data processing steps described above, I programmed an AutoIt
script (AutoIt Consulting Ltd., V 3.0) to aid in performing each step and logging results to ensure
reproducibility. This script was also designed to save an image of the data at the end of each
processing step, such that the results of all processing steps were recorded. Additional code was
programmed in MatLab, the R statistical package, and Python. Due to space limitations, all
source code involved in this project will be made available online after the submission of this
dissertation.
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Managing Science in the Biotech Industry: An Intensive Course for
Students and Postdocs

COMMUNITY OUTREACH & VOLUNTEERING
March 2019
Scientific Imaging Demonstration
University of Nevada Las Vegas
March 2017
Scientific Imaging Demonstration
University of Nevada Las Vegas
2016 - 2017
Graduate Admissions Committee Volunteer
University of Nevada Las Vegas
January 2016
Science Workshop Mentor
Boys & Girls Clubs of America via the American Society for
Microbiology
December 2015
UNLV Behind the Scenes Tour for Leadership Las Vegas
University of Nevada Las Vegas
April 2015
Clark High School Science Demonstration & Tour
University of Nevada Las Vegas
March 2015
Southern Nevada Regional Science & Engineering Fair
Beal Bank USA Science Fair Judge - University of Nevada Las Vegas
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